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Lead Plaintiffs, Iowa Public Employees’ Retirement System (“IPERS”) and Public 

Employees’ Retirement System of Mississippi (“MPERS”) (collectively, “Lead Plaintiffs”), on 

behalf of themselves and all others similarly situated, by their undersigned attorneys, allege the 

following upon personal knowledge as to themselves and their acts, and upon information and 

belief as to all other matters, based upon the investigation of counsel.  The investigation of 

counsel is predicated upon, among other things, a review of public filings by The Mills 

Corporation (“Mills” or the “Company”) and The Mills Limited Partnership (“Mills LP”) with 

the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”), including, among other things, 

Forms 10-K, 10-Q, 8-K and 4, press releases issued by the Company, media reports about the 

Company, publicly available data relating to the prices and trading volumes of Mills securities, 

reports issued by securities analysts who followed Mills, verified complaints filed in other 

actions against the Company, internal Mills and KanAm (defined below) documents, and 

interviews with former employees.  Lead Plaintiffs believe that substantial, additional, 

evidentiary support for the allegations set forth herein will be obtained after a reasonable 

opportunity for discovery. 

I. NATURE OF THE ACTION 

A. Overview of the Case 

1. This is a case of an egregious accounting fraud that was so widespread and 

systemic that it affected virtually every line item on every financial statement that Mills issued 

for almost six full years.  Indeed, beginning in 2000 and continuing until January 2006, Mills, a 

real estate investment trust (“REIT”) engaged in the development of retail and entertainment 

properties, cooked its books in almost every conceivable way.  Among other things, Mills: 

• Fraudulently capitalized at least $227 million of ordinary operating 
expenses, including general overhead costs which Defendants knew could 
not be capitalized (Section V. A);  
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• Fraudulently treated the sale of a bankrupt entity “for accounting 
purposes” as if that sale had occurred in April 2002, when in fact that 
transaction did not occur until the spring of 2003.  Mills made that 
determination in December 2002, in order to inflate income for 2002 by 
more than $10 million and meet analysts’ expectations for that year 
(¶¶159-167); 

• Fraudulently transferred almost $100 million in costs incurred in 
developing a failed real estate project in New Jersey into a different 
project in 2003 in order to avoid expensing those costs in blatant violation 
of generally accepted accounting principles (“GAAP”) (¶¶ 111-115, 264);   

• Carried real estate projects as assets on the balance sheet that either did 
not exist or that the Company had abandoned years earlier, in order to 
avoid writing off the costs incurred in developing those “projects” (¶¶ 
116-124);  

• Failed to write off tens of millions of dollars in notes receivables that were 
“clearly impaired” at or shortly after they were executed in 1997 and 
1999.  These worthless receivables remained on Mills’ books for at least 
eight years, until January 2007, thereby inflating the Company’s assets, 
shareholders’ equity (total assets less total liabilities) and earnings 
throughout the Class Period (¶¶ 93,95, 195-197); 

• Fabricated sham consulting agreements with former employees to avoid 
recording the employees’ termination fees as expenses (¶ 168);   

• In the first quarter of 2004, senior management ordered the Accounting 
Department to reverse a reserve for an uncollectible receivable, and 
provided the Accounting Department with fictitious and unsupportable 
information regarding the purported collectability of that receivable.  That 
machination allowed the Company to exceed analysts’ expectations for 
Funds From Operations (“FFO”), a key metric for REITs, by $0.01 per 
share that quarter (¶¶ 169-170); and  

• Recognized $84 million in phony income from their consolidated joint 
ventures with Defendant KanAm (defined below, Section V. C). 

2. Mills engaged in these machinations in order to create the false impression that 

Mills was a healthy, profitable and growing company, so it could dupe unsuspecting investors 

into purchasing its artificially inflated stock.  In essence, Mills was little more than a classic 

Ponzi scheme.  As a REIT, Mills was required by law to distribute 90% of its taxable income 

each year to its shareholders in the form of dividends.  Accordingly, Mills needed a constant 
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stream of capital to finance its development projects and run its business.  To secure that capital, 

Mills conducted twelve offerings of common and preferred stock during the Class Period, raising 

gross proceeds of more than $1.4 billion.  Mills was only able to conduct these offerings and 

raise this capital because it was fabricating its financial results. 

3. As set forth herein, Lead Plaintiffs’ extensive investigation into Mills’ accounting 

chicanery uncovered specific facts demonstrating that Mills and the Executive Defendants 

intentionally concealed expenses and reported fictitious revenue, FFO and income during the 

Class Period.  In connection with their investigation, Lead Counsel interviewed numerous former 

Mills employees with personal knowledge of the culture and circumstances that led to the 

Restatement.1  As described more fully below, these witnesses described how the Executive 

Defendants required and pressured employees to report phony revenues, under-report expected 

costs, capitalize costs that were ordinary expenses, and carry worthless projects on the 

Company’s books as valuable assets.  These witnesses consistently stated that Mills’ rapid 

expansion plans and pressure to increase FFO each quarter motivated the Executive Defendants 

and other members of senior management to engage in these machinations in order to meet 

financial targets.  To wit: 

• During the Class Period, high-level executives of the KanAm Defendants, 
Mills’ controlling joint venture partner – who were also Mills Board 
Members – were prolific insider sellers of Mills stock at the same time 
they were advising both KanAm and Mills investors not to sell their 
securities.     

• Mills always “used whatever loophole” it could to prop up its financial 
results.  In particular, witnesses stated that Mills’ senior officers would 
call an emergency 5:00 p.m. meeting shortly before the end of every 

                                                 
1 “Restatement” refers to Mills’ admission on January 6, 2006, along with Mills’ subsequent 
other disclosures set forth below, concerning Mills’ and Mills LP’s need to restate its financial 
results from 2000 through 2004 and unaudited quarterly reports for 2005. 
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quarter to change the numbers that the Company would report to 
investors.   

• Although Mills has admitted that it improperly accounted for the costs of 
at least ten projects that it had abandoned, witnesses have confirmed that 
many of these projects were abandoned as far back as 2002; that the 
executives were well aware that these projects had been abandoned; and 
the executives specifically kept them on the books to avoid having to 
expense huge losses.   

• The Company was deliberately under-reporting the projected costs for its 
projects in its SEC filings by hundreds of millions of dollars, and then 
fraudulently capitalized expenses related to these projects to conceal the 
true costs.  

• The Company prematurely recognized revenue by recording revenue 
which Mills expected to receive over the life of leases immediately and 
upfront, rather than over the course of the lease.  

• Mills understated its expenses and boosted its income by not writing off 
bad debts.  Witnesses confirmed that the Company made decisions 
regarding how to account for bad debts based on what was necessary to 
meet financial expectations.  Thus, the Company would not write off 
bankrupt tenants, and would instead forgive their debt or grant them 
“allowances.”  

• Before the books were closed in 2004, property managers were asked to 
“make up numbers” because Mills’ results were not “looking good.”  
Defendant McDonough, Mills’ former CFO and now Executive Vice 
President for Asset Management issued a Company-wide directive via 
teleconference ordering each Mills property to accrue $150,000 of 
additional “miscellaneous” income as part of their year-end accrual 
process.  Defendant McDonough told the managers to “find” the extra 
income in late fees, compactor rentals and storage fees.  Witnesses 
explained that, because Mills had over 42 properties at the time, this 
directive added more than $6 million in phony income to Mills’ 2004 
income. 

4. While Mills and the Executive Defendants created fictitious income and hid 

expenses, Mills’ gatekeepers – its Audit Committee, its auditor and its controlling joint venture 

partner – failed to stop this pervasive fraud.  In fact, as set forth herein, these gatekeepers 

actively participated and/or facilitated this fraud.  For example, Mills’ auditor, Ernst & Young 

LLP (“E&Y”), knew of numerous and material violations of GAAP and other accounting 
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6. The Company itself has admitted that its senior management engaged in 

fraudulent acts.  Mills has acknowledged that every financial statement the Company publicly 

filed from 2000 through the third quarter of 2005 was materially false and misleading, and 

required restatement.  Mills has further acknowledged that the improprieties were massive – the 

Company admitted that it overstated its net income for 2003, 2004 and the first nine months of 

2005 by at least $210 million, or 158%, and overstated shareholders’ equity as of September 30, 

2005, by approximately $350 million, or 35%.  In addition, after the fraud came to light, Mills 

conducted an internal investigation of the accounting improprieties.  While that investigation was 

clearly designed to minimize the improprieties that had occurred, even the revelations contained 

therein are striking.  For example, in a number of instances, Mills “concluded that the weight of 

the evidence was contrary to the witnesses’ assertions that the accounting judgments at issue 

were reasonable and reached in good faith,” and acknowledged that these were “errors caused by 

possible misconduct by former accounting and asset management personnel of the Company, 

including (in at least one instance) through management override.”2     

7. The Company also acknowledged that the accounting improprieties occurred 

because of a corporate culture that openly encouraged fraud.  Specifically, the Company stated 

that “the Company’s overall approach and attitude toward accounting determinations resulted in 

a heightened risk that accounting errors could occur.  It was apparent … that the Company’s 

overall culture and ‘tone at the top’ were heavily focused on meeting external and internal 

financial expectations, and that the Company did not have in place fully adequate accounting 

                                                 
2  Given that these “errors” of “possible misconduct” included situations where the Company 
acknowledged that its senior management fraudulently over-rode decisions to book reserves and 
accounted for sales of assets as if they had occurred one year earlier than they had, it is difficult 
to imagine what evidence the Company would need to conclude that there was “actual” 
misconduct. 
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information systems, personnel, formal policies and procedures, supervision, and internal 

controls.” 

8.  Significantly, when the fraud began to come to light, the Company and its senior 

officers attempted a cover-up.  In October 2005, a Mills employee sent a letter to the Company 

and the SEC (the “SEC Letter”) detailing a wide range of accounting improprieties that the 

Company had been committing.  Mills did not disclose the existence of this letter at the time.  

Instead, on October 31, 2005, the Company cryptically announced that it would have to delay the 

release of its results for the third quarter of 2005 to “allow the Company additional time to 

evaluate the accounting for several items in its third quarter results.”  That announcement 

triggered a nearly $8 drop (or more than 15%) in the price of Mills stock in one day, and 

Defendants knew full well that any further delay in announcing the third quarter results would 

cause the stock to decline much further.   

9. Accordingly, on November 9, 2005 – only nine days later – Mills released its 

2005 third quarter results and, on a conference call held that same day, its most senior officers – 

including Defendant Morrow (the then CFO) and Defendant Ettenger (then a Senior Vice 

President) – assured investors that they had conducted a “thorough review” of these “undisclosed 

items” and that Mills’ “financial statements are accurate and in accordance with GAAP.”  In 

reality, of course, these were outright lies.  Mills had not conducted any such review of its 

accounting practices, and its financial statements were neither accurate nor in accordance with 

GAAP.  Tellingly, Mills did not disclose the existence of the SEC Letter until January 9, 2007 – 

fifteen months later – when it conceded that the issues raised in that Letter necessitated the 

Restatement.      
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10. Ultimately, because the SEC was notified of the fraud by that Mills employee, 

Mills was forced to disclose the truth.  Even then, however, Defendants continued to 

misrepresent the truth.  On January 6, 2006, the Company announced that it would have to 

restate certain of its financial statements, but claimed that the impact of the restatement would be 

de minimis – a “hiccup,” as Defendant Ettenger called it.  In reality, the fraud was no such thing, 

and its ultimate disclosure sent the Company into a death spiral from which it never recovered.  

Between October 31, 2005 and August 10, 2006, when the Company disclosed that the 

Restatement would wipe out hundreds of millions of dollars of previously reported net income 

and shareholders’ equity, the price of Mills’ stock crashed, plummeting from $53.50 per share to 

$15.91 per share – a 71% decline.  In January 2006, the SEC commenced an informal inquiry of 

the Company’s accounting machinations, which was upgraded to a formal investigation in March 

2006 and continues today.   

11. Ultimately, the fraud was so pervasive and impacted so many line items on so 

many of Mills’ financial statements that Mills was unable to complete its Restatement or file any 

other financial statements.  Throughout the Spring of 2006, credit rating agencies downgraded 

the Company, and analysts recognized that Mills was not financially viable and advised 

shareholders to sell their Mills stock.  Mills’ CEO “resigned,” at least 17 senior officers were 

fired or quit, and approximately 160 employees were terminated.  Mills was forced to admit that 

it could no longer continue operating as an independent company, and that it would be forced to 

either file for bankruptcy or be sold.  In early 2007, Mills was acquired by private equity firms 

Simon Property Group, Inc. (“Simon”) and Farallon Capital Management, L.L.C. (“Farallon”), 

for less than half the price at which Mills common stock traded during the Class Period.   
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B. The Claims Asserted in this Complaint
3
 

12. Lead Plaintiffs assert two sets of claims.  The first set of claims, the First through 

Sixth Causes of Action, asserts fraud claims under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 

(“Exchange Act”) against those defendants, including Mills, Mills LP, certain executives and 

directors of Mills, and Mills’ outside auditor (E&Y), each of whom made materially false and 

misleading statements that caused the prices of Mills securities to be artificially inflated over the 

course of the Class Period (as defined in ¶ 77).  Lead Plaintiffs also assert control-person claims 

under Section 20(a) of the Exchange Act against various principals of Mills, including certain of 

Mills’ directors and officers, and against the KanAm Defendants. 

13. The second set of claims, the Seventh through Tenth Causes of Action, asserts a 

series of strict liability and negligence claims under the Securities Act of 1933 (“Securities Act”) 

against those defendants who are statutorily responsible under Sections 11 and 12(a)(2) of the 

Securities Act for materially untrue statements and misleading omissions made in connection 

with Mills’ public offering of 7.875% Series G Cumulative Redeemable Preferred Stock, which 

closed on May 17, 2005 (the “Series G Offering”).  In the Series G Offering, as set forth herein, 

Mills raised $222.4 million by issuing 9,200,000 depositary shares, with each depositary share 

representing a 1/100 fractional interest in a share of Mills 7.875% Series G Cumulative 

Redeemable Preferred Stock (the “Series G Stock”).  The Series G Offering was marketed and 

sold to the public through a materially false and misleading Form S-3 Registration Statement 

dated May 17, 2002, and amended on July 3, 2002 (the “Registration Statement”) and prospectus 

supplements dated October 2, 2002, May 9, 2005, and May 10, 2005 (the “Prospectus” and, 

                                                 
3 A chart detailing the counts asserted herein and the defendants named in each count is attached 
as Exhibit A to the Complaint.  
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collectively with the Registration Statement, the “Offering Documents”).  These defendants 

include Mills and Mills LP; the directors and officers who were signatories of the Offering 

Documents; and E&Y.  Lead Plaintiffs also assert control-person claims under Section 15 of the 

Securities Act against various principals of Mills, including certain other Mills’ officers, and the 

KanAm Defendants.   

II. JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

14. The claims asserted herein on behalf of the Class (defined in ¶ 77 below) arise 

under Sections 11, 12(a)(2) and 15 of the Securities Act (15 U.S.C. §§ 77k, 77l and 77o); and 

under Sections 10(b) and 20(a) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. §§ 78j(b), 78n, 78t(a), 78t-1), 

and Rule 10b-5 (17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5), promulgated by the SEC. 

15. This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to Section 22 of the Securities Act (15 U.S.C. 

§ 77v); Section 27 of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. § 78aa); and 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1337. 

16. Venue is proper in this district pursuant to Section 22 of the Securities Act, 

Section 27 of the Exchange Act, and 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b).  Many of the acts and transactions 

giving rise to the violations of law complained of herein occurred in this district.    

17. In connection with the acts, conduct and other wrongs complained of herein, 

Defendants, directly or indirectly, used the means and instrumentalities of interstate commerce, 

the United States mails, and the facilities of a national securities market. 

III. THE PARTIES 

A. Lead Plaintiffs 

18. Lead Plaintiffs purchased or acquired the securities of Mills during the Class 

Period and suffered damages as a result of the violations of the federal securities laws alleged 

herein: 
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a. Lead Plaintiff IPERS is a governmental, defined-benefit pension plan 

qualified under Section 401(a) of the Internal Revenue Code for the benefit of current and retired 

employees of the State of Iowa.  IPERS is responsible for the retirement income of employees of 

the State, including current and retired employees of the state, public school districts, 

municipalities, counties, community colleges, state universities and other public entities, such as 

libraries and water districts.  In particular, IPERS provides benefits to over 300,000 Iowa state 

and local public employees, retirees and their families.  As of June 30, 2006, IPERS held more 

than $20 billion in net assets.  IPERS purchased or acquired over 170,000 shares of Mills 

common stock during the Class Period for $9.3 million. 

b. Lead Plaintiff MPERS is a governmental, defined-benefit pension plan 

qualified under Section 401(a) of the Internal Revenue Code for the benefit of current and retired 

employees of the State of Mississippi.  MPERS is responsible for the retirement income of 

employees of the State, including current and retired employees of the state, public school 

districts, municipalities, counties, community colleges, state universities and other public 

entities, such as libraries and water districts.  In particular, MPERS provides benefits to over 

70,000 retirees, and future benefits to more than 250,000 current and former public employees. 

 As of September 30, 2006, MPERS had over $19 billion in total assets under 

management.  MPERS purchased or acquired over 107,000 shares of Mills common stock during 

the Class Period for $5.8 million. 

B. Additional Named Plaintiffs 

19. Plaintiffs C. Bickley Foster, Fredric Elliott, Vernon E. Rudolph and G. Valerie 

Foster (the “Series G Plaintiffs”) purchased, among other Mills securities purchased during the 

Class Period, including Mills’ Series E Preferred Stock, the Series G Preferred Stock pursuant or 
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traceable to the Offering Documents and suffered damages as a result of the violations of the 

federal securities laws alleged herein. 

20. Lead Plaintiffs and the Series G Plaintiffs are hereinafter referred to collectively 

as “Plaintiffs.”  The Plaintiffs’ purchases of Mills securities during the Class Period are listed in 

the schedules attached as Exhibit B to this Complaint. 

C. The Mills Defendants  

21. At all times relevant hereto, Defendant Mills was a Delaware corporation engaged 

in the development, ownership and management of a diversified global portfolio of retail 

properties, including regional shopping malls, retail and entertainment centers and international 

retail and leisure destinations.  As of January 1, 2006, Mills owned 42 regional shopping malls in 

the United States and Europe.  Mills was the sole general partner of Mills LP, its operating 

subsidiary, and, as of September 30, 2006, Mills owned a 1% general partner interest and an 

approximate 86.4% limited partner interest in Mills LP.   Until the Acquisition (defined below at 

¶ 25), Mills’ common stock and its preferred shares, traded on the New York Stock Exchange 

(“NYSE”) under the symbols MLS, MLS-C, MLS-B, MLS-G and MLS-E. 

22. At all times relevant hereto, Defendant Mills LP was a Delaware limited 

partnership.  Mills LP was the operating partnership-subsidiary through which Mills conducted 

its business.  Mills and Mills LP made joint SEC filings, and statements made in those filings 

applied equally to Mills and Mills LP.  For example, in Mills’ prospectus supplement dated May 

10, 2005 (the “May 10 Prospectus Supplement”) for the Series G Offering, Mills defined “the 

terms ‘Mills,’ ‘the Company,’ ‘we,’ ‘our’ or ‘us’ [to] mean Mills Corporation and its direct and 

indirect subsidiaries including The Mills Limited Partnership.”  Similarly, in its Forms 10-K for 

the years ended December 31, 2000 through 2004, Mills defined itself to include Mills LP. 
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23. Defendant Simon is a successor in interest to Mills.  Simon, headquartered in 

Indianapolis, Indiana, is a REIT engaged in the ownership, development and management of 

retail real estate, including regional malls, Premium Outlet Centers, Mills, community/lifestyle 

centers and international properties.  Simon is a NYSE-listed company and a member of the S&P 

500 index.  

24. Defendant Farallon is a successor in interest to Mills.  Farallon is a global, San 

Francisco-based investment management company that manages discretionary equity capital of 

more than $26 billion, largely from institutional investors such as university endowments, 

foundations, and pension plans.  Farallon invests in public and private debt and equity securities, 

direct investments in private companies and real estate across all asset classes around the world, 

including the United States, Europe, Latin America and India.   

25. Defendant SPG-FCM Ventures, LLC, is a joint venture between an entity owned 

by Simon and funds managed by Farallon that, on March 1, 2007, commenced a tender offer to 

purchase all of the outstanding shares of Mills common stock for $25.25 per share in cash.  On 

April 3, 2007, following the successful tender offer for Mills common shares, SPG-FCM 

Ventures acquired Mills (the “Acquisition”).  The Acquisition was completed by means of a 

merger of a subsidiary of SPG-FCM Ventures and Mills, wherein all outstanding common shares 

of Mills were converted into the right to receive the same $25.25 in cash per share as paid in the 

tender offer, without interest.  As a result of the Acquisition, Simon has assumed management 

responsibilities for the Mills portfolio of assets. 

26. By letter dated February 23, 2007, in response to inquiries from Lead Counsel, 

counsel for Mills stated that “the merger agreement [between Mills and Simon/Farallon filed 

with the SEC on February 16, 2007] provides that the same assets that Mills currently holds will 
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be held by the company that results from the transaction between Mills and Simon/Farallon and, 

to the extent that there is any liability arising from the lawsuits referenced in your letter, the 

resulting company will remain liable.”  Accordingly, Lead Plaintiffs name the surviving entities 

as defendants herein.     

27. Based on their successor status, Simon, Farallon and SPG-FCM Ventures are 

collectively defined herein as Mills or the Company.   

D. The Executive Defendants 

28. Defendant Siegel served as the Company’s Chief Executive Officer and as 

Chairman of Mills’ Board of Directors (the “Board”) from March 1995 until 2006.  On October 

2, 2006, Mills announced that Siegel had retired from his position as CEO, but had been 

appointed as a non-executive Chairman of Mills’ Board.  Siegel remained on Mills’ Board until 

his resignation on March 29, 2007.  Prior to being named Chairman and CEO in 1995, Defendant 

Siegel served as the Company’s Executive Vice President, Secretary, and Vice-Chairman of the 

Board.  During his tenure as Chairman, Siegel served, at various times, on the Board’s Executive 

Committee and its Governance and Nominating Committee.  From 1983 to 1993, Siegel served 

as Executive Vice President of Leasing for Western Development Corp., the predecessor 

company of Mills.  Siegel signed the Company’s annual reports on Forms 10-K for 2000 through 

2004, and attested to the accuracy of the Company’s quarterly reports on Forms 10-Q beginning 

in the third quarter of 2002 through the third quarter of 2005.  Siegel also signed each of the 

Company’s registration statements related to its offerings of common and preferred stock from 

2001 through 2005, including, but not limited to, the Registration Statement for the Series G 

Offering.  During the Class Period, Siegel sold over 199,000 of his own shares of Mills stock, at 

artificially inflated prices, for gross proceeds of more than $8.6 million.  
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29. Defendant Mary Jane Morrow (“Morrow”) joined Mills as Executive Vice 

President of Finance and Chief Financial Officer in June 2003, and served in these positions until 

June 2006.  Morrow also served as Chief Accounting Officer from October 27, 2005, until June 

2006.  Morrow is a certified public accountant with extensive experience in real estate.  Prior to 

joining the Company, Morrow served as Vice President-Finance and Chief Financial Officer at 

Kravco Company from November 1997 until May 2003, and also held the position of Chief 

Financial Officer for Federal Realty Investment Trust from January 1987 until November 1997.  

Morrow signed the Company’s annual reports on Forms 10-K for the years ended December 31, 

2003, through 2004, and signed each of the Company’s quarterly reports on Forms 10-Q 

beginning in the second quarter of 2003 through the third quarter of 2005.  Morrow also attested 

to the accuracy of the Company’s quarterly reports on Forms 10-Q beginning in the second 

quarter of 2003 and continuing through the third quarter of 2005. 

30. Defendant Parent served as the Company’s Senior Vice President from September 

1994 until November 1997.  Parent also served as the Company’s Chief Financial Officer from 

May 1995 until July 2002, and as an Executive Vice President from November 1997 until July 

2002.  Parent most recently served as the Company’s Chief Operating Officer from August 2002 

until April 1, 2006, when his employment with the Company ended.  Parent is a certified public 

accountant.  Prior to joining the Company, Parent was employed for eleven years by the 

accounting firms Kenneth Leventhal & Company (which was subsequently purchased by E&Y) 

and Price Waterhouse LLP, the predecessor to PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, specializing in real 

estate accounting, tax and consulting.  Defendant Parent assisted in the preparation of the false 

financial statements and repeated the contents therein to the market.  Parent signed the 

Company’s annual reports on Forms 10-K for the years of 2000 and 2001; signed each of the 
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Company’s quarterly reports on Forms 10-Q beginning in the first quarter of 2001 through the 

first quarter of 2002; and signed each of the Company’s registration statements related to its 

offerings of common and preferred stock from 2001 to 2003, including the Registration 

Statement for the Series G Offering.  During the Class Period, Parent sold over 240,000 shares of 

his own Mills stock, at artificially inflated prices, for gross proceeds of more than $11 million. 

31. Defendant Nicholas McDonough (“McDonough”) was the Company’s Chief 

Financial Officer and Executive Vice President from August 2002 until May 2003.  McDonough 

served as the Company’s Executive Vice President for Asset Management from May 2003 

through 2006.  Prior to joining the Company, McDonough was founding partner and president of 

The Harris McDonough Group Inc., a retail real estate development company, and also was one 

of four founding partners of the McArthur Glen Group, a developer of manufacturers’ outlet 

centers.  McDonough also previously worked as an accountant for Beers & Cutler, a regional 

accounting firm.  McDonough signed the Company’s annual report on Form 10-K for 2002, and 

signed each of the Company’s quarterly reports on Forms 10-Q beginning in the second quarter 

of 2002 through the first quarter of 2003.  

32. Defendant Ettenger served as the Company’s President from February 2004 until 

his termination on August 11, 2006.  Prior to joining Mills, Ettenger worked as an advisor of 

Mills at Goldman, Sachs & Co., an investment banking firm, from July 1984 until January 2004.  

One of the positions Ettenger held at Goldman Sachs was Managing Director with oversight over 

the Real Estate Asset Sale business.  Ettenger signed the Company’s annual report on Form 10-K 

for 2004.  During the Class Period, Ettenger sold over 71,000 shares of his own Mills stock, at 

artificially inflated prices, for gross proceeds of more than $4.3 million.  
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33. Defendant Dausch was the President of Mills’ Development Division from 

August 2002 until May 2, 2006, when he was removed as an officer of the Company but was 

expected to remain as a consultant to the Company.  Dausch also served as a director of the 

Company from October 1997 to June 2004, the Senior Vice President of Development from 

1994 to 1999, and Executive Vice President of Development from 1994 to 1999.  Prior to joining 

the Company, Dausch served as the Executive Vice President of Development and New Business 

for CenterMark Properties, Inc., a retail property developer and owner.  From 1977 to 1989, 

Dausch worked for The Rouse Company, which was an owner and operator of retail centers, 

office and industrial buildings and community developments, prior to its acquisition by General 

Growth Properties.  Dausch signed the Company’s annual reports on Forms 10-K for 2000 

through 2003, and signed each of the Company’s registration statements related to its offerings 

of common and preferred stock from 2001 to 2003, including the Registration Statement for the 

Series G Offering.  During the Class Period, Dausch sold over 192,000 shares of his own Mills 

stock, at artificially inflated prices, for gross proceeds of more than $7.3 million.  

34. Defendant Neeb served as the Company’s Executive Vice President and Chief 

Investment Officer, from August 2002 until May 2007.  Neeb also served as the Company’s 

Executive Vice President from April 2002 to July 2002, Senior Vice President and Treasurer 

from April 2000 until March 2002, Vice President and Controller from April 1997 until March 

2000, and Director of Finance and Corporate Reporting from 1995 until March 1997.  Prior to 

joining the Company, Neeb worked at the consulting firm Kenneth Leventhal & Company 

(which was subsequently acquired by E&Y) and at Price Waterhouse LLP, the predecessor of 

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP.  Neeb is a certified public accountant.   During the Class Period, 
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Defendant Neeb sold over 66,000 shares of his own Mills stock, at artificially inflated prices, for 

gross proceeds of more than $2.7 million.   

35. Defendant James A. Napoli (“Napoli”) served as President of the Operating 

Division of Mills beginning in August 2002.  Most recently, Napoli served as both President of 

the Operating Division and as Executive Vice President of Leasing before resigning effective 

October 27, 2006.  Prior to joining the Company, Napoli served in various capacities, including 

as Vice President, Senior Vice President, and Executive Vice President of Leasing for Simon.  

Before joining Simon, Napoli had extensive work experience for shopping center developers, 

including positions as Executive Vice President/Director of Leasing for May Centers, Inc., 

Senior Vice President/Director of Leasing for Jim Wilson & Associates, and Corporate Vice 

President of The Cafaro Company.  During the Class Period, Napoli sold over 22,000 shares of 

his own Mills stock, at artificially inflated prices, for gross proceeds of more than $1.1 million. 

36. The defendants identified in paragraphs 28-35 above are hereinafter referred to 

collectively as the “Executive Defendants.” 

E. The Director Defendants 

37. Defendant Joseph B. Gildenhorn (“Gildenhorn”) served as a member of Mills’ 

Board from November 1995 until his resignation on March 29, 2007.4  Gildenhorn served on 

Mills’ Audit Committee from April 2000 until his resignation, and also on Mills’ Executive 

Compensation Committee and on Mills’ Governance and Nominating Committee.  Defendant 

Gildenhorn signed the Company’s annual reports on Form 10-K for the years ended December 

31, 2000, through 2004.  Gildenhorn also signed the Company’s Registration Statement for the 

Series G Offering.   

                                                 
4  As set forth herein, each of the Company’s then-current Directors, other than Rose and Pincus 
(defined at ¶¶ 38 and 40) resigned from the Board effective March 29, 2007, the Tender Date. 
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38. Defendant Cristina L. Rose (“Rose”) served as a member of Mills’ Board from 

May 1998 until the Acquisition.  Rose also served as a member of Mills’ Audit Committee from 

2001 until the end of her tenure.  Defendant Rose signed the Company’s annual reports on Form 

10-K for the years ended December 31, 2000, through 2004.  Rose also signed the Company’s 

Registration Statement for the Series G Offering.   

39. Defendant Colombe M. Nicholas (“Nicholas”) served as member of Mills’ Board 

from September 2004 until his resignation on March 29, 2007.  Nicholas also served as a 

member of Mills’ Audit Committee from December 2004 to the end of his tenure.  Defendant 

Nicholas signed the Company’s annual report on Form 10-K for the year-ended December 31, 

2004, which was incorporated by reference into the Offering Documents. 

40. Defendant Robert P. Pincus (“Pincus”) served as a member of Mills’ Board from 

April 1994 until the Acquisition.  Pincus also served as a member of Mills’ Audit Committee 

from 2000 until the end of his tenure, and as a member of Mills’ Executive Committee, a 

member of Mills’ Executive Compensation Committee and as Chair of Mills’ Governance and 

Nominating Committee.  Defendant Pincus signed the Company’s annual reports on Forms 10-K 

for the years ended December 31, 2000, through 2004.  Pincus also signed the Company’s 

Registration Statement for the Series G Offering.   

41. Defendant S. Joseph Bruno (“Bruno”) served as a member of Mills’ Board from 

March 2004 until his resignation on March 29, 2007.  Bruno also served as chairman of Mills’ 

Audit Committee from March 2004 until the end of his tenure, and served as a member of Mills’ 

Executive Compensation Committee.  Bruno is a certified public accountant and has been a 

member of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (“AICPA”) since 1972.  
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Defendant Bruno signed the Company’s annual report on Form 10-K for the year-ended 

December 31, 2004, which was incorporated by reference into the Series G Offering Documents. 

42. Defendant Harry H. Nick (“Nick”) served as a member of Mills’ Board from 

April 1994 until his resignation on March 29, 2007.  Nick also served as a member of Mills’ 

Audit Committee from 2000 until the end of his tenure, and as a member of Mills’ Executive 

Committee, Executive Compensation Committee, and Governance and Nominating Committee.  

From 1993 to 1996, Nick held various senior executive positions with Mills and, from 1982 to 

1993, served as a consultant and senior executive with Western Development, the predecessor 

company of Mills.  Defendant Nick is a certified public accountant.  Defendant Nick signed the 

Company’s annual reports on Forms 10-K for the years ended December 31, 2000, through 

2004.  Nick also signed the Company’s Registration Statement for the Series G Offering. 

43. Defendant Franz Freiherr von Perfall (“von Perfall”) served as a member of Mills’ 

Board from April 1994 until March 29, 2007.  Defendant von Perfall served on Mills’ Audit 

Committee during 2000 and 2001.  During the time that he served on Mills’ Board, von Perfall 

also served as the Deputy Chairman of the Supervisory Board of Defendant KanAm 

International GmbH (“KanAm Int’l”), as a Director of Defendant KanAm USA LLC (“KanAm 

USA”) and as a Director of Defendant KanAm Grund Kapitalanlagegesellschaft mbH (“KanAm 

Grund”).  Defendant von Perfall signed the Company’s annual reports on Forms 10-K for 2000 

through 2004.  He also signed the Company’s Registration Statement for the Series G Offering.    

44. Defendants Gildenhorn, Rose, Nicholas, Pincus, Bruno, Nick and von Perfall are 

hereinafter referred to collectively as the “Audit Committee Defendants.” 

45. Each of the Audit Committee Defendants signed certain SEC filings, including 

certain of the Company’s Forms 10-K for the years 2000 through 2004, as well as certain of the 
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Registration Statements for offerings of Mills’ preferred stock from 2000 to 2005.  According to 

Mills’ Proxy Statements for 2000 through 2004, the Audit Committee performed the following 

functions during the relevant period: (a) recommended to the Board whether to include the 

audited financial statements in the Company’s annual report on Form 10-K filed with the SEC; 

(b) recommended the appointment or removal of the Company’s independent auditors; (c) 

determined whether the Company’s independent auditors were independent; (d) considered and 

advised the Board on the scope of the annual audit by the Company’s independent auditors; (e) 

approved other professional services provided by the Company’s independent auditors; (f) 

monitored audit fees and expenses, including fees incurred for non-audit services provided by the 

auditors; (g) resolved any disagreements between the Company’s management and its 

independent auditors; and (h) oversaw management’s implementation of effective systems of 

internal controls. 

46. Defendant von Boetticher served as a Director and Vice Chairman of Mills’ 

Board from April 1994 until December 2006.  During the time that he served on Mills’ Board, 

von Boetticher also served as the Chairman of the Supervisory Board of Defendant KanAm Int’l, 

as a Director of Defendant KanAm USA and as the Chairman of the Board of Defendant KanAm 

Grund.  Defendant von Boetticher signed the Company’s annual reports on Forms 10-K for 2000 

through 2004.  He also signed the Registration Statement for the Series G Offering.  During the 

Class Period, von Boetticher sold close to 1.4 million shares of his own Mills stock, at artificially 

inflated prices, for gross proceeds of more than $64 million. 

47. Defendant James C. Braithwaite (“Braithwaite”) served as a member of Mills’ 

Board from April 1994 until March 29, 2007.   Defendant Braithwaite also served as a member 

of Mills’ Executive Committee.  During the time that he served on Mills’ Board, Braithwaite 
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also served as the President and as a Director of Defendant KanAm USA.  Defendant 

Braithwaite signed the Company’s annual reports on Forms 10-K for 2000 through 2004, as well 

as the Registration Statement for the Series G Offering.   

48. Defendants von Perfall, von Boetticher and Braithwaite are hereinafter referred to 

collectively as the “KanAm Director Defendants.” 

49. Defendant John M. Ingram (“Ingram”) served as a Director of Mills’ Board from 

April 1994 until December 2006, and as Vice-Chairman of the Board from August 1995 until 

December 2006.  Defendant Ingram also served as the Chair of Mills’ Executive Committee 

from at least 2000 through 2005, and as a member of Mills’ Executive Compensation Committee 

from at least 1997 through October 2004.  Ingram signed the Company’s annual reports on 

Forms 10-K for 2000 through 2004.  Ingram also signed the Registration Statement for the Series 

G Offering.     

50. Defendant Charles R. Black, Jr. (“Black”) served as a member of Mills’ Board 

from November 1995 until December 2006.  Defendant Black also served as Chair of Mills’ 

Executive Compensation Committee and as a member of Mills’ Governance and Nominating 

Committee.  Black signed the Company’s annual reports on Forms 10-K for 2000 to 2004.  

Black also signed the Registration Statement for the Series G Offering.     

51. Defendant Sir Frank Lampl (“Lampl”) served as a member of Mills’ Board from 

November 2004 until March 29, 2007.  Defendant Lampl signed the Company’s annual report on 

Form 10-K for 2004, which was incorporated by reference into the Series G Offering. 

52. Defendants Gildenhorn, Rose, Nicholas, Pincus, Bruno, Nick, von Perfall, von 

Boetticher, Braithwaite, Ingram, Black and Lampl are referred to collectively herein as the 
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“Director Defendants.”  As set forth herein, each of the Director Defendants served as a member 

of Mills’ Board at the time the Series G Offering was conducted. 

53. The Executive Defendants and the Director Defendants are hereafter referred to as 

the “Individual Defendants.”  The Individual Defendants, because of their positions with the 

Company, possessed the power and authority to control the contents of Mills’ annual and 

quarterly reports, press releases and presentations to securities analysts, money and portfolio 

managers and institutional investors, i.e., the market.  Each of the Individual Defendants was 

provided with copies of the Company’s reports and press releases alleged herein to be false and 

misleading prior to or shortly after their issuance and had the ability and opportunity to prevent 

their issuance or cause them to be corrected.  Because of their positions and access to material 

non-public information, each of these Defendants knew that the adverse facts specified herein 

had not been disclosed to and were being concealed from the public, and that the positive 

representations which were being made were then materially false and misleading. 

F. The KanAm Defendants 

54. Defendant KanAm Group (“KanAm”) is a private real estate company with 

offices in Munich and Frankfurt, Germany, and Atlanta, Georgia.  KanAm is one of Germany’s 

largest private syndicators and asset managers of international real estate investments.  In 1978, 

along with its joint venture partner, Mills’ predecessor Western Development, KanAm began to 

launch a series of closed-end KanAm Funds in the United States.  By 1990, through sales of 

interests in these funds, investment volume in KanAm reached 1 billion Deutschmarks.  Since 

Mills’ initial public offering in 1994 (the “IPO”), KanAm has been one of Mills’ principal joint-

venture partners, investing approximately $1 billion in equity in various joint-venture projects 

with Mills from 1994 to March 31, 2005.  As of December 31, 2004, KanAm was a joint-venture 

partner with Mills in 10 of Mills’ 38 operating properties and two development projects.   
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55. The KanAm Group includes Defendant KanAm USA, Defendant KanAm Int’l, 

Defendant KanAm Grund, KanAm Real GmbH, KanAm Fondsverwaltung GmbH, KanAm 

Finanzberatung GmbH and WestWind Capital Partners LP.   

56. Defendant KanAm USA, which is headquartered at The Forum, 3290 Northside 

Parkway, Suite 825, Atlanta, GA, 30327, is responsible for the conceptual development and 

management of investments in retail properties in the United States.  KanAm USA controlled or 

operated KanAm USA Limited Partnerships III through XII – the entities that owned interests in 

Mills properties.  At all relevant times, Defendants Braithwaite, von Boetticher and von Perfall 

served on the board of directors of KanAm USA.  At all relevant times, Defendant Braithwaite 

was a managing director of KanAm USA, and served as its President.  Thus, KanAm USA, 

including KanAm USA Limited Partnerships III through XII, is an entity that Defendants von 

Boetticher and Braithwaite control and/or that serves as an alter ego or instrumentality for them. 

57. Defendant KanAm Int’l, the holding company for the KanAm Group, is located at 

Widenmayerstrasse 3, 80538 Munich, Germany.  It is responsible for directing most of the 

activities connected with the closed-end KanAm real estate funds, including performing the 

controlling and standard accounting operations.  KanAm Int’l is also responsible for the taxation, 

data-processing and personnel functions and for the media and public relations activities of the 

KanAm Group.  At all relevant times, Defendant von Boetticher was the Chairman of the 

KanAm Int’l Supervisory Board, the German equivalent to a United States Board of Directors, 

and Defendant von Perfall was its Deputy Chairman.  KanAm Int’l is thus an entity that 

Defendants von Perfall and von Boetticher control and/or that serves as an alter ego or 

instrumentality for them. 
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58. Defendant KanAm Grund was formed in May 2001 and is the first independent 

real estate investment company in the form of a Kapitalanlagegesellschaft in Germany.  It is 

located at MesseTurm 60308, Frankfurt, Germany.  KanAm Grund performs, among other 

activities, portfolio management and portfolio analysis, property acquisition – where the 

company can use the resources from the other companies in the KanAm Group – the marketing 

of fund products, accounting and controlling.  At all relevant times, Defendant von Boetticher 

was the Chairman of the Board and Defendant von Perfall was a Director of Kan AM Grund.  

KanAm Grund is thus an entity that Defendants von Perfall and von Boetticher control and/or 

that serves as an alter ego or instrumentality for them.   

59. Defendants KanAm, KanAm USA, KanAm Int’l, and KanAm Grund are 

hereinafter referred to collectively as the “KanAm Defendants.” 

60. The KanAm Defendants were represented, at all relevant times, on Mills’ Board 

by KanAm Director Defendants von Boetticher, von Perfall and Braithwaite. As Mills stated in 

its 2004 Form 10-K, these three directors “may have significant influence over us as members of 

our board.  The interests of these directors may conflict with the interests of our other 

stockholders in connection with KanAm’s joint ventures with Mills LP to develop, own, and 

operate additional properties, and they may use their voting influence contrary to our other 

stockholders’ interests.” 

G. Ernst & Young LLP 

61. Defendant E&Y is a “Big 4” public accounting firm with its United States 

headquarters located at 5 Times Square, New York, NY 10036.  E&Y served as Mills’ outside 

auditor since Mills’ IPO in 1994.  E&Y audited the financial statements of Mills and Mills LP 

for the years ended December 31, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003 and 2004, and issued unqualified 

auditor’s reports thereon which were included in Mills’ Forms 10-K for those years.  E&Y’s 
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unqualified auditor reports were dated February 20, 2001 (except for the fourth paragraph of 

Note 1, as to which the date is August 6, 2001), February 19, 2002 (except for Note 17, as to 

which the date is February 28, 2002), February 19, 2003 (except for the first and second 

paragraphs of Note 18, as to which the date is March 27, 2003), February 16, 2004, and March 

31, 2005, and certified that, among other things, its audits were performed in accordance with 

generally accepted auditing standards (“GAAS”).   

62. Specifically, in each of the unqualified auditor’s reports on Mills’ 2000-2003 

financial statements, E&Y certified that: (i) it had audited Mills’ and Mills LP’s financial 

statements in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States; (ii) it 

had planned and performed those audits “to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the 

financial statements are free of material misstatement”; (iii) in its opinion, Mills’ financial 

statements “present fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated financial position” of Mills 

“in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States”; and (iv) its 

audits provided a “reasonable basis” for its opinions.  Further, on March 31, 2005, E&Y issued 

its unqualified auditor’s report for the financial statements reported in Mills’ 2004 Form 10-K, 

which included the Company’s financial results for the year-ended December 31, 2004, and the 

Company’s restated financial results for the years ended December 31, 2002 and 2003.  In its 

unqualified auditor’s report, E&Y certified that: (i) it had audited Mills’ and Mills LP’s financial 

statements in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight 

Board; (ii) it had planned and performed those audits “to obtain reasonable assurance about 

whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement”; (iii) in its opinion, Mills’ 

financial statements “present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position” of Mills “in 

conformity with [GAAP]”; and (iv) its audits provided a “reasonable basis” for its opinions. 
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63. E&Y further consented to the incorporation by reference of its unqualified 

auditor’s reports into the Offering Documents for the Series G Offering. The Registration 

Statement included E&Y’s “Consent of Independent Auditors,” dated May 10, 2002, by which 

E&Y consented to the incorporation by reference into the Registration Statement of its 

unqualified auditor’s report for the financial statements included in Mills’ Form 10-K for the 

year-ended December 31, 2001.  E&Y also consented to the incorporation by reference into the 

May 10, 2005 Prospectus Supplement of its unqualified auditor’s report, dated March 31, 2005, 

for the financial statements included on Mills’ Form 10-K for the year-ended December 31, 

2004.  Specifically, under the caption “Experts” in the May 10 Prospectus Supplement, Mills 

stated that the financial statements set forth in the 2004 10-K were “incorporated by reference in 

reliance upon” E&Y’s unqualified auditor’s report and “given upon the authority of [E&Y] as 

experts in accounting and auditing.” 

64. During the years 2000 through 2004, the fees paid to E&Y by Mills were reported 

to be as follows: 

Year Audit Fees Tax Fees Audit Related Fees All Other Fees 

2000 $400,000 - - $831,000 

2001 $425,000 - - $1,365,000 

2002 $889,000 - - $2,728,000 

2003 $1,804,000 $2,094,000 $722,000 - 

2004 $2,980,000 $2,334,000 $888,000 - 

 
H. The Underwriter Defendants 

65. The Defendants listed below, collectively referred to as the “Underwriter 

Defendants,” provided underwriting services for Mills’ Series G Offering.  The Underwriter 

Defendants collectively received $6.3 million in underwriting fees and commissions.  The 

Offering Documents disclosed that each Underwriter Defendant was serving as an underwriter 
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for the Series G Offering.  As part of their duties, the Underwriter Defendants, collectively and 

individually, were required to conduct, prior to the Series G Offering, a reasonable investigation 

of the Company to ensure that the statements contained in the Offering Documents contained no 

material misstatements or omissions of material fact.   

66. Defendant Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated (“Merrill Lynch”) 

is a financial services institution that, through its subsidiaries, divisions and affiliates, provides 

commercial and investment banking services and commercial loans to corporate entities.  Merrill 

Lynch served as a joint book-running manager for the Series G Offering and, pursuant to its 

underwriting agreement with Mills, purchased and agreed to sell to the investing public 

1,569,750 depositary shares in connection with the Series G Offering.  Its global headquarters 

are located at 4 World Financial Center, 250 Vesey Street, New York, NY 10080.  Merrill Lynch 

is named in this Complaint based on its own participation in the Series G Offering and as the 

acquirer of Defendant Advest, Inc.   

67. Defendant Morgan Stanley & Co. Incorporated (“Morgan Stanley”) is a financial 

services institution that, through its subsidiaries, divisions and affiliates, provides commercial 

and investment banking services and commercial loans to corporate entities.  Morgan Stanley 

served as a joint book-running manager for the Series G Offering, and, pursuant to its 

underwriting agreement with Mills, purchased and agreed to sell to the investing public 

1,569,750 depositary shares in connection with the Series G Offering.  Its offices are located at 

1585 Broadway, New York, NY 10036. 

68. Defendant Wachovia Capital Markets, LLC (“Wachovia”) is a financial services 

institution that, through its subsidiaries, divisions and affiliates, provides commercial and 

investment banking services and commercial loans to corporate entities.  Wachovia served as a 
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joint book-running manager for the Series G Offering, and, pursuant to its underwriting 

agreement with Mills, purchased and agreed to sell to the investing public 1,569,750 depositary 

shares in connection with the Series G Offering.  Its offices are located at 375 Park Avenue, New 

York, NY 10152.   

69. Defendant RBC Dain Rauscher, Inc. (“RBC”) is a financial services institution 

that, through its subsidiaries, divisions and affiliates provides commercial and investment 

banking services and commercial loans to corporate entities.  RBC served as joint lead manager 

for the Series G Offering, and, pursuant to its underwriting agreement with Mills, purchased and 

agreed to sell to the investing public 1,569,750 depositary shares in connection with the Series G 

Offering.  Its global headquarters are located at 60 South 6th Street, Minneapolis, MN 55402.   

70. Defendant Legg Mason Wood Walker, Incorporated (“Legg Mason”) is a 

financial services institution that, through its subsidiaries, divisions and affiliates provides asset 

management services to institutional, mutual fund and wealth management markets.  Legg 

Mason served as a co-manager for the Series G Offering, and, pursuant to its underwriting 

agreement with Mills, purchased and agreed to sell to the investing public 690,000 depositary 

shares in connection with the Series G Offering.  Its global headquarters are located at 100 Light 

Street, Baltimore, MD 21202-1099.  Legg Mason’s Capital Market business unit is now owned 

and operated by Defendant Stifel, Nicholaus & Company, Incorporated. 

71. Defendant BB&T Capital Markets (“BB&T”), a division of Scott & Stringfellow, 

Inc., is a financial services institution that, through its subsidiaries, divisions and affiliates 

provides commercial and investment banking services and commercial loans to corporate 

entities.  BB&T served as a co-manager for the Series G Offering.  Pursuant to its underwriting 

agreement with Mills, BB&T purchased and agreed to sell to the investing public 184,000 
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depositary shares in connection with the Series G Offering.  BB&T’s global headquarters are 

located at 101 N. Cherry Street, Suite 400, Winston-Salem, NC 27101-4019. 

72. Defendant KeyBanc Capital Markets (“KeyBanc”), a division of McDonald 

Investments Inc., is a financial services institution that, through its subsidiaries, divisions and 

affiliates provides commercial and investment banking services and commercial loans to 

corporate entities.  KeyBanc served as a co-manager for the Series G Offering.  Pursuant to its 

underwriting agreement with Mills, KeyBanc purchased and agreed to sell to the investing public 

184,000 depositary shares in connection with the Series G Offering.  KeyBanc’s global 

headquarters are located at 127 Public Square, Cleveland, OH 44114.   

73. Defendant Stifel, Nicolaus & Company, Incorporated (“Stifel”) is a financial 

services institution that, through its subsidiaries, divisions and affiliates, provides commercial 

and investment banking services and commercial loans to corporate entities.  Stifel served as a 

co-manager for the Series G Offering.  Pursuant to its underwriting agreement with Mills, Stifel 

purchased and agreed to sell to the investing public 184,000 depositary shares in connection with 

the Series G Offering.  Stifel’s global headquarters are located at 501 N. Broadway, St. Louis, 

MO 63102-2102.  Stifel is being named as a Defendant in this complaint based on its own 

participation in the Series G Offering, and as the successor to Defendant Legg Mason. 

74. Wells Fargo Securities, LLC (“Wells Fargo”) is a financial services institution 

that, through its subsidiaries, divisions and affiliates, provides commercial and investment 

banking services and commercial loans to corporate entities.  Wells Fargo served as a co-

manager for the Series G Offering.  Pursuant to its underwriting agreement with Mills, Wells 

Fargo purchased and agreed to sell to the investing public 184,000 depositary shares in 
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connection with the Series G Offering.  Wells Fargo’s global headquarters are located at 600 

California Street, Suite 1600, San Francisco, CA 94108.   

75. Defendant A.G. Edwards & Sons, Inc. (“A.G. Edwards”) is a financial services 

institution that, through its subsidiaries, divisions and affiliates provides commercial and 

investment banking services and commercial loans to corporate entities.  Its global headquarters 

are located at One North Jefferson, St. Louis, MO 63103.  Pursuant to its underwriting 

agreement with Mills, A.G. Edwards purchased and agreed to sell to the investing public 690,000 

depositary shares in connection with the Series G Offering. 

76. The remaining Underwriter Defendants each purchased and agreed to sell to the 

investing public 40,250 depositary shares in connection with the Series G Offering, pursuant to 

their underwriting agreements with Mills.  They are: 

(a) Defendant Advest, Inc. (“Advest”), located at 90 State House Square, 

Hartford, CT 06103-3708;  

(b) Defendant Arthurs, Lestrage & Company Incorporated (“Arthurs”), 

located at 100 Light Street, Baltimore, MD 21202;   

(c) Defendant C.L. King & Associates, Inc. (“C.L. King”), located at 9 Elk 

Street, Albany, NY 12207; 

(d) Defendant Crowell, Weedon & Co. (“Crowell”), located at One Wilshire 

Boulevard, 26th Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90017;  

(e) Defendant D.A. Davidson & Co. (“D.A. Davidson”), located at 8 Third 

Street North, Great Falls, MT 59401;  

(f) Defendant Doley Securities, LLC (“Doley”), located at 616 Baronne 

Street, New Orleans, LA 70113; 
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(g) Defendant Ferris, Baker Watts Incorporated (“Ferris”), located at 100 

Light Street, Baltimore, MD 21202, which is named in this complaint based on its own 

participation in the Series G Offering and as the acquirer of Defendant Arthurs; 

(h) Defendant Janney Montgomery Scott LLC (“Janney”), located at 1801 

Market Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103-1675;  

(i) Defendant JVB Financial Group, LLC (“JVB”), located at 2700 N. 

Military Trail, Suite 200, Boca Raton, FL 33431;  

(j) Defendant Maxim Group LLC (“Maxim”), located at 405 Lexington 

Avenue, New York, NY 10174;  

(k) Defendant McGinn, Smith & Co., Inc. (“McGinn”), located at 99 Pine 

Street, Albany, NY 12207; 

(l) Defendant Mesirow Financial, Inc (“Mesirow”), located at 350 N. Clark 

Street, Chicago, IL 60610; 

(m) Defendant Morgan Keegan & Company, Inc. (“Morgan”), located at 

Morgan Keegan Tower, 50 North Front Street, Memphis, TN 38103;  

(n) Defendant Oppenheimer & Co. Inc. (“Oppenheimer”), located at 125 

Broad Street, New York, NY 10004;  

(o) Defendant Pershing LLC (“Pershing”), located at 1 Pershing Plaza, Jersey 

City, NJ 07399;  

(p) Defendant Piper Jaffray & Co. (“Piper Jaffray”), located at 800 Nicollet 

Mall, Suite 800, Minneapolis, MN 55402-7020;  

(q) Defendant Ryan Beck & Co. (“Ryan”), located at 18 Columbia Turnpike, 

Florham Park, NJ 07932;  
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(r) Defendant Wedbush Morgan Securities, Inc. (“Wedbush”), located at 

1000 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA  90017;  

(s) Defendant William Blair & Company L.L.C. (“William”), located at 222 

West Adams Street, Chicago, IL 60606; and  

(t) Defendant Ziegler Capital Markets Group (“Ziegler”), located at 250 E. 

Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 2000, Milwaukee, WI  53202-4298.  

IV. CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS 

77. Lead Plaintiffs bring this action as a class action pursuant to Rule 23 of the 

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure on behalf of all persons who purchased or otherwise acquired 

Mills’ publicly traded securities, including Mills’ common and preferred stock, during the period 

from February 27, 2001, through August 10, 2006 (the “Class Period”), and were damaged 

thereby (the “Class”).  Excluded from the Class are: (a) Defendants, their officers, directors and 

partners, members of their immediate families, and their legal representatives, heirs, successors 

or assigns and any entity in which Defendants have a controlling interest; and (b) persons who 

purchased and sold all of their Mills securities before the close of the market on October 31, 

2005. 

78. The members of the Class are so numerous that joinder of all members is 

impracticable.  The disposition of their claims in a class action will provide substantial benefits 

to the parties and the Court.  Throughout the Class Period, Mills’ common stock was actively 

traded on the NYSE, an efficient market.  As of September 30, 2005, Mills had more than 56 

million shares of common stock outstanding.  Similarly, after the Series G Offering, Mills had 

9.2 million depositary shares of Series G Stock outstanding and actively traded on the NYSE.  

Mills’ Series B, C and E Preferred Stock also traded on the NYSE.  While the exact number of 

Class members is unknown to Lead Plaintiffs at this time, and can only be ascertained through 
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appropriate discovery, Lead Plaintiffs believe that there are at least hundreds of thousands of 

members in the Class.   

79. There is a well-defined community of interest in the questions of law and fact 

involved in this case.  Questions of law and fact common to the members of the Class 

predominate over questions that may affect individual Class members, including: 

(a) Whether Defendants violated the federal securities laws; 

(b) Whether Defendants misrepresented material facts concerning Mills; 

(c) Whether Defendants’ statements omitted material facts necessary to make 

the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which they were made, not 

misleading; 

(d) Whether Defendants knew or recklessly disregarded that their statements 

were false and misleading; 

(e) Whether Defendants engaged in perpetrating a manipulative and deceptive 

device and/or scheme and/or otherwise engaged in a fraudulent course of conduct; 

(f) Whether the Offering Documents for the Series G Offering contained 

material misstatements or omissions;  

 (g) Whether Mills’ SEC filings issued during the Class Period which 

contained financial information (i.e., its Forms 10-K, 10-Q, 8-K and S-3) contained 

untrue or materially misleading statements;  

(h) Whether the prices of Mills’ common and preferred stock were artificially 

inflated; and 

(i) The extent of damage sustained by Class members and the appropriate 

measure of damages. 
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80. The claims of Lead Plaintiffs and the Series G Plaintiffs are typical of those of the 

Class. 

81. Lead Plaintiffs will adequately protect the interests of the Class and have retained 

counsel experienced in class action securities litigation.  Lead Plaintiffs and the Series G 

Plaintiffs have no interests that conflict with those of the Class. 

82. A class action is superior to other available methods for the fair and efficient 

adjudication of this controversy. 

V. BACKGROUND FACTS AND THE NATURE OF THE FRAUD AT MILLS 

83. Mills is a real estate investment trust (“REIT”).  REITs own and, in most cases, 

operate income-producing real estate such as apartments, shopping centers, offices, hotels and 

warehouses.  During the Class Period, Mills owned, developed, and managed a global portfolio 

of retail properties, including shopping malls, retail and entertainment centers, and international 

retail and leisure destinations.   

84. The REIT form of enterprise is advantageous for real estate ventures for several 

reasons.  The primary advantage is that REITs are exempt from paying any corporate income tax 

as long as they annually distribute at least 90% of their taxable income in the form of dividends 

to shareholders.  In practice, many REITs distribute all of their taxable income to their 

shareholders, which often results in dividend yields that are better than, or at least comparable to, 

bond yields.  To take advantage of this form of enterprise – that is, to achieve high investment 

yields while funding future real estate development – it is critical for REITs to have access to 

outside capital.  For this reason, Mills relied frequently on the capital markets and joint venture 

partners to finance its development projects. 

85. A REIT’s performance is primarily and most commonly measured by its Funds 

From Operations (“FFO”), which consists of Net Income/(Loss), calculated in accordance with 
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GAAP, excluding gains (or losses) from sales of property, plus depreciation and amortization, 

and after adjustments for unconsolidated partnerships and joint ventures.  FFO is intended to 

provide financial statement users with a uniform, GAAP-based benchmark to compare against 

earnings expectations, and is used by financial analysts to assess a REIT’s financial condition.  

The definition of FFO specifically refers to GAAP net income as the starting point and, 

therefore, the calculation of FFO does not in any way sanction deviations from GAAP.   

86. During the Class Period, Mills publicly reported financial results that created the 

impression that it was a rapidly growing company creating highly profitable shopping and 

entertainment centers throughout the United States and Europe.  Indeed, for the years ended 

December 31, 2000 through 2004, Mills originally reported net income of $34.4 million, $21.2 

million, $62.5 million, $122.3 million, and $232.0 million – a growth rate of almost 700%.  

During this same period, Mills’ reported FFO more than doubled, increasing from $105.3 million 

in 2000 to $260.5 million in 2004.  Significantly, during this period Mills met or exceeded 

analyst expectations for FFO in twelve out of sixteen quarters, and came within one penny of 

analyst expectations in the other four quarters.  Further, as set forth in the table below, Mills met 

or exceeded analyst expectations for FFO for every year from 2001 through 2004: 

FFO per share 

 

2001 2002 2003 2004 

Analysts’ 

Consensus 

Expectations 

 
$2.91 

 
$3.14 

 
$3.56 

 

$3.96 

 

As Originally 

Reported by 

Mills 

 
$2.93 

 
$3.14 

 
$3.58 

 
$3.96 

 
87. Fueled by these purportedly strong financial results, the price of Mills stock 

increased dramatically during the Class Period, from $26.48 at the end of 2001 to $63.76 at the 
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end of 2004, an increase of more than 140% in only three years.  Further, by 2003, Mills had 

become one of the largest regional mall owners in the United States, with forty-two properties in 

the United States, Canada and Europe, totaling fifty-one million square feet.  Mills’ purported 

financial health also enabled the Company to attract more than $1.4 billion in badly needed 

capital from unsuspecting investors.  This was critical to Mills because, as a REIT, Mills was 

required to distribute at least 90% of its taxable income as dividends, and thus could not fund its 

development pipeline with its own internally-generated cash flow.  As Mills explained in its 

2004 Form 10-K: 

To fund our capital needs, which arise mostly from our development, 
redevelopment and acquisition activities, we have historically used mortgage 
financing, bridge loans, joint venture equity contributions, cash flow from 
operations, our line of credit and proceeds from issuances of preferred and/or 
common equity. 
 
88. From 2001 through 2005, Mills raised over $1.4 billion of capital through 

numerous private and public offerings of stock.  During this time period, Mills conducted four 

common-stock offerings, realizing net proceeds of approximately $450 million, and eight 

preferred-stock offerings, realizing net proceeds of approximately $1 billion.  The yearly break-

down of Mills’ offerings are set forth in the table below: 

Year  Net Proceeds from Common and 

Preferred Stock Offerings 

 
2001 

 
$165.8 million 

2002 $550 million 

2003 $223 million 

2004 $306.2 million 

2005 $222.4 million 

 
89. Mills’ growth was also due to its joint-venture partnerships, which allowed the 

Company to fund additional real estate projects while sharing the risk.  At least twenty-five of 

Mills’ forty-two properties were operated as joint ventures with outside partners.  As of 
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December 31, 2004, the KanAm Defendants were partners in at least ten of those joint ventures, 

and were also partners in two additional joint ventures that were in the predevelopment or 

developmental stages.    

90. In sum, by all appearances, during the Class Period Mills was performing 

extremely well – the Company was raising substantial amounts of capital, growing its real estate 

portfolio and reporting ever-increasing FFO and income.  However, as was ultimately revealed, 

the Company’s purportedly strong financial results were a sham.   

91. During the Class Period, Mills engaged in a host of accounting improprieties 

designed to create the false impression that the Company was strong, healthy and profitable.  The 

Company has now acknowledged that the financial results it publicly reported for 2000 through 

2005 – or almost six full years – were materially false and misleading and violated GAAP.  The 

Company has also acknowledged that these accounting improprieties impacted almost every line 

item on the Company’s financial statements, and that Mills and the Executive Defendants 

violated basic and longstanding accounting rules to create phantom income, conceal expenses, 

and cause Mills’ net income, FFO and shareholders’ equity to be overstated by hundreds of 

millions of dollars.  Indeed, in its January 9, 2007 Form 8-K, Mills admitted that it had 

overstated its previously reported shareholders’ equity (the book value of total assets minus total 

liabilities) by approximately $347 to $352 million, or 35%, and had overstated Mills LP’s 

previously reported partners’ capital by approximately $429 to $434 million, or 40%.  Similarly, 

in its August 10, 2006 Form 8-K, Mills estimated that it had overstated its previously reported 

net income for 2003, 2004 and 2005 by at least $210 million, or 158%. 

92. These improprieties were not innocent accounting mistakes, but the product of a 

corporate culture that condoned – and openly engaged in – intentional fraudulent acts.  Indeed, 
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the Company has essentially admitted that its senior management committed intentional fraud, 

identifying numerous instances during the Class Period where accounting errors were “caused by 

possible misconduct by former accounting and asset management personnel of the Company, 

including (at least in one instance) through management override.”  The Company has also 

admitted that in many cases, there was no evidence or justification to support employees’ 

assertions that they were acting in good faith, noting that “the weight of the evidence was 

contrary to the witnesses’ assertions that the accounting judgments at issue were reasonable and 

in good faith.”   

93. Among other things, the Company and its senior management: (1) treated the sale 

of a bankrupt entity as if it had occurred one year earlier than it actually did, in order to avoid 

recognizing more than $10 million in expenses that were incurred in the operation of that 

bankrupt entity; (2) deliberately failed for eight years to recognize impairments on notes 

receivables due from joint ventures operated by Mills, when “the notes were clearly impaired at 

or shortly after the time they were executed” in 1997 and 1999; (3) fabricated sham “consulting” 

agreements with former employees to avoid recording termination payments to these employees 

as expenses; and (4) ordered the Accounting Department to reverse a reserve that had previously 

been booked for an uncollectible receivable based on fictitious and unsupportable information, 

so that the Company could report financial results which met analysts’ expectations.   

94. The Company has also admitted that the fraud occurred because of a corporate 

culture that required the Company to meet internal and external financial expectations at any 

cost.  Significantly, this “culture” was created and fostered by the Company’s most senior 

management – as the Company itself has openly acknowledged, the “tone” was set “at the top” 

of the corporation.  To wit:   
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[T]he Company’s overall approach and attitude toward accounting determinations 
resulted in a heightened level of risk that accounting errors could occur.  It was 
apparent from both interviews and documentary evidence that the Company’s 
overall culture and “tone at the top” were heavily focused on meeting external and 
internal financial expectations, and that the Company did not have in place fully 
adequate accounting information systems, personnel, formal policies and 
procedures, supervision and internal controls.  Collectively, these factors led in 
some cases to a propensity, among other things, (a) to capitalize rather than 
expense overhead, development, marketing and other costs; (b) to account for 
payments to tenants as tenant allowances rather than tenant inducements 
(affecting funds from operations (“FFO”)) but not net income; (c) to conclude that 
impairments and write-offs to particular receivables, investments and other assets 
were unnecessary; (d) to enter into and structure transactions based principally on 
their short-term financial statement and/or FFO ramifications; and (e) generally to 
adopt the most favorable accounting treatment that those involved arguably could 
justify under GAAP, including in certain circumstances in which at least some of 
the personnel involved were aware that the accounting treatment chosen could be 
viewed as aggressive.  [Emphasis added]. 
 
95. The accounting improprieties Mills and the Executive Defendants engaged in 

were so extensive that they impacted virtually every line item on the Company’s financial 

statements.  As the Company has admitted, Defendants manipulated the Company’s financial 

results by, among other things: 

• Fraudulently concealing $227 million of expenses by improperly 
capitalizing ordinary operating expenses.  Specifically, Mills and the 
Executive Defendants improperly capitalized overhead, predevelopment, 
indirect project, lease origination and grand opening costs in violation of 
GAAP, namely Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 67, 
Accounting for Costs and Initial Rental Operations of Real Estate (1982) 
(”FAS 67”), and Statements of Financial Accounting Standards No. 91, 
Accounting for Nonrefundable Fees and Costs Associated with 
Originating or Acquiring Loan and Indirect Costs of Leases (1986).  They 
also avoided charging expenses against income by capitalizing interest on 
costs that did not qualify for such treatment in violation of GAAP, namely 
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 34, Capitalization of 
Interest Costs (1979);  

 

• Carrying phony projects as assets on Mills’ balance sheet in order to avoid 
writing-off the costs of these “projects” and reporting losses; 

 

• Carrying impaired and “abandoned” projects as assets on Mills’ balance 
sheet in order to avoid writing-off the costs and reporting losses;  
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• Fabricating $41 million in income by, among other things, prematurely 
and improperly recognizing payments from tenants, recording cost 
reimbursements from tenants as revenue, not recording expenses when 
tenants vacated their stores, failing to timely record lease modifications; 
and prematurely recognizing sales of land;  

 

• Fabricating $84 million in phony income from their consolidated joint 
ventures by failing to eliminate all the “intercompany” transactions – e.g., 
fees paid by one consolidated entity to another – as required by GAAP, 
namely Financial Accounting Standards Board Interpretation No. 46(R), 
Consolidation of Variable Interest Entities (2003); 

 

• Intentionally reporting in SEC filings inaccurate projected and actual costs 
associated with the Meadowlands Xanadu Project, among other projects;  

 

• Failing to properly account for the costs associated with the Company’s 
Long-Term Incentive Plan (“LTIP”) and other stock-based compensation.  
In violation of GAAP, namely Accounting Principles Board Opinion No. 
25 and Financial Accounting Standards No. 123, Mills and the Executive 
Defendants failed to match the accrual of its LTIP liability with the 
applicable employee service periods, and failed to account appropriately 
for backdated stock option grants to senior executives.  Mills has admitted 
to using “incorrect measurement dates … for a number of option grants 
and restricted stock awards;”   

 

• Carrying uncollectible and worthless notes receivable on the Company’s 
books for more than five years in order to avoid recording millions of 
dollars of expenses resulting from the obvious impairment of those notes 
receivable; and  

 

• Improperly carrying costs that were incurred during predevelopment work 
for an interminable amount of time. 

 
96. During the course of their investigation, Plaintiffs not only confirmed these 

manipulations, but also uncovered numerous other instances of fraudulent accounting.  

Numerous former Mills employees with knowledge of Mills’ improper accounting practices have 

described in detail the intentional manner in which Mills and the Executive Defendants 

perpetrated the fraud.  For example: 

• CW9, Mills’ former Controller responsible for Development Accounting, 
stated that Mills’ accounting had “always been very aggressive,” and 
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explained that costs associated with predevelopment projects were 
“always” carried “on the balance sheet as a way of not recognizing 
expenses.”  He said it “wasn’t any secret that you keep them 
[predevelopment projects] on as long as you can before you write them off 
so that you don’t hit earnings.”5 

 

• CW8, a former Property Accountant at Mills from 2001 through 2005, 
confirmed that Mills always “used whatever loophole” it could to prop up 
its financial results.  CW8 stated that the Company was always looking for 
ways to report more income and pump up the stock price, and that senior 
management would “do whatever” they had to in order to have the 
Company achieve its targets.  In particular, CW8 said that the “higher-
ups,” meaning the Executive Defendants, would often call an emergency 
5:00 p.m. meeting shortly before the end of a quarter to discuss the results 
that the Company would report to investors.  When these meetings 
occurred, it was known throughout the Company that the “numbers were 
going to change.”  CW8 said that this occurred “every quarter” and that “I 
can’t think of one quarter [when] the numbers didn’t change.”   

 

• CW10, a former Mills Vice President and Senior Development Director, 
stated that Mills carried costs that were incurred during predevelopment 
work on the books for an interminable amount of time, explaining “some 
of these things were carried on the books for years when [the Company] 
knew they never were going to do them.”   

 

• CW11, a former General Manager at Discover Mills in Lawrenceville, 
Georgia, stated that, at the end of 2004, before the books were closed for 
the year, property managers were asked to “make up numbers” because 
Mills’ results were not “looking good.”  Specifically CW11 stated that 
Defendant McDonough and another executive issued a Company-wide 
directive via teleconference ordering each Mills property to accrue 
$150,000 of additional “miscellaneous” income as part of their year-end 
accrual process.  CW11 further said that Defendant McDonough told the 
managers to “find” extra income in late fees, compactor rentals and 
storage fees.  CW11 explained that, because Mills had over 42 properties 
at the time, this directive added more than $6 million in phony income to 
Mills’ 2004 reported net income. 

 

• CW25, a former Mills Group Vice President and Director of Project 
Management, stated that Mills and certain of the Executive Defendants 
publicly reported inaccurate project budgets even though, in specific 
instances, he had personally informed them that the actual projects costs 

                                                 
5  The Confidential Witnesses (“CW”) cited here and elsewhere in the Complaint are identified 
by position(s) and the time they were associated with Mills in Exhibit C to the Complaint.  
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were significantly higher.  For example, during conference calls with 
analysts on August 5, 2005, and November 9, 2005, Defendants Siegel 
and Dausch knowingly misrepresented that the Meadowlands Xanadu 
project would be $1.2 billion, when they and other executives knew that 
the actual cost was projected to be between $1.6 and $2.0 billion.  Further, 
in SEC filings dated May 6, 2005, and August 5, 2005, as well as during 
the November 9, 2005 conference call, Mills’ most senior executives 
publicly reported that the projected costs for the Riverside project in 
Hackensack, New Jersey, would be $114 million, which was more than 
10% less than what they had been informed the actual cost would be.   

 

• CW12, a former Mills Project Accountant, characterized Mills’ accounting 
practices and philosophy as “aggressive,” and specifically identified 
revenue recognition, interest capitalization, and joint venture partnerships 
as the areas in which aggressive accounting was used.  CW12 further 
stated that Mills recorded transactions to make the Company’s operations 
look better, including using “higher rates than necessary” to capitalize its 
interest on the Company’s financial statements.   

 

• CW13, a former Mills employee who worked in both the Property 
Accounting and the Operations Departments, stated that Mills’ “key 
executives,” whom he identified as the Company’s “Department Heads”, 
including Defendants Siegel, Parent, Neeb and Dausch, made all 
capitalization decisions, including what costs to capitalize and what 
capitalization rates to use, based on financial data they received from the 
corporate and property accounting departments on a monthly basis.    

 

• CW2, an International Operations Manager from 2002 to 2003, stated that 
Mills was “constantly fabricating sales reports.”  Similarly, CW26, a 
former Mills Payroll Assistant and Lease Administrator, stated that he was 
ordered to “fabricate leases” to allow the Company to book phony 
revenue.  

 

• CW1, a former Mills Corporate Accountant, stated that Defendant Neeb 
handled all the joint venture accounting, as well as the “bad debt” 
provisions, and was at least one of the people responsible for Mills’ 
“aggressive accounting.”  CW1 further stated that Mills “push[ed] things 
through” so as not to affect the “bottom line,” which, in addition to FFO, 
was heavily monitored by Mills’ executives.  

 

• CW14, a former Mills Senior Vice President of Real Estate, characterized 
Mills as a “complete silo management,” and explained that “everything 
had to go to the top to go back down.”  A small group of Vice Presidents 
and high level executive officers called all the shots.  He stated that 
Defendant McDonough was “extraordinarily involved” with Mills’ 
accounting irregularities.   
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• In an April 2006 article, The Washington Post reported that a former Mills 
executive stated that Mills’ internal operations staff was badly 
overburdened, and its accounting function often fell into disarray.  
Bookkeeping problems occurred regularly, and crucial accounting 
decisions were often made with scant documentation to back them up.  
CW7, a former Specialty Leasing Manager, confirmed that accounting at 
Mills was “always a mess” and “always in disarray.”   

 

• CW15, a former Financial Analyst at Mills from 2005 through 2006, 
stated that accounting at Mills was like “throwing mud on the walls and 
seeing if it would stick.”  He stated that attempts were occasionally made 
to get the proper documentation, but if you could not, you “just winged it.” 

 
97. Many of the very accounting improprieties that the Company has now conceded it 

engaged in were detailed in an anonymous letter that a Mills employee sent in October 2005 to 

the Company’s Audit Committee and the SEC (defined above as the “SEC Letter”).  That letter 

stated that Mills purposefully overstated income, hid losses, overstated revenues and 

manipulated ownership percentages by moving money between companies.  The letter specified 

that: (i) Mills’ income statement treatment for its partnership projects was fraudulent; (ii) Mills’ 

treatment of common-area maintenance costs as in-line tenant recoverables was fraudulent; (iii) 

Mills reported “[f]alse financial disclosures” and that Mills’ financial discrepancies were not 

only intentional, but “material,” accounting for tens of millions of dollars; (iv) Mills 

“purposefully overstated” its financial statements and its 2003 over-accrual losses and would 

“attempt to hide 2004 over-accrual losses in quarter 2005 year-end accrual;” and (v) Mills was 

“moving expenses into areas where they won’t show up on [Mills’] income statement.”   

98. Notwithstanding their receipt of the SEC Letter, Mills, the Executive Defendants 

and the Audit Committee Defendants continued to allow Mills to report materially false and 

misleading financial information to investors, and continued to conceal the fraud.  On October 6, 

2005, Defendant Parent, the Company’s Chief Operating Officer, suddenly announced his 
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resignation, with no reason given.  Then, on October 31, 2005, the Company issued a press 

release which announced that the release of the Company’s third quarter results would be 

delayed “to allow the Company additional time to evaluate the accounting for several items in its 

third quarter results.”  That announcement triggered a steep decline in the price of Mills stock, 

which fell from $53.50 to $45.68 – almost $8 – on November 1, 2005, and raised serious 

concerns in the market about Mills’ accounting.   

99. Recognizing that any disclosures revealing the accounting improprieties would 

devastate the stock, Mills and its senior management chose not to come clean, but to perpetuate 

the fraud.  On November 9, 2005 – only nine days after Mills had announced that it would need 

to “evaluate” its accounting – Mills issued a press release announcing its third quarter results, in 

which it reported positive FFO for that quarter.  That same day, Mills filed a Form 10-Q with the 

SEC, in which the Company and its senior officers represented to investors that the Company’s 

financial statements were accurate and prepared in accordance with GAAP.   

100. Significantly, when Defendants were repeatedly asked by analysts during a 

conference call on November 9, 2005, whether their investigation of these issues was complete 

and whether Mills may have “missed some [accounting] items that might crop up in the fourth 

quarter,” Defendants emphatically denied that there were any issues, and assured investors that 

they had, in only nine days, thoroughly investigated these undisclosed accounting items.  Indeed, 

Defendant Morrow stated that “I believe, the audit committee believes, that we have thoroughly 

reviewed everything and that the financial statements are accurate and in accordance with 

GAAP, and that’s why we have released earnings and are preparing to file our 10-Q today.”  

Defendant Ettenger commented that “M.J. [Morrow] and everybody did a very, very thorough 

review,” and Defendant Morrow specifically assured investors that the issues did not impact 
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Mills’ previous financial statements, were not “corrections of errors” and that there was 

absolutely no chance of a restatement.  Defendants Siegel, Neeb, Parent, Dausch and 

McDonough were also on this call, assuring investors that there were no issues with the 

Company’s accounting.  These statements were outright lies.  As these Defendants knew full 

well, they had not investigated the accounting issues, and Mills’ financial statements were not 

prepared in accordance with GAAP. 

101. Significantly, at no time did any of these Defendants or the Company disclose the 

existence of the SEC Letter, or the fact that a Mills employee had informed the SEC and the 

Audit Committee that the Company was committing accounting fraud.  Those highly material 

facts were not disclosed until Mills filed a Form 8-K with the SEC on January 9, 2007 – or 

fifteen months after Mills received the SEC Letter.  The SEC filing also revealed that the 

Company had not “thoroughly reviewed” the accounting issues between November 1 and 

November 9, 2005, and that the investigation is not complete until 2007 – when it led to the 

revelations of the fraud.  The fact that the Company made the false statements set forth above to 

investors even after it received the SEC Letter is overwhelming evidence of these Defendants’ 

scienter.   

102. E&Y is also liable for the fraud.  As set forth below, despite repeatedly 

identifying Mills’ improper accounting practices and grossly inadequate internal controls, E&Y 

issued unqualified auditor’s reports on Mills’ financial statements for the years ended December 

31, 2001 through 2004.  E&Y knowingly or recklessly ignored accounting improprieties, 

numerous red flags and material internal control deficiencies at Mills, which should have alerted 

it to the fact that the Company’s financial reporting practices violated GAAP, and that Mills’ 

financial statements were materially false and misleading.  Even though it was well aware of: (i) 
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the remarkable shortcomings and problems in Mills’ accounting systems and practices – 

shortcomings and problems that were so material and substandard that E&Y issued material 

weakness warnings and Mills restated its financial statements twice before 2006; (ii) Mills’ rapid 

growth; and (iii) the Executive Defendants’ focus on meeting market expectations, E&Y failed to 

apply the necessary audit considerations and to adhere to the requirements of GAAS.  

103. A description of the myriad ways in which Mills cooked its books is set forth 

below: 

A. Fraudulent Capitalization of Expenses 

104. In order to artificially inflate Mills’ income and FFO, during the Class Period, 

Defendants fraudulently capitalized hundreds of millions of dollars in ordinary operating 

expenses in violation of GAAP.  As the Company has acknowledged, it improperly capitalized a 

wide range of ordinary operating expenses, including indirect project costs, costs of pre-

development activities, interest costs, direct leasing origination costs, and grand opening and 

marketing costs.  By improperly capitalizing expenses Mills avoided taking immediate and 

significant losses on its income statement, and instead recorded these expenses as assets on its 

balance sheet where they had little, if any, impact on the Company’s income and FFO.  Such 

improper capitalization practices caused Mills’ net income and FFO to be overstated by $227 

million during the period to be covered by the Restatement.   

105. As the Company has now admitted, Mills and its management improperly 

capitalized expenses in order to meet financial expectations.  Specifically, in its January 9, 2007 

Form 8-K, the Company conceded that Mills’ culture and “tone at the top” caused Mills to, 

among other things: 

• capitalize rather than expense overhead, development, marketing and other 
costs; 
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• conclude that impairments and write-offs to particular receivables, 
investments and other assets were unnecessary; and 

 

• enter into and structure transactions based principally on their short-term 
financial statement and/or FFO ramifications. 

1. Fraudulent Capitalization of Predevelopment Activities 

106. Mills fraudulently capitalized costs of predevelopment activities and projects in 

violation of GAAP in order to artificially inflate the Company’s income and FFO.  

107. FAS 67 provides that costs incurred during the predevelopment phase of a project 

shall only be capitalized when the following three conditions are met: (i) the costs are directly 

identifiable with a specific property; (ii) the property has already been acquired; and (iii) the 

acquisition or development of the property is probable.  In addition, Statement of Financial 

Accounting Concepts No. 6, Elements of Financial Statements (“FASCON 6”) provides that 

such costs are appropriately capitalized only if probable future economic benefits exist.  In other 

words, GAAP does not permit the capitalization of costs incurred during the predevelopment 

phase when such costs are not directly identifiable with a specific property, or when it is not 

probable that the property will be developed, acquired or will generate future economic benefits.  

In those circumstances, GAAP expressly requires that such predevelopment costs be expensed. 

108. Mills disregarded these clear and longstanding GAAP requirements by 

capitalizing predevelopment costs that did not qualify for such treatment.  Indeed, in its January 

9, 2007 Form 8-K, Mills admitted that it fraudulently capitalized predevelopment costs in at least 

the following ways. 

109. First, Mills improperly capitalized costs for predevelopment activities that “were 

not associated with a specific site.”  Under GAAP (specifically FAS 67, as described above), 

costs for predevelopment activities may only be capitalized if the costs are directly identifiable 

with a specific property.  Costs for activities occurring during the initial, exploration stages of 
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potential projects are not identifiable with a specific property, and therefore, are not permitted to 

be capitalized under GAAP.  Rather, GAAP requires that costs incurred before a specific project 

site is selected must be immediately expensed. 

110. Second, Mills improperly capitalized costs for “predevelopment projects that were 

no longer probable.”  As discussed above, when it is probable that a project is no longer going to 

be developed, and the probable future economic benefits associated with that project no longer 

exist, GAAP requires that the costs incurred during the predevelopment phase be expensed.  

Defendants’ failure to expense these costs fraudulently inflated Mills’ reported income and FFO. 

111. For example, Mills fraudulently capitalized nearly $100 million of costs 

associated with one of the Company’s high-profile projects in New Jersey.  In 1996, Mills 

proposed to develop a commercial project called “Meadowlands Mills” on a tract of land 

consisting of 587 acres of wetlands primarily in the Borough of Carlstadt, New Jersey (the 

“Empire Tract”).  The proposal included the construction of 2.1 million square feet of retail 

space, 1 million square feet of office space, several hundred thousand square feet of 

warehousing, and a hotel.  However, the Empire Tract proposal was met with fierce opposition 

by lawmakers and persons concerned with the environmental impact such a project would have 

on the area, and a protracted and costly battle ensued.  As of January 2003, Mills had invested 

nearly $120 million exploring, analyzing and seeking approval to develop the Empire Tract, 

without obtaining the necessary authorization to develop the project.  In February 2003, Mills 

abandoned the project, selling the Empire Tract to the State of New Jersey for $26.8 million.  At 

the time of the sale, New Jersey stated that the Empire Tract would not be developed and would 

instead be protected as wetlands ad infinitum.   
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112. According to GAAP, specifically Statement of Financial Accounting Standards 

No. 5, Accounting for Contingencies (“FAS 5”) (1975), Mills should have recorded a loss of 

$93.2 million at the time it sold the Empire Tract to New Jersey, which consisted of Mills’ 

investment of $120 million less the sale price of $26.8 million.   However, had Mills taken this 

massive loss in the first quarter of 2003, as it was required to do, it would have had a 

catastrophic impact on the Company’s financial statements.  Indeed, Mills reported $20.68 

million of net income in the first quarter of 2003.  Accordingly, had the Company taken a $93.2 

million loss on this property as it should have done, the Company would instead have had to 

report a $69.62 million net loss.  However, as Defendants knew, recording such a massive loss 

would have devastated Mills’ stock price.  Accordingly, Defendants pretended as if this loss 

never occurred. 

113. At or around the same time that Mills was abandoning the Empire Tract project, 

Mills was responding to a Request for Proposals by the New Jersey Sports and Exposition 

Authority to redevelop and lease (not own) the land surrounding the Continental Airlines Arena 

in East Rutherford, New Jersey (the “Meadowlands Xanadu Site”).  On February 12, 2003, Mills 

was chosen to develop and lease the Meadowlands Xanadu Site.  As part of the contract, Mills 

was required to pay the State of New Jersey $160 million for the Meadowlands Xanadu Site 

prior to commencement of any construction.   

114. In accordance with GAAP, specifically FASCON 6 and Statement of Financial 

Accounting Standards No. 13, Accounting for Leases, (“FAS 13”) (1976), Mills should have 

recorded this $160 million payment as an asset, called prepaid ground rent, on its balance sheet, 

and subsequently amortized it monthly over the expected life of the lease.  However, as 

explained above, at this same time Mills was faced with the prospect of recording a loss of more 
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than $93 million in connection with the failed Empire Tract project.  Accordingly, rather than 

report that loss, Mills decided to “deduct” the $26.8 million it had received from the State of 

New Jersey for the Empire Tract land from the Xanadu rent payment of $160 million, and then 

capitalized the net amount of $133.2 million as if they were all project costs for the 

Meadowlands Xanadu Site.  Compounding this fraud, Mills then “transferred” the roughly $120 

million it had invested in the failed Empire Tract project into the Meadowlands Xanadu Site – 

and capitalized those expenses as if they had been incurred in connection with Xanadu.  In sum, 

to avoid recording the costs of the Empire Tract project, Mills pretended that those costs were 

incurred in connection with a different project, Xanadu.  In doing so, Mills transformed what 

should have been recorded as a loss of more than $93 million on its income statement into a 

$253.2 million asset on the Company’s balance sheet, where it remained until Mills deemed the 

Meadowlands Xanadu project impaired in late 2006.   

115. In reality, Mills knew that it had no basis to record the $93.2 million loss it 

incurred in connection with the Empire Tract as if those were costs incurred in connection with 

Xanadu.  During the Company’s third quarter 2002 conference call held on November 4, 2004 

and participated in by Defendants Dausch, Napoli, Parent and Siegel, a Mills executive stressed 

that Meadowlands Mills and Meadowlands Xanadu were entirely separate projects.  He stated 

“Meadowlands Mills is the concept for the Empire Tract.  Meadowlands Xanadu is an 

entertainment center that is, that meets the sports exposition authority needs up on the arena site.  

They are different projects, which means that you could build Meadowlands Mills on its site if 

they went with someone else, technically, assuming you’ve got the permit.”   

116. Third, Mills improperly failed to write off the costs for predevelopment projects 

that had been “abandoned.”  In such circumstances, predevelopment costs must be expensed and 
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no longer capitalized.  Indeed, FAS 67 specifically states that costs of real estate must be 

expensed once the real estate project is abandoned.  Thus, as soon as the Company made the 

determination to abandon these projects, Mills and the Executive Defendants should have written 

off the associated predevelopment costs as expenses.  By their own admission, however, Mills 

and the Executive Defendants failed to do so, and instead left these capitalized costs as assets on 

Mills’ balance sheet.   

117. As a result of Mills’ failure to expense the costs of its abandoned projects, the 

Company will record a $26 million impairment charge to write-off improperly capitalized costs 

of abandoned predevelopment projects for periods prior to the fourth quarter of 2005.  In its 

January 9, 2007 Form 8-K, the Company admitted that these predevelopment projects “were 

previously impaired and the amount of the impairment should have been recorded in” periods 

prior to the fourth quarter of 2005.  To put this $26 million loss in context, it was more than 

double the $12.6 million net loss Mills reported for the first nine months of 2005. 

118. Mills’ practice of failing to expense costs for projects it had abandoned was 

widespread, intentional, and well known to senior management.  Mills has admitted that it 

improperly accounted for the costs of at least ten projects that it had abandoned years ago, 

including the following: Oregon City, Oregon; San Diego, California; Yonkers, New York; 

Minneapolis, Minnesota; Pecaccio (Rome), Italy; Valencia, Spain; Seville, Spain; Candlestick, 

California; Piers, California; and Singapore.  While Mills has not publicly disclosed when these 

predevelopment projects were abandoned, Lead Plaintiffs’ investigation has revealed that many 

of them were abandoned as far back as 2002.  For example, CW17, Mills’ former Senior Vice-

President of Property Management, who at different points during his four-year tenure at the 

Company reported directly to Defendants Napoli and McDonough, stated that Oregon City, San 
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Diego, Yonkers and Minneapolis were no longer active projects when he joined the Company in 

2002.  In fact, CW17 said that he never even heard these projects discussed at Mills during his 

tenure at the Company.  Similarly, Mills’ plan to develop a mall in Candlestick, California, 

which CW17 said was carried “on the books forever,” was abandoned no later than the summer 

of 2004.   Nevertheless, Mills continued to carry these and other projects on its books for years, 

thereby artificially inflating its FFO and assets. 

119. Despite the fact that Mills had abandoned these projects years earlier, Mills 

continued to represent to investors in SEC filings that many of these projects were still under 

development.  For example, in Mills’ Form 8-K filed May 6, 2005, which reported on the 

Company’s results for the first quarter of 2005, Mills represented that it was “currently 

evaluating development properties in the following locations: Minneapolis, MN; San Diego, CA; 

Yonkers, NY; …”  In the Form 8-K filed August 5, 2005, the Company again represented that it 

was “evaluating development opportunities” in these three locations.  Such lies were designed to 

create the false impression that these projects were being considered for development when, in 

fact, the Company had abandoned them years earlier.  

120. CW17 further stated that, based on his experience at Mills, the Company gave 

“bullsh*t” reasons for these write-downs and that the real reason for them was that Mills “had to 

come clean.”  CW17 explained that all decisions related to what costs to capitalize and what 

projects to carry on the Company’s books were done “behind the curtain” by Defendants Parent 

and Siegel.  CW17 said that Parent would have discussed all these decisions with Siegel, and that 

Defendants McDonough, Dausch, Parent, Morrow, Neeb and Siegel “had their pulses on 

everything” at the Company, including all accounting decisions. 
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121. Defendants’ knowing or reckless disregard for the permanent impairment of these 

predevelopment projects is confirmed and further described by other former employees.  For 

example, according to CW10, a Vice President and Senior Development Director from 1998 

until 2005, who reported directly to Defendant Dausch, Mills carried costs that were incurred 

during predevelopment work “on the books for an interminable amount of time.”  He added that 

“some of these things were carried on the books for years when [the Company] knew they never 

were going to do them.”  He explained that “[a]t some point everyone knew they were not going 

to happen and they just continued to carry those costs.”  Similarly, CW25, a former Group Vice 

President of Capital Services, explained that management’s unwillingness to face the reality of 

project costs was motivated by the desire to maintain acceptable “return on cost.”  He stated that 

he participated in monthly meetings during which the status of projects was reviewed, and “even 

when the projects weren’t feasible, they wouldn’t write the costs down.”  CW25 reported directly 

to James P. Whitcome, the Executive Vice President of Capital Services, who reported directly 

to Defendant Dausch.   

122. CW9, a former Controller responsible for Development Accounting, stated that 

Mills had “always been very aggressive” with its accounting, and that predevelopment projects 

“had always been on the balance sheet as a way of not recognizing expenses.”  CW9 stated that it 

“wasn’t any secret that you keep them on as long as you can before you write them off so that 

you don’t hit earnings.”   

123. Moreover, according to CW16, the former Director of Development from the 

early 1990s until early 2006, senior management was aware of the status of all projects, and 

knew when a project had been abandoned.  According to CW16, Mills’ senior management was 

provided with regular updates in connection with Mills’ project review process, which involved 
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two monthly meetings attended by senior management: the “Forecast Meeting” and the “Forecast 

to Complete Meeting.”  The Forecast Meeting took place at the project site and was attended by 

Defendant Dausch, the senior project manager from the Capital Services Unit assigned to the 

project, Development Finance and Development Accounting personnel, and representatives of 

the relevant contractors, including architects and others.  The purpose of the Forecast Meeting 

was to compile and prepare information regarding the status of Mills’ various projects for 

Defendant Dausch to present to Mills’ senior management at the Forecast to Complete Meetings, 

which were held each month at Mills’ corporate offices and attended by senior management, 

including, among others, Defendants Parent, Dausch, Napoli, and, frequently, Siegel.  

124. CW18, Mills former Vice-President of Accounting, who worked at the Company 

for ten years, including five years at corporate headquarters where she reported to Defendant 

Neeb and Timothy Siegman during their respective terms as Mills’ Controller, explained that the 

predevelopment costs were captured by Mills’ Development Division, which had a separate 

accounting group to handle all of the costs for new malls under development.  CW3, a certified 

public accountant and Mills former Property Controller from 1998 through 2000, confirmed that 

pre-development costs were recorded by the Development Division on the corporate side, which 

was run by Defendant Dausch. 

2. Fraudulent Capitalization of Indirect Project Costs 

125. As it has now admitted, the Company improperly capitalized what the Company 

referred to as “indirect project costs” – namely, the costs of various departments and employees 

within the Company that had no relationship with project development, and which did not 

perform services relating to project development.   

126. GAAP, specifically Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 67, 

Accounting for Costs and Initial Rental Operations of Real Estate Projects (“FAS 67”), only 
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allows costs “clearly associated with the acquisition, development, and construction of a real 

estate project” to be capitalized.  FAS 67 further explicitly provides that “[i]ndirect costs that do 

not clearly relate to projects under development or construction, including general and 

administrative expenses, shall be charged to expense as incurred.”  Simply put, since 1982, when 

FAS 67 became effective, GAAP has expressly required costs that do not directly relate to the 

development of a real estate project to be expensed immediately. 

127. However, Mills intentionally violated this basic accounting principle.  The 

Company admitted in its January 9, 2007 8-K that for years it had been improperly capitalizing 

tens of millions of dollars of ordinary operating expenses, such as overhead and other general 

and administrative expenses:   

The Company and Mills LP establish cost pools from various departments for 
purposes of estimating, capitalizing and allocating indirect project costs.  
Historically, these pools included departments that were incidental, but not 
directly related, to the development efforts.  In the restatement, the pools will be 
adjusted to exclude the costs of these departments. 
 
128. The impact of these improper capitalization practices on Mills’ financial 

statements was highly significant, as they artificially inflated the Company’s stockholders’ 

equity by $35 million and the Mills LP’s partners’ equity by $48 million as of January 1, 2005, 

and also artificially inflated Mills’ earnings for the first three quarters of 2005.  As a result, Mills 

and Mills LP reported net losses for the first nine months of 2005 of $4.2 million and $12.0 

million, respectively, when, in fact, Mills and Mills LP incurred losses of at least $8.2 million 

and $17.0 million during this period due to this fraudulent practice.  In other words, by 

improperly capitalizing indirect project costs, Mills and Mills LP fraudulently understated their 

net loss by 95% and 42%, respectively, during the first nine months of 2005. 
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129. The Executive Defendants knew or recklessly disregarded that Mills was 

improperly capitalizing indirect project costs.  Indeed, in its Management Letter dated February 

16, 2004, E&Y warned the Executive Defendants, Audit Committee Defendants, and other Mills 

management, that deficiencies existed with respect to Mills’ capitalization of overhead costs.  

Despite this warning, Mills continued to improperly capitalize indirect, unrelated overhead costs 

to projects.   

130. Confidential witnesses confirmed that it was Mills’ senior management who 

determined and approved the capitalization for Mills’ indirect projects costs.  According to 

CW16, Mills’ former Director of Development from the early 1990s until early 2006, 

Defendants Parent and McDonough and their Development Finance Team played a key role in 

allocating costs to projects.  In particular, CW16 stated that McDonough and his group handled 

“how the overhead costs were allocated to the projects, who was direct labor versus indirect 

labor.”  CW16 also stated that the allocation of costs to a project were reviewed monthly by 

senior management, including Defendant Parent, Defendant Dausch, the President of Leasing, 

and, frequently, Defendant Siegel, at the monthly “Forecast to Complete Meetings” at Mills’ 

corporate offices. 

131. According to confidential sources, Mills needed to improperly capitalize expenses 

because the Company was deliberately under-reporting the budgets for its projects in its SEC 

filings – that is, the budgeted costs Mills reported to investors materially understated (by 

hundreds of millions of dollars) what the Executive Defendants knew the actual costs to develop 

these projects would be.  Indeed, in its SEC filings, Mills generally reported the “estimated net 

project costs” associated with each project then under development.  Mills knew that these costs 

were important to investors, because the lower the estimated costs for a project, the greater the 
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percentage of return that Mills (and its investors) could expect to receive when the project was 

complete.  However, as numerous confidential witnesses stated, Mills intentionally under-

reported its budgets in its SEC filings, and then, to conceal the fact that expenses were materially 

higher than “budgeted,” fraudulently capitalized expenses.   

132. Mills’ fraudulent under-reporting of project development costs has been 

confirmed by CW25, former Group Vice President and Director of Project Management at Mills 

between 2000 and 2005.  According to CW25, Defendants Siegel and Dausch knowingly 

misrepresented that the overall cost of the Meadowlands Xanadu project would be $1.2 billion at 

a time when they and other Company insiders knew that the actual cost of that project was 

internally projected to be between $1.6 and $2.0 billion.  Similarly, CW14, a former senior Vice 

President of Real Estate at Mills between 1997 and 2005, stated that by June 2005 it was well 

known within Mills that Xanadu was more than a billion dollars over budget, yet neither Mills 

nor the Executive Defendants disclosed that information to shareholders.  Thus, Mills and the 

Executive Defendants publicly reported inaccurate project costs even though, in specific 

instances, they had been personally informed that the actual project costs were significantly 

higher.  Then, to hide the fact that costs were substantially higher than what they had told 

investors, they fraudulently capitalized and ordering operating expenses. 

133. CW25 also stated that Mills frequently misrepresented in the Company’s SEC 

filings the anticipated opening dates for its projects – again to create the false impression that 

these projects would begin to generate income for the Company sooner rather than later.  

However, even when CW25 brought time schedule variances and possible Sarbanes-Oxley 

violations to the attention of senior management, such as Defendant Dausch, Senior Vice 

President Robert Ferguson, and Assistant Development Director Jeremy Meredith (also a trained 
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lawyer), senior management refused to discuss the problems or report the variances in 

subsequent or amended SEC filings.  CW25 stated that he personally informed his superiors on 

at least nine separate occasions of budget and time schedule variances and possible Sarbanes-

Oxley violations, yet they repeatedly refused to discuss or correct the Company’s false reporting.  

In fact, during a budget meeting in March 2005, Defendant Dausch specifically warned CW25 

that he should not discuss the budget variance for the Riverside Project with people outside of 

Dausch’s department.   

3. Fraudulent Capitalization of Interest Costs 

134. Mills also improperly capitalized interest costs in violation of GAAP in order to 

inflate the Company’s income and FFO.  

135. GAAP, specifically, Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 34, 

Capitalization of Interest Cost (“FAS 34”), provides that interest costs associated with a project 

may be capitalized only during the period of time that is required to prepare the asset for its 

intended use.  Under FAS 34, the capitalization period begins when the following three 

conditions are met: (i) expenditures for the asset are made; (ii) activities that are necessary to get 

the asset ready for its intended use are in progress; and (iii) interest cost is being incurred.  Once 

these conditions have been satisfied and capitalization is appropriate, GAAP requires that the 

capitalization rate applied be either (i) the actual rate of the borrowing, if a specific borrowing is 

associated with the project, or (ii) the weighted average of the rates of the company’s outstanding 

borrowings.  Further, GAAP unequivocally provides that the interest capitalization period ends 

when the asset is substantially complete and ready for its intended use.  

136. The requirements of FAS 34, which became effective in 1979, are clear and 

frequently applied.  Nevertheless, Mills fraudulently accounted for Mills’ interest expenses by 

capitalizing interest costs for projects that were not eligible for such capitalization, and by 
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manipulating applicable capitalization rates.  In its January 9, 2007 Form 8-K, Mills admitted 

that it fraudulently capitalized interest in at least the following four ways. 

137. First, Mills improperly capitalized interest on projects that were already open and 

thus, by definition, were no longer undergoing work necessary to prepare them for their intended 

use.    Specifically, in its January 9, 2007 8-K, Mills admitted that it improperly capitalized 

interest for a period of “up to one year following the opening of a development on space where 

no major tenant improvements were in process.”  In other words, Mills capitalized interest costs 

for projects that were up and running for a period of up to one year despite GAAP’s rudimentary 

requirement that such costs cannot be capitalized once a project is substantially complete and 

ready for its intended use.  Once a project is open and in use, GAAP requires that interest costs 

should be immediately expensed; Defendants’ failure to follow this elementary provision 

fraudulently inflated Mills’ income and FFO.   

138. Second, Mills used improper and impermissible capitalization rates for its 

projects.  Rather than using a project’s specific borrowing rate or the weighted average of the 

Company’s borrowings, as explicitly required under GAAP, Mills used “theoretical” (i.e., 

fictitious) methods that were contrary to GAAP.  Specifically, Mills admitted that the Company 

capitalized interest based on an “incremental interest cost approach,” and later by using a 

capitalization rate based on “interest costs that theoretically could have been avoided, based on 

an assumed repayment of [the Company’s] highest rate debt, had the underlying development 

and construction activities not been undertaken.”  

139. As the Company explained in its January 9, 2007 Form 8-K, Mills adopted this 

“approach” in order to meet internal and external financial expectations.  Indeed, by applying a 

“theoretical” borrowing rate rather than the actual rate to its capitalization calculation, Mills was 
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able to fraudulently overstate income, FFO and stockholders’ equity and, consequently, meet 

financial expectations.  Specifically, as admitted in its January 9, 2007 Form 8-K, Mills’ use of 

improper capitalization rates artificially inflated stockholders’ equity by $23 million and Mills 

LP’s partners’ equity by $26 million as of January 1, 2005.  Defendants’ use of improper 

capitalization rates also artificially inflated Mills’ earnings for the first three quarters of 2005.  

As a result, Mills and Mills LP were able to report comprehensive net losses of $4.2 million and 

$12.0 million, respectively, when, in reality, Mills and Mills LP incurred losses of at least $16.2 

million and $26.0 million due to their use of improper capitalization rates.  In other words, by 

using improper capitalization rates, Mills and Mills LP fraudulently understated their net losses 

by 300% and 117%, respectively.   

140. Third, Mills improperly capitalized interest costs for “land parcels on which no 

significant development activity was occurring.”  As explained in greater detail below, FAS 34 

explicitly provides that “[l]and that is not undergoing activities necessary to get it ready for its 

intended use is not a qualifying asset” for interest capitalization.  By the Company’s own 

admission, Mills capitalized interest costs for land that was not undergoing development 

activities necessary to get it ready for its intended use.  Interest costs for land that is not 

undergoing development activities should be immediately expensed under FAS 34. 

141. Fourth, Mills improperly capitalized interest for its joint venture projects.  The 

Executive Defendants knew or recklessly disregarded that Mills was improperly capitalizing 

interest costs.  Indeed, as early as 2002, E&Y informed the Executive Defendants, the Audit 

Committee Defendants, and other Mills management, that Mills was improperly capitalizing 

interest.  Specifically, in its management letter dated February 19, 2002, E&Y noted that for its 

equity investments, Mills had not been capitalizing interest at the corporate level despite the fact 
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that it had been capitalizing interest on these same equity investments at the property level, citing 

violations of both FAS 34 and FAS 58.  Mills improperly capitalized interest in this manner in 

order to increase FFO.  Despite this warning, Mills failed to correct its improper accounting and 

continued to improperly capitalize its interest expenses.   

142. Former employees further confirmed that Defendants knew and/or recklessly 

disregarded that Mills was improperly capitalizing interest costs.  CW8, a former Mills’ Property 

Accountant from 2001 to 2005, described how Mills improperly capitalized interest costs for 

projects that were up and running.  He stated that, with respect to malls coming on-line, there 

were big discrepancies at Mills related to what costs were capitalized versus what was expensed, 

and how those expenses were capitalized.  In particular, CW8 stated that the accounting for 

Colorado Mills was “insane,” and that he was unable to “tie anything back to what was being 

capitalized.”  He explained that, for months, even though Colorado Mills was up and running, 

Mills’ “fixed asset report” detailed “cap development costs” ranging from hundreds of thousands 

of dollars to a million dollars, but that he was never able to figure out what those capitalized 

costs related to.  CW8 stated that after only a few months of working on Colorado Mills, he told 

his boss, Karen Egerer, then a Vice-President of Mills and a Property Accountant, that he no 

longer wanted to work on the project because he “couldn’t stand behind the numbers.”    CW8 

also stated that there was a real sense that the Company’s accountants needed to “do whatever” 

they could to make the Company’s results look acceptable.  CW8 said that Defendant Morrow 

had authority over his unit.  

143. CW12, a former Mills Project Accountant who left the Company because he was 

uncomfortable with Mills’ accounting structure and its accounting philosophy, explained how 

and why Mills improperly capitalized costs.  CW12 stated that Mills structured transactions to 
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make the Company’s operations look better than they actually were.  For example, CW12 

explained that Mills used “higher rate[s] than necessary” to capitalize interest costs, while at the 

same time maximizing interest expense in order to reduce taxes. 

144. According to CW16, Mills’ former Director of Development from the early 1990s 

until early 2006, capitalization of interest and other costs were dictated by Defendant Parent, 

who was in charge of the Development Finance Team, and later by Defendant McDonough, 

when the development finance function was managed by the Asset Management Team.  CW16 

explained that Defendants Parent and McDonough were supported in these roles by Luke 

Anderson and Carolyn Lange, both of whom were key personnel in the Development Finance 

Group.  CW16  explained that the Development Finance Team provided the interest rates to be 

used for capitalization purposes, and that during 2005 and early 2006, Defendant Ettenger was 

also involved in determining the capitalization rate to be used by the Company.  In fact, 

according to CW16, during Defendant Ettenger’s tenure, there were quarterly emails sent out 

indicating the interest rates to be used for future projections. 

145. Similarly, according to CW13, a former employee who worked at Mills for eleven 

years in both the Property Accounting and the Operations Department, Mills’ “key executives,” 

whom he identified as the Company’s “Department Heads” including Defendants Siegel, Parent, 

Neeb and Dausch, made all capitalization decisions, including what costs to capitalize and what 

capitalization rates to use.    

146. CW19, a former Mills’ Project Accountant from 2002 to 2006 who reported to 

Elaine Braccio, Development Accounting Manager, reiterated that all decisions relating to 

capitalization of costs occurred at corporate headquarters.  He stated: “How they treated costs 

from a capitalization standpoint, that was up to corporate.”   
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4. Fraudulent Capitalization of Direct Leasing Origination Costs 

147. Mills also overstated its income and FFO by improperly inflating direct leasing 

origination costs for capitalization purposes.  Instead of using the Company’s actual time records 

when capitalizing direct leasing origination costs, Mills and the Executive Defendants 

inappropriately used unsupportable time and cost estimates of the activities performed by its 

leasing department.   

148. GAAP, specifically Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 91, 

Accounting for Nonrefundable Fees and Costs Associated with Originating or Acquiring Loan 

and Indirect Costs of Leases (“FAS 91”), permits the capitalization of costs associated with 

certain activities relating to lease origination costs, including evaluating the prospective 

borrower’s financial condition, negotiating loan terms, and preparing and processing loan 

documents.  Further, it provides that “only that portion of the employees’ total compensation and 

payroll-related fringe benefits directly related to time spent performing those [lease origination] 

activities for that loan and other costs related to those activities that would not have been 

incurred but for that loan” may be capitalized.  In accordance with Statement of Financial 

Accounting Concepts No. 2, Qualitative Characteristics of Accounting Information, (“FASCON 

2”) (1980), the amount capitalized as a result of these activities must be reliable, useful and 

complete.  As such, the information must be reasonably free from error and bias and faithfully 

represent what it purports to represent.     

149. Mills violated these basic and longstanding GAAP requirements when 

capitalizing the Company’s direct lease origination costs.  Mills and the Executive Defendants 

disregarded the Company’s actual and contemporaneously available time records and instead 

used their own contrived time and cost estimates of the activities performed by its leasing 

department.  In its January 9, 2007 Form 8-K, the Company admitted that it improperly 
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capitalized direct leasing origination costs, and stated that “the restatement reflects adjustments 

to lower the estimates of the time and costs incurred by the leasing department for these 

activities.”   

150. The Executive Defendants knew or recklessly disregarded that Mills was 

improperly capitalizing direct leasing origination costs.  In its Management Letter dated 

February 16, 2004, E&Y warned the Executive Defendants, the Audit Committee Defendants 

and other Mills management that Mills employed improper practices, including its failure to use 

actual time records, for capitalizing overhead relating to leasing activities.  In particular, E&Y 

warned that while “the Company capitalizes a significant amount of overhead related to wholly-

owned development and leasing activities,” the audit revealed that Mills “had updated 

percentages but had no formal documentation of the changes.”  E&Y further warned that Mills 

allocated properties for development time based upon “management discussions and analysis of 

average time spent on a project rather than based on contemporaneous records such as time 

sheets.”  Rather than correct its accounting practices, however, Mills continued to improperly 

capitalize lease origination costs by using “estimates” rather than the actual records. 

5. Fraudulent Capitalization of Grand Opening and Marketing Costs 

151.  Mills also artificially inflated its income and FFO by improperly capitalizing 

grand opening and marketing costs that should have been expensed as incurred because they 

were not directly related to the actual renting of the property.   

152. FAS 67 provides that costs incurred to rent real estate projects shall be capitalized 

only if the costs are “related to and their recovery is reasonably expected from future rental 

operations.”  GAAP expressly provides that if the costs incurred are not directly related to and 

their recovery is not reasonably expected from future rental operations, then those costs should 

be expensed as incurred.    
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153. Defendants disregarded this basic accounting principle by improperly capitalizing 

indirect rental costs.  In its August 10, 2006 Form 8-K, Mills admitted that it improperly 

accounted for such grand opening and marketing costs, stating that it: 

had determined that certain costs of marketing new developments, including the 
cost of grand opening events, should have been expensed and not capitalized as 
part of the cost of the project. Although these marketing costs may have a long-
term benefit to the property by attracting customers to tenants, such costs do not 
relate directly to renting the property and, therefore, should be accounted for as 
advertising expenses. 

The Company further conceded that “since such costs were directed primarily at the tenants’ 

customers, they do not relate directly to leasing space to tenants and therefore, should be treated 

as preopening and advertising expenses.”   

154. By improperly capitalizing these indirect rental costs, Mills fraudulently inflated 

its income and FFO and concealed expenses.   

B. Mills and the Executive Defendants Fraudulently Manipulated Revenue 

and Expenses in Order to Inflate Income and FFO  

155. During the Class Period, Mills inflated its net income and FFO by more than $50 

million through a series of improper and fraudulent revenue recognition practices, and by 

fraudulently understating its expenses.  Significantly, as set forth above, the Company has 

essentially admitted that many of these improprieties were the product of intentional fraud, 

stating that “the weight of the evidence was contrary to the witnesses’ assertions that the 

accounting judgments at issue were reasonable and reached in good faith” and the likely product 

of “misconduct by former accounting and asset management personnel of the Company.”   

156. In addition to Mills’ admitted improper revenue recognition practices, Lead 

Plaintiffs, through the course of their investigation, uncovered numerous other instances where 

Mills fraudulently recognized revenue, including instances where Mills’ senior management 

ordered subordinates to simply make revenue up to meet their numbers.  Lead Plaintiffs’ 
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investigation also uncovered the highly significant fact that many of Mills’ revenue 

manipulations and fabrications occurred right before the end of financial reporting periods and, 

thus, allowed the Company to meet its expected numbers.  As set forth below, Mills’ revenue 

manipulation practices violated GAAP and overstated the Company’s true financial condition in 

at least twelve different ways. 

157. First, Mills’ senior management, including Defendant McDonough, ordered 

subordinates working at Mills’ various properties to fabricate income.  CW11, a former General 

Manager at Discover Mills in Lawrenceville, Georgia, stated that at the end of 2004, before the 

books were closed for the year, Defendant McDonough and another executive who reported to 

him issued a Company-wide directive via tele-conference that “blew his mind.”  CW11 said that 

McDonough ordered each Mills property to accrue $150,000 of additional “miscellaneous 

income” as part of their year-end accrual process.  Defendant McDonough told the managers to 

“find” extra income in late fees, compactor rentals and storage fees.  According to CW11, the 

property managers were being asked to “just make up numbers,” a concern he voiced to his boss.   

Further, he explained that, because Mills had over 42 properties at the time, this directive added 

an extra $6 plus million to Mills’ 2004 income, which “was never realized in 2004.”   

158. CW11 stated that general managers at the various Mills properties received these 

types of orders every quarter.  CW11 said that Defendant McDonough, among others, put 

pressure on the general managers to “find more money” every quarter.  This was done to boost 

Mills’ end of the quarter numbers because they were not “looking good.” 

159. Second, Mills fraudulently inflated its income in 2002 by more than $10 million 

by prematurely recording the sale of a bankrupt entity which Mills owned as if that sale had 

occurred in April 2002, when in fact the sale did not occur until the Spring of 2003.  Mills did so 
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in order to avoid recording as an expense the more than $10 million that Mills expended on that 

bankrupt entity in 2002.  By doing so, Mills materially inflated its net income and FFO.  Indeed, 

in 2002 Mills reported net income of $62.5 million when it should have reported net income of 

$52.3 million – an overstatement of almost 20% based on this one impropriety alone.    

160. The sale originated with Mills’ purchase of the assets of one of its failed tenants, 

the Dallas-based Home Company.  The purchase was made through Mills Enterprises, Inc. 

(“MEI”), a wholly owned subsidiary of Mills, which invested in development-stage tenants in 

the retail, food and beverage, and entertainment sectors.  MEI purchased Home Company’s 

assets out of bankruptcy at an auction on April 19, 2002 for $4.9 million.  During the second and 

third quarters of 2002, Mills spent an additional $730,000 on Home Company’s operations.  In 

total, Mills spent $10.18 million on Home Company in 2002.  

161. When it came time for preparing Mills’ year-end financial statements for 2002, 

however, senior management knew that Mills could not record this more than $10 million 

expense in the Company’s 2002 financial statements, because to do so would have a material 

adverse effect on the Company’s reported 2002 net income.  Had Mills properly recorded these 

expenses, instead of reporting FFO of $3.14 per share in 2002, which was precisely the analysts’ 

consensus estimate, the Company would have reported no more than $2.54 per share as FFO. 

Had the Company missed analysts’ FFO estimates by this wide a margin (nearly 24%), it would 

have had a devastating impact on the price of the Mills’ stock.  Accordingly, Defendants simply 

decided not to record a penny of these expenses. 

162. In December 2002, Mills began to negotiate the sale of Home Company to a third 

party.  While the sales agreement and the related notes receivable from the purchaser were not 

even executed until December 2002, Mills decided at that time to treat the sale of Home 
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Company as if it had occurred on April 19, 2002 – the same day that Mills had acquired Home 

Company.  By doing so, Mills accounted for this transaction as if it never owned Home 

Company, and thus did not have to record any of the expenses Mills incurred in acquiring and 

operating Home Company in 2002 – including the $4.9 million purchase price.  Further, Mills 

went back into the Company’s books for the second and third quarters of 2002, and reversed the 

$730,000 in expenses that Mills had incurred in connection with Home Company.   

163. In reality, the sale of Home Company to this third party was not finalized until the 

Spring of 2003 – meaning that Mills recorded the sale on its books as if it had occurred one year 

earlier than it did.  As the Company was forced to admit, the only plausible explanation for this 

conduct was intentional fraud.  Indeed, in its January 9, 2007 Form 8-K, Mills admitted that it 

deliberately, unreasonably and in bad faith recorded MEI’s sale to the third party purchaser as 

occurring on April 19, 2002 when, in reality, “the terms of the third-party sale were not 

negotiated until late 2002, the sale agreement and the related notes receivables were not executed 

until December 2002, and the sale was not finalized until Spring 2003.”  Thus, as the Company 

has conceded, “the sale should not have been deemed to have occurred in April 2002.”   

164. By prematurely recording the Home Company sale, Mills intentionally inflated its 

2002 net income and FFO by avoiding a $10.18 million expense in 2002.  The Company 

explained that “the pending restatement corrects this error by reversing the sale and recording an 

expense of approximately $10.18 million in 2002 based on the unrecoverable disbursement of 

cash in that year.”   

165. Former Mills employees confirmed that Mills’ transactions with Home Company 

and its accounting for those transactions, were fraudulent.  Specifically, CW8 stated that prior to 

its purchase, Mills had made a tenant allowance to Home Company of approximately $1.5 
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million.  He explained that, even when Home Company went bankrupt, Mills “kept that asset on 

the books for as long as [he] can remember.”  CW11, a former General Manager at Discover 

Mills from 2004 to 2006, stated that Home Company was a “problem tenant,” and that Mills’ 

purchase of Home Company’s inventory and business was a financial transaction that could only 

be characterized as “questionable at best.”  

166. CW23, a former Director of Financial Asset Management from 2000 through 

2003 who worked directly for Defendants Parent and McDonough, stated that she “vehemently 

objected to” Home Company deal because of her prior knowledge of Home Company’s poor 

financial condition.  CW23 stated that “there was no way that it looked good on paper.”  She 

explained that she expressed her concerns to senior management, but that they went ahead with 

the deal anyway. 

167. CW14, a former Senior Vice-President of Real Estate at Mills from 1997 to 2005 

who was in charge of high profile tenants (i.e., those who leased over 20,000 square feet of 

space), described an additional problematic transaction involving Home Company.  CW14 said 

that several days before the close of the third quarter of 2005, Mills re-structured a deal 

involving the lease of Home Company’s former space in order to avoid writing-off receivables 

from Home Company.  Specifically, in the fall of 2005, Mills was trying to sign a lease with 

Medieval Times to take over Home Company’s space and, at the last minute, at the direction of 

Defendant McDonough, the “whole format of the lease changed over night.”  Defendant 

McDonough decided that Mills should enter into “an assignment” of Home Company’s lease – 

similar to a sublet – with Medieval Times, rather than write a new lease.  At a meeting attended 

by Defendant Parent, Luke Anderson of Mills’ Development Finance, certain Asset Management 

Department personnel and Ken Kim, the President of Medieval Times, Mills explained that they 
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wanted to “assign” the lease for “accounting purposes.”  CW14 said that this was highly 

improper, and that Mills structured the deal this way to avoid writing-off Home Company’s 

accounts receivables.  He further recalled that this change to the assignment lease structure 

occurred several days before quarter-end, and that Defendant McDonough put a great deal of 

pressure on him to get the deal booked quickly. 

168. Third, Mills fabricated revenue by fraudulently capitalizing termination fees paid 

to two former employees, both of whom were members of senior management.  Under GAAP, 

termination fees must be immediately expensed, but consulting fees may be capitalized.  In its 

January 9, 2007 Form 8-K, Mills admitted that, in 2001 and 2002, the Company and the 

Executive Defendants deliberately, unreasonably and in bad faith accounted for termination 

payments as if they were consulting fees and improperly capitalized those costs, even though the 

Company never retained or anticipated retaining the former employees as consultants.  By 

treating the termination fees as consulting fees, Mills and the Executive Defendants avoided 

recording them as expenses, and thus inflated the Company’s income.   Mills conceded that 

“[t]he pending restatement includes charges of approximately $1.16 million and $1.01 million in 

2001 and 2002, respectively” to correctly account for these payments.     

169. Fourth, in the first quarter of 2004, Mills and Mills’ management, including 

Defendants Morrow and McDonough, fraudulently overrode the Company’s internal controls by 

ordering the Accounting Department to reverse a reserve for an uncollectible receivable based on 

fictitious and unsupportable information.  By ordering this reversal, Mills and these Executive 

Defendants removed an expense from the Company’s financial statements and caused the 

Company to realize an extra penny per share of income.  This enabled Mills to exceed Wall 
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Street’s FFO expectations by $0.01 per share, which was precisely the reason the Executive 

Defendants ordered the reversal.   

170. In its January 9, 2007 8-K, the Company admitted that the reserve for the 

uncollectible receivable was ordered reversed due to “management override,” and that 

management’s reversal of this reserve was unreasonable and in bad faith.  By ordering the 

reserve reversed, Mills “created” income on the Company’s financial statements, artificially 

inflated Mills’ income and FFO, and falsely met Wall Street’s expectations. 

171. Fifth, Mills and the Executive Defendants knowingly or recklessly reported 

revenue that was false due to longstanding and widespread problems with the Company’s 

bookkeeping, lease administration and accounting systems.  Specifically, from at least as early as 

2003, Mills’ bookkeeping, lease administration and accounting systems were seriously flawed 

and did not accurately capture and report the Company’s revenues.  These problems included, 

among others:  (i) the fact that rental income and other transactions were often “double booked,” 

according to CW20, a former Mills Specialty Leasing Manager who worked in lease 

administration from 2002 to 2005 at Discover Mills; and (ii) the Company’s accounting system 

often failed to properly record lease modifications, rent reductions and reductions to common 

area maintenance charges.  Both of these problems resulted in the overstatement of rental 

revenue, as well as accounts receivables, because tenants refused to pay the overstated bills, 

according to CW17, a former Senior Vice-President in Property Management who worked at 

Mills from 2002 to 2006.  CW17 stated that even after the tenants informed Mills that the bills 

were overstated, and Mills agreed to correct them, Mills typically still recorded the amount 

originally charged as revenue.  CW17 described Mills’ problems as an “epidemic,” and stated 
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that, over time as the Company continued to grow, the accounting system became “totally 

broken.”  

172. The problems with Mills’ lease administration, bookkeeping and accounting 

systems were well known to the Executive Defendants and at the Company.  According to CW4, 

Defendant McDonough was very aware of these problems due to his position in Mills’ Asset 

Management Department.  According to CW17, Asset Management handled all requests and 

issues relating to rent relief.  Thus, McDonough knew that the Company’s systems were not 

accurately capturing, billing and accounting for rent reductions. 

173. Defendants Morrow and Siegel also knew of the widespread problems with Mills’ 

lease administration and accounting systems.  CW17 stated that he openly discussed the fact that 

Mills was improperly booking revenue with Defendant Morrow, who was the head of Lease 

Administration.  According to CW17, Defendant Morrow readily acknowledged this fact, and 

initially tried to blame the problems on Mills’ bookkeepers in the field.  In response, CW17 told 

Morrow: “I don’t f***ing believe it.”  Once confronted, Morrow admitted that lease 

administration did not understand the leases and was causing problems.   However, Morrow did 

not fix the problems.  Rather, the problems persisted, causing the Company’s leasing and 

accounting records to be wrong, and revenues and accounts receivables to be overstated and 

falsely reported.  As a result, in or about October 2005, CW17 went to Defendants Siegel and 

McDonough and told them that the Company’s accounting was “totally broken,” and gave them 

a book which recapped every property, lease administration and bookkeeping problem caused by 

the Company’s systems that he had been aware of since 2003.  Defendants Siegel and 

McDonough took no action to correct these problems. 
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174. Mills has now admitted that it reported revenue based on improper lease 

accounting practices.  Specifically, in its January 9, 2007 Form 8-K, Mills conceded that the 

Company improperly accounted for its leases because “certain lease modifications had not been 

recorded in a timely manner.”  Thus, in violation of GAAP, Mills improperly reported revenue 

that was based on flawed and incorrect lease data and thus would never be earned.  By 

fraudulently reporting this false revenue, Mills overstated the Company’s net income and FFO. 

175. Sixth, Mills prematurely recognized lease income before it was earned.  

Specifically, the Company prematurely recognized revenue by recording revenues which Mills 

expected to receive over the life of the lease immediately and upfront, rather than over the course 

of the lease.  According to CW12, a former Mills’ Project Accountant, “Mills would recognize 

all lease revenues at the time the contract was signed, and not spread it out over the life of the 

contract, ‘month to month.’”  Mills also admitted that they prematurely recognized lease 

termination income (that is, the fees tenants were required to pay Mills when they vacated their 

premises) by recording “certain termination income … before the tenant vacated rather than 

when the tenant vacated.”    

176. Seventh, Mills and the Executive Defendants improperly reported the Company’s 

revenues by including estimates of Mills’ percentage rents in the Company’s reported revenue.   

Specifically, as part of their rent, some of the Company’s tenants paid Mills a percentage of their 

sales revenue once their sales hit a designated threshold.  These types of rents are referred to as 

percentage rents.  Rather than recognize revenue based on the actual percentage rents set forth in 

the leases, however, Mills recognized revenue based on management “estimates” of those 

percentage rents.  Naturally, Mills’ “estimates” were higher than the actual percentage rents.  In 

its January 9, 2007 Form 8-K, Mills admitted that the Company improperly recognized revenue 
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from percentage rents, and stated that the Company’s restatement would correct “certain 

recovery percentages related to costs recoverable tenants.”   

177. CW15, a former Mills financial analyst who reported to Anita Cobbs, the Vice-

President of Finance, stated that his department often estimated the percentage rent portion of 

Mills’ revenue because all of Mills’ malls, with the exception of Sawgrass Mills and Grapevine 

Mills, did not consistently report percentage rents.  CW15 further stated that his department 

frequently would simply “estimate” the percentage rent for a particular property for an entire 

year because the property did not report its percentage rents.  In particular, he stated that 

Discover Mills had tremendous problems in this area.   

178. Eighth, former Mills employees explained that Mills intentionally misreported 

items to inflate the Company’s financial statements.  For example, CW12 stated that Mills 

recognized as revenue “promotion receipts,” or collections from tenants to pay for mall 

advertising, when such costs should have been reported as an offset to reduce promotional costs, 

or as a deferred account.  In other words, Mills reported cost-reimbursements from tenants as 

revenue.  As set forth below, cost-reimbursements do not qualify as revenue under GAAP.  This 

fraudulent misreporting resulted in the overstatement of Mills’ reported revenue. 

179. Ninth, Mills prematurely recorded revenue from land sales.  In its January 9, 2007 

Form 8-K, the Company admitted that it had prematurely recognized revenue from land sales, 

stating that “some of the gains recognized on land sales should have been deferred.”  

Specifically, Mills recognized revenue for “sales” of land before the buyer was contractually 

obligated to make payments to hold a sufficient level of interest in the land. 

180. GAAP (specifically, FASCON 5) provides that revenue may only be recognized 

when it is realized or realizable or earned.  GAAP further provides that if collectability is 
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doubtful, revenue and gains may not be recognized in full, but may be recognized on the basis of 

cash received.  Moreover, Financial Accounting Standard 66, Accounting for Sales of Real 

Estate (“FAS 66”), requires certain conditions to be satisfied for full recognition of gain, namely 

that the buyer’s initial and continuing investments are adequate to demonstrate a commitment to 

pay for the property.  However, in direct violation of these GAAP pronouncements, Mills 

recognized revenue in full when the buyer was not sufficiently committed to buying the property.   

181. In addition to prematurely recognizing revenue from land sales, Mills also 

misreported the money it received for the sales.  Indeed, according to CW25, Mills would, as a 

matter of course, sell off portions of land it had acquired for the purpose of project 

developments, and recognize the revenue from such land sales as ordinary income, rather than 

appreciation of capital assets.  In this way, Mills falsely overstated its operating income as well 

as its FFO. 

182. Tenth, Mills’ senior management ordered their subordinates to fabricate sales as a 

way to recognize revenue.  According to CW2, an international operations manager from 2002 to 

2003, Mills’ “accountants were constantly fabricating sales reports.”  CW2 explained that the 

Company often “faked sales reports to make them look more positive.”  CW2 further explained 

that accountants were told to change numbers to an extreme point, which the accountants did not 

believe were supportable and which they could not “stand behind.”  Accordingly, Mills 

improperly reported revenue that it knew was never going to be earned. 

183. Eleventh, in addition to improperly recognizing revenue, Mills understated its 

expenses and boosted its income by not writing off bad debts.  Specifically, CW8, a former 

Mills’ Property Accountant from 2001 to 2005, stated that he was uncomfortable with the way 

financials were handled at Mills and, in particular, with the way that Mills accounted for bad 
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debt.  CW8 said that Mills made decisions regarding how to account for bad debts based on what 

was necessary to meet financial expectations.  CW8 explained that the determining factor in 

deciding whether to write something off was how the Company looked, stating: “We needed to 

hit a number and however we got there is how we got there.”  CW8 stated that there was no 

consistent practice for writing off bad debts, and that Mills’ practice changed quarter-by-quarter 

and often was different for each tenant.    

184. CW11, a former General Manager at Discover Mills in Lawrenceville, Georgia, 

also stated that bad debts often did not get written off when necessary.  For example, he said that 

a Mills’ tenant, Watches Etc., went into bankruptcy, but that Mills failed to write-off the debt 

associated with this tenant in the proper timeframe.  In fact, he said that he sent corporate the 

paperwork to write-off Watches Etc. on four separate occasions over the course of one year, but 

that Mills did not write off the debt. 

185. CW1, a former Mills’ Corporate Accountant, stated that Defendant Neeb handled 

all the accounting for bad debt.  Moreover, CW1 stated that Neeb was the “brains” behind the 

accounting at Mills, and was responsible for it’s “aggressive accounting.”  CW1 explained that 

Mills was aggressive at “pushing things through” so as not to affect the “bottom line,” which, in 

addition to FFO, was heavily monitored by Mills’ executives.   

186. Lastly, Mills admitted in its January 9, 2007 8-K that it improperly overstated 

earnings by failing to write-off certain tenant allowances when the tenant vacated.   

C. Fraudulent Inflation of Mills’ Joint Venture Income 

187. Mills and the Executive Defendants also used the Company’s joint ventures as 

bogus profit centers, misleading analysts and the investing public about the profitability of Mills’ 

investments in its joint ventures.  As explained above, Mills used joint ventures to develop many 

of its properties.  Mills did so because obtaining a joint venture partner helped reduce the risk to 
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Mills, and also allowed the Company to obtain badly-needed financing.  Mills’ primary joint 

venture partner was KanAm.  During the Class Period, joint ventures established by Mills and 

KanAm were responsible for developing at least fifteen different properties.  However, 

unbeknownst to investors, Mills used these joint ventures as a way to fraudulently boost the 

Company’s publicly reported income by at least $84 million in 2004 and 2005. 

188. Under GAAP, specifically Financial Accounting Standards Board Interpretation 

No. 46(R), Consolidation of Variable Interest Entities (“FIN 46(R)”), Mills was required to 

consolidate all of its joint ventures with KanAm.  FIN 46(R) further provides that 

“intercompany” transactions, including fees paid by one consolidated entity to another, must be 

eliminated in the presentation of consolidated financial statements.  As the Company has now 

admitted, Mills failed to timely and properly consolidate its joint ventures with KanAm, and 

improperly recognized $84 million in fee and interest income from these joint ventures, which 

served to significantly overstate Mills’ net income and FFO.     

189. Indeed, on March 31, 2005, Mills acknowledged that it was required to 

consolidate the KanAm joint ventures, and assured investors that it had in fact properly 

consolidated those joint ventures: 

[W]e did not include all of our joint ventures with KanAm in the consolidation.  
We have since determined that our joint ventures with KanAm and its affiliates 
meet the criteria of variable interest entities and should have been consolidated at 
that time.  We decided to consolidate the KanAm joint ventures based on a 
comparison of our voting rights relative to our obligation to absorb expected 
losses or right to receive residual returns.  Further, we determined that we are the 
primary beneficiary for each of our joint ventures with KanAm and its affiliates.  
As a result, we have consolidated 12 previously excluded KanAm joint ventures 
effective March 31, 2004.   
 
190. However, in contrast to Mills’ assurances, Mills never truly consolidated the 

KanAm joint ventures.  GAAP (FIN 46(R)) requires the elimination of all intercompany 
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transactions in presentations of consolidated financial statements.  In other words, when the 

results of two companies are consolidated, intercompany transactions – such as fees paid by one 

entity to another – are not recorded as revenue or income on the consolidated financial 

statements.  That is because the net effect of the transaction is zero – for one company the fees 

are revenue, but for the other they are corresponding expenses.  However, in Mills’ case, Mills 

continued to report intercompany fees it received from joint ventures with KanAm, including 

development and leasing fees, as income.  As the Company admitted in its January 9, 2007 8-K, 

Mills improperly recorded at least $84 million in net income in 2004 and 2005 that was 

attributable to payments received from consolidated joint ventures.  In other words, throughout 

2004 and 2005, Mills was recording as income tens of millions of dollars that it was essentially 

paying itself.  

191. Mills and the Executive Defendants disregarded this basic consolidation principle 

and fraudulently recognized intercompany fees in the form of development, leasing and interest 

fees.  In its January 9, 2007 Form 8-K, Mills admitted that it had only eliminated “its share of 

any intercompany transaction.”  By failing to consolidate properly, Mills and the Executive 

Defendants overstated the Company’s net income and FFO by at least $84 million dollars in 

2004 and 2005.  

192. Mills’ fraudulent joint venture scheme was orchestrated and perpetrated at the 

most senior levels of the Company.  Former Mills employees such as CW13, confirmed that 

accounting for Mills’ joint ventures was approved at the highest levels of the Company, 

including by Defendants Parent, Morrow, McDonough, Neeb and Siegel. 

193. According to CW22, a former Mills Property Controller from 1999 to 2004, time 

period, the key personnel involved in Mills’ joint venture accounting were Mark Richards, who 
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supervised the property controllers, and the Company’s Chief Financial Officers, including 

Defendants Parent and Morrow.  CW22 further stated that all interactions with Mills’ joint 

venture partners were conducted at the level of Mr. Richards and above.  Additionally, CW1, a 

former Mills’ Corporate Accountant, stated that Defendant Neeb was responsible for Mills’ joint 

venture accounting.  

D. Fraudulent Failure to Write-Down Impaired Assets 

194. As the Company has explicitly admitted, Mills and the Executive Defendants 

fraudulently failed to write-down for years investments and assets which they indisputably knew 

were impaired and worthless in order to inflate the Company’s income and FFO.  Mills has now 

admitted that its assets were overstated by at least $800 million and that it would have to write-

off at least $799 million for a plethora of projects and loans that were impaired.  

195. Among other things, Mills and the Executive Defendants intentionally failed to 

write-off more than $14 million in uncollectible loans and worthless notes receivables, for more 

than eight years, even though the Company knew that the notes were “clearly” worthless at or 

shortly after the time they were executed in December 1997 and January 1999.  

196. As explained in greater detail below, GAAP, specifically Statement of Financial 

Accounting Standards No. 114, Accounting by Creditors for Impairment of a Loan (“FAS 114”) 

(1993), states that “a loan is impaired when, based on current information and events, it is 

probable that a creditor will be unable to collect all amounts due according to the contractual 

terms of the loan agreement.”  In such circumstances, GAAP requires the creditor to recognize 

an impairment.  

197. As admitted in the January 9, 2007 Form 8-K, the failure to write down these 

assets was not attributable to an error in judgment, but to outright fraud.  The Company admitted 

there was no evidence to support the assertion that “the accounting judgments at issue were 
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reasonable and reached in good faith.”  As admitted, Mills and the Executive Defendants 

“[f]ailed to recognize on a timely basis an impairment with respect to notes receivables due from 

joint ventures owned by MEI and by the parent company of another tenant that operated stores at 

two Mills properties.”  The Company further admitted that the notes, which were executed in 

December 1997 and January 1999, were “clearly impaired at or shortly after the time they were 

executed.”  Despite this obvious impairment, Mills and Executive Defendants intentionally failed 

to write-off the value of the notes for more than eight years, until at least September 30, 2005, in 

violation of GAAP. 

198. In addition, during the course of their investigation, Plaintiffs uncovered 

numerous other instances where Mills and the Executive Defendants deliberately failed to take 

write-offs of assets that were widely known to be impaired, in violation of GAAP. 

199. GAAP, namely Financial Accounting Standards No. 144, Accounting for the 

Impairment or Disposal of Long-Lived Assets (“FAS 144”), states that an impairment loss 

should be recorded when the carrying amount of an asset exceeds its fair value and is not 

recoverable.  Financial Accounting Standards No. 121, Accounting for the Impairment of Long-

Lived Assets and for Long-Lived Assets to Be Disposed of (“FAS 121”), states that if the future 

cash flows generated by the asset are expected to be less than the future cash outflows, an 

impairment loss should be recorded.  

200. Former employees described how Mills intentionally violated these basic GAAP 

requirements.  For example, CW11, a former General Manager at Mills from 2004 through 2006, 

stated that FoodBrand LLC, an entity that Mills created in 1999 and partially owned, and which 

managed and operated food courts and restaurants at certain of Mills’ malls, consistently “was 

delinquent in all payments” to Mills and was, at all times relevant, in dire financial condition.  
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However, because Mills did not want to write-off its investment in FoodBrand, it consistently 

“forgave” the outstanding bills.  In its January 9, 2007 Form 8-K, Mills acknowledged that 

FoodBrand was impaired and, as such, the Company would need to take a write-down of 

approximately $18 million with respect to this investment.   

201. Similarly, CW8, a former Property Accountant at Mills from 2001 through 2005, 

stated that Mills would keep amounts owed by tenants on the books as legitimate accounts 

receivable despite the fact that the tenant had gone bankrupt.  He commented “it was basically 

like – we’ll keep it on there and figure out how to deal with it later.”  CW8 stated that he had 

firsthand knowledge of Mills’ practice of keeping bankrupt tenants on the Company’s books.  As 

an example, he stated that one of Mills’ tenants, Gardenridge Pottery, which was a “huge” tenant 

for Mills, went bankrupt in 2004, but Mills refused to write-off its charges.  In fact, Mills was 

still carrying Gardenridge Pottery on its books when CW8 left the Company in 2005.  He further 

stated that decisions to write-off tenants “would have gone up to the top,” and that nobody at his 

level “would have felt comfortable making that decision.”  He additionally stated that Mills 

would give “allowances” to tenants who were unable to pay rent, yet keep the tenant and assets 

on the books to avoid a write-off.   

202. CW14, a former Senior Vice President of Real Estate at Mills from 1997 through 

2005, further confirmed Mills’ practice.  He stated that senior executives, such as Defendant 

McDonough, put extreme pressure on him to restructure deals with troubled tenants in order to 

avoid having to write-off assets.   

203. CW23, a former Director of Financial Asset Management at Mills from 2000 

through 2003, described how Mills carried overvalued assets on their books.  She explained that, 

starting with Mills’ acquisition program in 2002, Mills started acquiring properties with which 
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Mills was unfamiliar.  She said the Company acquired projects that it needed to re-develop at 

higher rates than what the projects were worth and, as a result, the projects were overvalued on 

Mills’ books.  Accordingly, the projects were impaired because Mills was not going to recover 

its costs.   For these projects, application of the GAAP test required that Mills record an 

impairment loss because the future cash inflows were less than the future cash outflows.   

204. Moreover, CW24, a former KanAm accountant from 2001 through 2002, stated 

that KanAm’s financial statements at that time, which were based primarily on Mills’ financial 

statements, were incorrect due to an “overstatement of assets” as a result of Mills-KanAm joint 

venture properties that “had been sold” or “had not been active.”   CW25 explained that 

KanAm’s “balance sheet was very off” because “they weren’t using their own statements, they 

were using Mills’ statements.”  According to CW24, both Mills’ and KanAm’s financial 

statements were wrong because they recorded as assets properties that had been sold and 

companies that were inactive, and thus, overstated both Mills’ and KanAm’s assets.  CW24 

informed KanAm’s Controller, Dione Prinsen, of these overstatements, but neither KanAm nor 

Mills corrected its financial statements. 

205. Mills’ own Audit Committee investigation conceded that the Company’s “overall 

culture” and “tone at the top” caused Mills to fail to write-off assets that were clearly impaired or 

worthless.  In the Company’s January 9, 2007 8-K the Audit Committee reported that: 

The evidence also indicates . . . that in retrospect the Company’s overall approach 
and attitude toward accounting determinations resulted in a heightened level of 
risk that accounting errors could occur. It was apparent from both interviews and 
documentary evidence that the Company’s overall culture and “tone at the top” 
were heavily focused on meeting external and internal financial expectations, and 
that the Company did not have in place fully adequate accounting information 
systems, personnel, formal policies and procedures, supervision, and internal 
controls. Collectively, these factors led in some cases to a propensity, among 
other things. . . . (c) to conclude that impairments and write-offs to particular 
receivables, investments and other assets were unnecessary.  (Emphasis added). 
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206. While Mills has not fully disclosed the extent of its impaired assets, the number of 

projects that Mills, to date, has admitted needed to be written-off or written-down demonstrates 

the widespread nature of Mills’ practice of failing to write-off impaired assets.  Indeed, as set 

forth below, Mills admitted that it failed to write-off and write-down projects in a wide range of 

geographical markets and in every stage of development, including operational and established 

malls, projects under development and projects in the initial, pre-development phase.  Such 

impaired projects include the following:  

• Meadowland Mills: Mills stated that in connection with the closing of the 
Colony/KanAm transaction, the Company and Mills LP expect to record 
an impairment charge during the fourth quarter of 2006 in an amount 
equal to their entire investment in the Meadowlands Mills Limited 
Partnership prior to the admission of Colony into the project, including the 
capital contributed through December 31, 2006, and the full amount of the 
subordinated debt issued by the Company as a part of the transaction. The 
Company and Mills LP estimated that the impairment charge would be in 
the range of $635 million to $655 million;  

 

• Mercati Generali, Rome: a write-down of approximately $5 million for the 
Company and Mills LP related to the sale of their interest in the 
partnership that held the development rights for the project, would be 
recorded in the third quarter of 2006;  

 

• European pre-development projects: a write-down of approximately $19 
million for the Company and Mills LP would be recorded in the second 
quarter of 2006; 

 

• Vallejo, a domestic predevelopment project located in California: a write-
off of approximately $6 million for the Company and Mills LP due to the 
project being abandoned would be recorded in the second quarter of 2006;   

 

• Cincinnati Mills: an impairment charge of approximately $50 million for 
the Company and Mills LP would be recorded in the fourth quarter of 
2005;   

 

• Columbus City Center: an impairment charge of approximately $9 million 
for the Company and for Mills LP would be recorded in the fourth quarter 
of 2005; and 
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• Pittsburgh Mills: an impairment charge of approximately $46 for the 
Company and Mills LP related to the project being redeemed by its joint 
venture partners for net total consideration of approximately $8.5 million. 

 
E. Fraudulent Accounting for Incentive Compensation and Backdated Stock 

Options 

207. Mills and the Executive Defendants intentionally failed to properly account for 

the costs associated with its Long-Term Incentive Plan (“LTIP”) and other stock-based 

compensation.   

208. As the Company has now admitted, it fraudulently backdated certain stock option 

grants for several Defendants.  A stock option is a right to purchase stock for a specified period 

of time at a fixed price, called the “exercise price” or “strike price.”  Stock options are typically 

granted as part of employee compensation packages as a means to create incentives to boost 

profitability and stock value.  When a stock’s market price exceeds its option exercise price, the 

option holder may purchase the stock from the company at the exercise price and resell it at the 

higher market price, pocketing the difference.  

209. Under Mills’ LTIP (a plan approved by Mills’ shareholders), Mills was required 

to tie the exercise price of its option grants to the closing market price of Mills’ stock on the date 

of the grant.  Mills, however, has now admitted that instead of granting its stock options with an 

exercise price equal to that of the market price on the date of grant, it used “incorrect 

measurement dates. . .for a number of option grants and restricted stock awards.”   

210. When the grant date of an option is manipulated to an earlier date on which the 

stock closed at a lower price, or when the grant date is manipulated to precede the release of 

favorable company news, as Mills now admits was done, the grantee pays less for the stock, and 

the company, the counterparty to the option grant, receives less when the option is exercised.  

Thus, the practice of backdating option grants to lower prices represents a direct and continuing 
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waste of valuable corporate assets, and allows grantees to receive built-in, illegal and 

undisclosed paper profits.   

211. Here, the Director Defendants caused or allowed Mills’ executives to manipulate 

their stock option grant dates to illegally maximize their stock profits.  In particular, certain Mills 

executives changed their respective stock option grant dates to take advantage of lower exercise 

prices than the price on the actual grant date.  The prices of Mills shares on the reported option 

grant dates, therefore, were lower than the share prices on the actual days that options were 

issued – thus, providing certain Defendants with more favorably priced options. 

212. Pursuant to APB 25 and FAS 123, if the stock’s market price on the date of grant 

exceeds the exercise price of the options, the corporation must recognize the difference as an 

expense, which directly impacts earnings.  Mills did not properly expense this additional 

compensation to certain of the Defendants.  Thus, Mills, with the knowledge and participation of 

certain of the Defendants, violated GAAP and issued materially false earnings press releases and 

SEC filings.   

213. Further, Mills failed to properly disclose its backdating practices in its SEC Proxy 

Statements.  Instead, Mills’ Proxy Statements were false and misleading because they incorrectly 

and fraudulently underreported the dollar value of Mills’ stock option grants to certain 

Defendants, and further failed to describe the manner in which options were actually awarded in 

direct contravention of the manner prescribed in shareholder-approved stock option plans.  

Consequently, (i) the collective dollar value of the vested portion of the LTIP awards was 

underreported in the 2003 proxy statement by approximately $2.0 million at August 13, 2002; 

(ii) the collective dollar value of the unvested portion of the LTIP awards at year-end 2002, 2003 

and 2004 was underreported in the 2003, 2004 and 2005 proxy statements by approximately $1.7 
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million, $3.3 million and $3.4 million, respectively; and (iii) the “all other compensation” 

disclosed for Siegel was underreported in the Company’s 2003 and 2004 proxy statements for 

the years 2002 and 2003 by approximately $132,228 and $28,031, respectively.  Moreover, as 

admitted in the January 9, 2007 Form 8-K, this improper accounting caused Mills’ reported 

earnings to be overstated by approximately $3 million dollars.  Thus, Mills’ proxy statements 

disguised the fact that the Company was conferring on these defendants higher, unusual and 

excessive compensation without disclosure or shareholder approval of this kind of payment.   

214. In addition to intentionally backdating certain stock option grants, Mills has now 

admitted that, in violation of GAAP, namely FASCON 6, it failed to match the accrual of its 

LTIP liability with the applicable employee service periods.  In its January 6, 2006 Form 8-K, 

Mills stated that the impact of this unlawful accounting was expected to be approximately $25 

million, which would increase the Company’s net loss and reduce the Company’s previously 

reported FFO by approximately $0.01 per diluted share in the first nine months of 2005, and to 

reduce net income and FFO by approximately $0.02 per diluted share in 2004, approximately 

$0.06 per diluted share in 2003, and approximately $0.06 per diluted share in 2002.  

F. Numerous Other Accounting Machinations Undertaken to Artificially 

Inflate Mills’ Reported Net Income and FFO 

215. In addition to the fraudulent accounting detailed above, Mills and the Executive 

Defendants also utilized the accounting machinations described below in order to fraudulently 

inflate the Company’s net income and FFO.  Mills admitted in its January 9, 2007 Form 8-K that 

the following areas would need to be restated:  

Fixed Asset Accounting: Mills admitted that it incorrectly imputed into its 
depreciation and/or amortization calculation models the useful lives of certain 
assets and that it inaccurately capitalized certain items that should have been 
expensed. 
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Foreign Currency Translation: Mills admitted that it incorrectly accounted in its 
statement of income for foreign currency translations by adding the re-
measurement impact of translating the permanent investment (equity and 
intercompany debt not expected to be repaid in the foreseeable future) when it 
should have been accounted for as equity as a component of “Other 
comprehensive income or loss.” 
 
Retail Investments: Mills admitted that its wholly owned taxable REIT subsidiary, 
MEI, and a similar investment by one of its joint ventures, improperly accounted 
for loans as equity investments, failed to timely and properly record impairment 
adjustments, inappropriately recognized a sale of partnership interests and 
improperly timed the recognition of various other items as income or expense. 
 
Series A and Series F Preferred Stock: Mills admitted that it improperly classified 
and amortized its Series A issuance costs as deferred financing costs and 
dividends as interest expense when they should have been recorded as dividends.  
The Series A preferred stock and the corresponding Series A preferred units were 
converted to common stock and Mills LP common units, respectively, in 2003 
and are no longer outstanding.  In addition, Mills has admitted that it improperly 
classified its Series F Convertible Cumulative Redeemable Preferred Stock and 
the corresponding Series F preferred units as permanent equity instead of as 
mezzanine equity.  
 
Tenant Allowances/Inducements: Mills admitted that it improperly classified 
construction amounts paid to tenants to ready their spaces for use as tenant 
allowances instead of as tenant inducements.  The impact of this would be to 
reclassify amounts included as building improvements to tenant inducements on 
the consolidated balance sheets and reclassify amounts previously charged to 
depreciation expense as charges to minimum rent, thereby reducing revenues 
from previously reported amounts.  This manipulation overstated FFO. 
 
Amortization of Basis Differences: Mills admitted that it improperly classified 
amortization expense resulting from basis differences in investments in 
unconsolidated joint ventures.  These amortization expenses should have been 
classified as equity in the earnings of unconsolidated joint ventures. 
 
Utility Income/Expense: Mills admitted that it improperly netted recoverable 
utility income against the related expense.  Mills has stated that this will be 
reclassified to recoverable. 
 

VI. DEFENDANTS’ FALSE AND MISLEADING STATEMENTS ISSUED DURING 

THE CLASS PERIOD 

216. Mills admitted in Forms 8-K that it filed with the SEC on August 10, 2006, and 

January 9, 2007, that every financial statement the Company issued from the year-ended 
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December 31, 2000, through the quarter-ended September 30, 2005 – twenty consecutive SEC 

filings – was materially false and misleading, and needed to be restated.  Accordingly, each and 

every one of the Forms 10-K and 10-Q that the Company filed with the SEC, and each and every 

press release that the Company issued during the Class Period announcing its financial results, 

was materially false and misleading.  As further explained in this Complaint, all of those 

statements materially overstated the Company’s reported revenues, net income, income from 

operations, FFO, shareholders’ equity – which, by September 30, 2005, was overstated by 

approximately $350 million – and total assets, and materially understated the Company’s 

reported expenses.  These financial metrics were fraudulently inflated via a host of improper 

accounting practices, including, among other things, improper cost capitalization, fixed asset 

accounting, revenue recognition, foreign currency translation, and accounting for its joint 

ventures, long term incentive plan, stock compensation and retail investments. 

217. Mills issued these false and misleading financial statements in order to 

fraudulently inflate Mills’ stock price.  During the Class Period, Mills continually reported false 

financial results which either met or exceeded the Company’s FFO guidance and, 

correspondingly, met or exceeded consensus FFO estimates by Wall Street analysts.  Indeed, as 

set forth above, Mills met or exceeded Wall Street’s estimate of its FFO for every year from 

2001 through 2004.  This had a favorable impact on the price of Mills shares, which rose from 

$18.96 on February 26, 2001, the trading day before the start of the Class Period, to $65.85 on 

August 2, 2005 – a 247% increase during the first 3 ½ years of the Class Period.  However, as 

was ultimately revealed, the only way that Mills was able to meet (or exceed) its publicly issued 

guidance and Wall Street’s estimates was through a variety of accounting machinations which 
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were intended to – and did – artificially inflate the Company’s publicly reported revenues and 

earnings.   

A. False and Misleading Statements Concerning Fiscal Year 2000 

218. On February 27, 2001, the first day of the Class Period, Mills issued a press 

release titled “Mills Corporation Reports an 11% Increase in FFO Per Share for 2000,” which 

announced Mills’ financial results for the fourth quarter and year-ended December 31, 2000.  

Specifically, the Company reported that, for the year-ended December 31, 2000, FFO increased 

to $105.3 million from $95.1 million in 1999.   The Company further reported that FFO per 

diluted share was $2.69, an 11% increase over 1999.  The Company also reported that, in 2000, 

Mills’ net income increased 26% to $34.4 million.  The Company also reported revenues of 

$190.7 million and expenses of $160.19 million. 

219. In the February 27, 2001 press release, Defendant Parent commented favorably on 

the Company’s “exceptional” results, stating:  

2000 was an exceptional year for Mills.  We opened two new extraordinary Mills 
projects that will dominate the retail environment in their respective markets . . .  
[and] delivered on our promise to accelerate our same center NOI [net operating 
income], bumping our growth rate from 5% in 1999 to over 7% in 2000, well 
above our historic 3-4% average. 

220. The Company’s financial results had a direct impact on the price of Mills’ stock.  

Within days of the announcement, Mills stock increased almost 7% from $19.03 to $20.31.   

221. On March 28, 2001, the Company filed its Form 10-K for the year-ended 

December 31, 2000.  On August 10 and August 14, 2001, the Company filed Forms 10-K/A for 

the year-ended December 31, 2000, with the SEC (these three filings are collectively referred to 

as the “2000 10-K”).  The 2000 10-K was signed by Defendants Siegel, von Boetticher, Ingram, 

Black, Braithwaite, Gildenhorn, Nick, von Perfall, Pincus, Rose, Dausch and Parent, and 

reiterated the false information that had been announced in the February 27, 2001 press release.  
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In addition, the 2000 10-K reported Mills’ shareholders’ equity as $47.93 million and its total 

assets as $1.13 billion. 

222. The statements set forth in ¶¶ 218-221 above were materially false and misleading 

when made because, as described above, Mills’ reported financial results violated GAAP and 

materially overstated net income, FFO, revenue, shareholders’ equity and total assets, and 

materially understated expenses.  Specifically, as admitted by the Company in its Forms 8-K 

filed on August 10, 2006 and January 9, 2007, Mills’ 2000 financial results were materially 

misstated by, among other things, (i) improper capitalization of, among other costs, interest 

costs, overhead and indirect project costs, direct leasing origination costs, predevelopment costs, 

and grand opening and marketing costs (see Section V. A, above); (ii) improper revenue 

recognition practices, including but not limited to, the premature recognition of lease income 

before it was earned, the use of management “estimates” for percentage rents in the Company’s 

reported revenue and the premature recording of revenue from land sales (see Section V. B, 

above); and (iii) failure to write off uncollectible loans and worthless notes receivables (see 

Section V. D, above).   

223. Mills’ reported shareholders’ equity, total assets, FFO and net income were also 

artificially inflated by more than $14 million due to Mills’ intentional failure to write-off 

uncollectible loans and worthless notes receivables.  As admitted by the Company in its January 

9, 2007 Form 8-K, Mills deliberately failed to write-down $14 million in notes receivables even 

though they knew that the notes were “clearly” impaired at, or shortly after, the time they were 

executed in December 1997 and January 1999.  Despite this obvious impairment, Mills 

intentionally failed to write-off the value of the notes for more than eight years in violation of 

GAAP.  The Company has already admitted that there was no justification not to recognize 
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impairment charges for these notes.  The Company stated:  “the weight of the evidence was 

contrary to the witnesses’ assertions that the accounting judgments were reasonable and reached 

in good faith.”   As a result of this fraudulent item, Mills’ financial results were materially 

misstated.  Had Mills written-off these impaired notes receivables as required under GAAP, 

Mills would have reported net income of $20.4 million.  However, Mills fraudulently reported 

net income of $34.4 million for the year – an overstatement of 70%.   

224. The Company also disclosed that its previously reported earnings for 2000 were 

materially overstated as a result of improperly including certain incidental department costs in 

cost pools established for purposes of estimating, capitalizing and allocating indirect project 

costs.  According to the January 9, 2007 8-K, adjustments to the cost pools to exclude such 

department costs will impact stockholders’ equity for all periods covered by the Restatement, 

including the year 2000. 

B. False and Misleading Statements Concerning Fiscal Year 2001 

225. As set forth below, during 2001, Mills continually reported “strong” financial 

results.  In each of its press releases, Forms 10-Q and Form 10-K, Mills boasted increased FFO 

and net income.  In fact, Mills’ reported FFO exceeded or met Wall Street’s consensus estimates 

for every financial reporting period in 2001 except for one, where Mills missed consensus 

estimates by just one penny.  Mills’ reported FFO and net income results had a dramatic impact 

on the price of Mills’ shares, which increased by 34% during the year, from $20.31 on March 2, 

2001 to $27.35 on February 27, 2002, the day Mills announced its financial results for fiscal 

2001.  However, as was ultimately revealed, the only way that Mills was able to achieve such 

impressive results for 2001 was through a variety of accounting machinations which were 

designed to, and did, artificially inflate the Company’s publicly reported FFO and net income, 

among other metrics.   Mills made the following false and misleading statements during 2001: 
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226. On May 15, 2001, Mills issued a press release titled “Mills Corporation Reports a 

5% Increase in Funds From Operations Per Share For First Quarter 2001,” which announced 

Mills’ financial results for the first quarter of 2001.  The Company reported FFO of $25.2 

million and FFO per diluted share of $0.64, increases of 6.8% and 5%, respectively, from the 

same period in 2000.  In this press release, Mills also reported (excluding a nonrecurring charge 

for debt extinguishment) net income for the first quarter 2001 of $6.4 million, a 24% increase 

from the same period in 2000.   Mills also disclosed that that its revenue and expenses were 

$47.254 million and $38.297 million, respectively.  In discussing the Company’s financial 

results, Defendant Parent stated that Mills “posted solid results” on its “operating front” for the 

first quarter 2001. 

227. On May 15, 2001, the Company also filed its Form 10-Q for the first quarter 2001 

with the SEC.  On August 10, 2001, the Company filed a Form 10-Q/A for the first quarter 2001 

with the SEC (these two filings are collectively referred to as the “First Quarter 2001 10-Q”).  

The First Quarter 2001 10-Q was signed by Defendant Parent and reiterated the materially false 

information that had been announced in the May 15, 2001 press release.  The First Quarter 2001 

10-Q also reported Mills’ shareholders’ equity of $29.83 million and its total assets of $1.15 

billion. 

228. On August 8, 2001, Mills issued a press release, announcing its financial results 

for the second quarter of 2001.  In the press release, Mills reported increased FFO and net 

income.  Specifically, the Company reported that FFO for the second quarter increased 14% to 

$27.9 million from $24.4 million for the second quarter 2000.  The Company also reported that 

FFO per diluted share for the quarter was $0.70, an increase of 13% from the second quarter 

2000.   In addition, Mills reported that its net income for the quarter increased to $6.3 million, or 
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$0.26 per diluted share.  In this press release, Mills also stated that its quarter-end revenue and 

expenses were $47.56 million and $38.57 million, respectively.  Commenting on these positive 

financial results, Defendant Parent stated that Mills’ “core portfolio continue[d] to post solid 

results” and that the Company’s “recently completed capital transactions have built a strong 

capital structure.” 

229. On August 13, 2001, the Company filed its Form 10-Q for the second quarter 

2001 with the SEC (the “Second Quarter 2001 10-Q”).  The Second Quarter 2001 10-Q 2000 

was signed by Defendant Parent and repeated the false information that had been disclosed in the 

August 8, 2001 press release.  The Second Quarter 2001 10-Q also reported Mills’ shareholders’ 

equity as $27.99 million and its total assets as $1.17 billion. 

230. On November 12, 2001, Mills issued a press release titled “Mills Corp. Reports 

8% Increase in FFO Per Share for 3rd Quarter 2001” which announced Mills’ financial results 

for the third quarter of 2001.  In this press release, the Company reported FFO of $29.6 million, a 

14.3% increase over the same period in 2000.  Mills also reported net income of $7.2 million, 

revenues of $47.56 million and expenses of $26.06 million for the quarter.  Defendant Parent 

touted these results, stating that Mills’ “portfolio continues to perform among the top venues in 

the mall universe,” and that the Company “continue[s] to post solid operating results.” 

231. On November 14, 2001, the Company filed its Form 10-Q for the third quarter 

2001 with the SEC (the “Third Quarter 2001 10-Q”).  The Third Quarter 2001 10-Q 2000 was 

signed by Defendant Parent and reiterated the materially false information disclosed in the 

August 8, 2001 press release.  The Third Quarter 2001 10-Q also reported Mills’ shareholders’ 

equity of $78.77 million and its total assets of $1.23 billion. 
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232. On February 27, 2002, Mills issued a press release titled “Mills Corp. Reports 9% 

Increase in FFO Per Share for 2001,” which announced Mills’ financial results for the fourth 

quarter and year-ended December 31, 2001.  In this press release, Mills again reported increased 

FFO.  The Company stated that, for the quarter-ended December 31, 2001, FFO “increased 24% 

to $38.8 million” from the same period in 2000.  Mills also reported that, for the year-ended 

December 31, 2001, FFO and FFO per diluted share increased to $121.5 million and $2.93, 

increases of 15% and 9%, respectively, over 2000.  In this press release, the Company also 

reported that net income for the quarter was $12.5 million, or $0.45 per diluted share, an increase 

of over 60% from the quarter-ended December 31, 2000.  For the year, the Company reported 

net income of $21.2 million, revenue of $192.43 million and expenses of $103.92 million.   

Defendant Parent touted Mills’ positive performance, representing that “our assets performed 

extremely well in 2001” and “our development projects continue to progress according to plan 

with the strongest prospects in our Company’s history.” 

233. On March 28, 2002, Mills filed its Form 10-K for the year-ended December 31, 

2001 (the “2001 10-K”) with the SEC.  The 2001 10-K was signed by Defendants Siegel, von 

Boetticher, Ingram, Black, Braithwaite, Gildenhorn, Nick, von Perfall, Pincus, Rose, Dausch and 

Parent, and it reiterated the false information that Mills disclosed in the February 27, 2002, press 

release.  In addition, the 2001 10-K reported Mills’ shareholders’ equity as $96.74 million and its 

total assets as $1.33 billion. 

234. Analysts immediately recognized after the filing of the Company’s 2001 10-K 

that Mills had reported strong internal growth and had met consensus estimates for FFO.  As a 

result, many analysts raised their share price target for Mills and issued or maintained their “buy” 

ratings.  For example, J.P. Leupp, and analyst from Robertson Stevens increased his price target 
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on Mills shares to $30.00 per share from $25.50 per share based on Mills “better-than-expected 

Q4:01 results.”   

235. Each of the press releases and SEC filings referenced in ¶¶ 225-233 above, and 

the financial results provided therein, were materially false and misleading when announced 

because, as described above, Mills’ reported financial results violated GAAP and materially 

overstated net income, FFO, revenues, shareholders’ equity and total assets, and materially 

understated expenses.  As Mills admitted in its Forms 8-K filed on August 10, 2006, and January 

9, 2007, Mills’ 2001 financial results were materially misstated by a host of fraudulent 

accounting practices, including: (i) improper capitalization of, among other costs, interest costs, 

overhead and indirect project costs, direct leasing origination costs, predevelopment costs, and 

grand opening and marketing costs (see Section V. A, above); (ii) improper revenue recognition 

practices, including but not limited to, the premature recognition of lease income before it was 

earned, the use of management “estimates” for percentage rents in the Company’s reported 

revenue and the premature recording of revenue from land sales (see Section V. B, above); (iii) 

failure to write off uncollectible loans and worthless notes receivables (see ¶¶ 195-97, above); 

and (iv) improper capitalization termination fees paid to two former Mills employees (see ¶ 168). 

236. Defendants fraudulently employed these, and other, accounting machinations to 

make the Company’s operations and financial condition appear substantially better than they 

were.  For example, as set forth ¶ 168 above, Mills intentionally fabricated revenue and 

understated its expenses by fraudulently accounting for termination fees paid to former 

employees as consulting fees in violation of GAAP.  As admitted in the January 9, 2007 Form 8-

K, Mills deliberately and improperly capitalized termination payments to two former employees 

by accounting for such payments as consulting fees, even though it was not anticipated that 
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either former employee would perform, nor did either former employee perform, any consulting 

services after termination.  As a result, the Restatement will include a charge of approximately 

$1.16 million for fiscal 2001. 

C. False and Misleading Statements Concerning Fiscal Year 2002 

237. Throughout 2002, Mills repeatedly reported that the Company’s FFO and net 

income had increased significantly from the Company’s previous results.  As set forth below, the 

Company highlighted its increased FFO results in each of its fiscal year 2002 press releases.  

Moreover, Mills’ reported FFO met or exceeded Wall Street’s consensus estimates in every 

financial reporting period, except for one where it missed consensus estimates by a few pennies.  

The Company’s reported FFO and net income had a correspondingly positive impact on the price 

of Mills stock, which steadily increased during fiscal 2002.  By February 27, 2003, days after the 

Company announced its fiscal 2002 financial results, Mills’ stock increased by 10%, closing at 

$29.21 per share.   However, as now admitted, Mills’ announcements regarding its increased 

FFO and net income were materially false and misleading.  Mills’ “positive” and “strong” results 

were only achieved through the Company’s fraudulent accounting practices.  In this regard, Mills 

made the following false statements during 2002: 

238. On May 9, 2002, Mills issued a press release announcing its financial results for 

the first quarter 2002.  In this press release, the Company announced increased FFO and net 

income.  The Company reported that FFO “increased 36% to $34.1[0] million from $25.2[0] 

million for the same period in 2001,” and that FFO per diluted share was $0.73, an increase of 

14% from the same period in 2001.  The Company highlighted this fact, noting in the headline 

that “Mills Corp. Reports 14% Increase in FFO Per Share for First Quarter 2002.”  Mills further 

reported that net income for the quarter was $9.9 million, almost $15 million increase from the 

prior year, when Mills reported a $4.8 million net loss.  In this press release, Mills also reported 
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that its quarter-end revenue and expenses were $46.98 million and $25.69 million, respectively. 

Discussing the Company’s performance, Defendant Parent stated that “our assets continue to 

perform well as evidenced by our same project NOI increases,” and “[f]rom a balance sheet and 

liquidity perspective, the Company has never been stronger.” 

239. On May 14, 2002, Mills filed its Form 10-Q for the first quarter 2002 with the 

SEC (the “First Quarter 2002 10-Q”).  The First Quarter 2002 10-Q was signed by Defendants 

Parent and McDonough.  In addition to reiterating the materially false information that was 

disclosed in the May 9, 2002 press release, the First Quarter 2002 10-Q also reported Mills’ 

shareholders’ equity as $128.17 million and its total assets as $1.37 billion. 

240. On August 12, 2002, Mills issued a press release, announcing its financial results 

for the second quarter 2002.  In this press release, Mills again reported increased FFO and net 

income.  The Company reported FFO and FFO per diluted share of $38.0 million and $0.72, 

increases of 36% and 3% respectively from the same period in 2001.  The Company further 

announced that net income for the quarter was $11.5 million, a more than 80% increase from the 

same period in 2001.  Mills also reported that, for the quarter, it had revenues of $47.53 million 

and expenses of $25.77 million.  Commenting on these favorable financial results, Defendant 

Parent touted Mills’ “solid operating results,” and stated, “[t]he second quarter of 2002 was one 

of the most active and productive in our history.”  Citing, among other things, the acquisition of 

Simon’s interest in five joint ventures, the acquisition of Gaylord Entertainment Co.’s interest in 

Opry Mills, and the issuance of 7.5 million new common shares that generated over $200 million 

in proceeds, Defendant Parent stated: “All of these activities have positively positioned our 

balance sheet and will allow our shareholders to more fully reap the rewards from the ownership 

of some of our best assets.” 
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241. On August 14, 2002, Mills filed its Form 10-Q for the second quarter 2002 with 

the SEC (the “Second Quarter 2002 10-Q”).  The Second Quarter 2002 10-Q was signed by 

Defendants Parent and McDonough and repeated the materially false and misleading information 

that was disclosed in the August 12, 2002 press release.  The Second Quarter 2002 10-Q also 

reported Mills’ shareholders’ equity as $270.18 million and its total assets as $1.75 billion. 

242. On November 4, 2002, Mills issued a press release titled “Mills Corp. Reports 6% 

Increase in FFO Per Share For Third Quarter 2002,” which announced Mills’ financial results for 

the third quarter of 2002.  The Company again reported that its FFO had increased from the same 

period in the prior year.  Specifically, Mills reported that FFO and FFO per diluted share were 

$41.6 million and $0.75, increases of 41% and 6%, respectively, when compared to the same 

period in 2001.  The Company also reported that its net income increased 78% to $12.8 million 

from the same period in 2001.  In this press release, the Company also reported that its revenue 

for the quarter was $56.26 million and that its expenses for the quarter were $29.98 million.  In 

discussing the Company’s positive financial performance, Defendant Parent added that “our 

portfolio continues to deliver solid results.”   

243. On November 14, 2002, Mills filed its Form 10-Q for the third quarter 2002 with 

the SEC (the “Third Quarter 2002 10-Q”).  The Third Quarter 2002 10-Q was signed by 

Defendants Parent and McDonough and repeated the materially false and misleading information 

that was disclosed in the November 4, 2002 press release.  The Second Quarter 2002 10-Q also 

reported Mills’ shareholders’ equity as $260.77 million and its total assets as $1.87 billion. 

244. On February 21, 2003, Mills issued a press release announcing its financial results 

for the fourth quarter and year-ended December 31, 2002, including its increased FFO and net 

income.   In fact, Mills highlighted the increase in its FFO by noting in the press release title: 
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“Mills Corp. Reports 8% Increase in FFO Per Share for Fourth Quarter 2002.”  For the quarter-

ended December 31, 2002, Mills announced that FFO and FFO per diluted share were $52.8 

million and $0.93, increases of 36% and 8%, respectively, over the same period in the prior year.   

For the year-ended December 31, 2002, Mills reported that its FFO was $166.5 million, a 37% 

increase over the prior year, and that its FFO per diluted share was $3.14, a 7% increase over the 

prior year.  Mills further reported that its net income for the year increased by 182% to $59.9 

million from $21.2 million.  In the press release, Mills also reported that its revenue and 

expenses for the year were $221.04 million and $126.13 million.  Defendant Parent discussed the 

Company’s continued success, stating that, during 2002, Mills “closed on approximately $1.1 

billion in acquisitions,” opened Colorado Mills, “secured approximately $2 billion of new capital 

for the Company,” and “fortified our management team, creating the most formidable group in 

the industry.”  He concluded: “Our core portfolio continues to deliver solid results.”  

245. The February 21, 2003 press release also announced a minor restatement of Mills’ 

second and third quarter 2002 results to recognize foreign currency exchange gains that were 

previously not recorded.  In disclosing this restatement, the Company identified that the 

restatement would result in an increase in the second quarter 2002 income before minority 

interest of $6.6 million as well as an increase in the third quarter 2002 for the cumulative impact, 

and that it was an adjustment that had no impact on the Company’s reported FFO.  With this 

news, the market price of Mills stock rose to $28.90 on February 21, 2003 from its prior day 

close of $28.75. 

246. Analysts almost uniformly noted that the restatement was “positive not negative.”  

As Jonathan Litt, an analyst from Solomon Smith Barney stated, the restatement is “a non-
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event.”  In fact, the restatement was viewed as so minor that many analysts did not even bother 

to mention the restatement in their third quarter 2002 reports.   

247. On March 31, 2003, Mills filed its Form 10-K for the year-ended December 31, 

2002 with the SEC (the “2002 10-K”).  The 2002 10-K was signed by Defendants Siegel, von 

Boetticher, Ingram, Black, Braithwaite, Gildenhorn, Nick, von Perfall, Pincus, Rose, Dausch, 

McDonough and Parent.  In addition to reiterating the materially false and misleading financial 

results disclosed in the February 21, 2003 press release, the 2002 10-K Mills reported Mills’ 

shareholders’ equity as $544.273 million and its total assets as $2.16 billion.     

248. The statements set forth in ¶¶ 237-245, 247 above were materially false and 

misleading when made because, as described above, Mills’ reported financial results violated 

GAAP and materially overstated the Company’s net income, FFO, revenues, shareholders’ 

equity and total assets, and materially understated its expenses.   

249. In particular, Mills’ 2002 net income was materially overstated by more than $10 

million as a result of the Company’s premature recognition of its sale of the Home Company.  As 

set forth in ¶¶ 159-167, Mills and Mills’ management intentionally recorded the sale of the 

Home Company as if the sale had occurred on April 19, 2002, when, in fact, the sale did not 

occur until the Spring of 2003.  By prematurely recording this sale, the Company’s reported net 

income and FFO was intentionally inflated by avoiding a $10.18 million expense in 2002.  

Indeed, based on this one error alone, Mills overstated its 2002 net income by 19% and FFO by 

nearly 24%.  Had Mills properly recorded this transaction, instead of reporting FFO of $3.14 per 

share in 2002, which was exactly the analysts’ consensus estimates, the Company would have 

reported no more than $2.54 per share.  Thus, if the Company truthfully and accurately reported 
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the Home Company sale, the Company’s results would have fallen far short of analysts’ 

estimates and its stock price would have been devastatingly impacted.   

250. In addition, Mills’ 2002 financial results were materially misstated by numerous 

other accounting machinations, including, but not limited to: (i) improper capitalization of, 

among other costs, interest costs, overhead and indirect project costs, direct leasing origination 

costs, predevelopment costs, and grand opening and marketing costs (see Section V. A, above); 

(ii) improper revenue recognition practices, including but not limited to, the premature 

recognition of lease income before it was earned, the use of management “estimates” for 

percentage rents in the Company’s reported revenue and the premature recording of revenue 

from land sales (see Section V. B, above); (iii) failure to write off uncollectible loans and 

worthless notes receivables (see ¶¶ 195-197, above); (iv) improper capitalization of termination 

fees paid to two former Mills employees (see ¶ 168); (v) failure to write-off the costs of 

abandoned projects, including in Oregon City, San Diego, Yonkers  and Minneapolis (see  ¶¶ 

116-124); and (vi) improper accounting for costs associated with Mills LTIP and other stock-

based compensation (see Section V. E).  

D. False and Misleading Statements Concerning Fiscal Year 2003 

251. Throughout 2003, Mills falsely reported the Company’s financial results, pointing 

to “record” results and stressing the Company’s “strong” financial performance, especially the 

Company’s ever-increasing FFO.  In fact, in each of its press releases, Forms 10-Q and Form 10-

K, Mills reported increased FFO and net income.  The Company’s reported FFO and net income, 

among other metrics, had a dramatic impact on the price of Mills stock.  Over the course of the 

year, Mills’ stock price rose dramatically, from $28.90 per share on February 21, 2003 (after the 

Company announced its full year 2002 results) to $47.49 per share on February 17, 2004 (after 

issuance of the full year 2003 results) – a 64% increase.  Additionally, Mills’ reported FFO met 
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or exceeded Wall Street’s consensus estimates in every financial reporting period but one, where 

it missed by one penny.  As now admitted by the Company, however, Mills was able to achieve 

such “record” results for 2003 because it engaged in a host of accounting machinations which 

were designed to, and did, artificially inflate the Company’s publicly reported FFO and net 

income, among other metrics.  Mills made the following false and misleading statements during 

2003: 

252. On May 9, 2003, Mills issued a press release titled “Mills Corp. Reports 5% 

Increase in FFO Per Share for First Quarter 2003,” which announced Mills’ financial results for 

the first quarter of 2003.  In this press release, the Company announced increased FFO and net 

income.  In particular, the Company reported that FFO “increased 35% to $46.1 million from 

$34.1 million for the same period in 2002.”  The Company also reported that FFO per diluted 

share was $0.77, an increase of 5% from the same period in 2002.  With respect to its net income 

results, Mills reported that net income for the quarter was $16.3 million, an increase of almost 

65% when compared to the same period in the prior year.  Mills also reported that its quarter-end 

revenue and expenses were $71.72 million and $41.36 million, respectively.  In discussing the 

Company’s impressive financial results, Defendant Parent stated “[o]ur portfolio continues to 

perform well.”  In addition, he stated that, during the first quarter of 2003, “we cleared several 

major hurdles related to our Meadowlands [Xanadu] development6 ….  All of these activities are 

laying the groundwork for strong FFO growth over the next several years.”  He continued: 

“These strong operating results are driving FFO per share gains.” 

                                                 
6  While Defendant Parent specifically mentioned the Meadowlands Xanadu project, he and the 
Company failed to account properly for the sale of the related Empire Tract during the first 
quarter 2003.  Notably, had the Company recorded a $93.2 million loss on the Empire Tract in 
the first quarter of 2003, as GAAP required, Mills would have had to report a net loss of $72.519 
million for this quarter rather than net income of $20.681 million. 
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253. On May 15, 2003, Mills filed its Form 10-Q for the first quarter 2003 with the 

SEC (the “First Quarter 2003 10-Q”).  The First Quarter 2003 10-Q was signed by Defendants 

McDonough and Morrow and repeated the materially false information that was disclosed in the 

May 9, 2003 press release.  The First Quarter 2003 10-Q also reported Mills’ shareholders’ 

equity as $541.14 million and its total assets as $2.63 billion. 

254. On August 13, 2003, Mills issued a press release titled “Mills Corp. Reports 

Strong Second Quarter Results,” announcing financial results for the second quarter of 2003.  In 

this press release, Mills again reported increased FFO and net income.  Specifically, the 

Company reported that FFO and FFO per diluted share were $50.0 million and $0.82, increases 

of 32% and 14%, respectively, from the same period in 2002.  The Company reported that net 

income was $30.6 million or $0.69 per diluted share, increases of 93.7% and 53%, respectively, 

from the same period in 2002.  The Company also reported that its revenue was $81.78 million 

and that its expenses were $44.77 million.  Touting the Company’s “strong” results, Defendant 

Parent stated: “Our core portfolio continues to attract tenants as evidenced by our leasing spreads 

and consistently high occupancy. The impressive results in our core portfolio together with our 

development opportunities both domestically and internationally have positioned the Mills 

Corporation for strong NOI and FFO per share growth in the second half of 2003 and beyond.” 

255. The next day, on August 14, 2003, Mills filed its Form 10-Q for the second 

quarter 2003 with the SEC (the “Second Quarter 2003 10-Q”).  The Second Quarter 2003 10-Q 

was signed by Defendants McDonough and Morrow and reiterated the materially false 

information that was disclosed in the August 13, 2003 press release.  The Second Quarter 2003 

10-Q also reported Mills’ shareholders’ equity as $713.49 million and its total assets as $3.10 

billion. 
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256. These results resonated with analysts and drove Mills’ stock price higher.  For 

instance, David M. Fick an analyst with Legg Mason commented that Mills’ “results reflect 

significantly enhanced earnings quality.”  As a result, Fick increased Legg Mason’s target price 

for Mills shares by $10 to $45 per share, cementing Mills position as its “number one pick in the 

sector.”  He noted that Legg Mason had “never increased a target price on a REIT this much in 

one move.”  Moreover, Richard C. Moore II of McDonald Investments Inc. stated that “the 

Company beats our 2Q03 estimate by $0.02 with a very strong performance.  MLS’s 

management team has put into place an impressive growth machine that is focused across a 

variety of sectors, all of which appear to be successful.”  

257. On November 5, 2003, Mills issued a press release announcing the Company’s 

financial results for the third quarter of 2003.  The Company reported that FFO “increased 28.8% 

to $51.9 million from $40.3 million” and that FFO per diluted share “increased 18.1% to $0.85” 

from $0.72 for the same period in 2002.  Mills attributed the increase in FFO to a FAS 141 

adjustment and “delayed implementation of FIN 46.”  In addition the Company announced that 

FFO increases during the first nine months of 2003 were “primarily attributable to the recent 

mall acquisitions and NOI growth in our core portfolio.”  Mills also reported net income of $17.5 

million, an increase of more than 36% when compared to the same period in 2002.  In the 

November 5, 2003 press release, the Company also stated that revenue was $96.98 million and 

expenses were $59.11 million for the quarter.  Touting the Company’s “positive” financial 

results, Defendant Parent cited improvement in all “operating metrics” and “positive trends” in 

Mills’ portfolio. 

258. Thereafter, on November 14, 2003, Mills filed its Form 10-Q for the third quarter 

2003 with the SEC (the “Third Quarter 2003 10-Q”).  The Third Quarter 2003 10-Q was signed 
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by Defendants McDonough and Morrow and repeated the materially false information that had 

been announced in the November 5, 2003 press release.  The Third Quarter 2003 10-Q also 

reported Mills’ shareholders’ equity as $715.04 million and its total assets as $3.395 billion. 

259. On February 17, 2004, Mills issued a press release titled “Mills Announces 

Record Results,” reporting financial results for fourth quarter and year-ended December 31, 

2003.  In this press release, Mills announced that it had “delivered record results” including 

increases in the Company’s FFO and net income.  Specifically, Mills reported that net income 

for the quarter was $0.62, a 14.8% over the same period in 2002 and that net income for the year 

was or $2.07 per diluted share, a 24.7% increase over the year-ended 2002.  Similarly, Mills 

reported that FFO per diluted share for the quarter was $1.13, a 21.5% increase over the same 

period in 2002 and that FFO per diluted share for the year was $3.58, a 14.7% increase over 

year-ended 2002.  In this press release, Mills also stated that its net income was $122.31 million, 

revenue was $371.13 million and expenses were $223.611 million.   

260. The Company attributed its “record” results, including its increased FFO, to 

“increased sales at the Company’s growing portfolio of Landmark Mills, 21st Century Retail and 

Entertainment and International properties.”  The Company further stated that its “FFO growth 

for the quarter and the year was driven by increases in comparable center net operating income, 

acquisitions and recently opened centers.”  Among the quarter’s operating highlights announced 

in this press release was the signing of a developer’s agreement with the New Jersey Sports and 

Exposition Authority for Meadowlands Xanadu, of which “[t]enant interest is extremely strong 

and construction is expected to commence in the second quarter of 2004.”  In commenting on the 

Company’s “outstanding” financial results, Defendant Siegel raved that: “Our NOI growth was 

outstanding in 2003 and was boosted by a strong holiday season, which makes us optimistic 
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about our prospects for 2004.  By rigorously executing on our strategy to grow our portfolio 

through acquisition and development, we are well positioned to benefit from a resurgence in 

consumer spending.” 

261. On March 15, 2004, Mills filed its Form 10-K for fiscal 2003 with the SEC (the 

“2003 10-K”).  The 2003 10-K was signed by Defendants Siegel, von Boetticher, Ingram, Black, 

Braithwaite, Gildenhorn, Nick, von Perfall, Pincus, Rose, Dausch and Morrow.  The 2003 10-K 

repeated the materially false information that was disclosed in the February 17, 2004 press 

release.  In addition, the 2003 10-K reported Mills’ shareholders’ equity of $854.78 million and 

its total assets of $3.29 billion. 

262. Mills’ “record results” had the desired impact on the market’s perception of the 

Company.  For example, Dennis M. Maloney, an analyst from Deutsche Bank, stated “[g]iven 

MLS’ sector-leading development and redevelopment pipelines, recent acquisitions and 

international push, we expect MLS to generate one of the highest earnings growth rates in the 

mall sector over the next few years.  As such, we believe MLS’ shares should trade in line with 

the mall ‘blue chips.’” 

263. Each of the press releases and SEC filings referenced in ¶¶ 251-255, 257-261 

above, and the financial results provided therein, were false and misleading when announced 

because, as described above, Mills’ 2003 reported financial results violated GAAP and 

materially overstated the Company’s net income, FFO, revenues, shareholders’ equity and total 

assets, and materially understated its expenses.  Indeed, in its August 10, 2006 Form 8-K, Mills 

admitted that, as a result of its accounting improprieties, its 2003 net income was overstated by, 

at least, an estimated $55 million, approximately 80%.   
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264. Mills further overstated its net income by $93.2 million because, as explained 

above at ¶¶ 111-115, Mills failed to record the loss of its investment in the Empire Tract at the 

time it sold the Empire Tract to the State of New Jersey in the first quarter of 2003 (consisting of 

Mills’ investment of $120 million less the sale price of $26.8 million) as required by GAAP.  

This $93.2 million loss would have been in addition to the admitted $55 million reduction in the 

Company’s reported net income for 2003, for an overall overstatement of net income during 

2003 of $148.2 million.  Thus, rather than reporting net income of $122.3 million for 2003, Mills 

should have reported a loss of nearly $26 million.   

265. In addition to its fraudulent accounting for its investment in the Empire Tract, 

Mills also employed numerous other accounting manipulations to make the Company’s 

operations and financial condition appear substantially better that it actually was.  For example, 

Mills’ 2003 financial results were also materially misstated by the following accounting 

manipulations, among others: (i) improper capitalization of, among other costs, interest costs, 

overhead and indirect project costs, direct leasing origination costs, predevelopment costs, and 

grand opening and marketing costs (see Section V. A, above); (ii) improper revenue recognition 

practices, including but not limited to, the premature recognition of lease income before it was 

earned, the use of management “estimates” for percentage rents in the Company’s reported 

revenue, and the premature recording of revenue from land sales (see Section V. B, above); (iii) 

failure to write off uncollectible loans and worthless notes receivables (see ¶¶ 195-197, above); 

(iv) failure to write-off the costs of abandoned projects, including in Oregon City, San Diego, 

Yonkers  and Minneapolis (see ¶¶ 116-124); (v) failure to write-off impaired projects (see 

Section V. D); (vi)  improper capitalization of termination fees paid to two former Mills 

employees (see ¶ 168); (vii) improper accounting for costs associated with Mills LTIP and other 
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stock-based compensation (see Section V. E); and (viii) inclusion of false revenue due to 

widespread problems with the Company’s bookkeeping, lease administration and accounting 

systems, including that rent was often “double booked” and that lease modifications, rent 

reductions and reductions to common area maintenance charges were often not properly recorded 

(see ¶¶ 171-174).    

E. False and Misleading Statements Concerning Fiscal Year 2004 

266. Throughout 2004, Mills continued to boast increasing FFO and net income.  As 

set forth below, Mills falsely reported the Company’s financial results, praising the Company’s 

“impressive” results and touting the Company’s “strong” financial performance, especially the 

Company’s ever-increasing FFO.   In fact, in each of its press releases, Forms 10-Q and Form 

10-K, Mills reported increased FFO.  The Company’s reported FFO and net income, among 

other metrics, had a direct impact on the price of Mills stock.  During the course of the year, 

Mills’ stock price steadily increased, rising from $47.49 per share on February 17, 2004 (after 

the Company announced its full year 2003 results) to $52.02 per share on March 23, 2005 (after 

the Company issued its full year 2004 results) – a 9% increase.   

267. Moreover, the cumulative impact of Mills’ quarter after quarter and year after 

year announcements that the Company had yet again delivered increased FFO and net income 

was striking.  Mills’ stock skyrocketed from $18.96 per share on February 26, 2001 (the trading 

day just prior to the start of the Class Period) to $52.02 per share on March 23, 2005 (after the 

Company issued its full year 2004 results) – a 174% increase.  However, as the Company has 

now admitted, its announcements of ever-increasing FFO and net income were materially false 

and misleading.  Mills’ “impressive” results were only obtained through the fraudulent 

accounting described herein.  Throughout 2004 (and the rest of the Class Period), Mills and the 

Executive Defendants concealed that true state of the Company’s financial condition and 
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attributed its “strong” performance to growing operations, not their massive fraudulent scheme.  

In this regard, Mills made the following false statements during 2004: 

268. On April 30, 2004, Mills issued a press release titled “Mills Corporation Reports 

Strong First Quarter Results,” announcing financial results for first quarter of 2004.  In this press 

release, Mills represented that it “delivered impressive results for the quarter-ended March 31, 

2004,” including increases in net income and in FFO, driven by increases in comparable center 

NOI, acquisitions and recently opened centers.  In particular, the Company reported that, when 

compared to the same period in the prior year, net income “rose 73.0% to $0.64 per diluted 

share” and FFO “increased 10.4% to $0.85.”  Mills also stated that its quarter-end revenue and 

expenses were $95.13 million and $62.38 million, respectively.  Discussing the Company’s 

“impressive results,” Defendant Siegel touted: “The rapid increase in our same store sales in the 

first quarter reflects the underlying health of our assets, and their ability to draw consumers who 

are looking for a unique shopping experience.  Strong sales numbers are creating demand from 

retailers for space in both our existing portfolio and our development pipeline.  As the economic 

picture continues to improve, we believe The Mills Corporation is uniquely positioned to benefit 

due to our extensive development pipeline.” 

269. On May 10, 2004, Mills filed its Form 10-Q for the first quarter 2004 with the 

SEC (the “First Quarter 2004 10-Q”).  The First Quarter 2004 10-Q was signed by Defendant 

Morrow and repeated the materially false information that had been announced in the April 30, 

2004 press release.  In addition, the First Quarter 2004 10-Q also reported Mills’ shareholders’ 

equity of $874.69 million and its total assets of $3.507 billion. 

270. Commenting on the Company’s “strong” performance, David M. Fick, an analyst 

with Legg Mason, stated “Not your father’s REIT: Sector-leading FFO growth, and a unique and 
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expanding development program makes Mills a growth company justifying a premium valuation 

in our view.”  Accordingly, Fick stated that “Mills remains our #1 pick for retail REITs.”   

271. On August 3, 2004, Mills issued a press release announcing the Company’s 

financial results for the second quarter 2004.  In the press release, Mills reported FFO per diluted 

share of $0.92, a 12.2% increase over the same period in the prior year, and stated that the “FFO 

growth for the quarter was driven by increases in comparable center net operating income (NOI), 

acquisitions and recently opened centers.”  The Company also attributed the FFO growth to “the 

recognition of $11.4 million of income from minority interest in consolidated joint ventures,” 

primarily relating to “fee and interest income resulting from the Meadowlands Xanadu 

development project.”  According to Mills, it “delivered strong operating results for the quarter-

ended June 30, 2004 … driven by improved operating metrics at the Company’s growing 

portfolio.”  In this press release, Mills also reported net income of $20.859 million, revenue of 

$95.58 million and expenses of $62.889 million. 

272. On August 5, 2004, Mills filed its Form 10-Q for the second quarter 2004 with the 

SEC (the “Second Quarter 2004 10-Q”).  The Second Quarter 2004 10-Q, which was signed by 

Defendant Morrow, reiterated the materially false information that had been announced in the 

August 3, 2004 press release.  In addition, the Second Quarter 2004 10-Q reported Mills’ 

shareholders’ equity of $888.07 million and its total assets of $3.58 billion. 

273. In response to Mills’ second quarter earnings, analysts noted that Mills’ strong 

results distinguished it from other REITs, and made it the most attractive investment in the 

industry.  For example, Steve Sakwa, an analyst with Merrill Lynch, stated that “the company 

possesses one of the best development stories in the REIT sector” and “has the ability to create a 
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tremendous amount of shareholder value.”  Jonathan Litt, an analyst with Citigroup Smith 

Barney, added that “MLS remains our favorite name in the malls sector.”      

274. On November 9, 2004, Mills issued a press release titled “The Mills Corporation 

Reports Strong Third Quarter Results,” announcing financial results for the third quarter of 2004.  

In this press release, Mills reported increased earnings and FFO.  The Company stated that 

earnings per diluted common share “increased 149% to $0.97 as compared to $0.39 for the same 

period a year ago.”  The Company attributed the increase in earnings to a “gain on sale of joint 

venture interests.”  Further, the Company reported FFO of $0.89 per diluted share, a 4.7% 

increase from the same period in 2003.  The Company explained that “FFO growth for the 

quarter was primarily driven by increases in comparable center net operating income (NOI).”  In 

addition, Mills represented that “FFO during the quarter included the recognition of $8.7 million 

of income from minority interest in consolidated joint ventures.  This income was primarily 

related to fees resulting from the Meadowlands Xanadu development project.”  In this press 

release, Mills also stated that its quarter-end revenue was $100.66 million, net income was 

$63.88 and expenses were $67.69 million. 

275. Touting these “strong” results, Defendant Siegel stated: “Over the last two years 

the fundamentals of our business have steadily improved with year-over-year increases in 

occupancy and net operating income in every quarter.”  Siegel continued: “One of the keys to 

this strong performance has been our ability to constantly enhance our properties through the 

addition of exciting new tenants” and “[n]ew tenants … coupled with our in-line enhancements 

will allow our properties to continue to produce strong operating results.” 

276. On November 9, 2004, Mills filed its Form 10-Q for the third quarter 2004 with 

the SEC (the “Third Quarter 2004 10-Q”).  The Third Quarter 2004 10-Q, which was signed by 
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Defendant Morrow, repeated the materially false information disclosed in the November 9, 2004 

press release.  Additionally, the Third Quarter 2004 10-Q also reported Mills’ shareholders’ 

equity as $1.22 billion and its total assets as $3.78 billion. 

277. On February 16, 2005, Mills issued a press which announced a restatement of its 

previously issued financial results for the fiscal years ended December 31, 2002 and 2003, and 

the fiscal quarters ended March 31, 2004, June 30, 2004 and September 30, 2004.  The Company 

stated that it was restating these previously issued financial statements to “correct our accounting 

treatment of various items to confirm with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, or 

GAAP.”  The Company specifically identified its treatment of equity in earnings from joint 

ventures, the capitalization of interest and certain other costs, and the timing of gains on sales of 

partnership interests as the primary accounting areas in which corrections had been made.  These 

corrections and restatements were presented as technical adjustments that would have minimal 

impact on the ongoing operations of Mills and Mills LP.  In fact, Mills stated that the impact of 

the adjustments on net income and FFO would be “positive” in 2004.  The Company further 

stated that the impact of the restatement would be relatively minor in amounts for prior periods 

and that it would actually “increase FFO per diluted share by approximately $0.02 to $0.06 for 

2003.”    

278. In light of the Company’s announcement (which, based on the January 9, 2007 

Form 10-K, was materially false) describing the impact of the Restatement on the Company’s 

reported revenue, net income, FFO, shareholders’ equity and total assets as relatively minimal, 

the market price of Mills common stock barely moved, falling by $0.35 from $58.25 on February 

15, 2005 to $57.90 on February 16, 2005.    
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279. On March 23, 2005, Mills issued a press release titled “The Mills Corporation 

Announces 2004 Results,” reporting financial results for fourth quarter and year-ended 

December 31, 2004, including the impact of the Company’s previously announced restatement of 

its 2003 financial results.  In this press release Mills announced earnings of $3.50 per diluted 

share and FFO per diluted share of $3.96, increases of 83% and 9.1%, respectively, over 2003.  

Mills attributed the increase in earnings to the “cumulative effect of adopting FIN 46 in 2004” 

and “an increase in gains on the sale of joint venture interests.”  In the press release, Mills also 

stated that its year-end revenue was $684.80 million, net income was $232.00 million and 

expenses were $499.40 million.   

280. In the March 23, 2005 press release, the Company also reported its restated 

financial results for the year-ended December 31, 2003, including that FFO per diluted share 

increased to $3.63 (as compared to $3.58 as originally reported) and earnings per diluted share 

decreased to $1.91 (as compared to $2.07 as originally reported).  Mills also reported the 

following restated results:  income from continuing operations of $146.10 (a 19.5% increase as 

compared to the $122.22 million originally reported); revenue of $400.80 million (an almost 8% 

increase as compared to the $371.13 originally reported); and net income of $115.1 (a 5.9% 

decrease as compared to the 122.31 originally reported).   

281. On March 31, 2005, Mills filed its Form 10-K for fiscal 2004 with the SEC (the 

“2004 10-K”).  The 2004 10-K was signed by Siegel, von Boetticher, Ingram, Black, 

Braithwaite, Gildenhorn, Nick, von Perfall, Pincus, Rose, Ettenger, Nicholas, Lampl and 

Morrow.  The 2004 10-K repeated the materially false information that was disclosed in the 

March 23, 2005 press release.  In addition, the 2004 10-K reported Mills’ shareholders’ equity as 

$1.25 billion and its total assets as $6.10 billion. 
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282. The 2004 10-K also discussed the restatement announced in the Company’s press 

release of February 16, 2005.  The 2004 10-K stated that it was restating its previously issued 

financial statements to “correct our accounting treatment of various items to conform with 

Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, or GAAP.”  The Company specifically identified its 

treatment of equity in earnings from joint ventures, the capitalization of interest and certain other 

costs, and the timing of gains on sales of partnership interests as the primary accounting areas in 

which corrections had been made.  These corrections and restatements were presented as 

technical adjustments that would have minimal impact on the ongoing operations of Mills and 

Mills LP.   

283. The statements set forth in ¶¶ 266-269, 271-272, 274-282 above were materially 

false and misleading when made because, as described above, Mills’ reported financial results 

violated GAAP and materially overstated the Company’s net income, FFO, revenues, 

shareholders’ equity and total assets, and materially understated its expenses.  Indeed, in its 

August 10, 2006 Form 8-K, Mills admitted that, as a result of its accounting improprieties, its 

2004 net income was overstated by an estimated $95 million, or approximately 69%.   

284. Moreover, as admitted by the Company in its January 9, 2007 Form 8-K, Mills’ 

2004 net income and FFO was overstated as a result of Mills’ and Mills’ management’s, 

including Defendants McDonough and Morrow, fraudulent override of the Company’s internal 

controls.  As explained above at ¶¶ 169-170and admitted by the Company, in the first quarter of 

2004, Mills’ Asset Management Department ordered the Accounting Department to reverse a 

reserve for an uncollectible receivable based on fictitious and incomplete information.  By 

ordering this reversal, Mills removed an expense from the Company’s financial statements and 
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enabled the Company to realize an extra penny of income, which, in turn, allowed the Company 

to meet Wall Street’s expectations for Mills’ FFO by $.01.    

285. Mills’ revenue, net income and FFO were also overstated by Mills’ failure to 

properly and timely consolidate its joint ventures with KanAm.  As set forth in ¶¶ 95, 187-193 

above and as admitted by the Company in its January 9, 2007 Form 8-K, Mills only eliminated 

“its share of any intercompany transaction” and thus, fraudulently recognized intercompany fees 

in the form of development, leasing and interest fees.  As Mills admitted, it improperly recorded 

at least $84 million in net income in 2004 and 2005 that was attributable to payments received 

from joint ventures which Mills had represented were properly consolidated.  In essence, during 

2004 and 2005, Mills fraudulently recorded as income tens of millions of dollars that it was 

essentially paying itself. 

286. In addition, Mills also used numerous other accounting manipulations to make the 

Company’s operations and financial condition appear significantly better than they actually were.  

For example, Mills’ 2004 financial results were also materially misstated by the following 

accounting manipulations, among others: (i) improper capitalization of, among other costs, 

interest costs, overhead and indirect project costs, direct leasing origination costs, 

predevelopment costs, and grand opening and marketing costs (see Section V. A, above); (ii) 

improper revenue recognition practices, including but not limited to, the premature recognition 

of lease income before it was earned, the use of management “estimates” for percentage rents in 

the Company’s reported revenue and the premature recording of revenue from land sales (see 

Section V. B, above); (iii) failure to write off uncollectible loans and worthless notes receivables 

(see ¶¶ 195-197, above); (iv) failure to write-off the costs of abandoned projects, including in 

Oregon City, San Diego, Yonkers, Minneapolis and Candlestick, California (see ¶¶ 116-124, 
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411-412); (v) improper accounting for costs associated with Mills LTIP and other stock-based 

compensation (see Section V. E); (vi) inclusion of false revenue due to widespread problems 

with the Company’s bookkeeping, lease administration and accounting systems, including that 

rent was often “double booked” and that lease modifications, rent reductions and reductions to 

common area maintenance charges were often not properly recorded (see ¶¶ 171-174); (vii) 

failure to write-off impaired projects as assets in order to avoid recording losses for these 

projects (see Section V. D); and (viii) improper capitalization of termination fees paid to two 

former Mills employees (see ¶ 168). 

F. False and Misleading Statements Concerning Fiscal Year 2005 

287. During the first two quarters of 2005, Mills and the Executive Defendants’ 

continued to issue a number of press release that included false and misleading statements 

regarding the Company’s financial results.  These false and misleading statements had a material 

impact on Mills’ stock price.  In fact, whereas the Company’s common stock closed at $52.02 

per share on March 23, 2005, after issuance of the 2004 full year results, Mills’ common stock 

rose to a record high of $65.85 per share by August 2, 2005, a 26% increase in less than five 

months.  Moreover, the August 2, 2005 closing price of $65.85 per share represents a 247% 

increase from the closing price of February 26, 2001, the trading day just prior to the start of the 

Class Period.  The 2005 materially false and misleading statements concerning Mills’ financial 

results and condition include the following: 

288. On May 6, 2005, Mills issued a press release announcing Mills’ financial results 

for the first quarter of 2005.  In this press release, Mills reported that FFO per diluted share 

“increased 4.5% to $0.92 from $0.88 for the same period in 2004.”  The Company also reported 

a net income loss of $0.07 per diluted share, revenue of $176.90 million and expenses of $125.60 

million.  Commenting on Mills “solid” financial results, Defendant Siegel stated: “our operating 
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metrics continued to reflect the solid fundamentals underlying our business.  Comparable 

property sales, occupancy and NOI all increased as compared to the same period for the prior 

year.  We also continue to execute on our development and redevelopment opportunities,” 

including Pittsburg Mills and Meadowlands Xanadu, “which will play an important role in The 

Mills Corporation’s growth strategy.” 

289. On the same day, Mills filed its Form 10-Q for the first quarter 2005 with the SEC 

(the “First Quarter 2005 10-Q”).  The First Quarter 2005 10-Q, which was signed by Defendant 

Morrow, repeated the materially false information that had been announced in the May 6, 2005 

press release.  In addition, the First Quarter 2005 10-Q reported Mills’ shareholders’ equity of 

$1.23 billion and its total assets of $6.598 billion. 

290. On August 5, 2005, Mills issued a press release titled “The Mills Corporation 

Reports Second Quarter Results Including a FFO Per Share Growth of 7.4%,” announcing 

financial results for the second quarter of 2005.  In this press release, Mills reported FFO per 

diluted share of $1.01 per share, a 7.4% increase over the same period in the prior year.  The 

Company attributed this increase to “FFO attributable to newly acquired properties and recently 

opened developments.”  Touting the Company’s FFO growth, Defendant Siegel stated: “I am 

very excited about the rapid progress we are making on our Meadowlands Xanadu development 

… The foundations of the center, which will open in the fall of 2007, are being laid.  Tenant 

interest in the project is extremely strong.  KanAm, our joint venture partner, shares our 

enthusiasm for the project, and has committed to put an additional $100-$150 million into the 

venture in addition to their previous capital commitment of $250 million.”  The Company also 

reported a net loss of $0.30 per share, revenues of $183.90 million and expenses of $143.0 

million. 
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291. On August 9, 2005, Mills filed its Form 10-Q for the second quarter 2005 with the 

SEC (the “Second Quarter 2005 10-Q”).  The Second Quarter 2005 10-Q, which was signed by 

Defendant Morrow, repeated the materially false information that was disclosed in the August 5, 

2005 press release.  In addition, the Second Quarter 2005 10-Q reported Mills’ shareholders’ 

equity as $1.39 billion and its total assets as $6.73 billion. 

292. The statements set forth in ¶¶ 287-291 above were materially false and misleading 

when made because, as described above, Mills’ reported financial results violated GAAP and 

materially overstated the Company’s net income, FFO, revenues, shareholders’ equity and total 

assets, and materially understated its expenses.  Indeed, in its August 10, 2006 Form 8-K, Mills 

admitted that, as a result of its accounting improprieties, its income for the first three quarters of 

2005 was overstated by an estimated $60 million.  Further, on January 9, 2007, the Company 

admitted that it had overstated its shareholders’ equity (total assets less total liabilities) as of 

September 30, 2005, which had been reported as $1.33 billion, by at least $350 million, or 35%. 

293. Moreover, as admitted by the Company, Mills’ revenue, net income and FFO for 

the first three quarters of 2005 were overstated by Mills’ failure to properly and timely 

consolidate its joint ventures with KanAm.  As set forth in ¶¶ 95, 187-193above and as admitted 

by the Company in its January 9, 2007 Form 8-K, Mills only eliminated “its share of any 

intercompany transaction” and thus, fraudulently recognized intercompany fees in the form of 

development, leasing and interest fees.  As Mills admitted, it improperly recorded at least $84 

million in net income in 2004 and 2005 that was attributable to payments received from joint 

ventures which Mills had represented were properly consolidated.   

294. Mills further admitted that its reported earnings were materially overstated during 

the first three quarters of 2005 by $12 million as a result of the use of an improper interest rate 
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for interest cost capitalization calculations and by an additional $4 million due to improperly 

including certain indirect project costs in cost pools for purposes of estimating, capitalizing and 

allocating such costs.   

295. In addition, Mills’ financial results for the first three quarters of 2005 were also 

materially misstated by the following accounting manipulations, among others: (i) improper 

capitalization of, among other costs, direct leasing origination costs, predevelopment costs, and 

grand opening and marketing costs (see Section V. A, above); (ii) improper revenue recognition 

practices, including but not limited to, the premature recognition of lease income before it was 

earned, the use of management “estimates” for percentage rents in the Company’s reported 

revenue and the premature recording of revenue from land sales (see Section V. B, above); (iii) 

failure to write off uncollectible loans and worthless notes receivables (see ¶¶ 195-197, above); 

(iv) failure to write-off the costs of abandoned projects, including in Oregon City, San Diego, 

Yonkers, Minneapolis and Candlestick, California (see ¶¶ 116-124, 411-412); (v) improper 

accounting for costs associated with Mills LTIP and other stock-based compensation (see 

Section V. E); (vi) inclusion of false revenue due to widespread problems with the Company’s 

bookkeeping, lease administration and accounting systems, including that rent was often “double 

booked” and that lease modifications, rent reductions and reductions to common area 

maintenance charges were often not properly recorded (see ¶¶ 171-174); and (vii) failure to 

write-off impaired projects in order to avoid reporting losses (see Section V. D). 

G. Additional False and Misleading Statements Concerning Mills’ Financial 

Results 

296. In each of the Forms 10-Q for the fiscal quarters 3Q02 through 3Q05 and each of 

the Forms 10-K for the years ended December 31, 2002, 2003 and 2004, Defendants Siegel and 

McDonough (3Q02 – 1Q03 and 2002 Form 10-K) and Siegel and Morrow (2Q03 – 3Q05 and 
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2003-2004 Forms 10-K) attested to the accuracy of the information contained therein.  The 

attestations stated, in pertinent part: 

(1) I have reviewed this quarterly [annual] report on Form 10-Q [10-K] of The Mills 
Corporation;  

 
(2) Based on my knowledge, this quarterly [annual] report does not contain any 

untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary to 
make the statement made, in light of the circumstances under which such 
statements were made, not misleading with respect to the period covered by this 
quarterly report;  

 
(3) Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information 

included in this quarterly report, fairly present in all material respects the financial 
condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the 
periods presented in this quarterly report;  

 
Additionally, in signing these attestations, Defendants Siegel, McDonough and Morrow also 

certified that they had designed, established and maintained an effective set of internal controls.   

297. In addition, in all of its Forms 10-Q filed during the Class Period, Mills expressly 

represented that its unaudited consolidated financial statements: (i) have been prepared by the 

Company’s management in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the 

United States for interim financial information and with the instructions to Form 10-Q and 

Article 10 of Regulation SX; (ii) include, in management’s opinion, all adjustments (consisting 

of normal recurring accruals) considered necessary for a fair presentation; and (iii) should be 

read in conjunction with Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and 

Results of Operations contained in the Form 10-Q as well as in the Company’s audited financial 

statements and footnotes thereto, included in the Company’s most recently filed Annual Report.   

For example, in Note 2 entitled “Basis of Presentation,” to the condensed consolidated financial 

statements included in Mill’s Form 10-Q for the period ended June 30, 2001, Mills expressly 

represented that:  
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The accompanying unaudited consolidated financial statements have been 
prepared by the Company’s management in accordance with accounting 
principles generally accepted in the United States for interim financial 
information and with the instructions to Form 10 Q and Article 10 of Regulation S 
X.  . . . In the opinion of management, all adjustments (consisting of normal 
recurring accruals) considered necessary for a fair presentation have been 
included. . . .These consolidated financial statements should be read in 
conjunction with Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition 
and Results of Operations contained in this Form 10-Q and the Company’s 
audited financial statements and footnotes thereto, included in the Company’s 
2000 Annual Report on Form 10-K filed on March 28, 2001. 
 
298. Each Form 10-Q filed by Mills from 2001 through 2005 made the same 

representations, using substantially the same wording.  As described above, however, the 

financial statements (both the unaudited financial statements included in the Forms 10-Q and the 

audited financial statements included in the Forms 10-K to which readers of the Forms 10-Q 

were referred) violated GAAP in many material respects and, thus, Mills’ representations were 

materially false and misleading. 

299. In addition to the Forms 10-Q and Forms 10-K identified above, Mills also filed 

with the SEC a series of proxy statements that were materially false and misleading because, 

among other reasons, they misrepresented the accounting for Mills’ LTIP and other stock-based 

compensation.  Mills filed proxy statements during the Class Period as follows: 

• Proxy Statement for Annual Meeting of Shareholders, dated April 10, 2001; 
 

• Proxy Statement for Annual Meeting of Shareholders, dated April 19, 2002; 
 

• Proxy Statement for Annual Meeting of Shareholders, dated April 30, 2003; 
 

• Proxy Statement for Annual Meeting of Shareholders, dated April 29, 2004; and 
 

• Proxy Statement for Annual Meeting of Shareholders, dated April 29, 2005. 
 

300. The Proxy Statements for the years 2001 through 2005 were signed “By Order of 

the Board of Directors.”  Further, Defendant Siegel signed the letters addressed to Mills’ 
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shareholders that were attached to the Proxy Statements, filed with the SEC and disseminated to 

the public for the years 2001 through 2005.   

H. False and Misleading Statements Concerning the Series G Offering 

1. The Series G Offering 

301. On May 10, 2005, Mills began its Series G Offering, which was completed on 

May 17, 2005.  In the Series G Offering, Mills issued 9,200,000 depositary shares, including the 

full exercise by the Underwriter Defendants on May 13, 2005 of an overallotment option to 

purchase an additional 1,200,000 depositary shares.  The depositary shares were priced at $25.00 

per share, representing a 1/100 fractional interest in a share of Mills’ Series G Stock.  

302. In connection with its Series G Offering, Mills filed with the SEC the Registration 

Statement (SEC File No. 333-88606) dated May 17, 2002 and amended by Amendment No. 1 

thereto on July 3, 2002,7 and prospectus supplements pursuant to Rule 424(b)(5) on October 2, 

2002, May 9, 2005 and May 10, 2005 (defined above as the “May 10 Prospectus Supplement”).  

The SEC declared the Registration Statement effective on May 10, 2005.   

303. The Registration Statement was signed by Defendants Siegel, Dausch, Parent, von 

Boetticher, Ingram, Black, Braithwaite, Gildenhorn, Nick, von Perfall, Pincus and Rose.  

Further, at the time the Series G Offering was conducted, and at the time the Registration 

                                                 
7  In the Registration Statement, Mills stated: “[b]y this prospectus, we may offer, from time to 
time, in one or more series or classes the following securities: shares of our common stock, 
shares of our preferred stock, our warrants exercisable for common stock, and  shares of our 
preferred stock represented by depositary shares.”  Accordingly, pursuant to the Registration 
Statement, Mills conducted several offerings, including offerings for the Company’s common 
stock, 9.00% Series B Cumulative Redeemable Preferred Stock, 9.00% Series C Cumulative 
Redeemable Preferred Stock, 8.75% Series E Cumulative Redeemable Preferred Stock and 
Series G Preferred Stock.  In connection with these offerings, Mills filed prospectus supplements 
pursuant to Rule 424(b)(5) with the SEC on or about September 30, 2002, October 2, 2002, 
October 12, 2002, December 13, 2002, December 18, 2002, January 22, 2003, April 28, 2003, 
May 1, 2003, October 8, 2003 and November 6, 2003. 
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Statement became effective on May 10, 2005, Defendants Siegel, Dausch, Parent, Morrow and 

Ettenger served as executive officers of Mills and Defendants von Boetticher, Ingram, Black, 

Braithwaite, Gildenhorn, Nick, von Perfall, Pincus, Rose, Lampl, Nicholas and Bruno served on 

Mills’ Board of Directors.  The Defendants identified in this paragraph are hereafter referred to 

as the “Individual Series G Defendants.” 

304. For the Series G Offering, Merrill Lynch, Morgan Stanley and Wachovia acted as 

the joint book-running managers, RBC acted as the joint lead manager and A.G. Edwards, Legg 

Mason, BB&T, KeyBanc, Stifel, and Wells Fargo acted as co-managers.  These Underwriter 

Defendants, were “underwriters,” as described in Section 2(11) of the Securities Act of 1933, of 

the Series G Stock. 

305. The Series G Offering yielded net proceeds to Mills, including proceeds from the 

overallotment, of $222.4 million.  Mills stated that the net proceeds were going to be used to 

repay a portion of the Company’s outstanding line of credit. 

2. The Material Misstatements in the Offering Documents 

306. The Offering Documents included Mills’ and Mills LP’s historical financial data.  

Specifically, the SEC permitted Mills to “incorporate by reference” information that Mills had 

previously filed with it, meaning that Mills disclosed “important information” by referring 

investors to those filings.  The 2001 10-K, filed on March 28, 2002, among other documents, 

was incorporated by express reference in the Registration Statement. 

307. Further, the following documents, among others, were incorporated by express 

reference in the May 10 Prospectus Supplement: 

• The 2004 10-K, filed on March 31, 2005; 
 

• The First Quarter 2005 10-Q, filed on May 6, 2005; and 
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• Current Reports and amendments thereto on Form 8-K, filed on January 3, 2005, 
February 16, 2005 and March 11, 2005.   

 
308. Mills’ 2001 10-K reported the Company’s financial results for the years ended 

December 31, 2000 and 2001.8   E&Y audited Mills’ and Mills LP’s financial statements 

included in the 2001 10-K and issued its unqualified auditor’s report thereon on February 19 and 

28, 2002 (the “E&Y 2001 Audit Report”).  In the E&Y 2001 Audit Report, E&Y stated, in 

pertinent part, that it “conducted its audits in accordance with auditing standards generally 

accepted in the United States” and that, in its opinion:  

[T]he consolidated financial statements … present fairly, in all material respects, 
the consolidated financial position of The Mills Corporation as of December 31, 
2001 and 2000, and the consolidated results of its operations and its cash flows 
for each of the three years in the period ended December 31, 2001, in conformity 
with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States. Also, in our 
opinion, the related financial statement schedule, when considered in relation to 
the basic financial statements taken as a whole, presents fairly in all material 
respects the information set forth therein. 
 
309. The E&Y 2001 Audit Report was expressly incorporated into the Registration 

Statement with the consent of E&Y.  Specifically, under the caption “Experts” in the 

Registration Statement, Mills stated that the financial statements set forth in the 2001 10-K were 

included “in reliance upon” E&Y’s unqualified auditor’s report.  Further, E&Y’s “Consent of 

Independent Auditors,” dated May 10, 2002, was included as Exhibit 23.3 to the Registration 

Statement.   

310. Similarly, Mills 2004 10-K was incorporated by reference into the Offering 

Documents.  As set forth above, Mills’ 2004 10-K, disclosed Mills’ and Mills LP’s financial 

results for the year-ended December 31, 2004 and reported Mills’ and Mills LP’s restated 

financial results for the years ended December 31, 2002 and 2003.   
                                                 
8  Mills’ 2001 10-K also included the financial results of Mills LP for the years ended December 
31, 2000 and 2001. 
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311. E&Y audited both Mills’ and Mills LP’s financial statements and internal controls 

included in the 2004 10-K and issued unqualified auditor’s reports dated March 31, 2005 thereon 

(collectively, the “E&Y 2004 Audit Report”).   

312. Specifically, in the E&Y 2004 Audit Report, E&Y stated that it conducted its 

“audit[s] in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board” 

and that, in its opinion: 

[T]he consolidated financial statements … present fairly, in all material respects, 
the consolidated financial position of The Mills Corporation [and the Mills 
Limited Partnership] as of December 31, 2004 and 2003, and the consolidated 
results of its operations and its cash flows for each of the three years in the period 
ended December 31, 2004, in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting 
principles. Also, in our opinion, the related financial statement schedule, when 
considered in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole, presents 
fairly in all material respects the information set forth therein. 

 
313. The E&Y 2004 Audit Reports were expressly incorporated into the May 10 

Prospectus Supplement with the consent of E&Y.  Specifically, the May 10 Prospectus 

Supplement stated that E&Y’s unqualified auditor’s reports for Mills’ 2004 10-K were 

“incorporated herein by reference in reliance upon such reports given on the authority of such 

firm as experts in accounting and auditing.” 

I. False and Misleading Registration Statements 

314. In addition to the Offering Documents, Forms 10-Q and Forms 10-K identified 

above, Mills also filed with the SEC a series of registration statements that were materially false 

and misleading because, among other reasons, they included materially misstated financial 

results and/or incorporated by reference Forms 10-Q and Forms 10-K that materially misstated 

Mills’ financial results.  Through these offerings, Mills was able to obtain $455.2 million 

through the sale of Mills common shares and $864.6 million through the sale of Mills preferred 

shares other than the Series G Offering during the Class Period. 
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315. Specifically, during the Class Period, Mills filed with the SEC the following 

Forms S-3 and/or Forms S-3/A in order to register and/or effectuate the sale of common and 

preferred shares, as follows: 

(a) July 5, 2001 Form S-3 (common) 

(b) August 24, 2001 Form S-3/A 

(c) July 13, 2001 Form S-3 (common, warrants) 

(d) August 14, 2001 Form S-3/A 

(e) August 24, 2001 Form S-3/A 

(f) May 17, 2002 Form S-3 (common, preferred, other securities) 

(g) July 3, 2002 Form S-3/A 

(h) September 30, 2003 (Form S-3 (preferred) 

(i) December 22, 2003 Form S-3/A 

(j) September 30, 2003 Form S-3 (common) 

(k) June 8, 2005 Form S-3 (common and preferred) 

(l) June 24, 2005 Form S-3/A 

(m) August 9, 2005 Form S-3 (common) 

316. Pursuant to these registration statements, Mills sold 17.3 million shares of 

common stock in secondary public offerings in August 2001, February 2002, May 2002 and 

December 2002, for net proceeds of $90.8 million, $47 million, $202.5 million and $114.9 

million, respectively, and further sold 16.6 million shares of preferred stock in public offerings9 

in October and December 2002 (Series B and C), in January 2003 (Series C), in May 2003 

(Series E), and August 2004 (Series F), for proceeds of $185.6 million, $2.5 million, $210.5 

                                                 
9  Mills also conducted private placement offerings in April and May 2001 (Series A) for net 
proceeds of $75 million and in March 2003 (Series D) for net proceeds of $10 million. 
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million and $306.2 million, respectively.  Through these public offerings, as well as the Series G 

Offering, all of which materially misrepresented the financial results of the Company, Mills was 

able to obtain a total of $1.38 billion from investors during the Class Period. 

317. The above-identified registration statements were signed by and/or with authority 

on behalf of the following Defendants: Siegel, von Boetticher, Ingram, Black, Braithwaite, 

Gildenhorn, Nick von Perfall, Pincus and Rose (all); Dausch and Parent (July 5, 2001 – 

September 30, 2003); Morrow (September 30, 2003 – August 9, 2005); and Green, Bruno, 

Nicholas and Lampl (June 8, 2005 – August 9, 2005). 

VII. THE TRUTH ABOUT MILLS’ FINANCIAL CONDITION BEGINS TO 

EMERGE 

318. By the fall of October 2005, Mills stock was trading at approximately $54 per 

share.  However, the house of cards was about to collapse.  In October 2005, as set forth above, a 

Mills employee sent a letter to the Company and the SEC notifying them that Mills was 

committing a massive fraud.  On October 31, 2005, Mills shocked investors by announcing that, 

after years of meeting or exceeding analysts’ estimates, its third quarter 2005 results would be 

“substantially below expectations” and its third quarter conference call would be delayed to 

“allow the Company additional time to evaluate the accounting for several items in its third 

quarter results.”  This announcement, which delayed its conference call originally scheduled for 

November 1, 2005, led to downgrades by at least three analysts who followed Mills (J.P. Morgan 

cutting its rating from “overweight” to “neutral,” Citigroup from “hold” to “sell,” and RBC 

Capital Markets from “outperform” to “sector perform”), and caused Mills’ stock to decline by 

$7.82 per share to $45.68 per share, a one day loss of 15%.   

319. This statement was the first partial disclosure of the accounting issues that would 

lead to Mills’ Restatement and a massive decline in the price of Mills securities, because it 
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indicated to the market that there were problems with Mills’ accounting.  As a Wall Street 

Journal article of November 2, 2005 noted, Mills’ announcement “spooked investors and 

analysts alike because it was vaguely worded, mentioned accounting items and was the second 

time this year the company has delayed reporting its earnings.”   

320. On November 9, 2005, the Company issued a press release reporting its financial 

results for the quarter-ended September 30, 2005, and the nine months ended September 30, 

2005.  Specifically, the Company announced declines in net operating income FFO and net 

income, which the Company represented were due to a decline in straight-line rents, an increase 

in the allowance for doubtful accounts, an unanticipated decrease in net recoveries, and write-

offs for projects in Tampa, Florida and Florence, Italy.  Mills’ financial results for the third 

quarter of 2005 and the nine months ended September 30, 2005 were repeated in the Company’s 

Form 8-K filed with the SEC on November 9, 2005, which was signed by Defendant Morrow. 

321. These poor results, which were well below analysts’ expectations, triggered even 

more concern about Mills’ accounting practices and the accuracy of the Company’s previously 

issued financial statements.  Indeed, as reflected above, on the earnings conference call on 

November 9, 2005, analysts peppered the Company with questions about the Company’s 

accounting practices, and specifically asked whether the Company’s financial statements were 

prepared in accordance with GAAP, and whether there would be a restatement.  These concerns 

caused the Company’s stock price to decline even further, as Mills’ stock fell another $5, from 

$44.50 to $39.50, by November 10, 2005.   

322. However, the Executive Defendants prevented an even steeper decline through a 

series of false statements.  In response to the questions by analysts, Defendant Morrow falsely 

reassured investors that the Company had “thoroughly reviewed everything [referring to the 
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accounting issues] and that the financial statements are accurate and in accordance with GAAP, 

and that’s why we have released earnings and are preparing to file our 10-Q today.”  Defendant 

Morrow further assured investors that the issues did not impact Mills’ previous financial 

statements, were not “corrections of errors” and that there was absolutely no chance of a 

restatement.   

323. Further, the third quarter 2005 financial results continued to conceal the massive 

accounting errors that would require Mills to restate its historical financial statements from year-

end 2000 through the third quarter 2005.  As Mills estimated on August 10, 2006, the financial 

statements issued by Mills overstated its net income by $60 million for the nine months ended 

September 30, 2005, meaning that the $12.6 million loss reported by the Company for the nine 

months ended September 30, 2005, was actually a $64.2 million loss.  The Company’s 

statements were further materially misleading because, among other reasons, the Company did 

not take any charges for the Meadowlands Xanadu or other projects that were, at the time, 

impaired and/or included costs not properly accounted for with respect to those projects, and, as 

noted above, the Company’s reported shareholders’ equity was overstated by $350 million, or 

35%. 

324. On January 6, 2006 – less than two months after they had assured the market that 

there were no issues with their accounting and that there would be no restatement – the Company 

announced that it would restate its financial statements for 2000 through 2004, and for the first 

three quarters of 2005.  The press release stated that the restatement would relate primarily to 

accounting adjustments pertaining to investments in a Mills subsidiary, MEI, and certain long-

term incentive compensation.  The press release further noted that, as a result of the investigation 

and its findings, the Company would be reporting material weaknesses in its internal controls as 
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of year-end 2005, and that investors should no longer rely on the 2002 through 2005 financial 

statements, or on the auditor’s reports for the Company’s 2004 10-K that was currently on file 

with the SEC.  Significantly, however, Mills falsely minimized the impact that the restatement 

would have on the Company’s financial statements, estimating that the restatement would only 

be in the range of $25 million over the period from 2000 through the third quarter 2005.  In fact, 

on the Company’s January 6, 2006, conference call, Defendants Siegel and Ettenger 

characterized the restatement as a “hiccup.”  For example, Defendant Ettenger stated, “You can’t 

look at the restatement as anything other than a hiccup.”   

325. Following this announcement, Mills’ stock fell $1.18 per share to close at $41.05 

on January 9, 2006, the next trading day.  However, as the Company has since admitted, the 

restatement was no “hiccup.”   As disclosed, on August 10, 2006, for the fiscal periods 2003, 

2004 and the first three quarters of 2005, the Company’s net income was overstated by at least 

$210 million (compared to the $342.5 million of income originally reported), or $3.71 per share, 

rather than the approximately $25 million, or roughly $0.40 per share announced on January 6, 

2006.   

326. Further, the accounting areas that Mills claimed to require further investigation in 

January 2006 were far less critical to the Company’s financial statements than the actual 

accounting areas in which far more material overstatements had been made.  For instance, the 

Company failed to disclose the tens of millions of dollars of asset write-downs that should have 

been taken in prior years, and the massive overstatement of shareholders’ equity that actually 

reduced shareholders’ equity as of September 30, 2005, by $350 million.  Thus, the January 6, 

2006 statements were themselves materially false and misleading because, among other reasons, 

they estimated that the impact of a restatement would be only approximately $25 million in 
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cumulative earnings reductions, rather than the $210 million or more that has now been admitted, 

and further concealed the much more critical accounting errors that had been made. 

327. On January 12, 2006, the Company announced that the SEC had commenced an 

informal inquiry into the Company’s financial reporting, and that the Company was cooperating 

fully with the SEC.   

328. On February 16, 2006, the Company filed with the SEC a disclosure on Form 8-

K/A, which reiterated that investors should not rely upon the Company’s previously issued 

financial statements, but which again identified the total impact of the restatement as being in the 

$25 million range.  As such, the statements made in the February 16, 2006, SEC filing were 

materially false and misleading because, among other reasons, they continued to estimate that the 

impact of the restatement would be only approximately $25 million in cumulative earnings 

reductions, rather than the $210 million or more that has now been admitted, and further 

concealed the much more critical accounting errors that had been made.  

329. On February 23, 2006, the Company issued a press release announcing that it 

would not be able to meet the deadline for the filing of its 2005 Form 10-K annual report, that 

the prior income and FFO guidance for the year-ended December 31, 2005, should no longer be 

relied upon, and that it had started investigating certain other accounting areas in connection with 

the restatement the Company would be issuing.  The press release stated in part: 

The Company also announced that it does not expect to meet the March 16, 2006 
deadline to file its Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 
2005. The Company is working diligently to complete its 2005 Form 10-K and 
the previously announced restatement of its 2000 through 2004 financial 
statements and quarterly unaudited financial statements for the first three quarters 
of 2005, which will be reflected in the audited 2005 financial statements included 
in the 2005 Form 10-K, and is also continuing to cooperate fully with the 
previously announced SEC informal inquiry. The filing of the 2005 Form 10-K 
will be made after the Audit Committee of the Company’s Board of Directors, 
with the assistance of Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher, LLP, the Audit Committee’s 
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outside counsel, completes an independent investigation addressing, among other 
matters, the previously announced restatement as well as prior restatements 
announced by the Company in February 2003 and February 2005. Ernst & Young 
LLP, the Company’s auditors, will also need to complete audit procedures 
relating to the 2005 financial statements and the prior period restated financial 
statements. The Company is unable at this time to provide an expected date for 
the filing of its 2005 Form 10-K. 
 
The Company also stated that the Company’s 2005 earnings and funds from 
operations (FFO) will be significantly below the market’s expectations and that 
prior earnings/FFO guidance for the year ended December 31, 2005 should no 
longer be relied upon. The Company does not presently anticipate issuing 
additional guidance in advance of the release of its results for the year ended 
December 31, 2005. 
 
330. By March 2006, the market was becoming increasingly concerned that Mills’ 

accounting issues were significantly worse than had been represented.  On March 17, 2006, the 

Company filed with the SEC a Form NT 10-Q, notifying the SEC and the investing public that: 

(a) the Company’s 2005 Form 10-K would be filed late; and (b) there were at least five new 

accounting areas that were now under investigation.  The disclosure stated in part: 

In addition to the accounting for the MEI-related investments and LTIP, among 
the areas under review are revenue recognition, cost capitalization, lease 
accounting, accounting for sales of real estate and purchase price allocations to 
acquired operating properties. Management, working with accounting consultants, 
will develop a view on these issues, which then will be reviewed with the Audit 
Committee and Ernst & Young. In addition to those adjustments set forth in the 
January 6, 2006 press release and related amended Form 8-K, the registrants 
currently anticipate that there will be additional adjustments to the registrants’ 
historical financial statements; such additional adjustments could be material, 
either individually or in the aggregate. Because the restatement and re-audit 
process have not been completed, the registrants are unable to determine at this 
time the exact nature of the additional adjustments. 
 
331. These disclosures further rattled the market, because they indicated that the 

accounting problems were going to be far more serious than previously disclosed.  On March 17, 

2006, Citigroup analyst Jonathan Litt (who had returned his rating to “hold”) cut his rating on 

Mills stock to “sell” from “hold,” and changed his per share estimate on the Company’s net asset 
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value to $37 from above $40.  Litt specifically attributed the downgrade to the uncertainty 

caused by Mills’ inability to file audited financial statements, stating that: “Our confidence in 

Mills’ net asset value is low and deteriorating, given complex and unaudited financials, unknown 

terms of JVs, huge development pipeline and considerably high leverage.”  The Company’s 

stock price fell more than 5% to close on March 17, 2006 at $36.73 per share. 

332. Then, before the market opened on March 20, 2006, Banc of America lowered its 

rating on Mills to “sell” from “neutral,” and cut its per share risk-weighted net asset value 

estimate of the Company to $30 from $40.  In a research note, Banc of America analyst Ross 

Nussbaum attributed the downgrade to the possibility that the Company “overbooked revenues 

and/or under-reported expenses.”  Nussbaum stated further: “[w]e see the potential for additional 

negative catalysts, including a substantial dividend cut (of up to 50%) or suspension, or the 

commencement of a formal SEC investigation … [w]e continue to believe that a near-term sale 

of Mills is unlikely, given the absence of audited 2005 financials, the SEC inquiry, lawsuits, and 

uncertain outlook for Meadowlands Xanadu.”  With the heaviest trading in the Company’s 

history, Mills’ stock price fell $4.33 per share, or 12%, to close at $32.40 per share on March 20, 

2006, topping the NYSE’s percentage decliners list that day.   

333. On March 22, 2006, the Company disclosed that the SEC had upgraded its inquiry 

of the Company to a formal investigation, and said that it was cooperating with the probe.  

Following this news, shares of Mills stock dropped to as low as $27.75 in mid-day trading on 

March 23, 2006, and closed at $28.85, resulting in a one day decline of 7% and topping off a 

28% drop in price in one week. 

334. Throughout the summer of 2006, there were various press reports concerning the 

Company’s attempt to sell all or certain of its assets, and potential bidders for those assets.  
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Certain of the reports indicated that potential bidders were wary of making bids, in part due to 

the lack of reliable financial figures concerning the Company’s operating history.  But, it was not 

until August 10, 2006 that the market was provided with information that disclosed the hundreds 

of millions of dollars of overstatements of the Company’s previously reported net income, FFO 

and shareholders’ equity.   

A. Mills Discloses What the Restatement Will Contain 

335. On August 10, 2006, the Company filed with the SEC a Form 8-K and a Form NT 

10-Q, indicating that its Form 10-Q for the quarter-ended June 30, 2006 would be filed late, and 

that it did not expect to file its 2005 Form 10-K until September 2006.  The Company disclosed 

that based on the investigation conducted to date, it would be filing a restatement that would, at a 

minimum, slash the $342.5 million of net income reported by Mills for 2003, 2004 and the first 

nine months of 2005 to only $132.5 million – in at least a $210 million decline in the Company’s 

reported net income – and a $295 million decrease of the Company’s shareholders’ equity as of 

September 30, 2005.  This announcement thus revealed for the first time that the Company’s 

reported net income for 2003 – 2005 (through the first nine months) had been overstated by 

158%, and that its shareholders’ equity had been overstated by approximately 30%.  

Significantly, as a result of the accounting improprieties, Mills also disclosed that it could no 

longer survive as an independent company, and would have to file for bankruptcy if it could not 

be sold.  The Company further reported that, in addition to the previously disclosed accounting 

errors requiring restatement, the following matters also warranted adjustment: 

• Capitalization of interest to predevelopment and development projects; 

• Capitalization of overhead costs to predevelopment and development projects; 
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• Cumulative impact and the ongoing accounting for development and leasing fees 

and interest income, relating to the Company’s adoption of FIN 46 in 2004; 

• Translation from foreign currencies of Mills’ investments in its foreign 

subsidiaries; 

• Accounting for grand opening and advertising development projects; 

• Evaluation of capitalized costs including Mills’ accounting for acquisitions of 

properties; and 

• Evaluation of foreign tax exposures. 

336. The Company estimated that the impact of the accounting errors, including those 

previously disclosed, would reduce the Company’s net income by $55 million in 2003, $95 

million in 2004, and $60 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2005.  The Company 

also announced that it was taking impairment charges and write-downs for certain of the 

Company’s properties (which write-downs were to be taken in the fourth quarter 2005 and the 

first fiscal quarters in 2006), and further that approximately one-half of the previously announced 

$71 million in write downs for terminated predevelopment projects, as earlier announced on 

January 6, 2006, in fact were required to be taken in prior years.  The Company stated in relevant 

part: 

In addition to the foregoing write-downs and as previously reported on a Form 8-
K filed on January 6, 2006, TMC and TMLP decided on December 30, 2005 to 
reduce the number of predevelopment projects and to write-off the associated 
capitalized cost of the abandoned projects. Accordingly, ten predevelopment 
projects were written off in the fourth quarter of 2005. TMC and TMLP disclosed 
in that Form 8-K that a charge of $71 million related to these projects was 
expected in the fourth quarter of 2005. As part of the pending restatement of the 
financial statements of TMC and TMLP, it has been determined that certain of 
these projects were previously impaired and should have been written off in prior 
periods.  Additionally, the planned changes in accounting principles and certain of 
the accounting errors discussed above impact the carrying values and reduce the 
amount of the total charge expected in the fourth quarter of 2005, such that the 
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total charge in the fourth quarter of 2005 for TMC is expected to be 
approximately $35 million and for TMLP is expected to be approximately $40 
million.  [Emphasis added]. 
 
337. Further, with respect to management’s ongoing assessment of the Company’s 

internal controls over financial reporting, the Company stated in part: 

To date, we have identified control deficiencies as of December 31, 2005 in a 
number of areas, including in the selection, application and monitoring of 
accounting policies. Management expects to conclude that some of the identified 
deficiencies were either material weaknesses or significant deficiencies that, in 
the aggregate, constituted material weaknesses as of December 31, 2005. 

Accordingly, management’s evaluation of the effectiveness of TMC’s and 
TMLP’s internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2005 is 
expected to reference certain material weaknesses and conclude that TMC’s and 
TMLP’s internal control over financial reporting was not effective as of 
December 31, 2005 ….  [Emphasis added]. 
 
338. These disclosures led to even more analyst downgrades and another significant 

decline in the market price of Mills’ common stock.  On August 11, 2006, Bank of America 

analyst Ross Nussbaum downgraded his rating of Mills to “sell” and further reduced his price 

target on the stock to $16 from $28.  “While this value could be achieved through a sale of the 

company, we also see a reasonable probability that Mills may need to undertake a $1b (plus) 

equity recapitalization in order to satisfy the terms of its $1.9b term loan that matures at year-

end,” Nussbaum wrote in a research note.  “Under a recap scenario, we believe the common 

equity value could potentially be reduced to $12-15/shr.” 

339. On August 11, 2006, an article titled “Mills Corp. In Jeopardy Due to Debt, 

Accounting,” was published in The Washington Post, discussing the Company’s recent 

disclosures.  The article stated in part:  

Mall developer Mills Corp. yesterday said its auditors believe there is “substantial 
doubt” that the company can stay in business because of looming deadlines for 
repayment of $2 billion in debt. 
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In a Securities and Exchange Commission filing, the Chevy Chase company also 
disclosed that accounting mistakes will force it to shave $210 million off the 
$342.8 million in profit that it had reported from 2003 to September 2005. … 
 
In its filing, Mills yesterday offered new details on the looming debt and liquidity 
problems, on its massive Xanadu project at the Meadowlands in New Jersey, and 
on the board’s efforts to find a buyer for Mills by the end of this year. 
 
Mills borrowed almost $2 billion in May to give it enough cash to keep building 
several projects and refinance several existing malls. However, that debt came 
with a requirement that Mills find a buyer by the end of the year, a prospect that 
isn’t assured, or Mills will go into default. Mills said this uncertainty is what will 
lead auditors Ernst & Young to issue a “going concern” letter when the company 
reports its overdue results this September. Such a letter essentially alerts investors 
that the company might not be able to survive. 
 
Another worry is the rising costs and financing of Xanadu, the company’s biggest 
U.S. project ever. The expected final construction budget has ballooned to $2 
billion from $1.3 billion. Also, because space in the uncompleted mall -- which 
will have an indoor ski slope and a 30-story Ferris wheel in addition to shops and 
restaurants – hasn’t leased as well or as fast as Mills hoped, banks aren’t willing 
to finance its construction. If Mills can’t get a lender, it will have to finance the 
construction itself, a prospect that could substantially reduce the company’s 
investment value. 
 
340. With this further news concerning the Company’s anticipated Restatement, and its 

implications for Mills’ financial and operating condition, the Company’s stock price plummeted 

from its close on August 10, 2006 of $22.59 per share to $15.91 per share by the close on August 

11, 2006, a one day drop of 30%, on unusually heavy trading volume.  

B. Aftermath of the Fraud 

341. On September 15, 2006, Mills filed with the SEC another Form 8-K in which it 

announced that a further write-down of the 2003 carrying value of the Empire Tract (Mills’ first 

development site for the mall at the Meadowlands in East Rutherford, New Jersey) would be 

required in its Restatement.  The Company stated that this further write-down would increase the 

amount of the cumulative impact of the accounting errors to Mills by approximately $15 million 
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(with the effect of increasing the cumulative impact of the accounting errors on Mills 

stockholders’ equity to a range of $263 million to $283 million).    

342. In addition, Mills announced that it anticipated that it would report the cumulative 

impact of the accounting errors and changes in accounting principles, as follows: 

THE MILLS CORPORATION 

 
Cumulative Impact of Accounting Errors Reduction of stockholders’ equity in the 

range of $263 million to $283 million as of 
September 30, 2005 

Change in Accounting Principle for 
Capitalization of Overhead Costs to 
Predevelopment and Development Projects 

Reduction in 2005 income and equity by 
$47 million 

Change in Accounting Principle for Interest 
Capitalized to Predevelopment and 
Development Projects 

Reduction in 2005 income and equity by 
$19 million 

THE MILLS LIMITED PARTNERSHIP 
 

Cumulative Impact of Accounting Errors Reduction of partners’ capital in the range 
of $348 million to $368 million as of 
September 30, 2005 

Change in Accounting Principle for 
Capitalization of Overhead Costs to 
Predevelopment and Development Projects 

Reduction in 2005 income and equity by 
$65 million 

Change in Accounting Principle for Interest 
Capitalized to Predevelopment and 
Development Projects 

Reduction in 2005 income and equity by 
$24 million 

 

343. Notwithstanding that Mills announced that it would be restating its financial 

statements by October 31, 2006, and thereafter by the end of November, no restatement was 

issued by year-end 2006. 

C. The Disclosures Made on January 9, 2007 

344. As discussed more fully throughout the Complaint, on January 9, 2007, Mills 

filed a Form 8-K with the SEC in which it reported on the results of the internal investigation of 

the Company’s historical accounting policies and practices conducted by its Audit Committee, 

assisted by the law firm of Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP, and the accounting firm of FTI 
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Consulting, Inc.  The Form 8-K revealed that the Restatement was expected to reduce previously 

reported stockholders’ equity as of September 30, 2005 from $1,326.1 million to between $979.1 

and $974.1 million – reflecting a $347 to $352 million decline, $69 to $84 million more than 

previously reported, and that the correction of these accounting errors would materially reduce 

net income for all periods affected by the Restatement.  The Form 8-K also discussed in detail 

the accounting errors that would be corrected by the Restatement, and provided further 

clarification as to the amount of impairment charges that were required as write-downs for 

various assets identified through the investigation.   

345. Significantly, for the first time, the Company acknowledged that the 

overstatements were caused by misconduct.  The Audit Committee found that certain of the 

Company’s accounting machinations were caused by possible misconduct by former accounting 

and asset management personnel of the Company, including (in at least one instance) through 

management override.  In fact, with regard to certain accounting errors, the Audit Committee 

concluded that the “weight of the evidence was contrary to the witnesses’ assertions that the 

accounting judgments at issue were reasonable and reached in good faith.”  The Company also 

explained that the investigation revealed a number of errors arising from “a lack of competence 

and in some instances a failure of communication and inadequate internal controls,” that the 

Company’s “overall approach and attitude toward accounting determinations resulted in a 

heightened level of risk that accounting errors could occur,” and also that “the Company’s 

overall culture and ‘tone at the top’ were heavily focused on meeting external and internal 

financial expectations, and that the Company did not have in place fully adequate accounting 

information systems, personnel, formal policies and procedures, supervision, and internal 

controls.”   
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VIII. ERNST & YOUNG KNOWINGLY OR RECKLESSLY CERTIFIED THAT 

MILLS’ FINANCIAL STATEMENTS COMPLIED WITH GAAP  

346. E&Y was Mills’ “independent auditor” throughout the Class Period.  E&Y also 

served as the auditor of Mills LP and each of Mills’ joint ventures, including its KanAm joint 

ventures.  In accordance with GAAS, E&Y was charged with the responsibility of opining as to 

whether Mills prepared its financial statements in accordance with GAAP.  However, as 

evidenced by the Company’s disclosures regarding the Restatement, Mills’ financial statements 

from 2000 through the present failed in almost all respects to comply with GAAP.   

347. E&Y knew or recklessly disregarded that Mills’ financial statements for the years 

2000 through 2004, as filed with the SEC in Mills’ Forms 10-K and other SEC filings, as well as 

Mills’ reported quarterly financial results during 2005, were materially overstated and were not 

presented in accordance with GAAP.   

348. Specifically, E&Y knew, or but for its reckless disregard should have known, that, 

among other fraudulent accounting practices, Mills, in violation of GAAP: (i) materially 

understated its expenses by improperly capitalizing costs; (ii) carried phony and impaired 

projects as assets on the Company’s balance sheets in order to avoid writing-off costs and 

recording losses; (iii) improperly recognized revenue by, among other things, fabricating leases 

and sales, failing to timely record lease modifications, and prematurely recognizing land sales; 

and (iv) fundamentally misrepresented the Company’s investment in its joint ventures.  E&Y 

also knew, or but for its reckless disregard should have known, that Mills’ internal controls were 

wholly inadequate during the Class Period and that the Executive Defendants created a culture of 

fraudulent accounting, where the “tone at the top” was focused on meeting financial expectations 

and reporting ever-increasing FFO.   
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349. Indeed, each of the Management Letters E&Y issued to Mills senior management 

and Audit Committee in connection with its audits of Mills’ financial statements for the years 

ended December 31, 2001 through December 31, 2004 demonstrates that E&Y was well aware 

of many of the improper accounting practices Mills was engaging in.  E&Y was also well aware 

of the fact that Mills had poor – if not nonexistent – internal controls.10   E&Y identified 

numerous accounting improprieties, internal control deficiencies and actual financial statement 

errors in its Management Letters, many of which E&Y acknowledged occurred in “high risk” 

areas, “jeopardized quality control processes related to SEC filings” and could lead to 

“misstatements in the financial statements.”  As set forth in the table below and as described 

more fully herein, many of the improprieties and deficiencies that E&Y specifically identified 

are what caused the massive overstatements in Mills’ financial results and are the subject of the 

Restatement.   

                                                 
10  E&Y issued Management Letters in connection with its audits of Mills’ financial statements 
for the years ended on December 31, 2001 through December 31, 2004 on February 19, 2002 
(the “2001 Management Letter”), February 19, 2003 (the “2002 Management Letter”), February 
16, 2004 (the “2003 Management Letter”) and March 31, 2005 (the “2004 Management Letter”), 
respectively.  In addition to demonstrating that E&Y acted with scienter, the Management 
Letters also demonstrate that the Individual Defendants acted with scienter.  Each of the 
Individual Defendants serving as either an officer or director of the Company during the period 
from 2001 to 2005 either received or had access to the Management Letters sent by E&Y to 
Mills for the audits pertaining to the 2001 to 2004 year-end financial statements.  Thus, the facts 
relating to the Management Letters apply equally to the Individual Defendants. 
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Mills’ Restatement 

Corrects For: 

In Their Management Letters (“ML”), E&Y Noted That: 

Improper capitalization of 
interest costs for, among other 
things, the Company’s equity 
method investments. 

“[I]nterest is being capitalized at the property level (FAS 34) but not 
at the corporate level (FAS 58) for the related equity investment.  If 
interest is capitalized at the property level then interest capitalization 
should also occur on the related equity investment.” 2001 ML. 

Improper practice of 
capitalizing costs based on 
estimates of time instead of 
contemporaneous time records. 

“We also noted that allocations to properties for development time is 
based on management discussions and analysis of average time 
spent on a project rather than based on contemporaneous time 
records such as time sheets.” 2002 ML. 

Premature recognition of gains 
on land sales that should have 
been deferred.  

“During our audit, we became aware of two separate land sales in 
which gain recognition was not recorded at the appropriate time 
based on the requirements of FASB 66.”  2003 ML. 

Mills’ improper accounting for 
fixed assets.   

“We detected errors in accounting for fixed assets that required 
adjustments in the annual financial statements.”  2004 ML. 

Improper revenue recognition, 
including, among other things, 
errors resulting from untimely 
recording of lease 
modifications and recovery 
percentages related to costs 
recoverable from tenants. 

 

“[W]e noted numerous manual errors in the schedules calculating 
straight-line rent.  The majority of the errors were associated with 
incorrectly updating formulas and incorrect data input. . .” 2002 ML. 

“We noted several differences between lease agreements and lease 
data input.  It appears that a timely review of lease data inputs. . . 
had not occurred.  When reviews are not performed in a timely 
manner, there is an increased risk that minimum rent revenue and 
percentage rent revenue are not properly charged to tenants nor 
properly recorded in the financial statements.”  2003 ML. 

Improper accounting for 
foreign currency translations.  

 

Foreign operations were improperly accounted for in three primary 
areas: “(1) the selection of the appropriate functional currency of the 
foreign operations; (2) the proper currency determination for the 
Company’s intercompany account with Madrid joint ventures, (3) 
periodic translation and remeasurement of foreign operations as 
required by FAS No. 52.”  2002 ML. 

“[C]ontinued occurrence of exceptions and/or errors in accounting 
for foreign investments”  2003 ML. 
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Mills’ Restatement 

Corrects For: 

In Their Management Letters (“ML”), E&Y Noted That: 

Improper accounting for stock-
based compensation.  

 

“[S]ome stock-based compensation occurred without timely 
notification to the accounting group for consideration of the related 
accounting impact under SFAS No. 123 and 148.” 2002 ML. 

Improper amortization of 
expenses resulting from basis 
differences in investments in 
unconsolidated joint ventures. 

“US GAAP depreciation and amortization lives for tenant 
allowances and deferred costs used by Madrid Xanadu and the 
Snowdome were not consistent with Mills’ policies and audit 
adjusting entries were required to be recorded.” 2003 ML. 

The Company’s “overall 
culture” and “tone at the top” 
were heavily focused on 
meeting external and internal 
financial expectations, and the 
Company did not have in place 
fully adequate accounting 
information systems, 
personnel, formal policies and 
procedures, supervision, and 
internal controls. 

“Insufficient controls (both in design and operation) over the 
selection, application and monitoring of accounting policies, 
including calculation of equity in earnings, capitalization of interest 
and other costs, sales of joint venture interests, acquisition purchase 
price accounting, promotion funds, straight-line rent, lease 
inducements, tenant allowances and the income statement 
presentation of fees and associated costs.”  2004 ML. 

*  The information in the Chart regarding Mills’ Restatement is based on Mills’ admissions as set forth in the 
January 9, 2007 Form 8-K and August 10, 2006 Form 8-K.  As set forth in footnote 10, Management Letters are 
identified by the fiscal year for which the audit was performed. 

  

350. In addition to these identified accounting improprieties, numerous red flags 

signaling Mills’ accounting improprieties also existed and were readily apparent had E&Y been 

conducting its audits in accordance with GAAS.  As Mills stated in its January 9, 2007 Form 8-

K, certain of the Company’s improper accounting determinations and issues “were not concealed 

from review.”  Thus, in certifying that Mills’ financial statements fairly represented Mills’ 

financial condition and results of operations in conformity with GAAP, E&Y knowingly or 

recklessly ignored accounting improprieties, numerous red flags and material internal control 

deficiencies at Mills, which should have alerted E&Y to the fact that the Company’s financial 

reporting practices violated GAAP, and that its financial statements were materially false and 

misleading. 
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A. E&Y’s Materially False and Misleading Statements During the Class 

Period 

351. Despite the numerous GAAP violations evident in Mills’ financial statements 

during the Class Period, E&Y expressed unqualified opinions in the auditor’s reports it issued, 

representing that Mills’ financial statements were presented fairly, in all material respects, and in 

accordance with GAAP for each of the years ended December 31, 2000 to December 31, 2004.  

As set forth below, the specific false and misleading statements for which E&Y is charged with 

liability under Section 10(b) are statements contained in Mills’ Forms 10-K, including, but not 

limited to, Mills’ financial statements and the notes thereto, as well as E&Y’s unqualified 

auditor’s reports on Mills’ financial statements for the fiscal years ended December 31, 2000; 

December 31, 2001; December 31, 2002; December 31, 2003; and December 31, 2004.  

352. Specifically, E&Y stated in each of its unqualified auditor’s reports for the years 

ended December 31, 2000 (dated February 20, 2001, except for the fourth paragraph of Note 1, 

which was dated August 6, 2001); December 31, 2001 (dated February 19, 2002, except for Note 

17, which is dated February 28, 2002); December 31, 2002 (dated February 19, 2003, except for 

the first and second paragraphs of Note 18, which was dated March 27, 2003); and December 31, 

2003 (dated February 16, 2004), that:  

We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of The Mills 
Corporation as of December 31, 2000 and 1999 [December 31, 2001 and 2000; 
December 31, 2002 and 2001; and December 31, 2003 and 2002], and the related 
consolidated statements of income, stockholders’ equity and cash flows for each 
of the three years in the period ended December 31, 2000 [December 31, 2001; 
December 31, 2002 and December 31, 2003]. . . 
 
We conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally 
accepted in the United States. . . 
 
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all 
material respects, the consolidated financial position of The Mills Corporation as 
of December 31, 2000 and 1999 [December 31, 2001 and 2000; December 31, 
2002 and 2001; and December 31, 2003 and 2002], and the consolidated results of 
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its operations and its cash flows for each of the three years in the period ended 
December 31, 2000 [December 31, 2001; December 31, 2002 and December 31, 
2003], in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United 
States. Also, in our opinion, the related financial statement schedule, when 
considered in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole, presents 
fairly in all material respects the information set forth therein. 

 
353. Similarly, for the year-ended December 31, 2004, E&Y audited both Mills’ and 

Mills LP’s financial statements and the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting 

and issued the following materially false and misleading unqualified auditor’s report, dated 

March 31, 2005: 

We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of The Mills 
Corporation as of December 31, 2004 and 2003, and the related consolidated 
statements of income, total comprehensive income, stockholders’ equity and cash 
flows for each of the three years in the period ended December 31, 2004. . . 
 
We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the Public Company 
Accounting Oversight Board (United States). . . 
 
In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements referred to above present 
fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated financial position of The Mills 
Corporation as of December 31, 2004 and 2003, and the consolidated results of its 
operations and its cash flows for each of the three years in the period ended 
December 31, 2004, in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting 
principles. Also, in our opinion, the related financial statement schedule, when 
considered in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole, presents 
fairly in all material respects the information set forth therein. 
 
As discussed in Note 17 of the Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements, 
the accompanying consolidated balance sheet as of December 31, 2003 and the 
related consolidated statements of income, total comprehensive income, 
stockholders’ equity, and cash flows for the years ended December 31, 2003 and 
2002 and the financial statement schedule listed in the Index at Item 15(a) have 
been restated. . . 
 
We also have audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company 
Accounting Oversight Board (United States), the effectiveness of The Mills 
Corporation’s internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2004, 
based on criteria established in Internal Control—Integrated Framework issued by 
the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission and 
our report dated March 31, 2005 expressed an unqualified opinion on 
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management’s assessment and an adverse opinion on the effectiveness of internal 
control over financial reporting. 
 
354. As set forth below, contrary to E&Y’s representations, the statements set forth in 

¶¶ 351-353 above were materially false and misleading in numerous respects, including: (i) 

Mills’ financial statements for fiscal years 2000 through 2004 (including the restatements during 

this time) had not been prepared in accordance with GAAP; and (ii) E&Y’s audit of Mills’ 

financial statements for these years had not been performed in accordance with GAAS. 

B. E&Y Knew or Recklessly Disregarded that Its “Audits” of Mills’ Class 

Period Financial Statements Were Not Conducted in Accordance with 

GAAS 

355.  In certifying Mills’ financial statements, E&Y falsely represented that its audits 

were conducted in accordance with GAAS.  In fact, E&Y violated GAAS in numerous respects 

during the course of its “audits” of Mills’ financial statements.  

356. The AICPA’s Auditing Standards Board has developed Statements on Auditing 

Standards, which serve as “interpretations of generally accepted auditing standards.” AU § 

110.01 states:  

The objective of the ordinary audit of financial statements by the independent 
auditor is the expression of an opinion on the fairness with which they present, in 
all material respects, financial position, results of operations, and its cash flows in 
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. The auditor’s report is 
the medium through which he expresses his opinion or, if circumstances require, 
disclaims an opinion. In either case, he states whether his audit has been made in 
accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. These standards require 
him to state whether, in his opinion, the financial statements are presented in 
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles and to identify those 
circumstances in which such principles have not been consistently observed in the 
preparation of the financial statements of the current period in relation to those of 
the preceding period.   
 
357. When an auditor represents that a company’s financial statements conform in all 

material respects with GAAP, the auditor “indicates [his] belief that the financial statements 

taken as a whole are not materially misstated.” AU § 312.  Indeed, “[f]inancial statements are 
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materially misstated when they contain misstatements whose effect, individually or in the 

aggregate, is important enough to cause them not to be presented fairly, in all material respects, 

in conformity with [GAAP].” AU § 312. 

358. E&Y’s statements were materially false and misleading because, in fact, E&Y’s 

audits represented an extreme departure from GAAS and, therefore, E&Y had no reasonable 

basis to support its opinions that Mills’ financial statements fairly presented the Company’s 

financial position and results of operations in conformity with GAAP.  In issuing unqualified 

audit opinions on Mills’ financial statements despite Mills’ consistent GAAP violations 

throughout the Class Period, E&Y either acted knowingly, or was reckless, in failing to comply 

with the professional standards dictated by GAAS (AU § 150) including: 

• General Standard No. 1, which requires an audit be performed by a person or 

persons having adequate technical training and proficiency as an auditor;  

• General Standard No. 2, which requires that an auditor possess an independence 

in mental attitude in all matters related to the assignment; 

• General Standard No. 3, which requires that due professional care be exercised in 

the performance of the audit and the preparation of the report; 

• Standard of Field Work No. 1, which requires that the auditor’s work be 

adequately planned and audit staff properly supervised; 

• Standard of Field Work No. 2, which requires the auditor gain a sufficient 

understanding of internal controls in order to plan the audit, including accounting, 

financial and managerial controls, to determine whether reliance thereon is 

justified, and if such controls are not reliable, to expand the nature and scope of 

the auditing procedures to be applied; 
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• Standard of Field Work No. 3, which requires sufficient competent evidential 

matter be obtained through inspection, observation, inquiries, and confirmations 

to afford a reasonable basis for an opinion regarding the financial statements 

under audit;  

• Standard of Reporting No. 1, which requires an audit report to state whether the 

financial statements are presented in accordance with GAAP; 

• Standard of Reporting No. 3, which requires informative disclosures in the 

financial statements be regarded as reasonably adequate unless otherwise stated in 

the report; and 

• Standard of Reporting No. 4, which requires that, when an opinion on the 

financial statements as a whole cannot be expressed, the reasons therefore must be 

stated. 

359. E&Y acted with scienter in violating these most fundamental principles of GAAS, 

and in expressing its materially false and misleading unqualified audit opinions regarding Mills’ 

financial statements in that E&Y either had actual knowledge of, or recklessly disregarded, the 

fact that Mills’ financial statements violated GAAP and were materially false and misleading.  

Indeed, as discussed below, E&Y’s audits were so deficient that they amounted to no audits at 

all, and, as a result, E&Y had no reasonable bases to issue its unqualified audit opinions upon 

which it knew investors would rely.   

360. In conducting its audits for the fiscal years ended December 31, 2000 through 

December 31, 2004, E&Y had access to the files and key employees of the Company at all 

relevant times.  As a result of the auditing and other services it provided to Mills, E&Y personnel 

were present at Mills’ corporate headquarters throughout each year, and had continual access to 
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and knowledge of Mills’ confidential internal corporate, financial, operating, and business 

information, and had the opportunity to observe and review the Company’s business and 

accounting practices, and to test the Company’s internal accounting information and publicly 

reported financial statements as well as the Company’s internal controls and structures.  

361. Former employees have confirmed that E&Y auditors were at Mills all the time, 

had access to everything and were directly involved and consulted in accounting decisions and 

treatments.  For example, CW16, Mills’ former Director of Development who was responsible 

for the development and redevelopment of projects, stated that, throughout his more than ten 

year experience at Mills, “there were always discussions” with E&Y as to “how write-downs 

should occur” and whether charges were appropriate as “development charges or whether they 

were going to capitalize those costs.”  CW16 stated that E&Y was closely involved in how and 

what Mills capitalized and wrote-down.  Similarly, CW22, a former Project Controller in the 

Property Accounting Department, stated that E&Y discussed and reviewed capitalization of 

expenses and interest and revenue recognition with Mills.   

362. Based on this level of presence, access and involvement, E&Y’s failure to: (i) act 

on the improprieties it uncovered during its audits of Mills as described in the E&Y Management 

Letters and (ii) detect Mills’ rampant accounting manipulations, can only be the product of actual 

knowledge or severe recklessness.  Mills has now admitted that its financial statements during 

the Class Period did not comply with GAAP.  Moreover, its January 9, 2007 Form 8-K 

establishes a pervasive dereliction by Mills’ management in complying with the basic 

requirements of GAAP.  Therefore, E&Y’s unqualified opinions during the Class Period, stating 

that Mills’ financial statements did comply with GAAP, were false and violated of GAAS 

Standard of Reporting No. 1.   
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363. E&Y disregarded its duty to perform proper audits of Mills and failed to take any 

reasonable steps to ensure that its audit opinions were accurate.  As set forth below, E&Y failed 

to consider the sufficiency of Mills’ internal controls, did not specifically modify its audit 

procedures as a result of actual improprieties and red flags that warned of potential problems 

with Mills’ accounting, and failed to plan its audits and review necessary evidential matter to 

detect instances of fraud.  For these severely reckless and/or knowing failures, E&Y violated the 

federal securities laws. 

1. E&Y Failed to Properly Consider Mills’ Lack of Internal Controls  

364. “In all audits, the auditor should obtain an understanding of internal control 

sufficient to plan the audit.” AU § 319.02 (1990).  To do so, “the auditor should obtain evidential 

matter about the effectiveness of both the design and operation of controls to reduce the assessed 

level of control risk.”  AU § 319.03 (1990).   In addition, “[t]he auditor should obtain sufficient 

knowledge of the information system relevant to financial reporting to understand,” among other 

things, the classes of significant transactions, “the accounting records, supporting information 

and specific accounts in the financial statements involved in the processing and reporting of 

transactions,” the accounting processing involved in recording, processing, accumulating and 

reporting transactions, and the financial reporting process used to prepare financial statements.  

AU § 319.49 (1990).  E&Y violated GAAS because it failed to consider that Mills had grossly 

deficient internal controls and procedures, and therefore, also failed to appropriately modify the 

nature, extent and timing of its audit procedures.  E&Y repeatedly issued unqualified auditor’s 

reports on Mills’ financial statements with knowing or reckless disregard for the fact that Mills 

had serious internal control deficiencies.   

365. Indeed, internal controls are so critical to ensuring the reliability and accuracy of a 

company’s financial statements such that Sarbanes-Oxley requires the Company’s most senior 
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officers to certify, on a quarterly and annual basis, that the corporation’s internal controls are 

sufficient. 

366. E&Y specifically identified serious internal control deficiencies in its 

Management Letters to Mills’ senior management and Audit Committee.   For instance, in its 

2004 Management Letter, E&Y noted that Mills had: 

Insufficient controls (both in design and operation) over the selection, application 
and monitoring of accounting policies, including calculation of equity in earnings, 
capitalization of interest and other costs, sales of joint venture interests, 
acquisition purchase price accounting, promotion funds, straight-line rent, lease 
inducements, tenant allowances and the income statement presentation of fees and 
associated costs.  [Emphasis added]. 

367. Despite noting these deficiencies – and, significantly, that many of them recurred 

year after year – E&Y failed to consider the ramifications that these deficiencies had on the 

reliability of Mills’ financial statements, and issued unqualified audit opinions.   In particular, 

E&Y repeatedly pointed out, but failed to properly consider that Mills, among other things: (i) 

failed to maintain formal written accounting policies and procedures; (ii) failed to engage in 

timely and critical communications regarding transactions and agreements; (iii) experienced 

significant and actual breakdowns in its control and accounting processes; and (iv) failed to 

devote sufficient and competent resources to the accounting function.  E&Y identified these 

deficiencies year after year, but did nothing to correct them.  By doing so, E&Y failed to 

properly consider that Mills lacked the controls necessary to issue accurate and reliable financial 

statements and to protect against management fraud.   

368. Moreover, as set forth herein, many of the issues raised by E&Y in its 

Management Letters led to the massive overstatements in Mills’ financial results.  Had E&Y 

“audited” Mills’ internal controls over its financial reporting in accordance with GAAS, E&Y 
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would have discovered, if it did not already know, that Mills’ financial statements were 

materially misstated.   

i. E&Y Failed to Consider that Mills Did Not Have Formal, 

Written Accounting Policies and Procedures 

369. E&Y repeatedly noted that Mills did not have formal, written accounting policies 

and procedures for, among other areas, the capitalization of overhead and interest, land sales, 

stock options, cash, accounts payable, fixed assets and foreign investments.  Significantly, many 

of these areas were areas that E&Y deemed to be of “high risk” of misstatement.  Having 

written, formalized accounting policies is standard operating procedure.  Such policies 

memorialize fundamental procedures and are critical to ensure that the applicable accounting 

rules and regulations, including GAAP, are applied consistently and accurately.  This is 

particularly critical for rapidly growing companies such as Mills, with dramatically increasing 

net income (Mills’ reported net income nearly doubled from $62.5 million at December 31, 2002 

to over $122 million at December 31, 2003) and thousands of employees working on multiple 

properties and projects throughout the U.S. and abroad (Mills had 1,350 employees as of 

December 31, 2003).  Written, formalized polices are essential to ensure reliability in the 

financial statements – a fundamental accounting concept.    

370. E&Y repeatedly warned Mills senior management about the Company’s failure to 

maintain formal, written policies, and explicitly recognized that such failure could lead to 

“material misstatements.”   Significantly, many of the areas which E&Y identified as being 

deficient and “high risk”– such as capitalization of overhead and interest, land sales and stock 

options – are now the subject of the Restatement.  Mills and the Executive Defendants 

committed accounting machinations in the exact accounting areas that E&Y identified as lacking 

critical written policies and procedures. 
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371. For instance, in its 2001 Management Letter, E&Y identified, but failed to 

properly consider, the ramifications of Mills’ failure to have written policies and procedures for 

the capitalization of interest costs.  E&Y warned the Company that it “should have written 

policies in place so that there is consistency among the properties” and so that interest is 

capitalized properly.  Indeed, during the course of its audit, E&Y determined that Mills had been 

improperly capitalizing interest on some properties “at the property level (FAS 34) but not at the 

corporate level (FAS 58) for the related equity investment.”  E&Y advised that “[i]f interest costs 

are capitalized at the property level then interest capitalization should also occur on the related 

equity investment.”  Mills was inconsistently capitalizing interest on these properties at the 

property and corporate levels in order to improperly boost FFO.   

372. E&Y also explained that Mills should have written policies and procedures for 

accounting matters deemed to be “material” and “high-risk.”  E&Y explained that Mills 

capitalized a material amount of interest costs in 2001, and therefore, “it is important that the 

Company has written policies and procedures to consistently account for capitalized interest each 

year.”  E&Y further stated:  

Preparing and issuing formal policies for such areas as capitalization of overheard 
and interest, land sales and stock options, among others, is also important, as 
these are areas with potentially high risk.  An accounting policies and procedures 
manual should also address recurring transactions (e.g., cash, accounts payable, 
fixed assets, etc.).  Compiling such a manual will help to ensure that there is 
consistency in the accounting policies, practices and procedures of the Company 
in addition to providing a smooth transition when there is employee turnover.  
[Emphasis added]. 

373. Notwithstanding these warnings, Mills did not develop these formal policies.  In 

its 2002 Management Letter, E&Y again noted that Mills did not have formal written policies 

regarding capitalization.  In fact, several of E&Y’s warnings were “Repeat Comments from 

2001.”  For example, E&Y repeated that it was important for Mills to prepare and issue “formal 
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policies for such areas as capitalization of overhead and interest, land sales and stock options, 

among others” because they are “potentially high risk” areas.  E&Y also commented on Mills’ 

need to establish policies and procedures to consistently account for and allocate revenues and 

expenses at the entity level, where, to comply with its various partnership and debt agreements, 

Mills had to “prepare over 30 entity level stand-alone financial statements.”  Despite the fact that 

E&Y identified that Mills still did not have the necessary policies in place to ensure reliable, 

consistent and accurate financial reporting for areas deemed to be “high-risk,” E&Y nevertheless 

signed off on Mills’ financial statements for the year-ended December 31, 2002. 

374. In its 2003 Management Letter, E&Y once more pointed out that Mills failed to 

maintain formal, written policies.  For the third year in a row, E&Y warned the Company of its 

improper capitalization practices and again told the Company to document the Company’s 

capitalization policies.  Specifically, E&Y noted that while “the Company capitalizes a 

significant amount of overhead related to wholly-owned development and leasing activities as 

well as costs related to earning development, leasing, and financing fees from joint venture 

properties,” the E&Y audit revealed that Mills “had updated percentages but had no formal 

documentation of the changes.”  E&Y further noted that Mills capitalized expenses “based on 

management discussions and analysis of average time spent on a project rather than based on 

contemporaneous records such as time sheets.”  E&Y explained that “[t]his leads to a risk that 

time is inappropriately allocated to projects” and thus, recommended that Mills “formally 

reassess and document capitalization rates and all related costs along with all subsequent changes 

in rates and cost allocations.  We also recommend the Company document specific employee 

time to each project and ensure only direct costs are used in their allocation methodology.”   
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375. The failure of the Company to maintain formal, written policies – particularly in 

the face of E&Y’s repeated admonitions – was a clear red flag to the auditors, and they should 

have inquired as to why Mills was unwilling to prepare such policies.  Further, this should have 

caused E&Y to conduct an even more rigorous audit to make sure that the Company was not 

improperly capitalizing expenses.  Notwithstanding that this was, at least, the third year in a row 

that Mills failed to maintain formal, written accounting policies for “high risk” areas such 

capitalization of expenses and overhead, E&Y signed off on Mills’ financial statements.   

376. Notably, in the January 9, 2007 Form 8-K, Mills disclosed that the Restatement 

would include adjustments to correct improper capitalization practices including for, among 

others, improper “interest capitalization for equity method investments” and improper 

capitalization of interest associated with predevelopment and development projects.  Mills also 

disclosed in its August 10, 2006 Form 8-K that “departmental costs that were incidental, but not 

directly related to the development effort, had been included in overhead cost pools that were 

capitalized.  Capitalized overhead will be adjusted to exclude costs from these developments, 

with the result that the excluded costs will be expensed in the relevant periods.” 

377. Had E&Y properly “audited” the impact of Mills’ failure to have formal, written 

accounting policies to govern the financial reporting of such critical areas as capitalization of 

interest and overhead costs, E&Y would have uncovered, if it did not already know, that Mills 

manipulated many of the “high-risk” areas for which no policies existed.  By knowingly or 

recklessly disregarding Mills’ lack of policies, E&Y allowed Mills’ fraudulent scheme to persist 

for years. 

378. E&Y’s knowing or reckless disregard for Mills’ failure to maintain formal, 

written accounting policies and procedures year after year is particularly egregious given what 
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E&Y knew about Mills’ business.  Indeed, between 1995 and 2005, Mills expanded rapidly, 

building thirteen new properties and converting two additional properties to its 

“shoppertainment” formula.  By year-end 2003, Mills was one of the largest regional mall 

owners, with more than forty-two properties worldwide and reporting more than $120 million of 

net income.  E&Y was well aware of these facts.  Indeed, in its 2002 Management Letter, E&Y 

specifically noted that “during 2002, the Company’s growth, scope of operations, and 

complexity of business structures accelerated significantly,” which it warned “will necessitate 

the need for the Company to develop new accounting policies, procedures and processes.”  

379. At the same time, Mills was also experiencing extremely high turnover rates in its 

accounting department.   According to former Mills employee CW3, Mills’ accounting 

department was a revolving door.   CW7 confirmed this description, stating that Mills had 

constant turnover.  Former Mills employees also described the state of concern and uncertainty 

that resulted from both of these circumstances.  For example, CW6 stated that employees were 

often “panicked” because they did not believe the Company had enough staff or sufficient 

infrastructure to manage the growth.   

380. The fact that Mills was experiencing rapid growth and high employee turnover 

without any written, formal policies served as major red flags for E&Y, because they should 

have alerted E&Y that Mills’ financial statements were susceptible to manipulation and 

misstatement.    

ii. E&Y Failed to Consider that Mills Failed to Timely 

Communicate, Review and Record Critical Transactions and 

Agreements 

381. E&Y also repeatedly identified that Mills failed to timely review, record and 

communicate internally with its Accounting personnel about significant transactions and 

agreements.  In doing so, E&Y noted that Mills’ failure to act and communicate in a timely 
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manner caused “inefficiencies when drafting SEC filing documents,” “jeopardized quality 

control processes related to SEC filings” and could “lead to misstatements in financial 

statements.”  However, despite identifying this glaring deficiency and its potential ramifications, 

E&Y failed to modify its audit and failed to require Mills to correct the problem.  Instead, E&Y 

disregarded this obvious red flag and continually signed off on the Company’s financial 

statements.   

382. In the 2001 Management Letter, E&Y warned Mills that it “should establish strict 

guidelines that significant agreements should be reviewed for accounting consequences by the 

appropriate personnel prior to execution” to ensure that the Company would be “aware of the 

potential accounting ramifications before entering into” such significant agreements.   

383. During the 2002 audit, E&Y again warned Mills that it had to develop “strict 

guidelines that significant agreements” be reviewed for accounting consequences prior to 

execution.  In the 2002 Management Letter, E&Y noted that: 

[T]here was no clear and timely communication about key transaction terms, 
intent, timelines, etc. between those involved in executing the terms of the 
transactions and the accounting functions.  The lack of clear and timely 
communications led to inefficiencies when drafting SEC filing documents and 
jeopardized quality control processes related to SEC filings.  We recommend the 
Company consider establishing formal communication channels on all major 
transactions and begin facilitating communication as soon as transactions are 
imminent.  [Emphasis added]. 

 
384. E&Y also identified that Mills’ failure to act in a timely manner caused 

accounting entries to be recorded on incomplete information and in an incorrect manner.  E&Y 

cautioned that Mills’ time delays and the resulting use of secondary information could cause 

misstatements in the financial statements.  Specifically, in the 2002 Management Letter, E&Y 

“noted a noticeable time lag between the final signing of an agreement and the time when the 
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accounting group received a copy of that agreement” and that “accounting entries were, at times, 

posted based on verbal information or drafts of agreements.”   

385. The fact that Mills made accounting entries based on draft and/or verbal 

information was another red flag to E&Y – as the auditor themselves acknowledged.  E&Y noted 

that in some instances “the accounting group had not been informed of a change in a legal 

agreement and, as such, the appropriate accounting entries were not made in a timely manner and 

in one instance, allocations among entities was incorrect.”  For example, E&Y noted a situation 

involving the Meadowlands development, whereby “[a]n amendment to the Meadowland’s 

Partnership Agreement was executed without prior consultation with the Company’s Accounting 

and Finance Department and subsequently required further adjustment.”  E&Y concluded that 

Mills’ “lack of timely review and use of verbal or draft agreements can lead to misstatements in 

financial statements and footnotes of the Company.”  

386. In the 2003 Management Letter, E&Y again noted that Mills did not properly 

review and account for a number of material accounting decisions.  For example, E&Y 

determined that Mills had not undertaken “a critical review” of the Company’s joint venture 

agreements “for accounting implications under US and local GAAP on a timely basis.”  The 

2003 Management Letter further warned about the Company’s timing, policies and practices 

with respect to the recognition of gains from land sales – a critical part of Mills’ business.  In this 

regard, E&Y stated that Mills “enters into a significant amount of agreements to sell residual 

land parcels each year,” yet the audit found “two separate land sales in which gain recognition 

was not recorded at the appropriate time.”  Tellingly, Mills’ Restatement will include 

adjustments for improper recognition of gains from land sales. 
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387. In its 2003 Management Letter, E&Y also noted the Mills failed to document 

changes related to its accounting for foreign currency translation – another restatement issue – on 

a timely basis.  E&Y stated: “[n]umerous changes to the mechanics for foreign currency 

translation occurred throughout the year (such as use of system-generated reports instead of 

manual calculations), which were not documented at the time of implementation or after.” 

388. Despite flagging these instances of improper and untimely accounting, and noting 

the serious ramifications that they could – and did – have on the reliability of Mills’ publicly 

reported financial statements, E&Y turned a blind eye and signed off on Mills’ financial 

statements.  Significantly, the Restatement includes adjustments for misstatements resulting from 

Mills’ reliance on verbal information and draft agreements when necessary information was not 

communicated or reviewed on a timely basis, including for improper allocations among entities 

due to agreement changes.  For example, in the January 9, 2007 Form 8-K, Mills stated that the 

Restatement would include adjustments for certain lease modifications that had not been 

recorded in a timely manner, gains on land sales that should have been deferred, the improper 

timing of the Company’s recognition of incomes and expenses related to its retail investments, 

foreign currency translation, joint venture accounting and the agreement relating to the 

Meadowlands Xanadu site.   

iii. E&Y Failed to Consider that Mills Experienced Significant 

and Actual Breakdowns in Its Control and Accounting 

Processes  

389. During its audits, E&Y also uncovered numerous instances where errors had been 

made in the financial results prepared and/or issued by Mills.  E&Y determined that these errors 

resulted from significant and actual breakdowns in Mills’ internal control and accounting 

processes, breakdowns that E&Y determined could – and did – lead to “material errors in the 
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financial statements.”  Mills Restatement includes adjustments for many of these breakdowns 

that E&Y identified but failed to consider during the course of its audits.   

390. In its audits, E&Y identified, but failed to properly consider, that Mills had 

severely deficient processes for inputting, tracking, updating and accounting for leases and 

accounts receivables; that Mills used a manual system to calculate straight line rents that resulted 

in numerous errors due to incorrectly updating formulas and incorrect data input; and that Mills’ 

data and information systems were not well integrated. 

391. In the 2002 Management Letter, E&Y warned that it “noted numerous manual 

errors in the schedules calculating straight-line rent” and that the “majority of the errors were 

associated with incorrectly updating formulas and incorrect data input as a result of changes to 

lease agreements.”  E&Y cautioned that these “types of errors can lead to material errors in the 

financial statements.”   

392. Similarly, in the 2003 Management Letter, E&Y identified “several differences 

between the lease agreements and the lease data input” system, including “primary and option 

term lengths were incorrect for minimum rent and percentage rent breakpoints were incorrect, 

and CAM [common area maintenance charges] inputs were incorrect.”  E&Y concluded that a 

“timely review of lease data inputs into REALM had not occurred,” which leads to “an increased 

risk that minimum rent revenues and percentage rent revenue are not properly charged to tenants 

and not properly recorded in the financial statements” as well as an increased risk that tenant 

allowances, tenant improvements, and leasing fees are not amortized over the proper periods.   

393. In the 2004 Management Letter, E&Y warned that its testing of controls over the 

lease abstracting process revealed that “a number of control exceptions where the terms of the 

leases selected for testing were not accurately entered into the [accounting] system.”  E&Y noted 
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that “[t]he data input inaccuracies were not uncovered as part of the review process, which was 

identified as a key control.”   

394. However, consistent with E&Y’s warnings, as set forth in the January 9, 2007 

Form 10-K, Mills’ Restatement will include adjustments for Mills’ improper accounting for its 

leases, including for “certain recovery percentages related to costs recoverables,” “certain lease 

modifications [that] had not been recorded in a timely manner,” and “certain termination income 

[that] had been recorded before the tenant vacated rather then when the tenant vacated.”   

395. In the 2003 Management Letter, E&Y also cautioned that the Company had 

weaknesses in terms of purchase price allocations.  This Letter stated that “[d]uring the past two 

years, the Company has grown substantially by acquiring several properties as well as additional 

ownership interests in joint venture entities,” and warned that during its audit, E&Y had 

“reviewed numerous drafts of the allocation calculation finding multiple formula errors and 

inconsistencies between the model and the underlying leases.”  Significantly, as set forth in the 

August 10, 2006 Form 8-K, Mills admitted that the “costs associated with the pursuit of a 

proposed development site should have been expensed” and that “inconsistent methodologies 

were used for allocations of purchase price to acquired construction in progress.”  The 

Restatement will corrects such improprieties. 

396. E&Y also determined, “based on discussions with management,” that “budgeted 

costs were not being updated based on actual costs incurred resulting in inappropriate fee income 

recognition.”  As set forth herein, Mills’ Restatement includes numerous adjustments relating to 

Mills’ improper cost capitalization practices and improper fee recognition from Mills’ joint 

venture properties.   
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iv. E&Y Failed to Consider that Mills Did Not Have Proper 

Resources to Handle and Understand the Relevant Accounting   

397. E&Y repeatedly identified that Mills lacked sufficient resources and personnel to 

handle the Company’s accounting needs.  Moreover, E&Y repeatedly identified that Mills’ 

existing accounting personnel lacked understanding of relevant accounting pronouncements, 

transactions and agreements.  Significantly, E&Y identified this lack of competent resources and 

understanding in critical areas such as Mills’ joint venture agreements, foreign investments and 

stock based compensation – all of which are now being restated.   

398. E&Y failed to properly consider that Mills lacked accounting resources to 

properly analyze and understand the Company’s joint venture agreements.  In particular, in the 

2002 Management Letter, E&Y noted that “there was a lack of accounting resources to properly 

analyze the joint venture agreements and record the related SFAS No. 52 accounting 

implications, which resulted in the improper implementation of SFAS No. 52.”  In the 2003 

Management Letter, E&Y again noted a lack of clear and consistent understanding of the 

Company’s foreign investments and various joint venture agreements.  E&Y stated that, due to 

this lack of understanding, “it is challenging for the accounting department to apply the 

appropriate accounting to various transactions and provisions based on the agreements.”  In 

particular, E&Y noted a lack of understanding with respect to Mills’ joint venture agreement for 

Madrid Xanadu – Mills’ most significant European project, which, as of 2003, was the largest 

shopping mall in Spain, the sixth largest in Europe and contained the largest indoor snow dome 

in Europe.   

399. Notably, the Restatement includes adjustments for Mills’ accounting for its joint 

ventures.  As Mills admitted in its January 9, 2007 Form 8-K, “[i]n reviewing the application of 

FIN 46(R), the Company and Mills LP have determined that development and leasing fees paid 
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to them and/or interest received by them which were capitalized at the joint venture project level 

for the Meadowland Mills and other joint ventures. . . should be eliminated in their entirety.”  

400. In the 2002 Management Letter, E&Y cautioned Mills to “enhance its 

understanding” of accounting for stock-based compensation.  As set forth in the January 9, 2007 

Form 8-K, Mills’ accounting for stock-based compensation is also being restated in the 

Restatement.   

401. In both its 2002 and 2003 Management Letters, E&Y advised Mills that it should 

“devote sufficient resources to develop and document detailed operating and accounting 

procedures related to its foreign investments.”  E&Y’s warning was based on “the Company’s 

growth in foreign investments, their related potential material impact to net income, and the 

Company’s strategic plan to expand overseas.”  As set forth above, in the January 9, 2007 Form 

8-K, Mills admitted that many of its foreign projects were significantly impaired.   

402. This lack of competent resources to handle and understand critical accounting 

issues such as the joint venture agreements and foreign investments should have been a red flag 

to E&Y that Mills’ financial statements were prone to material misstatements and manipulation.  

E&Y should have expanded its audit procedures to address the heightened risk of misstatement.  

However, E&Y repeatedly disregarded this warning signal, and signed off on Mills’ financial 

statements.   

403. E&Y flagged these and other internal control deficiencies in its Management 

Letters.  However, despite noting these deficiencies and the fact that many of them recurred year 

after year, E&Y failed to consider the ramifications that these deficiencies had on the reliability 

of Mills’ financial statements.   
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v. E&Y Failed to Consider Additional Red Flags Signaling Mills’ 

Lack of Internal Controls 

404. Mills’ utter lack of internal controls was so apparent that virtually every Mills 

employee with any involvement in financial reporting was aware of it.  As part of audit 

procedures, it was E&Y’s obligation to assess, evaluate and gather evidence regarding Mills’ 

internal control system, including by asking Mills personnel about the Company’s control 

system.  Had E&Y done so, Mills employees would have informed E&Y that Mills’ internal 

controls were wholly deficient.  

405. For example, former Mills employees were well aware of Mills’ severe lack of 

internal controls.  CW7 stated that Mills appeared to have no internal controls, that accounting 

was “always in disarray,” and that the accounting personnel appeared to have little expertise.  

CW7 also said that accounting at Mills’ headquarters was “always a mess.”  Similarly, CW11 

stated that Mills had “non-existent internal controls,” that there were poor monitoring 

mechanisms in place to track bad debt and that, as a result, bad debt would often not get written 

off when needed.  CW20 also stated that Mills appeared to have weak internal controls and that 

many times transactions would be “double booked.”  CW5, Group Vice President for Anchor 

Leasing at Mills from 2004 through 2006, stated that the systems for managing leases were non-

existent and that there was no consistency among the departments – each department worked off 

its own set of Excel spreadsheets. 

406. After the fraud was uncovered Mills’ itself acknowledged that there had been a 

consistent pattern of internal control weaknesses.  As set forth in the January 9, 2007 Form 8-K, 

Mills’ Audit Committee concluded that certain of the errors “reflect a lack of competence and in 

some instances a failure of communication and inadequate internal controls.”  The Audit 
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Committee stated “the Company did not have in place fully adequate accounting information 

systems, personnel, formal policies and procedures, supervision, and internal controls.”   

407. Along with the Company and the Audit Committee, it was E&Y’s obligation to 

make sure that the Company had these systems and procedures in place.  Yet, despite noting the 

deficiencies year after year, the Company never developed these systems – a fact which E&Y 

knew.  Such willful failure was, at a minimum, severely reckless and an abdication of E&Y’s 

role as an independent auditor.   

408. The conclusions reached by Mills’ Audit Committee and the descriptions 

provided by Mills employees demonstrate that E&Y knowingly or recklessly ignored major “red 

flags” and failed to consider their significance.   

2. E&Y Failed to Obtain Sufficient and Competent Evidential Matter 

409. The auditor is responsible for planning and performing its audit to obtain 

reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement, 

whether caused by error or fraud.  AU § 110 (1972).  The auditor must also obtain a level of 

knowledge of its clients’ businesses sufficient to enable it to “obtain an understanding of the 

events, transactions, and practices that, in his judgment, may have a significant effect on the 

financial statements.”  AU § 311.06 (effective for periods ending after September 30, 1978).  

“Most of the independent auditor’s work in forming his or her opinion on financial statements 

consists of obtaining and evaluating evidential matter concerning the assertions in such financial 

statements.”  AU § 326.02 (1980).  “The independent auditor’s direct personal knowledge, 

obtained through physical examination, observation, computation, and inspection, is more 

persuasive than information obtained indirectly.”  AU § 326.21 (1980).  Representations from 

management “are not a substitute for the application of those auditing procedures necessary to 

afford a reasonable basis for an opinion regarding the financial statements under audit.”  AU § 
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333.02 (1998).  “The books of original entry, the general and subsidiary ledgers, related 

accounting manuals, and records such as work sheets and spreadsheets supporting cost 

allocations, computations, and reconciliations all constitute evidence in support of the financial 

statements.”  “Corroborating evidential matter includes both written and electronic information 

such as checks, . . .contracts, . . . confirmations and other written representations by 

knowledgeable people; information obtained by the auditor from inquiry, observation, 

inspection, and physical examination; and other information developed by, or available to, the 

auditor which permits him or her to reach conclusions through valid reasoning.”  AU § 326.17 

(1997).  “[W]ithout adequate attention to the propriety and accuracy of the underlying 

accounting data, an opinion on financial statements would not be warranted.”  AU § 326.16 

(1980).   

410. In many cases, E&Y violated GAAS because it failed to obtain sufficient 

knowledge of, and sufficient competent evidential matter for, Mills’ assertions in its financial 

statements.  

411. First, although required by GAAS, E&Y failed to obtain sufficient competent 

evidence of the existence of the predevelopment projects that Mills was carrying on its books 

and for which Mills was capitalizing costs.  Indeed, E&Y was obligated to confirm the existence 

of these projects as well as the validity and accuracy of the costs that were being capitalized.  

E&Y could have done so in numerous ways, including, but not limited to, reviewing the projects’ 

activity analyses from year to year, including equipment and payroll activity; reviewing the 

back-up or support for the costs which were being capitalized; conducting a physical observation 

and inspection of the projects; and inquiring about the projects.  Had E&Y done so, it would 

have discovered that the costs being capitalized were improper because the predevelopment 
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projects had been abandoned long ago.  E&Y would have observed that there was no activity 

going on as claimed at the sites.    

412. As Mills admitted in its January 9, 2007 Form 8-K, Mills improperly capitalized 

$26 million of costs for projects that had been abandoned prior to the fourth quarter of 2005.  

Indeed, Mills admitted that it improperly accounted for the costs of at least ten projects that it 

had abandoned years ago.  According to CW17, four of these projects – Oregon City, San Diego, 

Yonkers and Minneapolis – were no longer active when he joined Mills in 2002.  Similarly, 

Mills’ plan to develop a mall in Candlestick, California was abandoned no later than 2004.  

Accordingly, E&Y either recklessly failed to obtain evidence regarding the existence of these 

predevelopment projects, or did so and knowingly allowed Mills to continue to carry phony 

projects on its books.   

413. Similarly, E&Y failed to obtain sufficient competent evidence relating to Mills’ 

purchase and sale of the Home Company.  As set forth above, Mills fraudulently accounted for 

this transaction by pretending as if it sold the Home Company on April 19, 2002, rather than in 

the Spring of 2003.  Mills did so in order to avoid recognizing more than $10 million in 

expenses, which would have reduced its income for the year by almost 20%.  E&Y could easily 

have uncovered the facts, had it bothered to review the most basic of documents.  For example, 

to confirm this sale, E&Y could and should have reviewed the sales agreement, the negotiated 

term sheet, the related notes receivables and the bank statement or other payment information.  

E&Y could and should have also received confirmation from the third party purchaser.  Had 

E&Y done even one of those things, E&Y would have uncovered that Mills’ sale to Home 

Company did not occur on April 19, 2002, as Mills claimed.  Rather, E&Y would have learned 

that Mills’ sale of Home Company was not negotiated until late 2002, that the sale agreement 
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and the related notes receivable were not executed until December 2002, and that the sale was 

not finalized until Spring 2003.  In sum, E&Y would have uncovered what Mills has now 

admitted – that Mills intentionally recorded this sale one year before it actually occurred.  Had 

E&Y conducted its audit in accordance with GAAS, E&Y would have also uncovered that Mills 

also went back into the Company’s books for the second and third quarters of 2002 and reversed 

the $730,000 in expenses that Mills had incurred in connection with Home Company.    

414. E&Y also failed to obtain sufficient competent evidence regarding the costs Mills 

was capitalizing.  E&Y was required to confirm the existence, accuracy and appropriateness of 

these capitalized costs.  E&Y could have confirmed these costs in several ways, including by 

reviewing invoices, receipts, work orders, cancelled checks, payroll accounts and other source 

documents for the equipment, labor and materials used to develop the particular projects.  E&Y 

could have also reviewed project status reports, budget projections and operating reports and/or 

conducted on-site inspections.  Had E&Y done any of these things, E&Y would have learned 

that Mills was fraudulently capitalizing interest costs for projects that were up and running and 

that Mills was fraudulently capitalizing costs for projects that were not undergoing construction.  

As Mills admitted in its January 9, 2007 Form 8-K, Mills improperly capitalized interests costs 

“up to one year following the opening of a development on space where no major tenant 

improvements were in process.”  Had E&Y obtained sufficient competent evidence regarding 

these costs, E&Y would have also learned that Mills was fraudulently capitalizing indirect 

project costs – costs of various departments and employees within Mills that had no direct 

relationship with project development – to specific projects under development.  In its January 9, 

2007 Form 8-K, Mills admitted that it improperly capitalized such “incidental” costs and stated 

that the Restatement would include adjustments to exclude these costs.   
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415. E&Y also failed to obtain sufficient competent evidence regarding the existence 

and the collectability of Mills’ notes receivables.  As admitted, Mills intentionally failed to write-

off more than $14 million in uncollectible notes receivables for more than eight years, even 

though the Company knew that the notes were “clearly” worthless at or shortly after the time 

they were executed in December 1997 and January 1999.  E&Y was required to ascertain the 

status of these notes receivables.  E&Y could have done so by, among other things, getting 

confirmation from the noteholder that it could pay the receivables and reviewing the note 

documents.  Had E&Y done so, E&Y would have learned that these notes were uncollectible and 

should have been written-off.  Indeed, for the years ended December 31, 2000 through 2004, 

Mills reported net notes receivables of $1.19 million, $16.91 million, $23.65 million, $25.68 

million and $62.1 million, respectively.  Thus, the $14 million of uncollectible notes receivables 

constituted a material amount of Mills’ outstanding receivables for this time period, more than 

100%, 83.8%, 59.2%, 54.53% and 22.54%, respectively.   Under GAAS, E&Y was required to 

confirm their collectability.    

416. E&Y failed, as well, to obtain competent sufficient evidence regarding: 

(a) Mills’ estimates and management representations concerning, inter alia, its 
revenue from percentage rents and capitalization of direct leasing 
origination costs;  

 
(b) Mills’ projects under development and in predevelopment so as to assess 

the propriety of management’s accounting treatment of, inter alia, asset 
impairments;  

 
(c) Mills’ application of accounting principles to, inter alia, revenue 

recognition; 
  
(d) Mills’ application of accounting principles to, inter alia, capitalization of 

interest; 
 
(e) Mills’ internal controls, which were in fact virtually nonexistent; 
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(f) Mills’ joint venture agreements and relationship with KanAm;  
 

(g) Mills’ lease administration practices; 
 

(h) Mills’ land and asset sales practices; 
 

(i) Mills’ application of accounting principles to, inter alia, the costs 
associated with its LTIP and stock-based compensation; and  

 
(j) Mills’ project budgets. 

3. E&Y Failed to Properly Evaluate Audit Findings 

417. E&Y also knew that Mills made many accounts determinations based on 

management “estimates” rather than actual data.  This was yet another red flag, because such 

determinations are obviously prone to manipulation by management eager to report positive 

results.  E&Y, however, violated GAAS because it failed to obtain sufficient competent 

evidential matter and, therefore, failed to properly evaluate, Mills’ estimates of, inter alia, the 

time and costs associated with lease origination and revenue from percentage rents.  Indeed, 

GAAS specifically warns of this risk.  “The risk of material misstatement of the financial 

statements is generally greater when account balances and classes of transactions include 

accounting estimates rather than essentially factual data because of the inherent subjectivity in 

estimating future events.”  Estimates are subject “to misstatements that may arise from using 

inadequate or inappropriate data or misapplying appropriate data.”  AU § 312.36 (effective for 

audits of financial statements for periods beginning after June 30, 1984).  “Even when 

management’s estimation process involves competent personnel using relevant and reliable data, 

there is potential for bias in the subjective factors.”  Accordingly, the auditor should consider 

estimates “with an attitude of professional skepticism.”  AU § 342.04 (1989).  “[T]he auditor 

should obtain an understanding of how management developed the estimate,”  (AU § 342.10 

(1989)), and should “obtain sufficient competent evidential matter to provide reasonable 
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assurance” that, inter alia, estimates are reasonable in the circumstances and are presented in 

conformity with GAAP.  AU § 342.07 (1989).     

418. First, Mills and the Executive Defendants inappropriately used inflated time and 

cost estimates of the activities performed by its leasing department, and disregarded the 

Company’s actual time records that were contemporaneously available, when capitalizing direct 

leasing origination costs.  In its January 9, 2007 8-K, the Company admitted that it improperly 

capitalized direct leasing origination costs and stated that “the restatement reflects adjustments to 

lower the estimates of the time and costs incurred by the leasing department for these activities.”   

419. E&Y was well aware of Mills’ failure to use its available actual time and cost 

records in the capitalization of direct leasing origination costs.  In the 2003 Management Letter, 

E&Y warned that Mills employed improper practices, including its failure to use actual time 

records, for capitalizing overhead relating to leasing activities.  E&Y warned that while “the 

Company capitalizes a significant amount of overhead related to wholly-owned development and 

leasing activities,” the audit revealed that Mills “had updated percentages but had no formal 

documentation of the changes.”  E&Y further warned that Mills allocated properties for 

development time based upon “management discussions and analysis of average time spent on a 

project rather than based on contemporaneous records such as time sheets.”  Rather than correct 

its accounting practices, however, Mills continued to capitalize lease origination costs by using 

“estimates” rather than the actual records, and E&Y, despite its warnings, did not check these 

time records – which E&Y knew existed – to ensure that the estimates being used by 

management were accurate.    The failure to do so, particularly in light of the fact that E&Y 

understood this was improper, was a “gross” dereliction of its responsibilities as an auditor.  
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420. Second, Mills and the Executive Defendants improperly recognized revenue by 

reporting management estimates of percentage rents rather than available, actual percentage 

rents.  CW15 stated that Mills used estimated percentage rents instead of actual percentage rents 

in calculating revenue because all of Mills’ malls, with the exception of Sawgrass Mills and 

Grapevine Mills, did not consistently report percentage rents.  CW15 further stated that, at times, 

his department would have to estimate figures for a whole year for a particular property because 

that property had not reported its sales for that long.  In particular, he stated that Discover Mills 

had tremendous problems in this area.  Naturally, Mills’ “estimates” were higher than the actual 

percentage rents.  Thus, Mills recognized revenue that its management knew was simply made 

up.   

421. In its January 9, 2007 8-K, Mills admitted that the Company improperly 

recognized revenue from percentage rents and stated that the Company’s pending restatement 

will correct “certain recovery percentages related to costs recoverable from tenants.” 

422. E&Y was well aware that Mills, in recognizing revenue, improperly used 

estimates of percentage rents instead of actual percentage rents, yet still continued to certify that 

Mills’ financial statements were in conformity with GAAP.  For example, in the 2004 

Management Letter, E&Y warned the Executive Defendants, among other Mills management, 

that there were: 

[A] number of control exceptions where the terms of leases were not accurately 
entered into the J.D. Edwards system . . . . the information in J.D. Edwards is used 
to generate monthly billings for revenue earned from tenants at the Company’s 
properties such as . . . . percentage rent terms . . . . the aggregate of these 
exceptions and the probability of future exceptions, results in a significant 
deficiency . . . .  
 
423. As such, E&Y failed to properly evaluate its audit findings in violation of GAAS. 
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4. E&Y Failed to Properly Consider Fraud and Irregularities 

424. “The auditor should specifically assess the risk of material misstatement of the 

financial statements due to fraud and should consider that assessment in designing the audit 

procedures to be performed.”  AU § 316.12 (1998); AU § 316.05 (1997) (“The auditor should 

assess the risk that errors and irregularities may cause the financial statements to contain a 

material misstatement.”).  The auditor should conduct the engagement with a mindset that 

recognizes the possibility that a material misstatement due to fraud could be present, regardless 

of any past experience with the entity and regardless of the auditor’s belief about management’s 

honesty and integrity.  AU § 316.13 (2003).   

425. To limit the risk of fraudulent financial statements, the auditor should perform 

procedures, including a detailed review of the client’s quarter-end and year-end adjusting journal 

entries and an investigation of any entries that appear unusual as to nature or amount and of 

significant and unusual transactions, particularly those occurring at or near quarter-end or year-

end.  AU § 316.29 (1998).   

426. AU § 316 requires an auditor to consider whether fraud risk factors exist during 

the course of its audit procedure.  AU § 316.32 (applicable to years 2003 forward); AU § 316.09 

(applicable to years 2000 through 2002).  During the Class Period, there were an inordinate 

number of fraud risk factors present at Mills, yet E&Y failed to consider any of these factors in 

its audit planning and conduct.   

427. For example, as alleged above, E&Y was well aware that Mills suffered from an 

acute lack of internal controls, proper accounting and information systems, and adequate 

recordkeeping procedures, yet it failed to take into consideration that such lack of internal 

controls could be a vehicle by which Mills was committing fraud.  Despite repeatedly identifying 
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the internal control problems at Mills, E&Y did not consider that such deficiencies are indicators 

of fraud. 

428. Moreover, Mills experienced rapid growth and unusual profitability, especially 

compared to other companies in the same industry – a risk factor indicated in AU § 

316.85(A.2)(a) (effective for audits of financial statements for periods beginning on or after 

December 15, 2002); see also AU § 316.17(c) (effective for audits of financial statements for 

periods ending on or after December 15, 1997).  In the course of ten years, Mills had built 13 

malls and converted two additional malls into the Mills’ “shoppertainment” formula.  As The 

Washington Post put it, “[u]nder Siegel, Mills’ ambitions bulged along with its malls.”  By 2003, 

Mills was one of the largest regional mall owners in the United States with forty-two properties 

in the United States, Canada, and Europe, totaling fifty-one million square feet.  In addition, 

Mills also took on projects in Singapore, Madrid, Rome and Scotland in an effort to become a 

global REIT during this time period.  CW6 stated that, “there wasn’t a person who didn’t think 

we were expanding too fast.”  Employees often “panicked” because they did not believe the 

Company had enough staff or sufficient infrastructure to manage the growth.   

429. E&Y was well aware of Mills’ rapid expansion and unusual reported profitability, 

yet, E&Y failed to consider whether such rapid expansion and unusual profitability indicated 

fraud.  For example, in its 2003 Management Letter, E&Y warned Mills about problems and 

inconsistencies that occurred as a result of the Company’s rapid expansion.  E&Y stated that in 

the “past two years, the Company has grown substantially by acquiring several properties as well 

as additional ownership interests in joint venture entities” and warned that during its audit they 
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identified “multiple formula errors and inconsistencies between the model and the underlying 

leases” in drafts of the allocation calculation.11   

430. Mills also needed to obtain additional debt or equity financing to stay 

competitive, which is a risk factor identified in AU § 316.85(A.2)(b) (effective for audits of 

financial statements for periods beginning on or after December 15, 2002); see also AU § 

316.17(c) (effective for audits of financial statements for periods ending on or after December 

15, 1997).  In order to continue to expand and stay competitive, and because as a REIT, Mills 

had to distribute at least 90% of its taxable net income, it was essential for Mills to obtain 

additional financing.  E&Y was well aware of Mills’ status as a REIT and its need to obtain 

additional financing to continue to fund its development projects.  Indeed, as set forth above, 

Mills conducted a total of twelve common and preferred stock offerings during the Class Period 

for net proceeds of almost $1.5 billion and, with E&Y’s consent, E&Y’s auditor reports were 

incorporated by reference into the registration statements for each of these offerings.  Despite 

this first-hand knowledge, E&Y failed to consider whether Mills’ need for additional financing 

might be an indicator of fraud.     

431. Further, significant portions of Mills’ management’s compensation (for example, 

bonuses, stock options, and earn-out arrangements) were contingent upon achieving aggressive 

targets for stock price, operating results, financial position, or cash flow, and there was excessive 

pressure on both management and operating personnel to meet financial targets set up by the 

Board and management.  AU § 316.85(A.2)(c-d) (effective for audits of financial statements for 

periods beginning on or after December 15, 2002); see also AU § 316.17(a) (effective for audits 

                                                 
11  In the 2002 Management Letter, E&Y similarly addressed the Company’s rapid growth: 
“During 2002, the Company’s growth, scope of operations, and complexity of business 
structures accelerated significantly…these changes will necessitate the need for the Company to 
develop new accounting policies, procedures and processes.”    
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of financial statements for periods ending on or after December 15, 1997).  As a result, 

Defendants Siegel, Dausch, Parent, Ettenger, Neeb and Napoli had a tremendous stake in Mills’ 

ability to meet certain financial benchmarks.  Specifically, their bonuses, long-term incentive 

awards and stock option grants were dependent on Mills meeting certain goals and projections.  

According to Mills’ 2000-2004 proxy statements, in order to be eligible to receive a bonus, these 

Executive Defendants were required to achieve budgeted levels of (a) growth in funds from 

operations; (b) return on invested capital; (c) growth in tenant sales; (d) property-specific 

development, operations and leasing; (e) sales per square feet; and (f) total stockholder return.  

As such, they were highly motivated to manipulate Mills’ performance in order to meet the 

above criteria.  E&Y was well aware of the structure of the Executive Defendants’ 

compensation, yet failed to modify its auditing procedures despite the heightened motivation for 

fraud.   

432. Mills also had a history of failing to comply with GAAP, and a number of 

individuals had made claims against Mills alleging fraud and violations of laws and regulations.  

AU § 316.85(A.2)(d) (effective for audits of financial statements for periods ending on or after 

December 15, 2002); see also AU § 316.17(a) (effective for audits of financial statements for 

periods ending on or after December 15, 1997).  During the Class Period, Mills twice restated its 

prior financial statements even before the January 6, 2006 disclosure that a $25 million 

restatement would be required.  Moreover, throughout the Class Period, as detailed above, E&Y 

had identified in its Management Letters numerous violations of GAAP.   

433. Thus, in spite of numerous red flags of fraudulent behavior and its unique position 

to understand the inner-workings of Mills, E&Y violated GAAS by failing to properly consider 
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the risk that Mills’ financial statements would be materially misstated as a result of fraud or 

irregularities.   

5. E&Y Failed to Properly Identify and Consider the Related Party 

Transactions with KanAm   

434. An auditor should perform procedures “to identify related party relationships and 

transactions and to satisfy himself concerning the required financial statement accounting and 

disclosure.”  AU § 334.01 (effective for periods ended after September 30, 1983).   The auditor 

should place emphasis on testing material transactions with parties he knows are related to the 

reporting entity.  Certain relationships, such as parent-subsidiary or investor-investee, may be 

clearly evident.”  AU § 334.07 (effective for periods ended after September 30, 1983).  GAAS 

requires auditors to make this inquiry because related party transactions are prone to 

manipulation.   

435. To identify material transactions with related parties, the auditor should, among 

other things, “[r]eview accounting records for large, unusual, or nonrecurring transactions or 

balances, paying particular attention to transactions recognized at or near the end of the reporting 

period.”  AU § 334.08(g) (effective for periods ended after September 30, 1983).  Once material 

related party transactions are identified, the auditor should perform procedures necessary to 

evaluate “the purpose, nature and extent of these transactions and their effect on the financial 

statements.  The procedures should be directed toward obtaining and evaluating sufficient 

competent evidential matter and should extend beyond inquiry of management.”  AU § 334.09 

(effective for periods ended after September 30, 1983).  Those procedures should include, among 

other things, to: 

[A]rrange for the audits of intercompany account balances to be performed as of 
concurrent dates, even if the fiscal years differ, and for the examination of 
specified, important, and representative related party transactions by the auditors 
for each of the parties, with appropriate exchange of relevant information 
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AU § 334.10(e) (effective for periods ended after September 30, 1983).    

436. E&Y violated these GAAS provisions by failing to obtain sufficient competent 

evidential matter concerning the relationship between Mills and KanAm.  E&Y was in a key 

position to understand the related-party relationships and transactions between Mills and 

KanAm, because, among other reasons, it also provided auditing services to KanAm, as well as 

to several of the joint venture entities, and knew that Mills had significant joint ventures with 

KanAm that materially contributed to Mills’ reported income.    

437. Mills’ business model was dependent upon the funding of joint venture projects 

by KanAm.  Because KanAm is not a U.S. company, nor are its shares listed on a U.S. exchange, 

it was not required to follow U.S. GAAP.  E&Y audited both Mills and KanAm, (as well as their 

joint venture projects) and thus, was well aware that Mills was dependent upon the funding of 

KanAm, and that KanAm was not required to comply with U.S. GAAP.  Yet, E&Y failed to 

consider whether Mills relationship with KanAm might require heightened audit scrutiny.  E&Y 

also failed to properly evaluate the myriad intercompany transactions recorded by Mills and 

KanAm, and by their various subsidiaries.  E&Y’s failures in this regard allowed Mills to use its 

KanAm joint ventures as bogus profit centers for fee and interest income.  Had E&Y audited 

these transactions properly (which it had the opportunity to do from both sides), E&Y would 

have known that Mills did not properly consolidate its joint ventures, and was booking income 

from intercompany transactions. 

438. Indeed, at least as early as March 31, 2004, when Mills formally adopted FIN 

46(R), E&Y was required to perform procedures to identify all Mills-KanAm joint ventures 

relationships and transactions and to test all material transactions between Mills and KanAm.  

E&Y failed to perform these basic GAAS requirements, however, and, as a result, Mills was able 
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to eschew the requirements of FIN 46(R).  As set forth above, while Mills represented to 

investors that it had properly consolidated all its joint ventures, in reality, this was not the case.  

Mills recognized $84 million in income from the joint ventures that it should not have. 

6. E&Y Failed to Exercise Professional Skepticism 

439. “Due professional care requires the auditor to exercise professional skepticism.”  

AU §§ 230.07 (2002); AU § 316.16-21 (1997) (professional skepticism is required in planning 

and performing an audit).  This requires the auditor to “diligently perform, in good faith and with 

integrity, the gathering and objective evaluation of evidence.”  AU §§ 230.07 (2002).  “In 

exercising professional skepticism, the auditor should not be satisfied with less than persuasive 

evidence because of a belief that management is honest.”  AU §§ 230.09 (1998); AU § 316.13 

(2003).12  The auditor also “must be without bias with respect to the client since otherwise he 

would lack [the] impartiality necessary for the dependability of his findings.”  AU § 220.02 

(1972).   

440. Notwithstanding these requirements, in connection with its planning and 

performing audit procedures concerning, inter alia, capitalization, revenue recognition, expenses, 

joint venture income, impairment charges and certain other matters described herein, E&Y relied 

almost exclusively on representations from Mills and Mills’ management rather than on 

                                                 
12  This standard is applicable for the years 2003 through the present.  AU § 316.27, which was 
applicable to years 2000 through 2002, stated the following regarding professional skepticism:  
“Professional skepticism.  Due professional care requires the auditor to exercise professional 
skepticism – that is, an attitude that includes a questioning mind and critical assessment of audit 
evidence ….  Some examples demonstrating the application of professional skepticism in 
response to the auditor’s assessment of the risk of material misstatement due to fraud include (a) 
increased sensitivity in the selection of the nature and extent of documentation to be examined in 
support of material transactions, and (b) increased recognition of the need to corroborate 
management explanations or representations concerning material matters – such as further 
analytical procedures, examination of documentation, or discussion with others within or outside 
the entity.”  
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sufficient competent evidential matter.  However, many of the most significant members of 

Mills’ accounting and reporting staff upon whom E&Y relied were former E&Y employees.  For 

example, prior to joining the Company, Defendant Neeb (the Company’s Executive Vice 

President and Chief Investment Officer), Defendant Parent (the Company’s former CFO and 

COO), and Tim Siegman (the Company’s former Controller) all were employed by Kenneth 

Leventhal & Company prior to joining Mills.  Kenneth Leventhal & Company (a firm that 

specialized in providing accounting and consulting services to the real estate industry) was 

acquired by E&Y in 1995, soon after Mills’ IPO.13  Essentially, Mills’ entire accounting and 

reporting chain of command were former E&Y employees.  Former E&Y employees were also 

abundant at KanAm.  For example, Kent Hammond, KanAm’s CFO; Dione Prinsen, KanAm’s 

Controller; Jennifer Ross, Director of Finance for Westwind Capital Partners (a KanAm 

affiliate); and, upon information and belief, Brandon Bellew, a KanAm Financial Analyst, were 

all former E&Y employees.  By relying on representations of these former E&Y employees, 

E&Y failed to exercise the necessary lack of bias required under GAAS. 

441. As such, E&Y failed to exercise professional skepticism, failed to maintain an 

independent mental attitude, and failed to exercise professional due care in the exercise of its 

audits in violation of GAAS.   

7. Additional Allegations of Scienter Against E&Y 

442. During the Class Period, E&Y provided Mills with independent accounting, 

auditing and tax services, as well as with accounting advice and consultation regarding Mills’ 

annual and quarterly reports that Mills filed with the SEC and publicly distributed.   For these 

                                                 
13  At the time of the acquisition, Stan Ross, the head of Kenneth Leventhal and Company, 
became the head of the new real estate group, E&Y Kenneth Leventhal Real Estate Group, and 
Vice Chairman of E&Y. 
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services, E&Y was highly compensated and, as such, Mills was a valuable client of E&Y.  

According to Mills’ proxy statements, E&Y was paid a total of $18.4 million for its services to 

Mills from 2000 through 2004.  It received $9.1 million for services rendered for audit and audit-

related fees; $4.4 million for tax services; and $4.9 million for other services.  These payments 

raise serious questions, especially in light of the extensive GAAS violations alleged above and 

the massive overstatements that E&Y allowed Mills to report at the same time E&Y issued 

unqualified, “clean” options concerning the Company’s financial statements, as to whether E&Y 

conducted its audits with due care and with an independent, and indeed critical, viewpoint, as is 

required by GAAS.  E&Y participated in the wrongdoing alleged herein in order to retain Mills 

as a client and to protect the lucrative fees it received from Mills. 

443. For the reasons set forth above, E&Y utterly failed in its role as auditor.  Each 

audit E&Y conducted of Mills’ financial statements amounted to no audit at all.   

IX. THE KANAM DEFENDANTS CONTROLLED AND PARTICIPATED IN 

MILLS’ FRAUD 

444. As founding shareholders of Mills, each of the KanAm Defendants was an 

integral part of the control that KanAm exercised over Mills and the KanAm Director 

Defendants.  During the Class Period, KanAm USA, of which Director Defendant Braithwaite 

was the President and a Director, controlled or operated KanAm USA Limited Partnerships III 

through XII — the funds that owned interests in Mills properties  — and was responsible for the 

conceptual development and management of investments in retail properties in the United States.  

In addition, KanAm Int’l directed most of the activities connected with the closed-end KanAm 

USA real estate funds, and Director Defendants von Boetticher and von Perfall served as the 

Chair and Deputy Chair, respectively, of the Supervisory Board of KanAm Int’l.  Defendants 

von Boetticher and von Perfall also served as the Chair and director, respectively, of KanAm 
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Grund, which performed, among other activities, portfolio management and portfolio analysis, 

property acquisition, and marketing, accounting and controlling functions for the KanAm 

entities.   

445. Each of these KanAm Defendants were also able to obtain substantial and 

controlling ownership interests in joint ventures with Mills and Mills LP.  Moreover, Defendants 

von Boetticher, von Perfall and Braithwaite, who controlled the KanAm Defendants, had 

substantial influence over Mills’ Board.  As a result, the KanAm Defendants were able to and did 

exercise significant control over the Company, including oversight of Mills’ business 

management and direction of its economic interests, from the time that Mills went public in 1994 

through the end of the Class Period.  

446. The KanAm Defendants exploited their control over Mills and cashed in on the 

Company’s artificially inflated stock price by disposing of more than 13 million shares of Mills 

securities during the Class Period.  According to Mills’ Proxy Statement dated April 10, 2001, 

KanAm beneficially owned 13,279,484 shares, or 35.79%, of Mills common stock as of 

February 28, 2001, in addition to the Mills stock held personally by Defendants von Boetticher, 

von Perfall and Braithwaite.  However, by March 24, 2005, KanAm owned only 93 shares of 

common stock and 796,931 Mills LP units, or only 1.22% of total outstanding shares and units, 

according to Mills’ Proxy Statement of April 29, 2005.   

447. Moreover, as more fully described below, between 2002 and 2004, the KanAm 

Defendants dissolved eleven KanAm USA Funds (KanAm USA III through KanAm USA XIII 

(the “Funds”)) by luring the Funds’ investors to sell their shares of the Funds in exchange for 

Mills LP units by touting the price of Mills’ stock and its prior year gains.  These Fund investors 

were then strongly discouraged from exchanging their Mills LP units into Mills stock by the 
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KanAm Defendants, which would permit them to sell their shares on the open market.  

Significantly, however, at the same time the KanAm Defendants were urging their own investors 

not to sell Mills stock, the three KanAm Director Defendants – KanAm Group representatives on 

Mills’ Board – sold over 1.4 million shares of Mills stock they personally owned for proceeds of 

more than $65 million. 

A. KanAm’s Participation and Control Over the Formation of Mills 

448. The KanAm Defendants have been Mills’ principal partner and financial backer 

since 1978.  In 1994, when Mills decided to go public as a REIT, Mills needed, and received, the 

agreement of the KanAm Defendants.  In exchange for KanAm’s cooperation with regard to 

Mills’ IPO, and KanAm’s interests in the properties jointly owned and previously developed by 

KanAm and Mills’ predecessor, Western Development, KanAm received a 41.9% interest in the 

portion of Mills LP owned by the public.  Since Mills LP was owned 84.8% by the public and 

15.2% by management and its affiliates, KanAm effectively became a 35% owner of Mills upon 

completion of the IPO.  The prospectus issued by Mills for its IPO stated:  

Western’s principal joint venture partners since 1978 have been the KanAm 
partnership formed by KanAm, a real estate developer and investment partnership 
sponsor headquartered in Munich Germany, and it affiliates.  The KanAm 
Partnerships have been equity investors in many of Western’s development 
projects, including most of the Properties and have invested more than $210 
million in such projects. 
 
449. In addition, in exchange for their cooperation in Mills’ IPO, three controlling, 

high-level KanAm officers – Defendants von Perfall, von Boetticher and Braithwaite – were 

appointed to Mills’ Board of Directors.   

450. In a June 27, 1994 letter to KanAm investors, Defendant von Perfall detailed 

KanAm’s role in the formation of Mills and Mills LP, and explained the relationship between the 

companies going forward.  He stated that KanAm Int’l was able to merge the fixed assets of nine 
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KanAm USA limited partnerships into a single company and raise equity on the New York Stock 

Exchange by issuing shares, thereby eliminating a substantial part of its debt.  Von Perfall went 

on to explain that Mills would be managed “under the supervision” of a board of directors that 

included Herbert Miller, Defendant Siegel, Defendant Nick, and the three individuals that 

KanAm delegated to the Board: KanAm Director Defendants von Boetticher, von Perfall and 

Braithwaite.  He attached to the letter an organizational chart of the Mills Group, which provides 

a graphic depiction of KanAm’s controlling influence over Mills, as follows: 

The Mills Group 
 

 

[Bargeld = cash; Geschäftsführung = business management; Aktien = shares; Anleger = investor] 

451. Von Perfall explained that upon the IPO, shopping centers and malls of the 

KanAm Group were merged with Mills LP in exchange for Mills LP units and cash.  According 

to von Perfall, the KanAm Defendants, along with the KanAm Director Defendants, had 

designed the corporate organization of Mills, Mills LP, and the related KanAm entities in such a 
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way that the “sale of the real property of the KanAm entities at the right time has become 

easier.”  In explaining the plan that he and Defendants von Boetticher and Braithwaite had 

commenced, von Perfall stated that KanAm obtained the right to exchange any Mills LP units it 

acquired “for a marketable share of the Mills corporation [at the] rate of exchange [of] 1 : 1, 

[even] if the market price of the Mills shares increases,” and that “KanAm USA III-XII could 

realize a further increase in value of 27% by converting its MLS Partnership [Mills LP] Units 

into MLS [Mills] shares and selling these shares on the stock exchange.”  Von Perfall went on to 

explain: 

We expect that the rising rental income from existing real estate and the 
investment program of the MLS Partnership [Mills LP] will lead to substantial 
increases in value.  This will have a positive effect on the MLS [Mills] stock 
price.  With a favorable trend in stock prices, KanAm will exercise its right to ex-
change and will then realize a sales profit that is attractive for you through the 
sale of MLS [Mills] shares held by KanAm USA III - XII.  We will of course 
inform you promptly about all actions related to this. 

 
B. KanAm’s Control Over Mills’ Management 

452. Throughout the relevant time period, the KanAm Defendants, and therefore the 

KanAm Director Defendants, obtained substantial and controlling ownership interests in the joint 

ventures with Mills.  The following are examples of the key terms and rights of certain joint 

venture projects between KanAm and Mills:  

PROPERTY KANAM PRIORITY 

RETURN % 

KANAM RESIDUAL 

SHARING % 

COLORADO MILLS 9%/11%14 43.7% 

DISCOVER MILLS 9% 50% 

KATY MILLS 9%15 37.5% 

ST. LOUIS MILLS 11% 25% 

PITTSBURG MILLS 11% 25% 

                                                 
14  KanAm earned a 9% priority return on predetermined amounts of contributed capital.  Any 
capital required in excess of the predetermined amount earned an 11% priority return.   

15  A portion of Mills’ priority return was subordinated to KanAm’s priority return.   
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453. As this chart makes clear, through the joint ventures between KanAm and Mills, 

the KanAm Defendants received a priority return on their investments, thereby subordinating the 

interest of Mills to the KanAm Defendants.  By subordinating Mills’ interest to the interest of 

KanAm, the KanAm Defendants were able to control the joint ventures.     

454. The KanAm Defendants additionally controlled Mills via KanAm Director 

Defendants von Perfall, von Boetticher and Braithwaite’s positions on Mills’ Board.  As Mills 

directors, these Defendants were responsible for, and participated in the preparation of, Mills’ 

false financial statements and proxy statements issued during the Class Period.  Defendants von 

Perfall, von Boetticher and Braithwaite signed the Company’s false and misleading annual 

reports on Forms 10-K for the fiscal years 2000 through 2004, authorized others to sign on their 

behalf the Proxy Statements issued from 2000 until 2005, and signed the Company’s false and 

misleading Registration Statement for the Series G Offering.  Moreover, Defendant von Perfall 

served on Mills’ Audit Committee during 2000 and 2001, and, as such, had direct responsibility 

for overseeing Mills’ financial statements and monitoring Mills’ auditor, E&Y.   

455. Indeed, Mills admitted that it was controlled to a significant extent by KanAm.  In 

each of the annual financial statements it issued during the Class Period, Mills stated that the 

KanAm Director Defendants had significant influence over Mills’ Board.  For example, in its 

2004 Form 10-K Mills stated: 

A number of our directors and significant stockholders may exert substantial 
influence over us.  As of December 31, 2004, KanAm owned 1.23% of the 
outstanding partnership units of Mills LP and was our joint venture partner in 
eight operating properties and two development projects.  In addition, KanAm 
Grund is our joint venture partner in two additional operating properties.  Three of 
our thirteen directors are affiliated with KanAm.  These three directors have 
significant influence over us as members of our board . . . The KanAm entities 
may exchange all or a substantial portion of the units that they hold for shares of 
our common stock.  If they do so, they will increase their influence over us and 
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over the outcome of any matters submitted to our stockholders for approval.  The 
influence and voting power of our other stockholders may diminish accordingly.   

 
Mills repeated this statement regarding KanAm’s control and influence in every Form 10-K it 

issued during the Class Period.    

456. Due both to their positions on Mills’ Board and the control they exhibited over 

Mills, the KanAm Defendants, through the KanAm Director Defendants, were privy to E&Y’s 

Management Letters.  As discussed more fully in Section VIII. B, these Management Letters 

clearly put the KanAm Defendants, as well as Mills’ management, and other Board and Audit 

Committee members, on notice of numerous accounting deviations from GAAP, and numerous 

internal control deficiencies, which materially impacted Mills’ financial statements.  Indeed, 

each of the Management Letters E&Y issued during the Class Period put the KanAm Defendants 

on notice of Mills’ improper accounting practices and poor – if not nonexistent – internal 

controls.  In these Management Letters, E&Y identified for Mills – including the KanAm 

Defendants – numerous accounting improprieties, internal control deficiencies and actual 

financial statement errors, many of which E&Y warned occurred in “high risk” areas, 

“jeopardized quality control processes related to SEC filings” and could lead to “misstatements 

in the financial statements.”  In fact, many of the improprieties and deficiencies that E&Y 

identified in the Management Letters caused the massive overstatements in Mills’ financial 

results and are the subject of the Restatement. 

457. Despite the KanAm Defendants’ extensive knowledge and control over the 

financial improprieties contained within Mills’ financial statements during the Class Period, the 

KanAm Defendants and the KanAm Director Defendants did nothing to apprise Mills’ 

stockholders or the market about the falsity of Mills’ financial statements.   
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C. KanAm Exploited Its Control Over Mills to Engage in a Stock Selling 

Scheme 

458. By the end of the 1990s, Mills had expanded to become the largest REIT 

operating discount wholesale malls in the United States.  However, contrary to what Mills was 

disclosing publicly, by the end of 2000, Mills’ operating results had begun to take a downturn, 

thereby threatening the lucrative returns that Defendants had long been promising to investors in 

the various Mills and KanAm entities.  Accordingly, Defendants von Perfall, von Boetticher and 

Braithwaite, who, by virtue of their positions as Mills directors, were aware of Mills’ true 

financial condition, devised an “exit strategy” through which the KanAm Defendants and the 

KanAm Director Defendants were able to realize profits by divesting KanAm investors of 

valuable equity that they had invested in the Funds, while convincing these investors that they 

were still receiving high returns at lucrative multiples, notwithstanding the actual downturn 

facing Mills and Mills LP in their business projects. 

459. Pursuant to this strategy, KanAm investors were advised in mid-2001 that KanAm 

would begin a process of disbursing to Fund investors Mills LP units, convertible into Mills 

common shares on a 1-to-1 basis, thereby allowing KanAm investors to realize a profit at a time 

when Mills stock price was on the rise.  In a letter to sent to investors on or around September 

28, 2001, Defendant von Perfall stated:  

We believe that it is beneficial to the [Funds] to create the basic requirements for 
realizing profits from the fund assets after observing that the rate of the Mills 
shares has developed in an extremely positive manner with an increase to over 
$25 from $16 in the last twelve months, with an increase of 50% being extremely 
positive.  Even if it cannot be expected that the rate will continue to develop at the 
same speed, and incidents such as the recent terrorist attacks in the USA do lead 
to temporary negative reactions, the Mills shares have definite stock market 
potential in the future.   
 
Our suggestion that we made to you, to give us the authority to exchange your 
Mills units and to sell them, allows us the opportunity to be actively involved in 
realizing a profit on your behalf for your commitment to KanAm USA. Notably, 
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the most recent developments in the stock markets have shown how important it 
is to be able to act at just the right time. With regard to the Mills shares we see 
great opportunities to be able to realize a profit from the fund assets within a 
manageable period of time at favorable terms. The [exit strategy] is intended as a 
means to be able to realize a minimum rate for the Mills share at a price of 28 US 
dollars.  [We] expect an increase of the shares within the next twelve months to 
between US $26 and $28. [Emphasis added]. 
 
460. By the end of January 2002, the price of Mills stock had risen to $27.43.  In a 

January 29, 2002 letter to KanAm investors, von Perfall stated: “We think there is a good chance 

that this pleasing development will continue.”   

461. In early 2003, KanAm – “convinced that the time had come to execute the 

mandate of the company members” – dissolved KanAm USA Funds III, V and VI and 

distributed Mills LP units, then valued at approximately $90 million, to the participating 

investors.  In a letter dated February 5, 2003, KanAm informed the investors that they were no 

longer KanAm limited partners, but had become Mills LP unit holders. 

462. Significantly, while the KanAm Defendants executed their plan to exchange the 

investors’ interests for Mills LP units, they strongly advised investors against converting their 

newly-acquired Mills LP units into Mills common shares, citing the continuing increases in 

Mills’ stock price and the Company’s financial prospects.  In the February 5, 2003 letter, KanAm 

stated: “We advise against exchanging your units into share at this time. We believe that the 

profitability and earning power of Mills will continue to climb.”  

463. The KanAm Defendants advised its investors against exchanging their units into 

shares in order to prevent the collapse of Mills stock price.  Had a significant percentage of 

KanAm’s investors in fact exchanged their units into shares and then subsequently sold those 

shares, Mills stock price would have fallen.  In such a scenario, the KanAm Defendants and 
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KanAm Director Defendants would not have been able to sell their own Mills stock at such a 

lucrative, inflated price and reap the resulting insider selling profits.     

464. On June 30, 2003, when Mills’ stock price reached $33.55 per share, KanAm 

dissolved KanAm USA Funds VII through X and distributed Mills LP units, then valued at 

approximately $160 million, to the participating investors.  On December 31, 2004, when Mills’ 

stock price reached $44.00, KanAm dissolved KanAm USA Funds IV, XI, and XIII and partially 

dissolved KanAm USA Fund XII, distributing approximately $145 million worth of Mills LP 

units to participating investors. 

465. Despite these distributions, however, KanAm continued to advise its former 

investors against converting their units into Mills common shares.  For example, in a February 

2004 letter, after describing the rights of Mills LP unit holders to exchange their units for shares, 

KanAm again stated:  “We advise against exchanging your units into shares at this time. We are 

of the opinion that the profitability and earning power of Mills will continue to climb.”   

466. By October 2004, KanAm had dissolved all of the Funds, and distributed, in 

exchange for their distributed investments, Mills LP units to the former Fund investors.  

467. Based on KanAm’s recommendations, many former KanAm investors retained 

the Mills LP units they received as compensation for their interests in the Funds throughout the 

Class Period – and got stuck holding the bag when Mills announced the Restatement.  Indeed, 

Defendant von Boetticher aptly noted this fact in a statement issued in September 2006 to certain 

of KanAm’s former investors: 

The fact that investors cannot exchange Mills LP units into common shares at this 
point and thus sell them is the result of the American security exchange 
regulations.  Mills had to restate its balance sheet retroactively, which according 
to legal regulations resulted in suspension of any transactions involving the 
exchange of Mills LP units into Mills common shares.  The restatement of the 
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balance sheet and the resulting investigation by the SEC led to a drop in the 
market price of the shares. … 
 
When the asset were paid out from KanAm funds VI, X and XII to investors in 
the years 2003 and 2004, KanAm management advised investors against 
exchanging Mills LP units into Mills common shares, on February 5, 2003, 
August 1, 2003, and also on February 2, 2004, because we were expecting 
increased profits and disbursements and because the expected disbursements from 
Mills LP units were ... favorable. ...  The value of the Mills units or rather the 
common Mills shares continually increased until the middle of 2005.   
 
[While] I am very concerned about the [more recent] developments at Mills, until 
further notice, investors may not redeem any Mills LP units.  [Emphasis added]. 
 
468. Significantly, at the same time that KanAm was advising others not to sell out 

their interests in Mills (by converting Mills LP units into Mills common stock, and thereafter 

selling their common stock), von Boetticher and Braithwaite were doing exactly the opposite 

thing!  Throughout the Class Period, Defendant von Boetticher systematically converted his 

Mills LP units into Mills common shares and sold them for excessive profits almost immediately 

upon receiving them.  For example, by December 12, 2002, von Boetticher had received 528,497 

Mills LP units from KanAm America, L.P., in pro rata distribution according to his partnership 

interest.  The next month, on January 10, 2003, von Boetticher converted 220,000 of those units 

into 220,000 Mills common shares.  Six days later, on January 16, 2003, von Boetticher received 

9,164 shares of Mills common stock from KanAm Capital Inc., in pro rata distribution according 

to his partnership interest.  Within days, on January 24, 2003, he converted an additional 20,752 

Mills LP units into 20,752 shares of Mills stock.   

469. Thereafter, notwithstanding the February 5, 2003 and following letters to former 

KanAm investors advising them not to convert their Mills LP units into common stock for sale 

on the market, on July 11, 2003, von Boetticher sold 155,599 Mills shares at $35.10 per share, 

for total sale proceeds of $5,461,524.90.  The next month, on August 29, 2003, von Boetticher 
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converted 329,249 Mills LP units into Mills common shares and, on the same day, sold all 

329,249 shares at $37.275 per share, for total sale proceeds of $12,272,756.48.   

470. On September 3, 2003, Defendant Braithwaite, who made a total profit of 

approximately $1.3 million on sales of Mills stock throughout the Class Period, converted 13,000 

of his own Mills LP units into common shares and sold 3,000 of those shares that same day at 

$38.36 per share.  On September 10, 2003, Braithwaite sold the other 10,000 shares at $37.56 per 

share.  Von Boetticher and Braithwaite’s conversions and sales were in sharp contrast to a 

KanAm letter, sent in September 2003 to its former investors, advising them against exchanging 

their Mills LP units into Mills common shares and selling their shares at that time.  

471. On October 1, 2003, von Boetticher received an additional 228,905 Mills LP units 

from KanAm America, L.P., a KanAm affiliate.  Just six weeks later on November 18, 2003, he 

converted all of those units into Mills common shares and sold all 228,905 shares on the same 

day at $44.02 per share, for total sale proceeds of $10,076,398.10.  On December 11, 2003, von 

Boetticher sold an additional 64,401 Mills shares at $43.02 per share, for proceeds of 

$2,770,531.02. 

472. On January 1, 2004, von Boetticher received 11,179 Mills LP units from East 

Coast Development L.P., a KanAm affiliate shortly before KanAm sent the February 2004 letter 

identified above to its former investors concerning paying out the assets of KanAm USA Funds 

IV, XI, XII and XIII as Mills LP units, and advising them against exchanging units into Mills 

shares based on KanAm’s alleged belief that the profitability and earning power of Mills would 

continue to climb and the expected disbursements from units would be favorable. 

473. However, on March 31, 2004, von Boetticher converted 15,899 Mills LP units 

into Mills shares and, on the next day, sold all of these shares at $53.675 per share, for proceeds 
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of $853,378.83.  On June 3, 2004, he sold 10,251 additional Mills shares for approximately 

$44.15 per share and received proceeds of $453,025.81. 

474. Finally, at year-end, on December 30, 2004, von Boetticher received 328,665 

more Mills LP units from KanAm America, L.P., and again, contrary to the advice provided by 

KanAm to its former investors, converted the units into Mills common shares, and on April 12, 

2005, sold all 328,665 shares at $55.73 per share, for proceeds of $18,316,500.45. 

475. In all, von Boetticher sold nearly 1.4 million shares of Mills stock during the 

Class Period for proceeds of over $64 million.  His sales represented over 99% of his overall 

holdings and, as stated in a Form 4 filed with respect to his April 12, 2005 sale of 328,665 

shares, he continued to hold only 2,354 shares of Mills stock after that sale. 

476. Thus, in direct contradiction of their advice to KanAm Fund investors, 

Defendants Braithwaite and von Boetticher converted and then sold the vast majority of their 

investments in the Funds.  The fact that these Defendants sold their stock at the same time they 

were urging their own investors not to, is powerful evidence of their scienter. 

X. ADDITIONAL FACTS RELEVANT TO SCIENTER 

477. Each of the Executive Defendants acted with scienter in that, as set forth herein, 

each knew or recklessly disregarded that Mills’ publicly reported financial results issued during 

the Class Period were materially false and misleading.  These Defendants were the senior 

management of the Company, and thus at all times were the ones with principal responsibility for 

ensuring that the Company’s financial statements were accurate, truthful and prepared in 

accordance with GAAP.  Yet, as the Company itself has acknowledged, the myriad accounting 

improprieties occurred in large part because senior management established a corporate culture 

that required the Company to meet external and internal financial expectations at any cost.  In the 

Company’s own words, the “overall culture and tone at the top were heavily focused on meeting 
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external and internal financial expectations,” and this “culture” led to a “propensity” to commit 

fraud.  As former employees informed Lead Counsel, the mandate was that Mills employees 

were expected to “do whatever” it took to meet these expectations.  This admission alone is 

sufficient to establish the Executive Defendants’ scienter. 

478. The magnitude and duration of the fraud also establishes these Defendants’ 

scienter.  As noted above, the Restatement was massive, spanning six full years and wiping out 

every penny of income the Company reported in 2003, 2004 and 2005.  The Company has 

admitted that in many instances there was no evidence to support the assertions that the 

accounting was in good faith or reasonable, and has further admitted that its senior management 

knew of – and directed – the fraudulent accounting.  Further, the accounting improprieties 

impacted virtually every line item on the Company’s financial statements – among other things, 

Mills improperly capitalized expenses, improperly recorded revenue, failed to write off worthless 

assets, and improperly accounted for its joint ventures – and the sheer number of accounting 

improprieties defeats any inference that these “errors” were innocent mistakes. 

479. The Company’s response to the SEC Letter in October 2005 is further strong 

evidence of scienter.  Rather than disclose the Letter or come clean, the Executive Defendants, 

including Siegel, Morrow, Dausch, Ettenger, Parent, Neeb and McDonough engaged in a cover-

up.  They falsely told investors that the third quarter results would be delayed to “evaluate the 

accounting for several items in the third quarter” – when the real reason was because they had 

received the SEC Letter – and then lied to investors again on November 9, 2005, when they 

falsely stated that they had conducted a “thorough review” of these items.  In fact, they had 

conducted no such review, and issued those results anyway because they knew that a true, 

independent investigation would reveal enormous accounting irregularities.  Those results were 
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the last financial statements Mills ever filed.  Each Executive Defendant’s scienter is also 

established by the facts set forth below.   

480. Defendant Siegel acted with scienter in the following ways, among others: 

(a) Siegel was appointed as the Company’s Chief Executive Officer and 

Chairman of the Board in 1995 until his retirement as CEO on October 2, 2006, at which time he 

was appointed as a non-executive Chairman of Mills’ Board; 

(b) Throughout the Class Period, Siegel assisted in the preparation of the false 

financial statements and repeated the contents therein to the market. 

(c) Siegel was highly motivated to maintain the Company’s FFO at an 

elevated position throughout the Class Period because the majority of his compensation was tied 

to the Company’s performance.  In 2003 alone, Defendant Siegel’s compensation totaled nearly 

$4.9 million, including a $3.7 million bonus – comprised of a $2.5 million bonus for his and the 

Company’s “extraordinary performance” in 2002 and 2003, as well as an annual bonus of nearly 

$1.7 million based on his performance in 2003. 

(d) Siegel knew or recklessly disregarded that the Company reported false 

information regarding its project budgets and was improperly capitalizing expenses.  Indeed, 

CW25 stated that Siegel and other Company executives knowingly reported inaccurate project 

budgets to the public even when they knew that the actual projects costs were significantly 

higher.  For example, during conference calls with analysts on August 5, 2005 and November 9, 

2005, Defendant Siegel, along with Defendant Dausch, knowingly misrepresented that the 

overall net cost of the Meadowlands Xanadu project would be $1.2 billion, even though they and 

other Company insiders knew through conversations with CW25 (as well as from reports from 

others) that the actual cost at these times was projected to be between $1.6 to $2.0 billion.  
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(e) Siegel knew or recklessly disregarded that Mills had no basis to capitalize 

the $93.2 million in costs it incurred in connection with the failed Empire Tract as those were 

costs incurred in connection into the Meadowlands Xanadu project – which did not even exist at 

the time.  Siegel recognized during a Company conference call with analysts that the Empire 

Tract and Meadowland Xanadu were separate projects.  

(f) According to CW17 and confirmed by CW13, all decisions related to what 

costs to capitalize and what projects to carry on the Company’s books were done “behind the 

curtain” by Defendant Siegel, with the assistance of other Executive Defendants, who “had their 

pulses on everything” at the Company, including all accounting decisions.  Also, CW16 

explained that the allocation of costs to a project were reviewed monthly by senior management, 

which frequently included Defendant Siegel, at “Forecast to Complete Meetings” that took place 

on a monthly basis at Mills’ corporate offices, and thus, Siegel knew, or recklessly disregarded, 

that Mills was improperly capitalizing cost for projects, including for projects it had abandoned 

years earlier.   

(g) Due to his high level of involvement in all aspects of Mills’ business as 

well as his position as CEO, which gave him access to non-public information about the 

Company’s operations, Siegel knew or recklessly disregarded that Mills fraudulently recorded 

the sale of the Home Company in April 2002, when the sale did not occur until the Spring of 

2003. 

(h) Siegel also knew or recklessly disregarded that, prior to the issuance of the 

Company’s first quarter 2004 results, Mills’ senior management ordered accounting personnel to 

reverse a reserve that had been established for an uncollectible receivable based on fictitious and 
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unsupportable information.  This fraudulent reversal was due to “management override” which 

means that the Company’s most senior officers. 

(i) Due to his high level of involvement in all aspect of Mills’ business as 

well as his position as CEO and the materiality of this item to Mills’ reported financial results, 

Siegel knew or recklessly disregarded that Mills’ carried worthless notes receivables on its books 

for eight years even though the Company knew that the notes receivables were impaired at or 

shortly after they were executed in 1997 and 1999.     

(j) Siegel knew or recklessly disregarded that Mills was improperly booking 

rent revenue.  CW17 explained that by October 2005, he had specifically informed Defendant 

Siegel that the Company’s accounting was “totally broken” and gave him a book that recapped 

every property, lease administration and bookkeeping problem that he had been aware of since 

2003.  Defendant Siegel took no responsive action. 

(k) Siegel knew or recklessly disregarded that Mills was improperly 

accounting for its LTIP and other stock-based compensation.  Siegel was a beneficiary of such 

fraudulent option grants for performance years 1999, 2000 and 2001.  As a result, the “all other 

compensation” disclosed for Siegel in the Company’s 2003 and 2004 proxy statements for the 

years 2002 and 2003 was underreported by approximately $132,228 and $28,031, respectively.  

Siegel and the other Executive Defendants were motivated to engage in the granting of these 

secretly backdated, in-the-money options because doing so provided them with a built-in, illegal 

and undisclosed paper profit that was higher than their usual compensation without disclosing 

this profit or seeking shareholder approval. 
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(l) Along with Defendants McDonough and Morrow, Siegel signed false 

certifications on Forms 10-K and 10-Q that Mills had designed, established and maintained an 

effective set of internal controls. 

481. The following facts, among others, support a strong inference that Defendant 

Morrow acted with scienter: 

(a) Defendant Morrow was an Executive Vice President of Mills in the 

Finance Department.  She also served as Mills’ Executive Vice President of Finance and Chief 

Financial Officer during the Class Period and as the Company’s Chief Accounting Officer from 

October 27, 2005 until June 26, 2006. 

(b) Morrow assisted in the preparation of the false financial statements 

described herein and repeated the contents therein to the market. 

(c) Morrow knew or recklessly disregarded that Mills was improperly 

capitalizing costs.  Morrow was part of the core group of Mills’ executives who, according to 

CW17, “had their pulses on everything” at the Company, including all accounting decisions, 

such as what costs to capitalize and what projects to carry on the Company’s books.  Morrow 

was head of the unit at the Company where, according to CW8, the accountants understood that 

they needed to “do whatever” they could to make the Company’s results look acceptable, even 

though they “could never stand behind the numbers.”  In this regard, according to former 

employees, the Executive Defendants, including Morrow, knew and/or recklessly disregarded 

Mills’ improper capitalization of interest costs for certain projects that were up and running.  

(d) Morrow knew or recklessly disregarded that, prior to the issuance of the 

Company’s first quarter 2004 results, Mills’ Asset Management Department ordered the 
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Accounting Department to reverse a reserve for an uncollectible receivable based on fictitious 

and unsupportable information, solely in order to meet expectations for the quarter.   

(e) Morrow knew or recklessly disregarded that Mills’ carried worthless notes 

receivables on its book for years even though those notes were “clearly” impaired at or shortly 

after they were executed in 1997 and 1999.     

(f) Morrow knew or recklessly disregarded that Mills was improperly 

recognizing rent revenue.  CW17 confirmed that Defendant Morrow, as individual responsible 

for Lease Administration, knew of the widespread problems with Mills’ lease administration and 

accounting systems and that Mills was improperly reporting revenue that was based on flawed 

and wrong lease data and thus, would never be earned.  According to CW17, he openly discussed 

this fact with Morrow, and Morrow acknowledged the situation, but tried to blame Mills’ 

bookkeepers.  After confronting Morrow on this issue, CW17 stated that she admitted that lease 

administration did not understand the leases and was causing problems.  Instead of Morrow 

fixing the problems, the problems persisted, and caused the Company’s leasing and accounting 

records to be wrong and revenues and accounts receivables to be overstated and falsely reported. 

(g) Morrow, along with other Mills’ executives, also orchestrated and 

perpetrated the overstatement of income from Mills’ joint ventures.  Former Mills employees, 

including CW13, explained that accounting for Mills’ joint ventures was approved at the highest 

levels of the Company, and according to CW22, Defendant Morrow was one of the key 

personnel involved in Mills’ joint venture accounting.  

(h) Along with Defendants McDonough and Siegel, Morrow signed false 

certifications on Forms 10-K and 10-Q that Mills had designed, established and maintained an 

effective set of internal controls. 
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482. Defendant Parent acted with scienter in the following ways, among others: 

(a) Defendant Parent, one of the Company’s most senior executives, served as 

Mills’ Chief Operating Officer from August 2002 until his employment with the Company ended 

on April 1, 2006, after announcing his resignation in October 2005 (the same time the Company 

received the SEC letter).  He also served as the Company’s Senior Vice President from 

September 1994 until November 1997, Chief Financial Officer from May 1995 until July 2002, 

and as an Executive Vice President from November 1997 until July 2002. 

(b) Parent knew or recklessly disregarded that the Company reported false 

information regarding its project budgets.  CW25 stated that Parent and other Company 

executives knowingly reported inaccurate project budgets to the public even when they knew 

that the actual projects costs were significantly higher.  Defendant Parent, and other Mills’ 

“Department Heads,” as described by CW13, attended monthly Forecast to Complete Meetings 

at Mills’ corporate offices, where, according to CW16, the executives were provided with 

information regarding the status and cost of all of Mills’ development projects, which were 

higher than the budget costs reported publicly to investors. 

(c) Parent knew or recklessly disregarded that Mills had no basis to capitalize 

the $93.2 million it incurred in connection with the Empire Tract into the Meadowlands Xanadu 

project, as Parent recognized during a Company conference call with analysts that the Empire 

Tract and Meadowland Xanadu were separate projects.  

(d) Parent, who served as both the Company’s CFO and COO, knew or 

recklessly disregarded that, in December 2002, Mills fraudulently recorded the sale of the Home 

Company for accounting purposes as if it occurred in April 2002, when the sale did not occur 

until the Spring of 2003. 
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(e) Parent, who served as both the Company’s CFO and COO, knew or 

recklessly disregarded that Mills carried worthless notes receivables on its book for eight years 

even though the notes receivables were “clearly” impaired at or shortly after they were executed 

in 1997 and 1999.     

(f) Parent knew or recklessly disregarded that Mills was fraudulently 

recognizing income from its joint ventures.  According to CW22, Parent served as one of the key 

personnel involved in Mills’ wrongful recognition of income from its joint ventures. 

(g) Parent knew or recklessly disregarded that Mills was improperly 

capitalizing costs.  Various confidential witnesses, including CW13, CW16 and CW17, stated 

that Defendant Parent dictated all decisions regarding the capitalization of interest and other 

costs.  He, along with his Development Finance team, played a key role in allocating project 

costs, thereby determining what costs to capitalize and what capitalization rates to use.  In this 

regard, CW17 stated that all decisions related to what costs to capitalize and what projects to 

carry on the Company’s books were done “behind the curtain” by, among others, Defendant 

Parent. 

483. The facts, among others, support a strong inference that Defendant McDonough 

acted with scienter: 

(a) Defendant McDonough served as the Company’s Executive Vice 

President for Asset Management from May 2003 until 2006, prior to which he served as the 

Company’s CFO and Executive Vice President (August 2002 until May 2003). 

(b) McDonough knew or recklessly disregarded that Mills was engaged in a 

massive accounting fraud.  In discussing Mills’ top management, CW14 described Defendant 

McDonough as being “extraordinarily involved” with Mills’ accounting irregularities and was 
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part of a small group of Vice Presidents and high level executive officers who called all the shots 

and, according to CW17, participated in all accounting decisions. 

(c) As head of the Asset Management Department, McDonough knew or 

recklessly disregarded that, in the first quarter of 2004, Mills’ Asset Management Department, 

through “management override” ordered the Accounting Department to reverse a reserve for an 

uncollectible receivable based on fictitious and unsupportable information.   

(d) McDonough knew or recklessly disregarded that Mills was improperly 

capitalizing costs.  Defendants McDonough, along with others, was responsible for allocating 

costs to projects.  According to CW16, McDonough, in particular, handled “how the overhead 

costs were allocated to the projects, who was direct labor versus indirect labor.”  He stated that 

capitalization of interest and other costs were dictated by Defendant McDonough, when the 

Asset Management Team took over management of the development finance function from 

Defendant Parent’s group. 

(e) Defendant McDonough also played a key role in one of Mills’ schemes to 

artificially inflate its net income and FFO by knowingly reporting false revenue right before the 

end of financial reporting periods, thereby overstating the Company’s true financial condition 

and meeting expectations for the period.  During the Class Period, Defendant McDonough 

ordered Mills employees to fabricate income in violation of GAAP, and, according to CW11, the 

property managers were asked to “just make up” numbers, a concern he voiced to McDonough 

without satisfaction.  For example, Defendant McDonough and another Mills executive issued a 

Company-wide directive to Mills’ property managers via teleconference, such that each Mills 

property should accrue an arbitrary $150,000 of additional “miscellaneous” income as part of the 

Company’s 2004 year-end accrual process, because Mills’ results were not “looking good.”  
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CW11 further stated that Defendant McDonough told the managers to “find” extra income in late 

fees, rentals and storage fees, which scheme resulted in the addition of more than $6 million to 

Mills’ 2004 reported income.  CW11 stated that general managers at the various Mills properties 

received these types of orders every quarter and that Defendant McDonough put pressure on the 

general managers to “find more money” every quarter. 

(f) Defendant McDonough, as a result of his position in Mills’ Asset 

Management Department, had knowledge that Mills’ lease administration, bookkeeping and 

accounting systems were not accurately capturing, billing and accounting for rent reductions, and 

therefore, Mills was knowingly reporting revenue that was false due to these longstanding and 

widespread problems.  Additionally, in 2005, CW17 went to Defendants McDonough and Siegel 

and told them that the Company’s accounting was “so totally broken” and gave them a book 

which recapped every property, lease administration and bookkeeping problem caused by the 

Company’s systems that he had been aware of since 2003, but Defendants Siegel and 

McDonough took no action to correct these problems. 

(g) CW14 also confirmed Mills’ practice of intentionally failing to write-

down impaired investments and assets.  He stated that Defendant McDonough and other senior 

executives put extreme pressure on him to restructure deals with troubled tenants in order to 

avoid having to write-off assets. 

(h) McDonough knew or recklessly disregarded that Mills was fraudulently 

recognizing income from its joint ventures.  According to CW22, McDonough served as one of 

the key personnel involved in Mills’ wrongful recognition of income from its joint ventures. 

(i) McDonough knew or recklessly disregarded that Mills failed to write-

down the costs of abandoned projects to avoid recording expenses.   
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(j) Along with Defendants Siegel and Morrow, McDonough signed false 

certifications on Forms 10-K and 10-Q that Mills had designed, established and maintained an 

effective set of internal controls. 

484. The following facts, among others, demonstrate a strong inference that Defendant 

Ettenger acted with scienter: 

(a) Defendant Ettenger was the Company’s President from February 2004 

until August 11, 2006. 

(b) Ettenger assisted in the preparation of certain of the false financial 

statements described herein and repeated the contents therein to the market. 

(c) Ettenger was highly motivated to maintain the Company’s FFO at an 

elevated position during the Class Period because much of his compensation was tied to the 

Company’s performance.  In 2004 alone, Defendant Ettenger was entitled to receive nearly $8 

million in total compensation, including a $5.6 million restricted stock signing bonus and a $1.3 

million bonus based on his and the Company’s performance in 2004.  Defendant Ettenger was 

also entitled to future long-term incentive plan payouts, which were based on the Company’s 

future performance. 

(d) Ettenger knew or recklessly disregarded that Mills was improperly 

capitalizing costs.  In particular, Ettenger was involved in the Company’s improper capitalization 

of interest for its joint venture projects.  According to CW16, during 2005 and early 2006, 

Ettenger was involved in determining the interest rates to be used for capitalization purposes, and 

was part of the management group that set the interest rates sent out in quarterly emails to 

indicate the interest rates to be used for future projections. 
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(e) Ettenger, based on his position as Mills’ President as well as the 

materiality of this item to Mills’ meeting financial expectations for the first quarter of 2004, 

knew or recklessly disregarded that, prior to the issuance of the Company’s first quarter 2004 

results, Mills’ Asset Management Department ordered the reversal of a reserve for an 

uncollectible receivable based on fictitious and unsupportable information.   

(f) Due to his position as Mills’ President, Defendant Ettenger knew of or 

recklessly disregarded that Mills suffered from widespread and longstanding problems with its 

lease administration, bookkeeping and accounting systems. 

485. The following facts, among others, support a strong inference that Defendant 

Dausch acted with scienter: 

(a) Defendant Dausch served as the Company’s President of Development 

Division from August 2002 until he was removed as an officer of the Company on May 2, 2006.  

Dausch also served as a director until June 2004 and as Senior Vice President of Development 

and Executive Vice President of Development from 1994 to 1999. 

(b) Dausch knew or recklessly disregarded that the Company reported false 

information regarding its development projects.  CW25 stated that Dausch and other Company 

executives knowingly reported inaccurate project budgets to the public even when they knew 

that the actual projects costs were significantly higher.  CW25 further stated that Mills frequently 

misrepresented in SEC filings the anticipated opening dates for its projects, in order to create the 

false impression that these projects would begin to generate income for the Company sooner 

rather than later.  When CW25 personally brought these time schedule variances and other 

Sarbanes-Oxley violations to the attention of Defendant Dausch, he repeatedly refused to discuss 

the problems or correct the Company’s false reporting. 
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(c) For example, although Defendant Dausch had actual knowledge that the 

development budgets relating to the Riverside expansion project were grossly understated, he 

directed the Development Department, of which he was the President, to provide those numbers 

to the Board for approval.  In that regard, at a March 2005 budget meeting, Defendant Dausch 

specifically warned CW25 that he should not discuss the budget variance for the Riverside 

Project with people outside of Dausch’s department. 

(d) CW25 also stated that, during conference calls with analysts on August 5, 

2005 and November 9, 2005, Defendant Dausch, along with Siegel, knowingly misrepresented 

that the overall net cost of the Meadowlands Xanadu project would be $1.2 billion at a time 

when they and other Company insiders knew that the actual net cost was projected to be between 

$1.6 and $2.0 billion. 

(e) Dausch knew or recklessly disregarded that Mills was improperly 

capitalizing costs.  Dausch was also directly involved in Mills’ scheme to improperly capitalize 

costs for predevelopment projects that were “abandoned” and/or impaired.   Not only was he part 

of the core group who made decisions “behind the curtain” as to what costs to capitalize and 

what capitalization rates to use, but, according to CW3, pre-development costs were booked by 

the Development Division on the corporate side, which was run by Defendant Dausch.  He also 

approved Mills’ capitalization for indirect project costs. 

(f) CW16 similarly explained that Defendant Dausch remained fully aware of 

the status of all projects and attended the “Forecast Meetings” that took place at the project sites.  

It was at these meetings that Dausch acquired a body of data regarding the projects that he would 

then present to Mills’ senior management at the “Forecast to Complete Meetings”, which were 

held monthly at Mills’ corporate offices and attended by Mills’ senior management. 
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(g) Dausch knew or recklessly disregarded that Mills had no basis to 

capitalize the $93.2 million it incurred in connection with the Empire Tract into the 

Meadowlands Xanadu project as recognized during a Company conference call with analysts that 

the Empire Tract and Meadowland Xanadu were separate projects.  

486. The following additional facts further demonstrate Defendant Neeb culpably 

participated in Mills’ fraud: 

(a) Defendant Neeb has been the Company’s Executive Vice President and 

Chief Investment Officer since August 2002, prior to which he served as the Company’s 

Executive Vice President, Senior Vice President, Treasurer, Vice President, Controller, and 

Director of Finance and Corporate Reporting. 

(b) CW1 stated that Defendant Neeb handled all accounting for joint ventures 

and for “bad debt.”  Moreover, CW1 described Neeb as the “brains” behind the accounting at 

Mills, and stated that Neeb was responsible for the Company’s “aggressive accounting.” 

(c) Other confidential witnesses, including CW 13, describe Neeb as a 

member of the core group of “key executives,” or the Company’s “Department Heads,” who 

“had their pulses on everything” at the Company, including all accounting decisions and, in 

particular, all decisions as to what costs to capitalize and what capitalization rates to use. 

(d) CW13 also stated that Neeb was one of the high level executives 

responsible for orchestrating Mills’ improper accounting for its joint ventures. 

487. The following additional facts demonstrate that Defendant Napoli culpably 

participated in Mills’ fraud: 
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(a) Defendant Napoli served as both President of the Operating Division of 

Mills and most recently as Executive Vice President of Leasing before resigning effective 

October 27, 2006. 

(b)  In his position as Executive Vice President of Leasing at Mills, Defendant 

Napoli was involved in Mills’ failures to expense costs for predevelopment projects that it had 

abandoned.  According to CW17, many of the predevelopment projects – including Oregon City, 

San Diego, Yonkers and Minneapolis – although carried on the Company’s books, were not even 

active projects when he joined Mills in 2002, and were never discussed at Mills during his 

tenure.  Another abandoned project relating to the development of a mall in Candlestick, 

California, was also improperly carried “on the books forever,” according to CW17. 

(c) Defendant Napoli also attended the monthly “Forecast to Complete 

Meetings”, where Defendant Dausch presented Mills’ senior management with status reports and 

budgetary information regarding Mills’ predevelopment projects.  Napoli was informed of the 

status and activity of all Company projects and therefore knew that the Company was carrying 

abandoned projects on its balance sheets.  

(d) Napoli participated in Mills’ fraudulent transfer of costs from the Empire 

Tract into the Meadowlands Xanadu project.  Napoli participated in the conference call with 

analysts where Mills recognized that the Empire Tract and Meadowlands, Xanadu were separate 

projects and therefore knew or recklessly disregarded that Mills had no basis to capitalize the 

$93.2 million it incurred in connection with the Empire Tract into the Meadowlands Xanadu 

project.  
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A. The Executive Defendants Were Highly Motivated to Meet FFO 

Expectations 

488. Defendants Siegel, Dausch, Parent, Napoli, Neeb and Ettenger also had both 

motive and opportunity to perpetrate Mills’ fraudulent scheme.  They each had a tremendous 

stake in Mills’ meeting certain numerical benchmarks during the Class Period, since each of 

these Executive Defendants’ annual bonuses were dependant on Mills meeting certain goals and 

objectives.  According to Mills’ proxy statements from the years 2000 through 2004, in order to 

be eligible to receive a bonus, these Executive Defendants were required to achieve budgeted 

levels of (a) growth in FFO; (b) return on invested capital; (c) growth in tenant sales; (d) 

property-specific development, operations and leasing; (e) sales per square feet; and (f) total 

stockholder return.  These criteria were also used to determine awards of long-term incentive 

payments.  In addition, grants of restricted stock were “determined based on a variety of factors, 

including the individual’s degree of responsibility, ability to affect future Company performance, 

salary level and contribution to the overall success of the Company, as well as to the general 

level of performance by the Company.”  As such, these Executive Defendants were highly 

motivated to manipulate Mills’ performance in order to meet the above criteria.   

489. The compensation chart below details the annual bonuses and other incentive 

compensation these Executive Defendants stood to gain – over and above their salaries – by 

achieving these metrics.     
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 Annual Compensation Long-Term Compensation 

Name Year Salary ($) Bonus($) Other Annual 
Compensation 

Restricted Stock 
Awards ($) 

LTIP 
Payouts16 

All Other 
Compensation 

2000 $675,220 $800,000 -- -- -- $1,359,581 

2001 $700,000 $1,800,000 -- -- -- $1,959,400 

2002 $700,000 $1,660,000 -- -- -- $10,900 

2003 $700,000 $4,172,000 -- -- -- $10,825 

Laurence 
C. Siegel 

2004 $1,412,503 $1,879,200 -- -- $1,942,500 $11,408 

2000 $377,338 $161,238 -- $352,616 -- $6,893 

2001 $379,356 $263,765 $164,633 -- -- $6,924 

2002 $395,915 $255,200 -- $1,254,000 -- $10,714 

2003 $414,100 $276,408 -- $410,100 -- $10,686 

James F. 
Dausch 

2004 $431,364 $288,216  -- $541,462 $11,250 

2000 $300,223 $121,452 -- $270,543 -- $8,541 

2001 $314,324 $222,522 -- --  $9,066 

2002 $413,223 $283,910  $1,254,000 -- $10,684 

2003 $460,686 $307,504 -- $820,200 -- $10,763 

2004 $479,892 $318,616 -- -- $602,808 $11,362 

2002 $157,306 $505,200 -- $1,432,500 -- $122 

2003 $418,867 $529,590 $61,252 $410,100 -- $3,193 

Kenneth 
R. Parent 

2004 $432,569 $538,216 -- -- $545,531 11,252 

2000 $208,067 $67,338 -- $143,913 -- $8,375 

2001 $217,839 $123,373 -- $215,913 -- $8,893 

2002 $276,327 $206,280 -- $953,700 -- $10,499 

D. 
Gregory 

Neeb 

2003 $318,750 $175,500 -- $820,200 -- $10,529 

Mark D. 
Ettenger 

2004 $1,054,174 $1,305,760 -- $5,607,800 -- $868 

 
B. Defendants’ Insider Trading During the Class Period 

490. Company insiders, including the following Individual Defendants, were able to 

cash in on the Company’s artificially inflated stock price by selling more than 2.2 million shares 

of Mills securities for more than $100 million during the Class Period.  A chart of sales of Mills 

stock by certain corporate officers and directors (hereafter, the “Insider Selling Defendants”), 

including for each sale the number of shares sold, the price per share, the number of shares held 

                                                 
16  The long-term incentive plan payout is the amount paid to each named executive officers in 
April 2005 for the performance period of January 1, 2002 through December 31, 2004. 
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by the insider after each transaction, the percentage of total holdings sold, and the total proceeds, 

follows: 

NAME 
TRANSACTION 

DATE
17

 
SHARES 

SOLD 

PRICE 
PER 

SHARE 

RESULTING 
SHARES 

PERCENT 
SOLD 

TOTAL SALES 

             

Dausch, James 03/29/01 4,600 $20.33 62,910 6.8% 93,518.00 

  07/18/02 22,000 $28.01 77,119 22.1% 616,220.00 

  02/26/03 71,958 $28.88 80,186 47.2% 2,077,566.88 

  05/20/03 12,200 $32.14 114,086 9.6% 391,180.00 

  02/25/04 23,000 $49.25 148,994 13.3% 1,132,664.90 

  02/26/04 22,000 $49.11 126,994 14.7% 1,080,395.80 

  04/01/05 6,118 $52.79 130,876 4.4% 322,938.63 

  04/12/05 6,000 $55.03 124,876 4.5% 330,181.11 

  04/15/05 15,984 $55.18 108,892 12.7% 881,997.12 

  09/20/05 7,000 $56.27 101,892 6.4% 393,754.00 

  04/01/06 2,048 $27.99 99,844 2.0% 57,313.28 

Total   192,908      $7,377,729.72 

             

Ettenger, Mark 01/01/05 24,645 $63.49 30,355 44.8% 1,564,587.83 

  04/11/05 4,715 $54.92 36,201 11.5% 258,947.80 

  01/01/06 33,164 $41.80 58,037 36.3% 2,298,725.00 

  04/17/06 8,879 $28.61 80,758 9.9% 254,028.19 

Total   71,403      $4,376,288.82 

            

Napoli, James 04/05/05 5,160 $52.79 20,840 19.8% 272,370.60 

  05/11/05 12,000 $57.10 42,840 21.8% 685,195.60 

  04/01/06 5,160 $27.99 37,680 12.0% 144,402.60 

Total   22,320      $1,101,968.80 

             

Neeb, Greg 12/27/02 23,980 $29.60 15,503 60.7% 709,808.00 

  07/10/03 4,789 $34.71 49,238 8.8% 166,229.97 

  10/01/03 5,950 $39.48 43,288 12.0% 234,870.00 

  03/15/04 20,000 $51.68 54,288 26.9% 1,033,526.00 

  01/01/05 4,917 $63.49 59,671 7.6% 312,155.75 

  04/01/05 4,801 $52.79 64,570 6.9% 253,444.79 

  04/01/06 2,057 $27.99 62,513 3.1% 57,575.43 

                                                 
17  A significant portion of the shares owned by the Insider Selling Defendants, who are also 
Executive Defendants, were obtained through the exercise of stock option grants, the insider 
sales chart does not include, as holdings, stock option grants to the Insider Selling Defendants 
that were not exercised.  As the Company has admitted, many of its stock option grants were 
improperly backdated, and thus, were not authorized to be granted under the shareholder-
approved stock option plans.  Granting such options were thus ultra vires actions, and should be 
considered null and void.  Therefore, it would not be appropriate to include such improper, 
unauthorized and unexercised grants in the total of shares held by Mills insiders. 
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NAME 
TRANSACTION 

DATE
17

 
SHARES 

SOLD 

PRICE 
PER 

SHARE 

RESULTING 
SHARES 

PERCENT 
SOLD 

TOTAL SALES 

Total   66,494      $2,767,609.94 

             

Nick, Harry 09/10/03 17,000 $37.54 141,326 10.7% 637,551.00 

  11/15/04 4,000 $60.01 139,926 2.7% 240,001.00 

  05/17/05 6,000 $55.81 134,646 4.2% 334,269.00 

  09/14/05 7,653 $58.31 126,893 5.6% 445,981.03 

Total   34,653      $1,657,802.03 

         %   

Parent, Kenneth 12/27/02 10,789 $29.60 63,675 14.4% 319,354.40 

  03/31/03 29,110 $31.33 92,565 23.9% 910,625.00 

  06/27/03 18,000 $33.23 92,565 16.2% 598,056.00 

  10/06/03 10,000 $40.72 82,565 10.8% 407,140.50 

  12/31/03 10,000 $43.64 102,893 8.8% 436,189.00 

  03/01/04 25,000 $50.39 110,653 18.4% 1,259,747.50 

  03/04/04 11,490 $51.19 120,653 8.6% 588,181.14 

  03/05/04 10,000 $51.71 110,653 8.2% 517,054.50 

  09/20/04 45,000 $50.63 145,090 23.6% 2,277,868.00 

  03/31/05 2,898 $52.99 133,492 2.1% 153,550.53 

  04/01/05 6,298 $52.79 127,194 4.7% 332,439.93 

  04/12/05 25,000 $55.47 127,194 16.4% 1,386,707.50 

  06/17/05 20,000 $60.22 152,194 11.6% 1,204,366.00 

  06/30/05 3,798 $60.15 123,396 2.9% 228,430.71 

  09/30/05 3,798 $54.81 119,598 3.0% 208,149.39 

  01/01/06 9,000 $41.80 113,635 7.3% 376,155.00 

Total   240,181      $11,204,015.10 

             

Siegel, 
Laurence 

 

03/02/04 

 

47,200 

 

$51.03 

 

518,722 8.3% 

 

2,408,507.44 

  03/03/04 49,300 $50.83 469,422 9.5% 2,506,140.85 

  09/06/05 21,806 $58.84 469,422 4.4% 1,282,664.60 

  05/22/06 80,722 $30.22 503,468 13.8% 2,439,418.84 

Total   199,028      $8,636,731.73 

             
Von Boetticher, 
Dietrich 

07/11/03 155,599 $35.10 75,099 
67.4% 

5,461,524.90 

  08/29/03 329,249 $37.28 75,099 81.4% 12,272,756.48 

  11/18/03 228,905 $44.02 75,099 75.2% 10,076,398.10 

  12/11/03 64,401 $43.02 10,698 85.7% 2,770,531.02 

  02/20/04 1,000 $48.23 10,698 8.5% 48,230.00 

  04/01/04 280,349 $53.68 10,605 96.3% 15,047,732.58 

  06/03/04 10,251 $44.22 354 96.6% 453,025.81 

  04/12/05 328,665 $55.73 2,354 99.2% 18,316,500.45 

Total   1,398,419      $64,446,699.34 

             

Grand Total   2,270,586     $101,568,845.48  
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491. As noted above, Defendant von Boetticher sold over 99% of his individual 

holdings of Mills common stock during the Class Period, with many of his sales coming shortly 

after he converted Mills LP units unto Mills common shares.  Defendant Dausch sold 192,908 

shares and continued to hold only 99,944 shares by April 1, 2006, meaning that he sold 65% of 

his overall holdings.  Calculated in the same manner, Defendant Ettenger sold 46% of his overall 

holdings; Defendant Napoli sold 37% of his overall holdings; Defendant Neeb sold 51% of his 

holdings; Defendant Ettenger sold 46% of his holdings; Defendant Napoli sold 37% of his 

holdings; and Defendant Siegel sold 28% of his holdings.  Thus, each of these Individual Selling 

Defendants sold significant portions of their own Mills stock holdings during the Class Period.  

492. In sharp contrast to the Insider Selling Defendants’ sales of Mills stock during the 

Class Period, based on a review of Form 4s filed with the SEC during the two years prior to the 

start of the Class Period, which evidenced a total of nineteen transactions, there were only two 

sales of Mills stock by Company insiders totaling 300 shares, and both of those sales were made 

by Defendant Dausch, as follows: 

NAME TRANSACTION 

DATE 
SHARES 

SOLD 
PRICE PER 

SHARE 
RESULTING 

SHARES 
PERCENT 

SOLD 
TOTAL 

SALES 
Dausch, 

James 12/12/99 1,200 $16.9375 32,066 3.6% $20,325.00 

  
  1/11/00 1,900 $18.125 46,220 3.9% $34,438.50 

  
493. These sales – constituting less than 4% of Dausch’s stock at the times they were 

made, for total proceeds of $54,763.50 – show that the Class Period sales of the Insider Selling 

Defendants (the rest of whom had no sales during the two years prior to the start of the Class 

Period) were highly unusual and unprecedented in terms of their timing, size and frequency 

when compared to the same Defendants’ pre-Class Period transaction histories. 
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494. The magnitude and timing of the sales of Mills stock by the Insider Selling 

Defendants during the Class Period are highly probative of scienter.  For example, on the heels 

of a steady increase in Mills stock price following a February 17, 2004, press release in which 

Mills announced “record results” for the quarter and year-ended December 31, 2003, with double 

digit increases in net income and FFO, various of the Defendants reaped millions of dollars in 

profits by executing sales of Mills stock at artificially inflated prices.  In fact, nearly half of 

Defendant Siegel’s total Class Period sales occurred shortly after the issuance of the press 

release, in which he stated: “Our NOI growth was outstanding in 2003 and was boosted by a 

strong holiday season, which makes us optimistic about our prospects for 2004.  By rigorously 

executing on our strategy to grow our portfolio through acquisition and development, we are 

well positioned to benefit from a resurgence in consumer spending.”  Within two weeks of that 

announcement, Siegel sold a total of 96,500 shares, or 17.05% of his holdings, for proceeds of 

$4,914,648.29.  Defendant Dausch also reaped $2,213,060.70 in proceeds after selling, on 

February 25, 2004 and February 26, 2004, 45,000 shares, or 13.3% of his holdings, representing 

26.2% of his total Class Period sales of Mills stock.  Similarly, Defendant Parent sold 25,000 

shares, or 18.4% of his holdings, on March 1, 2004, and another 21,490 shares, or 16.3% of his 

holdings, on March 2, 2004 and March 3, 2004, for a total profit of $2,364,83.14. 

495. A similar pattern of stock sales by the Insider Selling Defendants occurred in 

early 2005, shortly after Mills reported its financial results for fiscal year-ended December 31, 

2004.  In the March 23, 2005 press release, the Company reported increases in FFO and NOI, 

along with an 83% increase in earnings per share.  Nine days after this announcement, Defendant 

von Boetticher sold 328,665 shares, representing 24% of the 1,398,419 total shares he sold 

during the Class Period.    
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496. Furthermore, the sales of Mills stock by the Insider Selling Defendants from the 

period beginning October 31, 2005, when the Company released its first partial disclosure, until 

August 10, 2006, the final day of the Class Period, is significant.  Within this time frame – and 

shortly before the true extent of the accounting errors was disclosed to the market – Defendants 

Ettenger and Siegel executed 59% and 41% of their Class Period sales, respectively.   

497. Thus, in addition to continuing and concealing the fraud so that the Company 

could continue to raise money from the sales of preferred stock, and entice other investors into 

new and existing development projects, the Individual Defendants had powerful personal 

motives to maintain Mills’ stock prices at artificially inflated levels throughout the Class Period, 

so that they could gain over a hundred million dollars personally from their own sales of Mills 

stock.  These stock sales by the Insider Selling Defendants during the Class Period came at a 

time when, as Mills has admitted, every one of its financial statements materially overstated the 

Company’s reported net income, FFO and shareholders’ equity, and therefore, during the period 

during which the prices of Mills’ stock were artificially inflated. 

498. And, as alleged previously, the KanAm Defendants – which sold out their own 

Mills’ stock holdings – utilized Mills’ artificially inflated stock price by enticing investors in 

KanAm USA Funds to exchange their interests in those Funds for Mills LP units, which KanAm 

advised against converting into Mills stock. 

XI. LOSS CAUSATION 

499. Defendants’ wrongful conduct, as alleged herein, directly and proximately caused 

the economic loss suffered by Plaintiffs and the Class.  As Plaintiffs will establish by expert 

opinion, the market prices of Mills securities were inflated by the false and misleading 

statements made by Defendants, as identified above, and, as a result, Plaintiffs and the Class 

purchased Mills securities at artificially inflated prices during the Class Period.  The Company’s 
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ensuing disclosures, as described herein, revealed to the market the fraudulent nature of these 

statements and the extent of the misrepresentations contained in Mills’ financial statements that 

form the primary basis of this action.   

500. In fact, when the misrepresentations and omissions that Mills concealed from the 

market were revealed through the series of partial disclosures beginning after the close of the 

market on October 31, 2005 and continuing through the close of the market on August 10, 2006, 

the prices of Mills securities fell dramatically, causing substantial losses to investors. 

501. Mills issued the first of its partial disclosures on October 31, 2005, when it 

revealed that the Company anticipated third quarter results to be “substantially below 

expectations,” and that its third quarter conference call would be delayed “to allow the Company 

additional time to evaluate the accounting for several items in its third quarter results.”  Upon 

this disclosure, the price of Mills stock fell $7.82, or 15%, to close at $45.68 per share on the 

next trading day.  The Company’s disclosure of its third quarter results on November 9, 2005 – 

which were still materially false and misleading for the reasons identified above – caused 

additional concerns about the Company’s accounting and another drop in the price of Mills stock 

from $44.00 to a closing price of $39.50 on November 10, 2005.  These disclosures were just the 

tip of the iceberg, however, in the revelation of Mills’ accounting issues and the falsity of the 

Company’s reported Class Period financial results.  

502. On January 6, 2006, Mills disclosed a series of additional material 

misrepresentations and omissions it had made during the Class Period that led, in part, to the 

artificial inflation of the Company’s stock price and to Plaintiffs’ losses.  Mills announced that it 

would be restating its prior financial statements for fiscal years 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004 

and the first three quarters of 2005, which would have an estimated impact of approximately $25 
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million on the Company’s cumulative earnings.  The January 6, 2006 announcement also 

revealed, for the first time, that Mills erroneously accounted for certain investments by its 

subsidiary, MEI, and other accounting errors related to the Company’s long-term incentive 

compensation.  Mills also revealed that it would be taking a restructuring charge of 

approximately $71 million related to the write-off of ten predevelopment projects, that it would 

be reporting material weaknesses in its internal controls, and that investors should no longer rely 

on certain of the Company’s financials or auditor’s reports issued during the Class Period.  Upon 

this new information, Mills’ stock price dropped an additional $1.18 per share to close at $41.05 

on the following trading day, causing investors further losses. 

503. As described herein, the January 6, 2006 announcement did not come close to 

revealing the true extent of the Restatement or the degree of the accounting errors in Mills’ 

financial statements issued during the Class Period.  This announcement was followed by 

additional partial disclosures, including Mills’ March 17, 2006 announcement that the Company 

and its consultants were reviewing five additional areas of accounting, and further anticipated 

there would be even more areas of adjustment to the Company’s historical financials that could 

be material.  The five areas in which the Company stated that it expected accounting adjustments 

might be made included revenue recognition, cost capitalization, lease accounting, accounting 

for sale of real estate and purchase price allocations to acquired operating properties.  The 

revelation of this previously undisclosed information, which provided additional reasons as to 

why the Company’s prior financial statements were fraudulent and caused financial analysts to 

downgrade their ratings on the Company, caused Mills’ stock price to drop even further, from 

$35.26 on the morning after the announcement to $27.75 on March 23, 2006, for a three day 

drop of $7.51 as the market digested this new information. 
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504. Then, on August 10, 2006, the final day of the Class Period, Mills revealed a host 

of additional areas of accounting irregularities in prior financial statements that, in connection 

with the previously disclosed adjustments, led to the material overstatement of Mills’ revenues, 

net income, FFO, shareholders’ equity and total assets during the Class Period, and the resulting 

artificial inflation of Mills’ stock price.  The previously undisclosed accounting areas that Mills 

finally disclosed on August 10, 2006 as warranting adjustments included: the capitalization of 

interest to predevelopment and development projects; the capitalization of overhead costs to 

predevelopment and development projects; the cumulative impact and the ongoing accounting 

for development and leasing fees and interest income relating to the Company’s adoption of FIN 

46 in 2004; the translation from foreign currencies of Mills’ investments in its foreign 

subsidiaries; the accounting for grand opening and advertising development projects; the 

evaluation of capitalized costs including Mills’ accounting for acquisitions of properties; and the 

evaluation of foreign tax purposes.  The August 10, 2006 8-K also disclosed, for the first time, 

that the material misrepresentations and omissions in the Company’s prior financial statements 

had the effect of: (i) materially overstating the Company’s reported net income by $55 million in 

2003, $95 million in 2004, and $60 million in the first three quarters of 2005, for a total 

overstatement of $210 million, or 158%, in this time period; and (ii) materially overstating the 

Company’s reported shareholders’ equity by $295 million, or 30%, as of September 30, 2005.  

The August 10, 2006 announcement also revealed that certain of the Company’s predevelopment 

projects were impaired prior to the fourth quarter of 2005, as previously disclosed, and would 

therefore be written off in these prior periods.  This previously undisclosed information, which 

finally revealed the extraordinary magnitude (although not the entire amounts) shed further light 

on the extent of the material misrepresentations and omissions contained in each and every 
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financial statement that the Company issued during the Class Period, and drove Mills’ stock 

price down even further, from $21.63 to $15.91 on August 11, 2006, causing investors additional 

losses.  Further, as a result of these accounting improprieties, Mills disclosed that it was no 

longer financially viable, and would file for bankruptcy if it could not be sold. 

505. In all, as a result of the disclosures of the false accounting and lack of internal 

controls at Mills, the market price of Mills common stock fell from more than $53 per share to 

less than $16 per share during the period from October 31, 2005 (after the close of the market) to 

August 11, 2006.  Over the same time period, the market prices of Mills preferred stock also fell 

as a result of the disclosures of the false accounting and lack of internal controls.  For instance, 

from October 31, 2005 to August 11, 2006, the market prices of Mills Series G preferred stock 

fell from $25.23 to $19.00. 

506. These declines were directly related to disclosure of the previously issued false 

and misleading statements, and establish the loss causation element of the Plaintiffs’ Exchange 

Act claims. 

XII. APPLICABILITY OF PRESUMPTION OF RELIANCE: FRAUD-ON-THE 

MARKET DOCTRINE 

507. At all relevant times, the market for Mills securities was an open, efficient and 

well-developed market for the following reasons, among others: 

(a) Mills’ stock met the requirements for listing, and was listed and actively 

traded on the NYSE, a highly efficient and automated market; 

(b) As a public company, Mills filed periodic public reports with the SEC; 

(c) Mills regularly communicated with public investors via established market 

communication mechanisms, including through regular disseminations of press releases on the 
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national circuits of major newswire services and through other wide-ranging public disclosures, 

such as communications with the financial press and other similar reporting services; and 

(d) Mills filed numerous registration statements with the SEC on Forms S-3 

for its common and preferred stock offerings during the Class Period as set forth above in 

Section VI. I. 

(e) Mills was followed by several securities analysts employed by major 

brokerage firms who wrote reports which were distributed to the sales force and certain 

customers of their respective brokerage firms.  Each of these reports was publicly available and 

entered the public marketplace. 

508. As a result of the foregoing, the market for Mills securities promptly digested 

current information regarding Mills from all publicly available sources and reflected such 

information in Mills’ stock price.  Under these circumstances, all purchasers of Mills securities 

during the Class Period suffered similar injury through their purchase of Mills securities at 

artificially inflated prices and a presumption of reliance applies. 

XIII. CLAIMS BROUGHT PURSUANT TO THE EXCHANGE ACT 

FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF  

 

For Violations of Section 10(b) of The Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5  

(Against Defendants Mills, Mills LP, Siegel, Morrow, 

Parent, McDonough, Ettenger and Dausch) 

 

509. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege each and every allegation contained above as if 

fully set forth herein. 

510. During the Class Period, Defendants Mills and Mills LP (including their 

successors in interest as identified above), and Defendants Siegel, Morrow, Parent, McDonough, 

Ettenger and Dausch disseminated or approved the false statements specified above, which they 

knew or deliberately disregarded were misleading in that they contained misrepresentations and 
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failed to disclose material facts necessary in order to make the statements made, in light of the 

circumstances under which they were made, not misleading. 

511. These Defendants violated §10(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5 in that 

they: (a) employed devices, schemes, and artifices to defraud; (b) made untrue statements of 

material facts or omitted to state material facts necessary in order to make the statements made, 

in light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading; or (c) engaged in acts, 

practices, and a course of business that operated as a fraud or deceit upon Plaintiffs and others 

similarly situated in connection with their purchases of Mills common and preferred stock during 

the Class Period. 

512. These Defendants, individually and in concert, directly and indirectly, by the use 

of means or instrumentalities of interstate commerce and/or of the mails, engaged and 

participated in a continuous course of conduct that operated as a fraud and deceit upon Plaintiffs 

and the Class; made various untrue and/or misleading statements of material facts and omitted to 

state material facts necessary in order to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances 

under which they were made, not misleading; made the above statements with a severely 

reckless disregard for the truth; and employed devices, and artifices to defraud in connection 

with the purchase and sale of securities, which were intended to, and did: (i) deceive the 

investing public, including Plaintiffs and the Class, regarding, among other things, Mills’ 

improper capitalization of expenses, including its interest capitalization, indirect project cost 

capitalization, capitalization of direct leasing origination costs, grand opening and market costs 

and evaluation of predevelopment projects and acquired construction in progress, and the Empire 

tract transfer, as well as its fixed asset accounting, revenue recognition, FIN 46(R) adoption and 

application, foreign currency translation, long-term incentive plan and other accounting errors; 
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(ii) artificially inflate and maintain the market price of Mills securities; and (iii) cause Plaintiffs 

and other members of the Class to purchase Mills securities at artificially inflated prices.   

513. Defendants Mills and Mills LP are liable for all materially false and misleading 

statements made during the Class Period, as alleged above, including the false and misleading 

statements in: 

i. Mills’ press release of February 27, 2001; 
 

ii. Mills’ Form 10-K, filed with the SEC on March 28, 2001; 
 

iii. Mills’ press release of May 15, 2001; 
 

iv. Mills’ Form 10-Q, filed with the SEC on May 15, 2001; 
 

v. Mills’ press release of August 8, 2001; 
 

vi. Mills’ Form 10-K/A, filed with the SEC on August 10, 2001; 
 

vii. Mills’ Form 10-Q/A, filed with the SEC on August 10, 2001; 
 

viii. Mills’ Form 10-Q, filed with the SEC on August 13, 2001; 
 

ix. Mills’ Form 10-K/A, filed with the SEC on August 14, 2001; 
 

x. Mills’ press release of November 12, 2001; 
 

xi. Mills’ Form 10-Q, filed with the SEC on November 14, 2001; 
 

xii. Mills’ press release of February 27, 2002; 
 

xiii. Mills’ Form 10-K, filed with the SEC on March 28, 2002; 
 

xiv. Mills’ press release of May 9, 2002; 
 

xv. Mills’ Form 10-Q, filed with the SEC on May 14, 2002; 
 

xvi. Mills’ press release of August 12, 2002; 
 

xvii. Mills’ Form 10-Q, filed with the SEC on August 14, 2002; 
 

xviii. Mills’ press release of November 4, 2002; 
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xix. Mills’ Form 10-Q, filed with the SEC on November 14, 2002; 
 

xx. Mills’ press release of February 21, 2003; 
 

xxi. Mills’ Form 10-K, filed with the SEC on March 31, 2003; 
 

xxii. Mills’ press release of May 9, 2003; 
 

xxiii. Mills’ Form 10-Q, filed with the SEC on May 15, 2003; 
 

xxiv. Mills’ press release of August 13, 2003; 
 

xxv. Mills’ Form 10-Q, filed with the SEC on August 14, 2003; 
 

xxvi. Mills’ press release of November 5, 2003; 
 

xxvii. Mills’ Form 10-Q, filed with the SEC on November 14, 2003; 
 

xxviii. Mills’ press release of February 17, 2004; 
 

xxix. Mills’ Form 10-K, filed with the SEC on March 15, 2004; 
 

xxx. Mills’ press release of April 30, 2004; 
 

xxxi. Mills’ Form 10-Q, filed with the SEC on May 10, 2004; 
 

xxxii. Mills’ press release of August 3, 2004; 
 

xxxiii. Mills’ Form 10-Q, filed with the SEC on August 5, 2004; 
 

xxxiv. Mills’ press release of November 9, 2004; 
 

xxxv. Mills’ Form 10-Q, filed with the SEC on November 9, 2004; 
 

xxxvi. Mills’ press release of February 16, 2005; 
 

xxxvii. Mills’ press release of March 23, 2005; 
 

xxxviii. Mills’ Form 10-K, filed with the SEC on March 31, 2005; 
 

xxxix. Mills’ Form 10-Q, filed with the SEC on May 6, 2005; 
 

xl. Mills’ press release of May 6, 2005 
 

xli. Mills’ press release of August 5, 2005; 
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xlii. Mills’ Form 10-Q, filed with the SEC on August 9, 2005; 
 

xliii. Mills’ Form 10-Q, filed with the SEC on November 9, 2005;  
 

xliv. Mills’ press release of November 9, 2005;  
 

xlv. Mills’ press release of January 6, 2006; and 
 

xlvi. Mills’ Form 8-K, filed with the SEC, on February 16, 2006. 
 
514. Mills and Mills LP are further liable for the false and misleading statements made 

in the Registration Statements issued from July 5, 2001 to September 6, 2005, as alleged above, 

the Proxy Statements issued from April 9, 2001 to April 9, 2005, as alleged above, and other 

false and misleading statements made by Mills officers in press releases and during conference 

calls with investors and analysts, as alleged above, as the makers of such statements and under 

the principle of respondeat superior. 

515. Defendants Siegel, Morrow, Parent, McDonough, Ettenger and Dausch are liable 

for the false and misleading statements they made and/or signed, as follows:  

a. Defendant Siegel signed Forms 10-K (2000 – 2004), Registration 

Statements (July 5, 2001 – September 6, 2005), Proxy Statements (2001 – 2005), and 

certifications in Forms 10-K and Forms 10-Q (2001 – 2005), made statements in and was 

directly responsible for other statements made in press releases and during conference call with 

analysts from February 27, 2001 – November 9, 2005, and signed the letters addressed to Mills’ 

shareholders that were attached to the Proxy Statements, filed with the SEC and disseminated to 

the public, for the years 2001 through 2005;  

b. Dausch signed Forms 10-K (2000 – 2003), Registration Statements (July 

5, 2001 – September 30, 2003), and Proxy Statements (2001 – 2003), and further made false and 

misleading statements during conference calls with analysts, as alleged above;  
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c. Parent signed Forms 10-K (2000 – 2001), Forms 10-Q (1Q01 – 1Q02), 

Registration Statements (July 5, 2001 – September 30, 2003), and Proxy Statements (2001 – 

2003), and further made false and misleading statements in press releases, as alleged above; 

d. McDonough signed a Form 10-K (2002) and Forms 10-Q (2Q02 – 1Q03), 

and further made false and misleading statements in press releases, as alleged above;  

e. Morrow signed Forms 10-K (2003 – 2004), Forms 10-Q (2Q03 – 3Q05); 

and Registration Statements (September 30, 2003 through September 6, 2005), and further made 

false and misleading statements in press releases, as alleged above; and  

f. Ettenger signed the Form 10-K for 2004 and attended and made false 

statements during conference calls with analysts, including a conference call of January 6, 2006. 

516. As a result, Defendants Siegel, Morrow, Parent, McDonough, Ettenger and 

Dausch are liable for the above-identified false and misleading statements they made and/or 

signed during the Class Period.  In addition, during the times that these Defendants sold shares of 

Mills common stock, as alleged above, they are further liable for failing to disclose the actual 

operating and financial condition of Mills. 

517. As more fully stated in the description of the fraud (Section V.), pursuant to the 

aforesaid plan and course of conduct, these Defendants participated, directly and indirectly, in 

the preparation and/or issuance of the statements and documents referred to above, including in 

Mills’ filings with the SEC, press releases, and registration statements.  These statements and 

documents were materially false and misleading, as Mills has acknowledged that a restatement of 

each and every fiscal period financial statement during the Class Period is required.   

518. At all relevant times, the material misrepresentations and omissions particularized 

herein directly or proximately caused the damages sustained by Lead Plaintiffs and the Class.   
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519. These Defendants engaged in a scheme to misrepresent the financial condition 

and results of Mills and to consummate common stock and preferred stock offerings, and to 

maintain and/or inflate the prices of Mills securities in order to, among other things, obtain 

higher proceeds from the sales of stock by Company insiders.  Specifically, these Defendants 

knew or should have known that Mills’ reported annual financial results for the years 2000 

through 2004, as filed with the SEC in Mills’ Forms 10-K and other SEC filings, and its reported 

quarterly financial results for the years 2001 through the third quarter of 2005, and as allegedly 

restated in February 2003 and March 2005 to correct prior errors in the financial statements, and 

disseminated to the investing public, were materially overstated and were not presented in 

accordance with GAAP, and that Mills did not have adequate internal controls, as represented to 

the public in, for example, the Form 10-Q issued for the first quarter 2005.  

520. The 2000 through 2004 Forms 10-K, the 2001 through 2005 Forms 10-Q, the 

2001 through 2005 Proxy Statements and all earnings releases issued during the Class Period 

were materially false and misleading; contained untrue statements of material facts; omitted to 

state material facts necessary to make the statements made in those SEC filings, under the 

circumstances in which they were made, not misleading; and failed to adequately disclose 

material facts.  As detailed herein, the misrepresentations contained in, or the material facts 

omitted from, those SEC filings included, but were not limited to, understatement of expenses, 

overstatement of revenues, and the overstatement of net income, FFO, shareholders’ equity and 

total assets.   

521. As described above at Section X., these Defendants acted with scienter 

throughout the Class Period, in that they either had actual knowledge of the misrepresentations 

and omissions of material facts set forth herein, or acted with reckless disregard for the truth in 
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that they failed to ascertain and to disclose the true facts, even though such facts were available 

to them.   

522. The above allegations, as well as the allegations pertaining to the overall scope 

and breadth of the fraud at Mills, which resulted in the enormous overstatements of revenues, net 

income, FFO, total assets and shareholders’ equity, among other key measures, establish a strong 

inference that Mills, Mills LP, Siegel, Morrow, Parent, McDonough, Ettenger and Dausch acted 

with scienter in misrepresenting the Company’s financial condition during the Class Period.  

Mills, Mills LP, Siegel, Morrow, Parent, McDonough, Ettenger and Dausch caused the 

Company’s reported financial results, including reports of Mills’ revenues, income, FFO, 

shareholders’ equity and total assets to be materially overstated, and its expenses to be materially 

understated.  These Defendants further provided the market with materially false and misleading 

projections of the Company’s future business prospects, as well as materially false and 

misleading information about the status and viability of the Company’s development and 

predevelopment projects. 

523. Plaintiffs and the Class have suffered damages in that, in direct reliance on the 

integrity of the market, they paid artificially inflated prices for Mills common stock and 

preferred stock.  Plaintiffs and the Class would not have purchased Mills securities at the prices 

they paid, or at all, if they had been aware that the market price had been artificially and falsely 

inflated by Defendants’ misleading statements. 

524. As a direct and proximate result of these Defendants’ wrongful conduct, Plaintiffs 

and the other members of the Class suffered damages in connection with their purchases of Mills 

common and preferred stock during the Class Period. 
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SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF  

 

For Violations of Section 10(b) of The Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5 

(Against the Audit Committee Defendants) 

525. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege each and every allegation contained above as if 

fully set forth herein. 

526. During the Class Period, the Audit Committee Defendants disseminated or 

approved the false statements specified above, which they knew or deliberately disregarded were 

misleading in that they contained misrepresentations and failed to disclose material facts 

necessary in order to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which they 

were made, not misleading. 

527. These Defendants violated §10(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5 in that 

they: (a) employed devices, schemes, and artifices to defraud; (b) made untrue statements of 

material facts or omitted to state material facts necessary in order to make the statements made, 

in light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading; or (c) engaged in acts, 

practices, and a course of business that operated as a fraud or deceit upon Plaintiffs and others 

similarly situated in connection with their purchases of Mills common and preferred stock during 

the Class Period. 

528. The Audit Committee Defendants, individually and in concert, directly and 

indirectly, by the use of means or instrumentalities of interstate commerce and/or of the mails, 

engaged and participated in a continuous course of conduct that operated as a fraud and deceit 

upon Plaintiffs and the Class; made various untrue and/or misleading statements of material facts 

and omitted to state material facts necessary in order to make the statements made, in light of the 

circumstances under which they were made, not misleading; made the above statements with a 

severely reckless disregard for the truth; and employed devices, and artifices to defraud in 
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connection with the purchase and sale of securities, which were intended to, and did: (i) deceive 

the investing public, including Plaintiffs and the Class, regarding, among other things, Mills’ 

improper capitalization of expenses, including its interest capitalization, indirect project cost 

capitalization, capitalization of direct leasing origination costs, grand opening and market costs 

and evaluation of predevelopment projects and acquired construction in progress, and the Empire 

tract transfer, as well as its fixed asset accounting, revenue recognition, FIN 46(R) adoption and 

application, foreign currency translation, long-term incentive plan and other accounting errors; 

(ii) artificially inflate and maintain the market price of Mills securities; and (iii) cause Plaintiffs 

and other members of the Class to purchase Mills securities at artificially inflated prices.   

529. These Defendants, as members of the Audit Committee of Mills’ Board of 

Directors, are liable as direct participants in the wrongs complained of herein.  Defendant 

Gildenhorn served on the Audit Committee from 1995 to 2007; Rose served from 2001 to 2007; 

Pincus and Nick served from 2000 to 2007; Nicholas and Bruno served from 2004 to 2007; and 

von Perfall served from 2000 to 2001.    

530. According to Mills’ proxy statements, these Defendants had very specific 

responsibilities and functions as members of the Audit Committee, including: (a) recommending 

to the board of directors whether to include the audited financial statements in the Company’s 

annual report on Form 10-K filed with the SEC; (b) recommending the appointment or removal 

of the Company’s independent auditors; (c) determining whether the Company’s independent 

auditors were independent; (d) considering and advising the board of directors on the scope of 

the annual audit by the Company’s independent auditors; (e) approving other professional 

services provided by the Company’s independent auditors; (f) monitoring audit fees and 

expenses, including fees incurred for non-audit services provided by the auditors; (g) resolving 
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any disagreements between the Company’s management and its independent auditors; and (h) 

overseeing management’s implementation of effective systems of internal controls.  

531. Each of the Audit Committee Defendants was a recipient of the Management 

Letters E&Y issued in connection with its audits of Mills’ financial statements for the years 

ended December 31, 2001 through 2004.  These Management Letters should have put the Audit 

Committee Defendants on notice early in the Class Period of the numerous accounting 

improprieties, internal control deficiencies and actual financial statement errors, many of which 

E&Y warned occurred in “high risk” areas, “jeopardized quality control processes related to SEC 

filings” and could lead to “misstatements in the financial statements.”  In fact, many of the 

improprieties and deficiencies that E&Y identified in the Management Letters caused the 

massive overstatements in Mills’ financial results and are the subject of the Restatement.   

532. The Audit Committee Defendants either knew, or should have known, that there 

were significant shortcomings with respect to the Company’s internal controls throughout the 

Class Period.  Despite the numerous red flags that the Company lacked such internal controls, 

the Audit Committee Defendants failed to implement satisfactory written policies and procedures 

for accounting, thus supporting these Defendants’ knowledge, or severe recklessness, in making 

the false statements alleged herein.  

533. The false and misleading statements made by the Audit Committee Defendants 

were contained in the Forms 10-K and Registration Statements that these Defendants signed.  

During their respective terms as Audit Committee members, these Defendants had direct 

oversight and involvement in the preparation and dissemination of Mills’ financial statements. 
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534. More particularly, the Audit Committee Defendants are liable for the materially 

false and misleading statements that were contained within the following documents they signed 

during the Class Period, including the false and misleading statements in:  

i. Mills’ Form 10-K, filed with the SEC on March 28, 2001; 
 

ii. Mills’ Form 10-K/A, filed with the SEC on August 10, 2001; 
 

iii. Mills’ Form 10-K/A, filed with the SEC on August 14, 2001; 
 

iv. Mills’ Form 10-K, filed with the SEC on March 28, 2002; 
 

v. Mills’ Form 10-K, filed with the SEC on March 31, 2003; 
 

vi. Mills’ Form 10-K, filed with the SEC on March 15, 2004; and 
 

vii. Mills’ Form 10-K, filed with the SEC on March 31, 2005. 
 

535. These Defendants are also liable for the materially false and misleading 

statements made in Mills’ Proxy Statements from 2001 through 2005, which they signed, as well 

as the Registration Statements they signed for sales of Mills common and preferred stock during 

the Class Period. 

536. Defendants Gildenhorn, Rose, Nick, Pincus and von Perfall each signed the 

Company’s Forms 10-K for fiscal years 2000 through 2004.  Defendants Bruno and Nicholas 

each signed the Form 10-K for fiscal year 2004.   

537. As more fully stated in the description of the fraud (Section V.), pursuant to the 

aforesaid plan and course of conduct, these Defendants participated, directly and indirectly, in 

the preparation and/or issuance of the statements and documents referred to above, including in 

Mills’ filings with the SEC, press releases, and registration statements.  These statements and 

documents were materially false and misleading, as Mills has acknowledged in stating that a 
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restatement of each and every fiscal period financial statement during the Class Period is 

required.   

538. At all relevant times, the material misrepresentations and omissions particularized 

herein directly or proximately caused the damages sustained by Plaintiffs and the Class.   

539. These Defendants engaged in a scheme to misrepresent the financial condition 

and results of Mills and to consummate common stock and preferred stock offerings, and to 

maintain and/or inflate the prices of Mills securities in order to, among other things, obtain 

higher proceeds from the sales of stock by Company insiders.  Specifically, these Defendants 

knew or should have known that Mills’ reported annual financial results for the years 2000 

through 2004, as filed with the SEC in Mills’ Forms 10-K and Registration Statements that they 

signed – as well as Mills’ many other Class Period SEC filings, including its reported quarterly 

financial results for the years 2001 through the third quarter of 2005, and as allegedly restated in 

February 2003 and March 2005 to correct prior errors in the financial statements – were 

materially overstated and were not presented in accordance with GAAP, and that Mills did not 

have adequate internal controls, as represented to the public.  

540. The 2000 through 2004 Forms 10-K these Defendants signed, as well as the 2001 

through 2005 Forms 10-Q, the 2001 through 2005 Proxy Statements and earnings releases issued 

by Mills during the Class Period, were materially false and misleading; contained untrue 

statements of material facts; omitted to state material facts necessary to make the statements 

made in those SEC filings, under the circumstances in which they were made, not misleading; 

and failed to adequately disclose material facts.  As detailed herein, the misrepresentations 

contained in, or the material facts omitted from, those SEC filings included, but were not limited 
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to, understatement of expenses, overstatement of revenues, and the overstatement of net income, 

FFO, shareholders’ equity, total assets and income from continuing operations.   

541. These Defendants acted with scienter throughout the Class Period, in that they 

either had actual knowledge of the misrepresentations and omissions of material facts set forth 

herein, or acted with reckless disregard for the truth in that they failed to ascertain and to disclose 

the true facts, even though such facts were available to them.  The Audit Committee Defendants 

were directly responsible for the false and misleading statements and omissions disseminated to 

the public through the financial statements they prepared, reviewed and/or approved during the 

Class Period. 

542. The above allegations, as well as the allegations pertaining to the overall scope 

and breadth of the fraud at Mills, which resulted in the enormous overstatements of revenue, net 

income, FFO, total assets and shareholders’ equity, among other key measures, establish a strong 

inference that the Audit Committee Defendants acted with scienter in misrepresenting the 

Company’s financial condition during the Class Period.  Throughout the Class Period, these 

Defendants caused the Company’s reported financial results, including reports of Mills’ revenue, 

income, FFO, shareholders’ equity and total assets to be materially overstated, and its expenses 

to be materially understated.   

543. Plaintiffs and the Class have suffered damages in that, in direct reliance on the 

integrity of the market, they paid artificially inflated prices for Mills common stock and 

preferred stock.  Plaintiffs and the Class would not have purchased Mills securities at the prices 

they paid, or at all, if they had been aware that the market price had been artificially and falsely 

inflated by Defendants’ misleading statements. 
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544. As a direct and proximate result of these Defendants’ wrongful conduct, Plaintiffs 

and the other members of the Class suffered damages in connection with their purchases of Mills 

common and preferred stock during the Class Period. 

THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF  

 

For Violations of Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 of The Exchange Act 

(Against the KanAm Director Defendants) 

545. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege each and every allegation contained above as if 

fully set forth herein. 

546. During the Class Period, the KanAm Director Defendants disseminated or 

approved the false statements specified above, which they knew or deliberately disregarded were 

misleading in that they contained misrepresentations and failed to disclose material facts 

necessary in order to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which they 

were made, not misleading. 

547. These Defendants violated §10(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5 in that 

they: (a) employed devices, schemes, and artifices to defraud; (b) made untrue statements of 

material facts or omitted to state material facts necessary in order to make the statements made, 

in light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading; or (c) engaged in acts, 

practices, and a course of business that operated as a fraud or deceit upon Plaintiffs and others 

similarly situated in connection with their purchases of Mills common and preferred stock during 

the Class Period. 

548.  These Defendants, individually and in concert, directly and indirectly, by the use 

of means or instrumentalities of interstate commerce and/or of the mails, engaged and 

participated in a continuous course of conduct that operated as a fraud and deceit upon Plaintiffs 

and the Class; made various untrue and/or misleading statements of material facts and omitted to 
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state material facts necessary in order to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances 

under which they were made, not misleading; made the above statements with a severely 

reckless disregard for the truth; and employed devices and artifices to defraud in connection with 

the purchase and sale of securities, which were intended to, and did: (i) deceive the investing 

public, including Plaintiffs and the Class, regarding, among other things, Mills’ improper 

capitalization of expenses, including its interest capitalization, indirect project cost capitalization, 

capitalization of direct leasing origination costs, grand opening and market costs and evaluation 

of predevelopment projects and acquired construction in progress, and the Empire tract transfer, 

as well as its fixed asset accounting, revenue recognition, FIN 46(R) adoption and application, 

foreign currency translation, long-term incentive plan and other accounting errors; (ii) artificially 

inflate and maintain the market price of Mills securities; and (iii) cause Plaintiffs and other 

members of the Class to purchase Mills common and preferred stock at artificially inflated 

prices.   

549. The KanAm Director Defendants are liable as direct participants in the wrongs 

complained of herein.  These Defendants all served as members of Mills’ Board of Directors 

during the relevant time period.  During that same time period, von Boetticher also served as the 

Chairman of the Supervisory Board of Defendant KanAm Int’l, as a Director of Defendant 

KanAm USA and as the Chairman of the Board KanAm Grund; von Perfall served as the Deputy 

Chairman of the Supervisory Board of Defendant KanAm Int’l, as a Director of Defendant 

KanAm USA and as a Director of Defendant KanAm Grund; and Braithwaite served as the 

President and as a Director of Defendant KanAm USA.   

550. The KanAm Director Defendants all signed Mills’ annual reports on Forms 10-K 

for the years ended December 31, 2000 through December 31, 2004, as well as the Company’s 
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Proxy Statements and Registration Statements from 2001 through 2005.  These Defendants also 

caused and/or participated in KanAm’s disposition of Mills stock, disposing of more than 13 

million shares of Mills stock during the Class Period, and Defendants Braithwaite and von 

Boetticher further sold their individual Mills’ stock holdings, as detailed above.     

551. Through their positions of control and authority as members of Mills’ Board of 

Directors and as officers and directors of entities owned and operated by KanAm, the KanAm 

Director Defendants were able to control and did control the content of the public statements 

alleged herein and, with actual knowledge or in reckless disregard of the accounting 

improprieties at Mills, they caused and approved the following public statements, which they 

signed, to contain material misstatements and omissions of material facts as alleged herein, 

including the false and misleading statements in: 

i. Mills’ Form 10-K, filed with the SEC on March 28, 2001; 
 

ii. Mills’ Form 10-K/A, filed with the SEC on August 10, 2001; 
 

iii. Mills’ Form 10-K/A, filed with the SEC on August 14, 2001; 
 

iv. Mills’ Form 10-K, filed with the SEC on March 28, 2002; 
 

v. Mills’ Form 10-K, filed with the SEC on March 31, 2003; 
 

vi. Mills’ Form 10-K, filed with the SEC on March 15, 2004; and 
 

vii. Mills’ Form 10-K, filed with the SEC on March 31, 2005. 
 

552. The KanAm Director Defendants are also liable for the materially false and 

misleading statements made in Mills’ Registration Statements and Proxy Statements from 2001 

through 2005. 

553. As more fully stated in the description of the fraud (Section V.) pursuant to the 

aforesaid plan and course of conduct, these Defendants participated, directly and indirectly, in 
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the preparation and/or issuance of the statements and documents referred to above.  These 

statements and documents were materially false and misleading, as Mills has acknowledged in 

stating that a restatement of each and every fiscal period financial statement during the Class 

Period is required.   

554. At all relevant times, the material misrepresentations and omissions particularized 

herein directly or proximately caused the damages sustained by Plaintiffs and the Class.   

555. The KanAm Director Defendants engaged in a scheme to misrepresent the 

financial condition and results of Mills and to consummate common stock and preferred stock 

offerings, and to maintain and/or inflate the prices of Mills securities in order to, among other 

things, obtain higher proceeds from the sales of stock by Company insiders.  Specifically, these 

Defendants knew or should have known that Mills’ reported annual financial results for the years 

2000 through 2004, as filed with the SEC in Mills’ Forms 10-K – as well as the financial 

statements included in other Mills’ SEC filings, including in its reported quarterly financial 

results for the years 2001 through the third quarter of 2005, and as allegedly restated in February 

2003 and March 2005 to correct prior errors in the financial statements – were materially 

overstated and were not presented in accordance with GAAP, and that Mills did not have 

adequate internal controls, as represented to the public.  

556. The 2000 through 2004 Forms 10-Ks, as well as Mills’ 2001 through 2005 Forms 

10-Q, the 2001 through 2005 Proxy Statements and all earnings releases issued during the Class 

Period, were materially false and misleading; contained untrue statements of material facts; 

omitted to state material facts necessary to make the statements made in those SEC filings, under 

the circumstances in which they were made, not misleading; and failed to adequately disclose 

material facts.  As detailed herein, the misrepresentations contained in, or the material facts 
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omitted from, those SEC filings included, but were not limited to, understatement of expenses, 

overstatement of revenue, and the overstatement of net income, FFO, shareholders’ equity, total 

assets and income from continuing operations.   

557. These Defendants acted with scienter throughout the Class Period, in that they 

either had actual knowledge of the misrepresentations and omissions of material facts set forth 

herein, or acted with reckless disregard for the truth in that they failed to ascertain and to disclose 

the true facts, even though such facts were available to them.   

558. The above allegations, as well as the allegations pertaining to the overall scope 

and breadth of the fraud at Mills, which resulted in the enormous overstatements of revenues, net 

income, FFO, total assets and shareholders’ equity, among other key measures, establish a strong 

inference that the KanAm Director Defendants acted with scienter in misrepresenting the 

Company’s financial condition during the Class Period.  Throughout the Class Period, the 

KanAm Director Defendants caused the Company’s reported financial results, including reports 

of Mills’ revenue, income, FFO, shareholders’ equity and total assets to be materially overstated, 

and its expenses to be materially understated.  These Defendants further provided the market – as 

well as the KanAm Funds’ own investors – with materially false and misleading projections of 

the Company’s future business prospects, as well as materially false and misleading information 

about the status and viability of the Company’s development and predevelopment projects. 

559. Plaintiffs and the Class have suffered damages in that, in direct reliance on the 

integrity of the market, they paid artificially inflated prices for Mills common stock and 

preferred stock.  Plaintiffs and the Class would not have purchased Mills securities at the prices 

they paid, or at all, if they had been aware that the market price had been artificially and falsely 

inflated by Defendants’ misleading statements. 
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560. As a direct and proximate result of these Defendants’ wrongful conduct, Plaintiffs 

and the other members of the Class suffered damages in connection with their purchases of Mills 

common and preferred stock during the Class Period. 

FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF  

 

For Violations of Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 of The Exchange Act 

(Against Defendant E&Y) 

561. This Count is asserted on behalf of all Class members.  Plaintiffs repeat and 

reallege each and every allegation set forth above as if fully set forth set forth herein.   

562. Defendant E&Y, individually and in concert with others, directly and indirectly, 

by the use of means or instrumentalities of interstate commerce and/or of the mails, engaged and 

participated in a continuous course of conduct that operated as a fraud and deceit upon Plaintiffs 

and the Class; made various untrue and/or misleading statements of material facts and omitted to 

state material facts necessary in order to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances 

under which they were made, not misleading; made the above statements with a severely 

reckless disregard for the truth; and employed devices, and artifices to defraud in connection 

with the purchase and sale of securities, which were intended to, and did: (i) deceive the 

investing public, including Plaintiffs and the Class, regarding, among other things, Mills’ 

improper capitalization of expenses (including its interest capitalization, indirect project cost 

capitalization, capitalization of direct leasing origination costs, grand opening and market costs 

and evaluation of predevelopment projects and acquired construction in progress, and the Empire 

tract transfer), as well as its fixed asset accounting, revenue recognition, FIN 46(R) adoption and 

application, foreign currency translation, long-term incentive plan and other accounting errors; 

(ii) artificially inflate and maintain the market price of Mills securities; and (iii) cause Plaintiffs 

and the Class to purchase Mills common and preferred stock at artificially inflated prices.   
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563. As more fully stated above, pursuant to the aforesaid plan and course of conduct, 

E&Y participated, directly and indirectly, in the preparation and/or issuance of the statements 

and documents referred to above, including in Mills’ filings with the SEC and registration 

statements.  These statements and documents were materially false and misleading, as Mills and 

E&Y have acknowledged by stating that a restatement of each and every fiscal period financial 

statement during the Class Period is required.   

564. At all relevant times, the material misrepresentations and omissions particularized 

herein directly or proximately caused the damages sustained by Plaintiffs and the Class.   

565. E&Y, among others, engaged in a scheme to misrepresent the financial condition 

and results of Mills and to consummate common stock and preferred stock offerings, and to 

maintain and/or inflate the prices of Mills securities in order to, among other things, gain 

lucrative auditing and other consulting services from Mills.  Specifically, E&Y knew or should 

have known that Mills’ reported annual financial results for the years 2000 through 2004, as filed 

with the SEC in Mills’ Forms 10-K and other SEC filings, and its reported quarterly financial 

results for the years 2001 through the third quarter of 2005, and as allegedly restated in February 

2003 and March 2005 to correct prior errors in the financial statements, and disseminated to the 

investing public, were materially overstated and were not presented in accordance with GAAP; 

that E&Y’s year-end audits were not performed in accordance with GAAS; and, therefore, that 

E&Y’s unqualified auditor’s reports, as included or incorporated by reference in those annual 

reports and other SEC filings, were materially false and misleading.   

566. Mills’ reported annual financial results for the years 2000 through 2004, as filed 

with the SEC in Mills’ Forms 10-K and other SEC filings, and its reported quarterly financial 

results for the years 2001 through the third quarter of 2005 were materially false and misleading; 
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contained untrue statements of material facts; omitted to state material facts necessary to make 

the statements made in those SEC filings, under the circumstances in which they were made, not 

misleading; and failed to adequately disclose material facts.  As detailed herein, the 

misrepresentations contained in, or the material facts omitted from, those SEC filings included, 

but were not limited to, understatement of expenses, overstatement of revenues, and the 

overstatement of net income,  FFO, shareholders’ equity, total assets and income from 

continuing operations for 2000 through 2004, as well as the representations in E&Y’s 

unqualified auditor’s reports issued in connection with its audits of Mills’ financial statements 

for those years, in which E&Y certified that: (i) it had audited Mills’ year-end financial 

statements in accordance with GAAS; (ii) it had planned and performed those audits “to obtain 

reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement”; 

(iii) in its opinion, Mills’ financial statements “present fairly, in all material respects, the 

financial position” of Mills “in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles;” and 

(iv) E&Y’s audits provided a “reasonable assurance” for its opinions.  As detailed herein, E&Y’s 

auditor’s reports were materially false and misleading.  E&Y did not make a reasonable 

investigation or possess reasonable grounds for the belief that the statements described above, 

which were contained in the 2000 through 2004 Forms 10-K, and incorporated by reference in 

other SEC filings, including in Registration Statements filed with the SEC from July 5, 2001 to 

September 6, 2005, were true, were without omissions of any material facts, and were not 

misleading.   

567. E&Y, with knowledge of the false and misleading nature of the statements 

contained in its unqualified auditor’s reports, and in reckless disregard of the true nature of its 

audits, caused the public statements to contain misstatements and omissions of material facts as 
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alleged herein.  As described herein, E&Y’s audits of Mills’ financial statements for 2000 

through 2004 were not performed in accordance with GAAS, and, in fact, E&Y had no basis for 

its unqualified auditor’s reports.  E&Y’s unqualified auditor’s reports dated February 20, 2001 

(except for the fourth paragraph of Note 1, as to which the date is August 6, 2001), February 19, 

2002 (except for Note 17, as to which the date is February 28, 2002), February 19, 2003 (except 

for the first and second paragraphs of Note 18, as to which the date is March 27, 2003), February 

16, 2004, and March 31, 2005, issued in connection with those audits, as included in the Forms 

10-K, in which E&Y certified, among other things, that its audits were performed in accordance 

with GAAS, were materially false and misleading.   

568. As described above, E&Y acted with scienter throughout the Class Period, in that 

it either had actual knowledge of the misrepresentations and omissions of material facts set forth 

herein, or acted with reckless disregard for the truth in that it failed to ascertain and to disclose 

the true facts, even though such facts were available to it.  Indeed, E&Y’s audits were so 

deficient that they amounted to no audit at all, and, as a result, E&Y had no reasonable bases to 

issue its unqualified auditor’s reports upon which it knew investors would rely.   

569. In conducting its audits for the fiscal years ended December 31, 2000 through 

December 31, 2004, E&Y had access to the files and key employees of the Company at all 

relevant times.  As a result of the auditing and other services it provided to Mills, E&Y personnel 

were present at Mills’ corporate headquarters throughout each year, and had continual access to 

and knowledge of Mills’ confidential internal corporate, financial, operating, and business 

information, and had the opportunity to observe and review the Company’s business and 

accounting practices, and to test the Company’s internal accounting information and publicly 

reported financial statements as well as the Company’s internal controls and structures. 
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570. Based on this level of presence, access and involvement, E&Y’s failure to detect 

Mills’ rampant accounting manipulations can only be the product of actual knowledge or 

reckless disregard as to whether Mills’ financial statements complied with GAAP, or a total 

disregard of its duty to perform a proper audit of the Company’s financial statements.  Mills has 

now admitted that its financial statements during the Class Period did not comply with GAAP.  

Moreover, its January 9, 2007 8-K establishes a pervasive dereliction by Mills’ management in 

complying with the basic requirements of GAAP.   Therefore, E&Y’s unqualified auditor’s 

reports during the Class Period, stating that Mills’ financial statements did comply with GAAP, 

were simply false and violated GAAS. 

571. Moreover, based on the facts alleged at Section VIII., above, E&Y acted 

intentionally or, at the least, recklessly by issuing unqualified auditor’s reports during the Class 

Period, attesting to E&Y’s compliance with GAAS in performing its audits and opining that 

Mills’ and Mills LP’s annual financial statements were materially accurate and fairly presented 

their financial results in compliance with GAAP, and further by consenting to its reports being 

incorporated in the Offering Documents and other Registration Statements issued by Mills 

during the Class Period.  

572. As a result of E&Y’s deceptive practices and false and misleading statements and 

omissions, the market price of Mills’ common stock was artificially inflated throughout the Class 

Period.  In ignorance of the false and misleading nature of the representations and omissions 

described above and the deceptive and manipulative devices employed by E&Y, Plaintiffs and 

the other members of the Class, in reliance on either the integrity of the market or directly on the 

statements and reports of E&Y, purchased Mills’ publicly traded common and preferred stock at 

artificially inflated prices and were damaged thereby. 
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573. In ignorance of the materially false and misleading nature of the reports and 

statements described above, Plaintiffs and the Class relied to their detriment on the statements 

described above and/or on the integrity of the market prices as reflecting the completeness and 

accuracy of the information disseminated in connection with their purchases of the securities.  

Had Plaintiffs and the other members of the Class known of the material adverse information not 

disclosed by E&Y, or been aware of the truth behind E&Y’s material misstatements, they would 

not have purchased Mills’ publicly traded common and preferred stock at artificially inflated 

prices, if at all. 

574. By virtue of the foregoing, E&Y violated Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act and 

Rule 10b-5 promulgated thereunder. 

FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF  

 

For Violations of Section 20(a) of The Exchange Act  

(Against the Executive Defendants, the Audit Committee  

Defendants and the KanAm Director Defendants) 

575. Lead Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege each and every allegation contained above as 

if fully set forth herein.  

576. This Count is asserted against all of the Executive Defendants, the Audit 

Committee Defendants and the KanAm Director Defendants for violations of Section 20(a) of 

the Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78t(a), on behalf of all members of the Class. 

577. During their tenures as officers and/or directors of Mills, each of these Defendants 

was a controlling person of Mills within the meaning of §20(a) of the Exchange Act.  By reason 

of their positions of control and authority as officers and/or directors of Mills, these Defendants 

had the power and authority to cause Mills to engage in the wrongful conduct complained of 

herein.  These Defendants were able to and did control, directly and indirectly, the content of the 

public statements made by Mills and Mills LP during the Class Period, thereby causing the 
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dissemination of the false and misleading statements and omissions of material facts as alleged 

herein. 

578. In their capacities as senior corporate officers of the Company, and as more fully 

described above, each of the Executive Defendants had direct involvement in the day-to-day 

operations of the Company and in Mills’ and Mills LP’s financial reporting and accounting 

functions.  Many of the Executive Directors were also directly involved in providing false 

information and certifying and/or approving the false financial statements disseminated by Mills 

during the Class Period.  As a result of the foregoing, the Executive Defendants, as a group and 

individually, were controlling persons of Mills within the meaning of §20(a) of the Exchange 

Act.  Further, as detailed above, many of the Executive Defendants had direct involvement in the 

presentation and/or manipulation of false financial reports included within the Company’s press 

releases and filings with the SEC. 

579. In addition, each of the Audit Committee Defendants and the KanAm Director 

Defendants, as directors of Mills, had the power to control and/or influence the particular 

transactions giving rise to the securities violations alleged herein, and exercised the same.  In 

their capacities as directors of Mills, these Defendants each signed certain of the Company’s 

SEC filings during the Class Period, including its annual reports on Forms 10-K, the Offering 

Documents, other Registration Statements issued by Mills in connection with the sale of Mills 

common and preferred stock, and Proxy Statements, and therefore had the power and authority to 

control the statements made in such filings.  As a result, these Defendants, as a group and 

individually, were controlling persons within the meaning of §20(a) of the Exchange Act. 

580. In addition to the allegations set forth in ¶ 45 above, the Audit Committee 

Defendants had additional responsibilities as members of Mills’ Audit Committee and for this 
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additional reason acted as control persons of Mills during the Class Period with respect to the 

review, approval and issuance of Mills’ financial statements.  Throughout the Class Period, the 

Audit Committee Defendants, as set forth in Mills’ proxy statements from 2001 through 2005, 

were: 

[R]esponsible for the appointment, compensation and oversight of [Mills’] 
independent auditors and for assisting the Board in its oversight of (a) the 
integrity of [Mills’] financial statements, (b) [Mills’] compliance with legal and 
regulatory requirements, (c) the qualifications and independence of [Mills’] 
independent auditors, and (d) the performance of [Mills’] internal audit functions 
and independent auditors.   

581.  As explained in Mills’ proxy statement dated April 19, 2002, Mills’ Audit 

Committee had three primary responsibilities, including 

[F]irst, the Audit Committee is charged with recommending to the Board of 
Directors whether to include the audited financial statements in the Annual Report 
on Form 10-K filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission, based upon 
discussions with management and the Company’s independent auditors about the 
draft annual financial statements and key accounting and reporting matters; 

[S]econd, the Audit Committee is responsible for matters concerning the 
relationship between the Company and its independent auditors, including 
recommending their appointment or removal; reviewing the scope of their audit 
services and related fees, as well as any other services being provided to the 
Company; and determining whether the independent auditors are independent 
(based in part on the annual letter provided to the Company pursuant to 
Independence Standards Board No. 1 (Independence Discussions with Audit 
Committees); and 

[T]hird, the Audit Committee oversees management’s implementation of effective 
systems of internal controls. 

582. The responsibilities of the Audit Committee remained the same throughout the 

Class Period.  The Audit Committee Defendants performed a variety of functions during the 

Class Period with respect to Mills’ financial reporting and internal controls.  As a result of their 

positions as Audit Committee members, over and above their positions as Board members, each 
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of the Audit Committee Defendants is liable as a control person of Mills within the meaning of 

§20(a) of the Exchange Act.   

583. The KanAm Director Defendants are also separately liable as control persons of 

Mills.  Since the Company’s IPO in 1994, these Defendants have represented KanAm on Mills’ 

Board of Directors.  As Mills’ directors, they have had access to all reports, agendas, information 

and other materials available to the Board and participated in the review, approval and issuance 

of each of the annual reports issued by Mills during the period from 2000 through 2004, as well 

as the Registration Statement for the Series G Offering and other public common and preferred 

stock offerings.  As Mills stated in its annual reports issued during the Class Period, these three 

KanAm directors “may have significant influence over us as members of our board,” and the 

interests of these directors “may conflict with the interests of our other stockholders in 

connection with KanAm’s joint ventures with Mills LP to develop, own, and operate additional 

properties, and they may use their voting influence contrary to our other stockholders’ interests.”  

By virtue of the foregoing, the KanAm Director Defendants are control persons of Mills pursuant 

to §20(a) of the Exchange Act. 

584. By reason of their positions as officers and/or directors of Mills as described 

above, each of the Executive Defendants, the Audit Committee Defendants and the KanAm 

Director Defendants is a “controlling person” within the meaning of §20(a) of the Exchange Act 

and had the power and influence to direct the management and activities of the Company and its 

employees, and to cause the Company to engage in the unlawful conduct complained of herein.  

Because of their executive, officer and director positions within Mills and control of the Board of 

Directors of Mills, these Defendants had access to adverse non-public financial information 
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about the Company and acted to conceal the same, or knowingly or recklessly authorized and 

approved the concealment of the same.  

585. As set forth above, Mills violated Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act by its acts 

and omissions as alleged in this Complaint.  By virtue of their positions as controlling persons of 

Mills and as a result of their own aforementioned conduct, the Executive Defendants (including 

those who did not actually sign statements issued by Mills), the Audit Committee Defendants 

and the KanAm Director Defendants are liable pursuant to Section 20(a) of the Exchange Act, 

jointly and severally with, and to the same extent as the Company is liable under Section 10(b) of 

the Exchange Act and Rule10b-5 promulgated thereunder, to Plaintiffs and the other members of 

the Class who purchased or otherwise acquired Mills securities.  Moreover, as detailed above, 

during the respective times these Defendants served as officers and/or directors of Mills, each of 

these Defendants is culpable for the material misstatements and omissions made by Mills, 

including such misstatements in Company press releases, Forms 10-K, Forms 10-Q and 

Registration Statements for offerings of Mills securities.   

586. As a direct and proximate result of these Defendants’ conduct, Plaintiffs and the 

other members of the Class suffered damages in connection with their purchase or acquisition of 

Mills securities. 

SIXTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF  

 

For Violations of Section 20(a) of The Exchange Act  

(Against the KanAm Defendants) 

587. Lead Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege each and every allegation contained above as 

if fully set forth herein.  

588. This Count is asserted against the KanAm Defendants for violations of § 20(a) of 

the Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78t(a), on behalf of all members of the Class. 
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589. At all relevant times, the KanAm Defendants were controlling persons of the 

Company within the meaning of § 20(a) of the Exchange Act.  Following Mills’ IPO, KanAm 

owned 35% of the Company.  Further, at all relevant times, KanAm had significant 

representation and influence on Mills’ Board of Directors.  Indeed, at all times relevant, KanAm 

was represented on Mills’ Board of Directors by Defendants von Boetticher, von Perfall and 

Braithwaite.  Mills admitted KanAm’s control over the Company in its 2004 10-K, stating that 

KanAm, through these three directors “may have significant influence over us as members of our 

board.  The interests of these directors may conflict with the interests of our other stockholders in 

connection with KanAm’s joint ventures with Mills LP to develop, own, and operate additional 

properties, and they may use their voting influence contrary to our other stockholders’ interests.” 

590. The KanAm Defendants, through their Board representatives and otherwise as 

Mills’ primary joint venture partner, had the ability to participate, and did participate in the 

preparation and dissemination of each of the Annual Statements issued by Mills during the 

period from 2000 through 2004, as well as the Registration Statements issued by Mills and 

signed by Mills’ directors between 2000 and 2005.  Through their position of control and 

authority as a controlling owner of Mills, the KanAm Defendants were able to, and did, control 

the contents of the Mills filings with the SEC, which contained materially false financial 

information.   

591. As stated above, the KanAm Defendants have had three designated seats on 

Mills’ Board since the Company “went public” in 1994.  The KanAm Defendants are the direct 

employers of Defendants von Boetticher, von Perfall and Braithwaite, and have access to all 

reports, agendas, information and other materials available to Defendants von Boetticher, von 

Perfall and Braithwaite as Company directors.  They also control, or have the power to control, 
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the manner in which Defendants von Boetticher, von Perfall and Braithwaite may vote on 

matters as Mills directors.   

592. By reason of the aforementioned conduct and positions of control, the KanAm 

Defendants are liable under Section 20(a) of the Exchange Act, jointly and severally with, and to 

the same extent as the Company is liable under Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act, to Plaintiff 

and the other members of the Class who purchased or otherwise acquired Mills common and 

preferred stock.  As a direct and proximate result of the KanAm Defendants’ conduct, Plaintiff 

and the other members of the Class suffered damages in connection with their purchase or 

acquisition of Mills common and preferred stock. 

593. The KanAm Defendants each further acted as a controlling person of Individual 

Defendants von Boetticher, von Perfall and Braithwaite within the meaning of Section 20(a) of 

the Exchange Act as alleged herein.  By virtue of their employer and supervisory positions, their 

ownership of Mills stock, and their participation in joint ventures with Mills, the KanAm 

Defendants had the ability to participate and did participate in and/or were aware of the 

Company’s operations and had knowledge of the statements filed by the Company with the SEC 

and disseminated to the investing public. The KanAm Defendants further had the power to 

influence and control and did influence and control, directly or indirectly, the decision-making of 

Defendants von Boetticher, von Perfall and Braithwaite, including the content and dissemination 

of the false and misleading statements of material facts and omissions within the filings made by 

Mills with the SEC, including but not limited to its Annual Reports on Form 10-K and the 

Registration Statements and other SEC filings signed by their affiliated Individual Defendants.  

Through Defendants von Boetticher, von Perfall and Braithwaite, the KanAm Defendants were 

provided with or had unlimited access to copies of the Company’s reports, press releases, public 
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filings and other statements alleged by Plaintiffs to be misleading prior to and/or shortly after 

these statements were issued, and had the ability to prevent the issuance of the statements or 

cause the statements to be corrected. 

594. Further, the KanAm Defendants had direct and supervisory involvement over 

Defendants von Boetticher, von Perfall and Braithwaite – who served as their representatives on 

the Mills Board of Directors – and therefore, are presumed to have had the power to control or 

influence the particular transactions giving rise to the securities violations as alleged herein, and 

exercised the same. 

595. As set forth above, Defendants von Boetticher, von Perfall and Braithwaite 

violated Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act, and Defendant von Boetticher violated Section 20(a) 

of the Exchange Act, by their acts and omissions as alleged in this Complaint.  By virtue of their 

positions as controlling persons of Defendant von Boetticher, von Perfall and Braithwaite, the 

KanAm Defendants are therefore liable pursuant to Section 20(a) of the Exchange Act.   

596. Thus, the KanAm Defendants are control persons of Defendants von Boetticher, 

von Perfall and Braithwaite and of Mills. 

597. By reason of such conduct, the KanAm Defendants are liable pursuant to §20(a) 

of the Exchange Act. 

XIV. ALLEGATIONS RELATING TO CLAIMS BROUGHT PURSUANT TO THE 

SECURITIES ACT 

598. The facts relevant to claims under the Securities Act are, as explained in greater 

detail below, that Mills’ registration statements and prospectuses filed with the SEC contained 

untrue statements of material fact and omitted to state material facts required to be stated therein 

or necessary to make the statements therein not misleading. 
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599. As stated above, in the allegations and claims set out in this part of the Complaint 

(Seventh through Tenth Claims for Relief), Class Plaintiffs assert a series of strict liability and 

negligence claims based on the Securities Act.  The Securities Act claims are asserted against 

those Defendants who are statutorily responsible under Sections 11 and 12(a)(2) of the Securities 

Act for the material untrue statements and misleading omissions in the registration statements 

and prospectuses pursuant to which Mills issued securities to the public, as described below.  

These Defendants include the Company itself (including its successors), its directors and certain 

of its officers, all signatories to Mills’ registration statements and prospectuses, the Underwriter 

Defendants and E&Y.  Each of these Defendants is statutorily liable for materially inaccurate 

statements contained in Mills’ registration statements and prospectuses, including its materially 

false and misleading financial statements.  In this second set of claims, Plaintiffs also assert 

control person liability under Section 15 of the Securities Act against various principals of Mills, 

including certain of its directors and officers, as well as the KanAm Defendants as control 

persons of Mills and the KanAm Director Defendants.  Plaintiffs’ Securities Act claims are not 

based on any knowing or reckless misconduct on behalf of the Defendants – i.e., they do not 

allege, and do not sound in, fraud – and Plaintiffs specifically disclaim any allegations of fraud in 

these non-fraud claims under the Securities Act. 

600. The Registration Statement (including the Prospectus) for the Series G Offering 

contained numerous untrue statements and omissions of material fact. 

601. As admitted by Mills, its Board of Directors and executives, and Mills LP, the 

financial statements included and/or incorporated by reference within the Offering Documents 

for the Series G Offering were materially false and misleading, and thus, the Offering 

Documents were materially false and misleading.  Specifically, the statements concerning the 
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Company’s financial results for 2000 and 2001 contained in Mills’ 2001 Form 10-K, the 

statements concerning the Company’s financial results for 2002, 2003 and 2004 contained in 

Mills’ 2004 Form 10-K, and the statements concerning the Company’s financial results for the 

First Quarter of 2005 contained in Mills’ Form 10-Q for the quarter-ended March 31, 2005, filed 

on May 6, 2005 (all of which were incorporated by reference in the Offering Documents) were 

materially false and misleading because: 

• The Company’s net income figures were materially inflated; 
 

• The Company’s FFO was materially inflated; 
 

• The Company’s assets were materially inflated; 
 

• The Company’s shareholders’ equity was materially inflated; 
 

• The Company’s expenses were materially understated;  
 

• The Company’s financial results, as issued to the SEC and the investing public, 
were in violation of GAAP; and  

 

• The Company lacked adequate internal controls. 
 

602. Moreover, the statement contained within Mills’ Form 10-Q for the quarter-ended 

March 31, 2005, filed on May 6, 2005 that “Management has concluded that our [Mills] internal 

controls over financial reporting were effective as of March 31, 2005” was materially false and 

misleading.   

603. In addition, the financial information, including the balance sheets and statements 

of income contained within Mills’ Form 8-K/A filed on January 3, 2005 (incorporated by 

reference into the Offering Documents), was materially false and misleading because: 

• The Company’s net income figures were materially inflated; 
 

• The Company’s FFO was materially inflated; 
 

• The Company’s assets were materially inflated; 
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• The Company’s shareholders’ equity was materially inflated; 
 

• The Company’s expenses were materially understated;  
 

• The Company’s financial results, as issued to the SEC and the investing public, 
were in violation of GAAP; and  

 

• The Company lacked adequate internal controls. 
 

604. As a result of these GAAP violations and the Restatement, Mills’ originally-

issued financial statements for the years ending December 31, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003 and 2004, 

as well as the financial statement for the quarter-ended March 31, 2005, all of which are 

incorporated by reference into the Offering Documents, are “presumed to be misleading or 

inaccurate.”  Regulation S-X, SEC Rule 4-01(a), 17 C.F.R. § 210.4-01(a)(1).   

605. Under GAAP, a restatement of previously issued financial statements is the most 

severe step, reserved only for circumstances where no lesser remedy is available.  Indeed, under 

Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 16, Prior Period Adjustments, and Accounting 

Principles Board Opinion No. 20, Accounting Changes, restatements are only permitted – and 

are required – to correct material accounting errors or irregularities that existed at the time the 

financial statements were prepared.  Here, on the Company’s repeated statements that a 

restatement of the Company’s prior financial statements was required and would be issued stand 

as admissions that its previously issued financial statements were materially false. 
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XV. CLAIMS FOR RELIEF UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT  

SEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF  

 

For Violations of Section 11 of The Securities Act  

(Against Defendants Mills, Mills LP, Certain of the Individual Defendants, 

the Underwriter Defendants and E&Y) 

606. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation made in Section VI. H 

above as if set forth fully herein, except any allegations that the Defendants made the untrue 

statements of material facts and omissions intentionally or recklessly.  This claim does not sound 

in fraud, and Plaintiffs do not incorporate any allegation of fraud in connection with this Count.  

607. This Count is asserted against Mills and Mills LP (including its successors), 

certain of the Individual Defendants (identified below), the Underwriter Defendants and E&Y 

for violations of to Section 11 of the Securities Act, 15 U.S.C. § 77k, on behalf of all Class 

members who purchased or otherwise acquired shares of Mills preferred stock pursuant and/or 

traceable to the Registration Statement for the Series G Offering and were damaged by acts 

alleged herein.  For the purposes of this Count, Plaintiffs assert only strict liability and 

negligence claims and expressly disclaim any allegation of fraud or intentional misconduct. 

608. Defendants’ liability under this Count is predicated on the issuance of the 

Registration Statement for the Series G Offering, which contained untrue statements and 

omissions of material fact.     

609. Mills is the registrant for the Offering Documents.  Mills is also the issuer of the 

9,200,000 depositary shares, each of which represents a 1/100 fractional interest of a share of 

7.875% Series G Cumulative Redeemable Preferred Stock.  Mills defined itself in the Offering 

Documents as including Mills LP.  Therefore, as the issuers, Mills and Mills LP are strictly liable 

to Plaintiffs and members of the Class who purchased or otherwise acquired Mills securities 

issued in the Series G Preferred Offering pursuant to the Registration Statement. 
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610. The Individual Defendants identified below were each signatories to the 

Registration Statement and/or were members of Mills’ Board at the time the Registration 

Statement became effective.  Specifically, at the time the Registration Statement became 

effective, on May 10, 2005, Defendants Siegel, Dausch and Parent were executive officers and, 

as such, were responsible for the contents and dissemination to investing public of the 

Registration Statement.  Further, Siegel, Dausch and Parent signed the Registration Statement.  

Similarly, at the time the Registration Statement became effective, on May 10, 2005, Defendants 

von Boetticher, Ingram, Black, Braithwaite, Gildenhorn, Nick, von Perfall, Pincus, Rose, Bruno, 

Nicholas and Lampl were members of Mills’ Board.  Defendants von Boetticher, Ingram, Black, 

Braithwaite, Gildenhorn, Nick, von Perfall, Pincus and Rose each signed the Registration 

Statement.  Further, Defendants von Boetticher, Ingram, Black, Braithwaite, Gildenhorn, Nick, 

von Perfall, Pincus, Rose, Bruno, Nicholas and Lampl were each directors at the time the 

Company’s 2004 Form 10-K was issued and signed the 2004 Form 10-K, which was 

incorporated by reference into the Registration Statement.  Thus, the Individual Defendants 

identified herein (the “Individual Signing Defendants”) issued, caused to be issued and 

participated in the issuance of the Registration Statement, which contained untrue statements of 

material facts and omitted other facts necessary to make the statements not misleading and failed 

to disclose material facts as set forth above.  By reasons of the conduct alleged herein, each of 

these Defendants violated Section 11 of the Securities Act. 

611. The Individual Signing Defendants owed to the purchasers of the securities 

offered in the Series G Preferred Offering the duty to make a reasonable and diligent 

investigation of the statements contained in the Registration Statement to ensure that said 

statements were true and that there were no omissions of material facts which rendered the 
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statements therein materially false and misleading.  These Individual Signing Defendants did not 

make a reasonable investigation or possess reasonable grounds to believe that the statements 

contained in the Registration Statement were true and without omissions of any material facts 

and were not misleading.  Accordingly, the Individual Signing Defendants acted negligently and 

are therefore liable to Plaintiffs and the other members of the Class. 

612. As underwriters of the Series G Offering, the Underwriter Defendants owed to the 

purchasers of the securities offered in the Series G Registration Statement the duty to make a 

reasonable and diligent investigation of the statements contained in the Registration Statement to 

ensure that said statements were true and that there were no omissions of material facts that 

rendered the statements therein materially false and misleading.  The Underwriter Defendants 

did not make a reasonable investigation or possess reasonable grounds to believe that the 

statements contained in the Registration Statement were true and without omissions of any 

material facts and were not misleading.  Accordingly, the Underwriter Defendants acted 

negligently and are therefore liable to Plaintiffs and the other members of the Class. 

613. E&Y consented to the incorporation of its unqualified auditor’s reports regarding 

Mill’s financial statements into the Registration Statement.  Specifically, E&Y consented to the 

incorporation into the Registration Statement of its unqualified auditor’s report on Mills’ and 

Mills LP’s financial statements included in Mills’ 2001 Form 10-K.  E&Y also consented to the 

incorporation into the May 10 Prospectus Supplement of its unqualified auditor’s report, dated 

March 31, 2005, on Mills’ and Mills LP’s financial statements for the years ended December 31, 

2002, 2003 and 2004 as set forth in Mills’ 2004 Form 10-K.   

614. As detailed herein, the misrepresentations contained in, or the material facts 

omitted from, the Registration Statement included, but were not limited to, the facts that: (i) the 
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financial statements that E&Y certified as being presented in conformity with GAAP, were not 

presented in conformity with GAAP, and (ii) E&Y’s audits, which it attested were conducted in 

accordance with GAAS, were not conducted in accordance with GAAS.   

615. E&Y owed to the purchasers of the securities offered in the Series G Offering the 

duty to make a reasonable and diligent investigation of the statements it consented to including 

in the Registration Statement to ensure that said statements were true and that there were no 

omissions of material facts which rendered the statements therein materially false and 

misleading.  E&Y did not make a reasonable investigation or possess reasonable grounds to 

believe that said statements were true and without omissions of any material facts and were not 

misleading.  Accordingly, E&Y acted negligently and is therefore liable to Plaintiffs and the 

other members of the Class. 

616. None of Individual Signing Defendants, or Defendant E&Y or the Underwriter 

Defendants made a reasonable investigation or possessed reasonable grounds for the belief that 

the statements contained in the Registration Statement as set out above were accurate and 

complete in all material respects.  Had they exercised reasonable care, these Defendants could 

have known of the material misstatements and omissions alleged herein. 

617. The Series G Plaintiffs and other members of the Class who acquired securities 

pursuant or traceable to the Registration Statement did not know of the negligent conduct alleged 

herein or of the facts concerning the untrue statements of material fact and omission alleged 

herein, and could not have reasonably discovered such facts or conduct. 

618. The Series G Plaintiffs and the other members of the Class purchased or 

otherwise acquired Mills Series G Stock pursuant or traceable to the Registration Statement.   
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619. The Series G Plaintiffs and the other members of the Class have further sustained 

damages.  The value of Mills Series G Stock has declined substantially subsequent to and due to 

Defendants’ violations of Section 11 of the Securities Act.   

620. This action, including the complaints brought by the Series G Plaintiffs, was 

brought within one year after the discovery of the untrue statements and omissions, and within 

three years after the Series G Registration Statement became effective.   

621. Defendants utilized national securities exchanges, the mails, telephones and other 

instruments of interstate commerce in the offering and sale of the Series G Stock.  

622. By reason of the foregoing, the Defendants named in this Count are liable for 

violations of Section 11 of the Securities Act to the Series G Plaintiffs and the other members of 

the Class, each of whom has been damaged by reason of such violations. 

EIGHTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF  

 

For Violations of Section 12(a)(2) of The Securities Act  

(Against Mills, Mills LP and the Underwriter Defendants) 

623. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege the allegations set forth above in Section VI. H 

above as if set forth fully herein, except any allegations that the Defendants made the 

untrue statements of material facts and omissions intentionally or recklessly.  This claim 

does not sound in fraud, and Plaintiffs do not incorporate any allegation of fraud in 

connection with this Count.  

624. This Count, which is brought by the Series G Plaintiffs, is asserted against Mills 

and Mills LP (including its successors) and the Underwriter Defendants for violations of Section 

12(a)(2) of the Securities Act, 15 U.S.C. §77l(a)(2), on behalf of all members of the Class who 

purchased or otherwise acquired Mills Series G Stock issued in the Series G Offering.  For the 
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purposes of this Count, Plaintiffs assert only strict liability and negligence claims and expressly 

disclaim any allegation of fraud or intentional misconduct. 

625. The liability of Mills, Mills LP and the Underwriter Defendants under this Count 

is predicated on the negligence of each in soliciting the sale of securities and selling such 

securities in the Series G Offering pursuant to the Prospectus, which contained untrue statements 

and omissions of material fact.   

626. The Defendants named in this Count were sellers and offerors and/or solicitors of 

the sales of Mills’ Series G Stock offered pursuant to the Prospectus.  Mills and Mills LP issued 

the Prospectus and were offerors and/or solicitors of sales of securities offered pursuant to the 

Prospectus, including the May 10 Prospectus Supplement.  The Underwriter Defendants were 

sellers, offerors, and/or solicitors of sales of securities offered pursuant to the Prospectus, 

including the May 10 Prospectus Supplement.  Further, Mills’, Mills LP’s and the Underwriter 

Defendants’ actions and solicitations included participating in the preparation and dissemination 

of the false and misleading Prospectus.   

627. The Underwriters Defendants offered for sale and sold the shares purchased by 

members of the Class and received substantial fees and other compensation in connection with 

the Offering.  The Underwriter Defendants invested substantial time and effort in the Offering 

and were committed to purchase all of the Company’s shares, and accordingly bore a substantial 

risk of loss if the Offering was not consummated.  Accordingly, the Underwriter Defendants had 

a clear financial interest in consummating the Series G Offering. 

628. Each Defendant named in this Count solicited and/or was a substantial factor in 

leading purchasers to acquire Mills Series G Stock.  But for the participation by these 

Defendants, including the solicitation as set forth above, the Offering could not and would not 
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have been accomplished.  These Defendants were motivated, at least in part, by a desire to serve 

their own financial interests.  Said Defendants did the following acts, among others, in 

furtherance of the sale of Mills Series G Stock: 

• They actively and jointly drafted, revised, and approved the Prospectus and other 
Offering Documents by which the Series G Offering was made to the investing 
public.  These written materials were “selling documents,” calculated by these 
Defendants to create interest in Mills Series G Stock and were widely distributed 
by Defendants for that purpose; 

 

• These Defendants finalized the Prospectus and other Offering Documents and 
caused them to become effective.  But for these Defendants having drafted, filed, 
and/or signed the Offering Documents, the Mills Series G Offering could not have 
been made; and 

 

• These Defendants conceived and planned the Series G Offering and together 
jointly orchestrated all activities necessary to effect the sale of these securities to 
the investing public, by issuing the Mills Series G Stock, supervising their 
distribution and ultimate sale to the investing public. 

 
629. The Prospectus, including the May 10 Prospectus Supplement, contained untrue 

statements of material fact and omitted other facts necessary to make the statements not 

misleading, and failed to disclose material facts, as set forth above.   

630. Mills, Mills LP and the Underwriter Defendants used the means and 

instrumentalities of interstate commerce and the U.S. mails. 

631. Mills, Mills LP and the Underwriter Defendants did not make a reasonable 

investigation or possess reasonable grounds to believe that the statements contained in the 

Prospectus were true and without omissions of any material facts and were not misleading.  

Accordingly, Mills, Mills LP and the Underwriter Defendants acted negligently and are therefore 

liable to the Series G Plaintiffs and the other members of the Class who purchased Series G 

Stock in the Offering.   
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632. The Series G Plaintiffs and other members of the Class purchased or otherwise 

acquired securities in the Series G Offering pursuant to the materially false and misleading 

Prospectus, including the May 10 Prospectus Supplement, and did not know, or in the exercise of 

reasonable diligence could not have known, of the untrue statements and omissions contained 

therein.   

633. Because of tenders made pursuant to the Acquisition, Series G Plaintiffs and other 

members of the Class who have been damaged are unable to tender their shares.  Those Plaintiffs 

and other members of the Class who sold their Series G Stock prior to the Tender Date and 

therefore did not tender their Series G Stock seek rescissory damages.   

634. By virtue of the conduct alleged herein, Mills, Mills LP and the Underwriter 

Defendants violated Section 12(a)(2) of the Securities Act.  Accordingly, the Series G Plaintiffs 

and other members of the Class who purchased in the Series G Offering pursuant to the 

Prospectus, including the May 10 Prospectus Supplement, have the right to recover the 

consideration paid for their securities.  Members of the Class who sold their securities purchased 

in the Series G Preferred Offering prior to the Tender Date, are entitled to rescissory damages. 

NINTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF  

 

For Violations of Section 15 of The Securities Act  

(Against the Individual Signing Defendants and Defendants Morrow and Ettenger) 

635. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege the allegations set forth above in Section VI. H as if 

fully set forth herein, except any allegations that the Defendants made the untrue statements of 

material facts and omissions intentionally or recklessly.  This claim does not sound in fraud, and 

Plaintiffs do not incorporate any allegation of fraud in connection with this Count. 

636. This Count, which is brought by the Series G Plaintiffs, is asserted against the 

Individual Signing Defendants and Defendants Morrow and Ettenger for violations of Section 15 
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of the Securities Act, 15 U.S.C. §77o, on behalf of all members of the Class who purchased or 

otherwise acquired Mills Series G Stock issued pursuant to or traceable to the Registration 

Statement.  For the purposes of this Count, Plaintiffs assert only strict liability and negligence 

claims and expressly disclaim any allegation of fraud or intentional misconduct. 

637. At all relevant times, the Individual Signing Defendants and Defendants Morrow 

and Ettenger were controlling persons of the Company within the meaning of Section 15 of the 

Securities Act.  As set forth herein, because of their positions in the Company and/or their stock 

ownership, and/or because of their positions on Mills’ Board, each of the Individual Signing 

Defendants and Defendants Morrow and Ettenger had the requisite power to directly or 

indirectly control or influence the specific corporate policy which resulted in the unlawful acts 

and conduct alleged herein. 

638. Specifically, Defendants Siegel, Parent, Dausch, Morrow and Ettenger each 

served as an executive officer of Mills.  Defendant Siegel served as Mills’ Chief Executive 

Officer and Chairman of its Board; Defendant Parent served as its Chief Operating Officer; 

Defendant Dausch served as the President of its Development Division; Defendant Morrow 

served as its Chief Financial Officer and Executive Vice President and Ettenger served as its 

President.  As such, at all times relevant, Defendants Siegel, Parent, Dausch, Morrow and 

Ettenger participated in the operation and management of the Company, conducted and 

participated, directly and indirectly, in Mills’ business affairs and real estate projects.  These 

Defendants also participated in the preparation and dissemination of the Registration Statement, 

and otherwise participated in the process necessary to conduct the Series G Offering.  Because of 

their positions of control and authority as senior officers of Mills, each of these Defendants were 
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able to, and did, control the contents of the Offering Documents, which contained materially 

false financial information.   

639. Similarly, at all times relevant, Defendants von Boetticher, Ingram, Black, 

Braithwaite, Gildenhorn, Nick, von Perfall, Pincus and Rose, served as Directors on Mills’ 

Board, including at the time the Series G Offering was conducted and the Registration Statement 

became effective.  Defendants Bruno, Nicholas and Lampl served as Directors at the time the 

Series G Offering was conducted and at the time the Registration Statement became effective.  

As directors of a publicly owned company, these Defendants had a duty to disseminate accurate 

and truthful information with respect to Mills’ and Mills LP’s financial condition and results of 

operations.  Defendants von Boetticher, Ingram, Black, Braithwaite, Gildenhorn, Nick, von 

Perfall, Pincus and Rose each signed the Registration Statement.  Defendants von Boetticher, 

Ingram, Black, Braithwaite, Gildenhorn, Nick, von Perfall, Pincus, Rose, Bruno, Nicholas and 

Lampl were each directors at the time the Company’s 2004 Form 10-K was issued and signed the 

Form 2004 10-K, which was incorporated by reference into the Offering Documents.  Further, 

Defendants von Boetticher, Ingram, Black, Braithwaite, Gildenhorn, Nick, von Perfall, Pincus, 

Rose, Bruno, Nicholas and Lampl were Directors at the time the Series G Offering was 

conducted, the Offering Documents were disseminated to the investing public and the 

Registration Statement became effective.  Thus, these Defendants controlled the contents and 

dissemination of the Registration Statement, including the dissemination of the Prospectus 

Supplements contained therein.  

640. By reason of the aforementioned conduct, each of the Defendants named in this 

Count is liable under Section 15 of the Securities Act, jointly and severally with, and to the same 

extent as the Company is liable under Sections 11 and 12(a)(2) of the Securities Act, to the 
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Series G Plaintiffs and the other members of the Class who purchased Series G Stock in pursuant 

or traceable to the Series G Registration Statement.  As a direct and proximate result of the 

conduct of these Individual Defendants, the Series G Plaintiffs and the other members of the 

Class suffered damages in connection with their purchase or acquisition of the Series G Stock. 

641. Defendant Mills violated Sections 11 and 12(a)(2) of the Securities Act by its acts 

and omissions as alleged in this Complaint.  By virtue of their positions as controlling persons of 

Defendant Mills, the Individual Signing Defendants, as well as Defendants Morrow and 

Ettenger, are therefore liable pursuant to Section 15 of the Securities Act.  As a direct and 

proximate result of Mills’ and these Individual Defendants’ conduct, the Series G Plaintiffs and 

other members of the Class suffered damages in connection with their purchases of the 

Company’s securities pursuant or traceable to the Registration Statement. 

TENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF  

 

For Violations of Section 15 of The Securities Act  

(Against the KanAm Defendants) 

642. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation made in Section VI. H 

above as if set forth fully herein, except any allegations that the KanAm Defendants or their 

associates made the untrue statements of material facts and omissions intentionally or recklessly.  

This claim does not sound in fraud, and Plaintiffs do not incorporate any allegation of fraud in 

connection with this Count. 

643. This Count is asserted by the Series G Plaintiffs against the KanAm Defendants 

for violations of Section 15 of the Securities Act, 15 U.S.C. §77o, on behalf of all members of 

the Class who purchased or otherwise acquired Mills Series G Stock issued pursuant or traceable 

to the Series G Registration Statement.  For the purposes of this Count, Plaintiffs assert only 
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strict liability and negligence claims and expressly disclaim any allegation of fraud or intentional 

misconduct. 

644. At all relevant times, the KanAm Defendants were controlling persons of the 

Company within the meaning of Section 15 of the Securities Act.  Following Mills’ IPO, KanAm 

owned 35% of the Company.  Further, at all relevant times, KanAm had significant 

representation and influence on Mills’ Board.  Indeed, at all times relevant, KanAm was 

represented on Mills’ Board by Defendants von Boetticher, von Perfall and Braithwaite.  Mills 

admitted KanAm’s control over the Company in its 2004 Form 10-K, stating that KanAm, 

through these three directors “may have significant influence over us as members of our board.  

The interests of these directors may conflict with the interests of our other stockholders in 

connection with KanAm’s joint ventures with Mills LP to develop, own, and operate additional 

properties, and they may use their voting influence contrary to our other stockholders’ interests.” 

645. In addition, at all times relevant, the KanAm Defendants participated in the 

management of the Company and participated, directly and indirectly, in the running of Mills’ 

and Mills LP’s business affairs and real estate projects.  For example, as of December 31, 2004, 

KanAm was a joint venture partner with Mills and Mills LP in eight operating properties and two 

development projects.  Further, from 1994 to March 31, 2005, the KanAm Defendants invested 

approximately $1 billion in equity in various projects with Mills and Mills LP. 

646. The KanAm Defendants, at least through its affiliated Mills’ directors, von 

Boetticher, von Perfall and Braithwaite, participated in the preparation and dissemination of the 

Registration Statement, and otherwise participated in the process necessary to conduct the Series 

G Offering.  Through their positions of control and authority over Mills and Defendants von 
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Boetticher, von Perfall and Braithwaite, the KanAm Defendants were able to, and did, control 

the contents of the Offering Documents, which contained materially false financial information.   

647. By virtue of their employer and supervisory positions, their ownership of Mills 

stock, and their participation in joint ventures with Mills, the KanAm Defendants participated in 

and/or were aware of the Company’s operations and had knowledge of the statements filed by 

the Company with the SEC and disseminated to the investing public. The KanAm Defendants 

further had the power to influence and control and did influence and control, directly or 

indirectly, the decision-making of the Individual Defendants von Boetticher, von Perfall and 

Braithwaite, including the content and dissemination of the false and misleading statements of 

material facts and omissions within the Registration Statement and other SEC filings signed by 

their affiliated Individual Defendants.  Through Individual Defendants von Boetticher, von 

Perfall and Braithwaite, the KanAm Defendants were provided with or had unlimited access to 

copies of the Company’s reports, press releases, public filings and other statements alleged by 

Plaintiffs to be misleading prior to and/or shortly after these statements were issued and had the 

ability to prevent the issuance of the statements or cause the statements to be corrected. 

648. Further, the KanAm Defendants had direct and supervisory involvement over 

Individual Defendants von Boetticher, von Perfall and Braithwaite – who served as their 

representatives on the Mills Board – and therefore, are presumed to have had the power to 

control or influence the particular transactions giving rise to the securities violations as alleged 

herein, and exercised the same. 

649. As set forth above in Section VI. H, Defendant Mills, as well as Individual 

Defendants von Boetticher, von Perfall and Braithwaite, violated Section 11 of the Securities Act 

by their acts and omissions as alleged in this Complaint, and Defendant Mills further violated 
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Section 12(a)(2) of the Securities Act.  By virtue of their positions as controlling persons of Mills 

and Individual Defendants von Boetticher, von Perfall and Braithwaite, the KanAm Defendants 

are control persons not only of Defendants von Boetticher, von Perfall and Braithwaite, but also 

of Mills, and are therefore liable pursuant to Section 15 of the Securities Act.   

650. As a direct and proximate result of their misconduct, the Series G Plaintiffs and 

other members of the Class suffered damages in connection with their purchases of the 

Company’s securities pursuant or traceable to the Registration Statement.  

651. By reason of the aforementioned conduct, the KanAm Defendants are liable under 

Section 15 of the Securities Act, jointly and severally with, and to the same extent as the 

Company is liable under Sections 11 and 12(a)(2) of the Securities Act, and the KanAm Director 

Defendants are liable under Section 11 of the Securities Act, to the Series G Plaintiffs and other 

members of the Class who purchased or otherwise acquired Mills Series G Stock issued pursuant 

to or traceable to the Registration Statement.  As a direct and proximate result of the KanAm 

Defendants’ conduct, the Series G Plaintiffs and the other members of the Class suffered 

damages in connection with their purchase or acquisition of Mills Series G Stock. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

 WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for judgment individually and on behalf of the Class, as 

follows: 

 A. Declaring this action to be a proper class action pursuant to Rule 23 of the Federal 

Rules of Civil Procedure; 

 B. Awarding Plaintiffs and the Class members damages, including interest; 

 C. Awarding Plaintiffs reasonable costs, including attorneys’ and expert’s fees; 

and 










































